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The Jal Ministry’s priority will be to provide clean drinking water to everyone.
ICMR calls for ban on Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems

The Indian Council  of  Medical  Research (ICMR) recommended ‘complete’  ban on Electronic Nicotine
Delivery Systems (ENDS), including e-cigarettes. The recommendation is based on currently available
scientific evidence.
On occasion of World Tobacco Day which was observed on 31 May, ICMR released a white paper (an
authoritative report or guide that informs readers about an issue) about harmful effects of ENDS and e-
cigarettes.
Key Findings of ICMR’s White Paper

Background:  In 2018 Centre government issued an advisory recommending a ban on sale of e-
cigarettes in India. Later a committee headed by K Srinath Reddy of Public Health Foundation of
India (PHAI) was constituted which included experts from ICMR, Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare, AII India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India  (FSSAI)  and  Post  Graduate  Institute  of  Medical  Education  and  Research  (PGIMER)  in
Chandigarh. The committee was tasked to analyse more than 300 research articles from all over the
world and prepared the white paper.
Addictive: It noted that e-cigarettes and other such devices contained not only nicotine solution,
that was highly addictive, but also harmful ingredients like flavoring agents and vaporisers.
Marketing: It found that availability of flavour variants and attractive designs are adding to allure of
devices, and globally there was an increasing trend of e-cigarettes consumption among youth and
adolescents.  There are more than 460 different e-cigarette brands with varied configuration of
nicotine delivery that come in over 7,700 flavours.
Worry:  Use of ENDS or e-cigarettes can open a gateway for new tobacco addiction among the
masses as on the balance, these have a negative impact on public health.
Effect  on  Health:   Prolonged use of  ENDS or  e-cigarettes  has  documented adverse impact  on
humans  which  includes  DNA  damage,  respiratory/cardiovascular/  neurological  Disorders,
carcinogenic/cellular/molecular/immunological  Toxicity  and  even  have  adverse  effects  on  fetal
development and pregnancy.
It rejected argument that e-cigarettes could help smokers quit tobacco consumption. Although such
benefits  of  e-cigarettes  consumption have not  been firmly established but  these  devices  could
encourage non-smokers to get addicted to tobacco.
Youth: With large number of e-cigarette brands promoting thousands of flavors, the e-cigarette are
fast becoming a trend among youngsters. Research has found that youths using e-cigarettes (or
other such devices) are more likely to use regular cigarettes in later period. The exposure to ENDS
increases the likelihood to experiment with regular products and increase intention to indulge in
cigarette smoking.

Way Forward
These scientific and research data given in the white paper could help the government to formulate
necessary policies on ENDS or e-cigarettes and other such devices.

Government approves Monthly Pension Scheme for Traders
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved Rs.3000 monthly pension
scheme for small retail traders and shopkeepers after they attain the age of 60 years.
Salient Features of Scheme

About:  Under  the  scheme  all  small  shopkeepers,  retail  traders  and  self-employed  persons  are
assured a minimum of Rs.3,000 monthly pension after attaining 60 years of 60 years.
Beneficiary: The new pension scheme that offers pension coverage to the trading community will
cover 3 crore small retail traders and shop keepers.
Eligibility:  All  small  shopkeepers,  self-employed persons and retail  traders aged between 18-40
years  and with Goods and Service Tax (GST)  turnover below Rs.1.5 crore can enrol for pension
scheme.
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Enrollment:  The scheme is based on self-declaration as no documents are required except bank
account and Aadhaar Card. Also, the interested persons can enrol themselves via more than 3,25,000
Common Service Centres  (CSC) spread across India.
Government  Contribution:  The  Central  Government  will  make  matching  contribution  (same
amount as subscriber contribution) i.e. equal amount as subsidy into subscriber’s pension account
every month.
Significance: Since ages India has a rich tradition of trade and commerce and our traders make a
strong contribution to India’s economic growth. Therefore, cabinet decision will benefit the trading
community.  This  pension  scheme  is  a  part  of  Prime  Minister’s  vision  to  provide  a  robust
architecture of universal social security.

Health Ministry organised National Workshop for Population Research Centres
Ministry  of  Health  and  Family  Welfare  (MoHFW)  organized  a  two-day  orientation  workshop  for
Population Research Centres (PRCs) to highlight various features of Health Ministry’s flagship schemes
and for their concurrent monitoring.
About Population Research Centres

Background: Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) has established the network of 18
PRCs  spread  over  17  major  States  and  Union  Territories  (UTs).  The  scheme  started  with
establishment of 2 PRCs in 1958 at Delhi and Kerala. During 1999 it was and expanded to 18 PRCs
with latest inclusion of PRC, Sagar. Out of these, 12 are attached to various Universities and 6 are in
research institutions of national repute.
Administration: They are autonomous in nature and administratively under the control of their
host University/Institutions.
Objective: PRCs were established to undertake research projects relating to demographic research
and biological studies & qualitative aspect of population control, family planning. The aim of Health
Ministry was to gainfully utilize feedback from these research studies and then plan or formulate
strategies and policy interventions of ongoing schemes.
Mandate:  Their mandate is to provide critical  research based inputs related to the Health and
Family Welfare programs and policies at the national and state levels.
Milestone:  Since its  inception to present date PRCs have completed more than 3600 research
studies and have published more than 110 research papers in prestigious international journals.

Key Highlights of Workshop
Need: The workshop is important as there is an urgent need for PRCs to reinvent themselves to
become more relevant and PRCs should also integrate with institute they are anchored in for more
thoughtful insights of local and current issues to enrich their research.
At the event,  Ms. Preeti  Sudan, Secretary (HFW) released Rural Health Statistics (2017-18)  and a
Compendium of Studies Conducted by PRCS (2017-18).
Importance:  The flagship program of Health Ministry, Ayushman Bharat  has two components-
Health and Wellness Centres (HWCs) for Comprehensive Primary Health Care and Pradhan Mantri
Jan ArogyaYojana (PMJAY) for secondary and tertiary Health care, both seeks to deliver Health
Care services closer to where people live in rural and urban areas. Thus PRCs can provide critical
research based inputs to strengthen these initiatives further.

UN extends sanctions against South Sudan
Despite resistance from Russia, China and African countries, United Nation Security Council (UNSC) has
extended an arms embargo and sanctions on South Sudan for a year.
Key Highlights

Vote:  A  US-drafted  resolution  was  adopted  by  UNSC  after  a  vote  of  10  in  favour  with  five
abstentions. As per the rule, in the 15-member council, a resolution presented for vote requires a
minimum of nine votes for adoption.
Outcome: Post adoption of resolution an arms embargo is placed on South Sudan along with an
assets freeze and global travel ban put on eight South Sudanese nationals for their role in fuelling
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the war. The measure adopted will renews until 31 May 2020.
About UNSC Sanction

Background: UN Security Council can take action to maintain or restore international peace and
security under Chapter VII of United Nations (UN) Charter.
Objective: The UNSC places sanctions to constrain terrorism, support peaceful transitions, deter
non-constitutional changes, protect human rights and promote non-proliferation.
UN Security Council’s Sanctions Committees: the United Nations Charter’s Article 29 sets out that
UNSC may establish subsidiary bodies such as committees or working groups as and when needed
for performing its functions. One of them is Sanctions Committees which comprises of 15 members
of the Council whose mandate is to impose sanctions.

June 2-3, 2019
Two-day Yoga Mahotsava being celebrated

A Two-day Yoga Mahotsava which will be a Curtain Raiser for upcoming International Day of Yoga (IDY)
2019 was inaugurated by Shri Rajeev Kumar, Vice-Chairman, NITI AYOG at New Delhi. He also presented
theme for IDY 2019 as ‘Yoga for Heart’.
Key Highlights

Objective: To sensitize the masses for celebration of IDY 2019, this will be observed on 21 June.
Organised by: The Yoga Mahotsav-2019 is being organised by Morarji Desai National Institute of Yoga
(MDNIY) under Ministry of Ayurveda,  Yoga and Naturopathy,  Unani,  Siddha and Homoeopathy
(AYUSH).
Significance: Yoga teaches us to live with nature rather than conquering it which makes the Indian
Philosophy of ‘Vasudhaiv Kutubkam’ possible and promotes harmony and peace across globe.
Apps  Launched:  On  the  occasion  Ministry  of  AYUSH  announced  two  Applications  elated  to
International Day of Yoga 2019-
Yoga Locator– which is specially designed for IDY to record and show Yoga events across the world.1.
Bhuvan App – which has been designed in collaboration with Indian Space Research Organisation2.
(ISRO). It will provide geo time location and documentation during IDY 2019.
Sessions: in a two day Yoga Mahotsav-2019 several special sessions were also organised-
Know about Yoga – for the Yoga enthusiasts, in this session historical, medical and educational1.
prospects of Yoga will be discussed with participants in detail.
My self-experience in Yoga-A Motivational Journey – is an exclusive session which is being held2.
seeing the participation of huge number of youngsters, an exclusive session.
Celebrity Sessions – is specially scheduled session.3.

Way Forward
International Yoga Day is one of the biggest mass movement for health and wellness. In today’s world
natural and traditional medicine system is flourishing not only in India but across the globe. Therefore,
Ministry of AYUSH strives towards research and development of yoga, Ayurveda and other natural and
traditional medicinal systems. The need is also to popularizing the yogic culture through the medium of
social media.

Ex-President Pratibha Patil awarded Mexico’s Highest Civilian Honour
Former President of India, Pratibha Patil was conferred Mexico’s highest civilian honour for foreigners
titled ‘Orden Mexicana del Aguila Azteca‘ (order of the Aztec Eagle).
Melba Pria, Mexico’s Ambassador to India, presented the award to Pratibha Patil at a special ceremony
held in The Mahratta Chamber of Commerce Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA) Bhavan in Pune.
About Order of the Aztec Eagle Award

The award was created in 1993 by the then President of Mexico, Abelardo L. Rodriguez. The Royal
Eagle is Mexico’s national animal and is sacred to ancient Aztecs. It is present on the National
Emblem of Mexican flag.
The award is  given in  five  degrees  Sash of  Special  Category,  Plaque,  Collar,  Sash,  Venera and
Insignia.
Purpose: It is the highest distinction which is conferred by Mexican government to foreigners for
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their  prominent  services  to  Mexico  and to  humanity  and also  for  significant  contributions  to
strengthening bilateral relations between Mexico and other countries.
Awardees: It is conferred to prominent heads of state (or government) or ambassadors after they
have served in Mexico and also to important personalities who have made major contribution in
various fields, service to country or its people. Other recipients in various categories from India
include Nobel  laureate  Amartya Sen,  industrialist  Raghupati  Singhania,  renowned artist  Satish
Gujral, Consul-General of Mexico in Mumbai Rajju Shroff among others.
Recipients: The former President of South Africa  Nelson Mandel, along with 13 Indian nationals,
including the first Vice president of India, Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan has been given award.
The 85 year old Pratibha Patil have become only the second Indian head of state (after ate President
S. Radhakrishna) to get this award and this is the first time that Mexican government has awarded
the ‘Aztec Eagle’ to a woman.

Indian-origin Anita Bhatia appointed UN Deputy Executive Director
United Nations Secretary-General (UNSG) Antonio Guterres recently appointed Indian-origin Anita Bhatia
as Deputy Executive Director of United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women (UN-Women) for Resource Management, Sustainability and Partnerships.
Key Highlights

Earlier  Lakshmi  Puri,  Veteran Indian diplomat and a gender equality champion had served as
Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations and Deputy Executive Director of UN Women.
The key appointment comes less than a week after Antonio Guterres appointed Lieutenant General
Shailesh Tinaikar an Indian Army officer as new Force Commander of the UN Mission in South
Sudan (UNMISS ).

About Anita Bhatia
She is a veteran in strategic partnerships, resource mobilisation and management.
She  has  had  a  distinguished  career  at  World  Bank  (WB)  Group,  has  served  in  various  senior
leadership and management positions, both at the headquarters (Washington, D.C., United States)
and in the field.

About UN Women
The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women) is
the UN’s agency focused on women empowerment and gender equality.
Background: It was established in July 2010 by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and is
headquartered in New York City, United States. It became operational in January 2011.
Objective: UN Women is a global champion for women and girls which seeks to accelerate progress
on meeting their needs worldwide.
Function: It works globally to make vision of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) a reality
for women and girls and stands behind women’s equal participation in all aspects of life.

Financial Literacy Week 2019 organised by RBI
The Financial Literacy Week 2019 will be observed from 3 June to 7 June. It is an annual initiative by
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to promote awareness on key topics through a focused campaign.
Key Highlights

The theme of Financial Literacy Week 2019 is ‘Farmers’ which focuses on how they can benefit by
being a part of the formal banking system.
Objective: The aim of initiative is to create awareness about financial products and services, good
financial practices, going digital and consumer protection.
During the Financial Literacy week, the messages disseminated will be focussed on Responsible
Borrowing & Agricultural Finance.
Measures: RBI’s Financial Education Initiative includes-
The  FAME  (Financial  Awareness  Messages)  booklet–  which  provides  basic  financial  literacy1.
messages for information of general public.
Tailored financial literacy content developed by RBI which can be used by the trainers in financial2.
literacy programmes primarily for five target groups namely Farmers, Small entrepreneurs, School
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children, Self Help Groups (SHG) and Senior Citizens.
RBI has designed Audio visuals on “Basic Financial Literacy“, “Unified Payments Interface” (UPI) and3.
“Going Digital” for the benefit of general public on topics relating to Financial Literacy.
Both Rural  and Urban banks are advised to display the posters and content in their branches,4.
Financial Literacy Centers, ATMs and websites.
During month of June, RBI will also undertake a centralized mass media campaign on Doordarshan5.
and All India Radio (AIR) to disseminate essential financial awareness messages to farmers via these
mediums.
Significance:  With 60% of  country’s  population employed in agriculture,  growth in agriculture
becomes necessary for overall economic growth and finance act an essential enabler for the same.
Thus,  RBI  is  actively  involved in  formulating policies  that  enhances  flow of  credit  to  farming
community.

US withdraws India’s GSP benefits
The  United  States  of  America  (USA)  President  Donald  Trump  terminated  India’s  designation  as  a
beneficiary developing nation under the GSP (Generalized System of Preference) trade program w.e.f. 5
June 2019.
Key Highlights

The US has withdrawn preferential tariffs to Indian exports. The step was taken on determining that
India has not committed to provide “equitable and reasonable access to its markets” for the US.
Under the US’s oldest preferential trade scheme called GSP, India is the largest beneficiary nation
and exported goods worth $6.35 billion under the scheme in 2018.
Reasons: cited by trump administration are trade imbalance with India, no access to Indian market
for US dairy, medical device industry and issues related to data localisation norms.
Outcome: As per the traders, exports are likely to become costlier, even less competitive in specific
sectors, but the overall impact would be minimal on India’s outbound trade with US. Although, some
specific exports from India in sectors like leather, jewellery, agricultural products chemicals and
pharmaceuticals are set to face higher costs and competition.

About GSP benefits
The  Generalized  System  of  Preferences  are  unilateral,  non-reciprocal  and  non-discriminatory
benefits extended by some developed nations to developing countries.
Background: GSP was instituted on 1 January 1976, by Trade Act of 1974. The GSP program has
effective dates which are specified in relevant legislation thus in order to remain in effect it requires
periodical reauthorization.
Objective:  The U.S.  designed trade program seeks to  promote economic growth in  developing
countries by providing preferential duty-free entry for up to 4,800 products from 129 designated
beneficiary countries and territories.
Eligibility  Criteria:  As  per  US  norms,  to  qualify  for  GSP  a  beneficiary  nation  must  meet  15
discretionary  and  mandatory  eligibility  criteria  established  by  US  Congress  which  includes
providing US with equitable and reasonable market access, respecting mutual and internationally
recognised worker rights, working for combating child labour and providing adequate and effective
intellectual property rights (IPR) protection. But, reinstatement of GSP benefits is conditional.

Way Forward
As  part  of  bilateral  trade  discussions  between  India  and  US,  India  had  offered  resolution  on
significant US requests in an effort to find a mutually acceptable way forward but unfortunately that
this did not find acceptance by US. Therefore, like US and other nations India shall always uphold its
national interest in these matters and should consider significant development imperatives and
concerns and its people who also aspire for better standards of living.
In any bilateral relationship particularly in area of economic ties, there are issues which get resolved
mutually from time to time. Thus India views this issue as a part of this regular process and will
continue to build on strong ties with US, both economically and people-to-people. India is confident
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that two countries will continue to work together intensively for further growing these ties in a
mutually beneficial manner.

Italy’s Volcano Mount Etna erupts on Island of Sicily
Europe’s Highest Volcano Mount Etna, in southern Italy erupted with burst into life, spews ash, fire, and
spitting molten lava high into sky.
Key Highlights

This is 2019’s first eruption as the volcano on island of Sicily previously erupted in December 2018.
The lava came from two eruptive fissures on northeastern and south-southeastern sides of Mount
Etna’s New Southeast Crater. Mount Etna burst into life, spitting molten lava high into sky.
Italy’s National Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology (INGV) reported the lively spattering after
volcano erupted and as fire and hot ash spewed high into sky which later slowed slightly but still
posed risk to climbers. It also reported that latest lava show did not pose any problems for nearby
residential areas or for flights at closest airport at Catania.

About Mount Etna
With an elevation of 3,326 m (10,912 ft), it is the highest peak in Italy (south of Alps) and is the
highest active volcano in Europe outside the Caucasus.
It is also the largest of the three active volcanoes in Italy, other being Mount Vesuvius, near Naples
and Mount Stromboli, one of the Aeolian Islands. It is about 2.5 times the height of the next largest,
Mount Vesuvius.
It is an active stratovolcano and is located on the east coast of Sicily, Italy, in the Metropolitan City
of Catania.
The United Nations has designated Mt. Etna as a Decade Volcano due to its history of recent activity
and nearby population.
In June 2013, it was added to the list of The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Sites.

ONGC overtakes India Oil Corp as Most Profitable PSU
The Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) overtook India Oil Corporation (IOC) by regaining crown of
being India’s most profitable Public Sector Undertakings (PSU).
Key Highlights

In the previous two financial years (2016-17 and 2017-18) ONGC had lost the most profitable PSU tag
to IOC.
In fiscal year 2018-19, ONGC’s net profits increased by 34% to Rs.26,716 crore in comparison to it IOC
registered a net profit of Rs.17,274 crore for fiscal year ended March 31, 2019.
In Financial year 2018-19 IOC also lost its title of being India’s largest company by turnover tag to
Mukesh Ambani led Reliance Industries. It was because IOC’s refining margins were under pressure
due to falling oil prices. Thus with a 44% rise in revenue, RIL is now India’s biggest firm in terms of
revenue, profit and market capitalisation.

About ONGC
It  is  a  state  owned  multinational  oil  and  gas  company  earlier  headquartered  in  Dehradun,
(Uttarakhand) now headquartered in Vasant Kunj, Delhi.
It is a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU), under administrative control of Union Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Gas.
It is India’s largest oil and gas exploration and production company which global rank of 11 among
the Top 250 Global Energy Companies (by Platts).
It produces about 62% of India’s natural gas demand 70% of India’s crude oil  demand which is
equivalent to around 30% of India’s total demand.

Liverpool beats Hotspur to win UEFA Champions League
Liverpool beats Tottenham Hotspur with 2-0 to win UEFA Champions League football trophy final at
Madrid, Spain. This was Tottenham first ever appearance in the Champions League final.
Key Highlights

In an all-English Champions League final the 2-0 win by Liverpool over Tottenham Hotspur was result
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of an early goal from Mohamed Salah and a late one from Divock Origi. Liverpool’s coach Juergen
Klopp received the Europe’s biggest prize.
With this win Liverpool claimed its sixth European Champions League title.
This title has further cemented their status as one of football’s most storied clubs. They now have
more than Barcelona, Bayern Munich and twice as many as Manchester United club.

About UEFA Champions League (UCL)
It was founded in 1955 and is organised by Union of European Football Associations (UEFA).
It is an annual club football competition which is contested by top-division European clubs.
It is one of the World’s most prestigious tournaments and most prestigious club competition in
European football which decides the best team in Europe.
It played by the national league champions (and, for some nations, one or more runners-up) of
strongest UEFA national associations.

14th Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) summit held in Mecca
The 14th summit of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) held in Mecca, Saudi Arabia was hosted
by Saudi King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud.
Key Highlights of Summit

Agenda: The official agenda of meeting was to address ‘current issues in Muslim world’ and ‘recent
developments in a number of OIC member states. Also, amid soaring tension between Iran and the
US and its Gulf allies the OIC summit discussed the regional security issues. The Mecca summit
supported Palestinians and backed Saudis in Iran standoff.
Background: In December 2017, The United States President Donald Trump broke the decades of
established protocol by recognizing Jerusalem  as Israel’s capital.  In May 2018 US embassy was
transferred from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. The suit was soon followed by Guatemala.
Political  leaders  and  heads  of  state  from  Islamic  nations  unanimously  condemned  countries
including  United  Sates  decision  of  making  “illegal  and  irresponsible  decision”  to  recognise
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
In a joint statement at OIC summit in Saudi Arabia, the leaders called on countries  that have moved
their embassies to Jerusalem (by recognizing it as Israel’s capital) to rethink their strategy and
which OIC considered as a serious violation of international law and international legitimacy.

About Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
It was established in 1969 by 24 member states and presently has 57 member states from four
continents.
Members: Out of total 57 member states the organisation has several significant non-Arab member
states, like Turkey, Iran and Pakistan. The 22 members of the Arab League are also part of OIC. It has
five observer members, including Russia and Thailand.
With a collective population of more than 1.8 billion, it is the second largest intergovernmental body
after the United Nations (UN).
Objective: As per OIC charter, it aims to preserve Islamic values, safeguard and defend national
sovereignty and independence of its member states and also to contribute to international peace and
security.
OIC states itself as ‘the collective voice of the Muslim world’ and works towards protecting interests
of Muslim world.
Summit: OIC holds an Islamic Summit once every three years at which heads of state discuss ways to
achieve OIC’s charter’s objectives and make policy decisions that concern its member states.
OIC has permanent delegations to the UN and the European Union (EU)
Its official languages are Arabic, English and French.

Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) meets in Bangkok
The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue also known as Quad is an informal strategic grouping consisting of
India, US, Australia and Japan recently met in Bangkok in Thailand.
Key Highlights of Meet

The meet in Bangkok was attended by senior officials of Quad (India, US, Japan and Australia).
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At the meet countries held consultations on their collective efforts for a free, open and inclusive
Indo-Pacific region. The consultations also underscored Quad’s intention of continuing with close
coordination  and  collaboration  among themselves  in  support  of  sustainable,  private  sector-led
development, maritime security of the region and of good governance.
The Quad (or QSD) is committed to preserving and promoting the rules-based order in the Indo-
Pacific region. At this meet they reaffirmed their shared commitment.
The Quad call for an open Indo-Pacific region (which is a biogeographic region) is because China has
been trying to expand its military presence in the Indo-Pacific.
China claims almost all of the South China Sea (SCS) even though other countries of same region viz.
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan have also countered China’s claims over it.

June 4, 2019
IAF AN-32 Aircraft Missing

Indian Air Force’s AN-32 transport aircraft goes missing after taking off from Jorhat in Assam. The
airborne aircraft had total 13 people on board including eight aircrew and five passengers.
Key Highlights

AN-32 aircraft got airborne on 3 June from Jorhat at 12:27 p.m. for Mechuka Advanced Landing
Ground (only 29 kms from the China border), in Mechuka Valley in West Siang District of Arunachal
Pradesh. It last contacted ground agencies at around 1:00 p.m. after that there has been was no
contact with the aircraft.
Since the aircraft lost the contact and did not reach the destination also Indian Air Force initiated
overdue actions.

Search Operation:
C 130J Super Hercules aircraft, AN-32 military transport aircraft, two Mi-17 (medium twin-turbine
transport helicopter)of Indian Air Force (IAF) and ALH (Advanced Light Helicopters) helicopter of
Indian Army were launched to locate the missing aircraft.
Helicopters were routed to the location after some ground reports were received about possible
location of a crash site however no wreckage has been sighted so far.
IAF is in continuous coordination with Indian Army and with various government and civil agencies
to locate the missing aircraft.
The Search operation to locate the missing IAF AN-32 aircraft is underway with operation from air
by IAF and by ground parties of Indian Army and the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP).

About Anton AN-32
It is a tactical transport aircraft and is an extensive used by Indian Air Force (IAF).
It has been in service since 1984 and has been a trustworthy workhorse for the IAF for many years.
Specification: As the service ceiling of Antonov An-32 turboprop aircraft is 31,000ft so it flies lower
and slower (with a cruising speed of 470 kmph) than most commercial jetliners (which have a service
ceiling of 40,000ft), thus this gives lesser room for the An-32 to outrun bad weather or climb over it.

OIC appoints Yousef Aldobeay as its special envoy for J&K
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) appointed Yousef Aldobeay of Saudi Arabia as its special
envoy for Jammu & Kashmir. The decision was taken at the 14th OIC Summit held in the holy city of
Makkah, in Saudi Arabia.
Key Highlights

The 57-member grouping approved Saudi Arabia’s Yousef Aldobeay as its special envoy for Jammu
and Kashmir (J&K).
The OIC extended their support for people of Jammu and Kashmir and towards achievement of their
legitimate rights. They called upon India to hold a referendum in J&K under the United Nations’
patronage.
This decision to appoint a special envoy for J&K was mainly was of OIC contact group on Kashmir
and several of OIC members were not party to this decision and maintained a neutral stance on this
issue.
Background:  In March 2019 India was invited for the first time as the guest of honour for the
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plenary session of the OIC foreign ministers’ meet held in at Abu Dhabi (in UAE). On that occasion,
Pakistan initially tried to ‘disinvite’ India and later used every session to defame India but failed to
get Jammu and Kashmir’s issue mentioned in final joint declaration of plenary session because the
hosts and Saudi Arabia tried to ensure that their guest (India) was not embarrassed and stood solidly
behind  the  country.  These  developments  came  within  three  months  of  the  same  OIC  foreign
ministers’ meet even when some of the key OIC member states across continents have not been in
favour of a strong position on Kashmir.
Reason: Due to the current complicated political situation in West Asia particularly the tensions
between Saudi Arabia and Iran which is coupled with the dependence of some key nations in region
on Pakistan Army against Houthis and Iran might have possibly prompted the 57-member OIC
grouping to appoint a special envoy for Kashmir.

CAG Rajiv Mehrishi elected External Auditor for WHO
The Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India Rajiv Mehrishi has been elected as external auditor of
World Health Organization (WHO) for a period of four years from year 2020 to 2023.
Key Highlights

CAG Rajiv Mehrishi was elected at 72nd World Health Assembly (WHA) held in Geneva, Switzerland
on May 2019.
He  will  take  over  the  charge  from the  Supreme Audit  Institution  of  Philippines  which  is  the
incumbent External Auditor of WHO.
At 72nd WHA, CAG of India was elected with a majority of 90 votes out of 162 votes in first round of
voting itself. Apart from India others competing for elected position includes Auditors General of
United Kingdom (UK) of Great Britain, Congo, France, Northern Ireland, Ghana and Tunisia.
Other Appointments: In March 2019 the CAG was chosen for the post of External Auditor of Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in Rome Italy thus the external auditor of WHO is the second
major international audit assignment for CAG in same year.
Currently, CAG Mehrishi is also on the Board of Auditors of United Nations (UN) and Vice-Chair of
the UN Panel of External Auditors (UNPEA).

U.S. Visa process now needs Social Media Profiles
Under a new rule, the United States has asked all Visa applicants to must provide information on their
social media use and declare their social media profiles going back five years.
Key Highlights

Background:  The  new Visa  rules  originates  from a  March 2017  executive  order  issued by  US
President Donald Trump which was intended to put extreme vetting into place to curb immigration
into US. Later in April 2018, the US State Department first published the rule to expand social media
history data collection to all immigrant and non-immigrant visa applicants
Objective:  The move is an attempt by US to enhance the careful examining of foreign nationals
seeking  Visa  and  to  screen  out  terrorists  and  other  dangerous  individuals  seeking  entry  into
America.
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Key Features:
Unlike  earlier  when  only  certain  individuals  whose  applications  required  further  review  were
required to provide social media information, now  the social media use information is required as
part of all online visa applications including immigrant  form DS-260  and non-immigrant form
DS-160. This new policy of declaring social media profiles is adopted by US State Department.
Most visa applicant’s (even temporary visitors) will be required to list their social media identifiers
in a drop down menu in addition to their other personal information.
If in any case the visa applicants do not use social media they will have the option to say so but if
applicant lies about social media use, they could face serious consequences.  Also, in the future, visa
applicants will be required to turn more extensive information on their travel history.
Coverage:  The rule covers all  applicants except those who are applying for certain official  and
diplomatic visas.
Significance: The new rule is a significant move to increase surveillance of those seeking to enter
the United States and is expected to affect about 15 million people annually. With the new proposal
in place a high volume of Indian applications are likely to be impacted.
Criticism:  In  the absence of  any criteria  to  guide the use  of  social  media  information in  visa
adjudication process there is no evidence that such social media monitoring is effective or fair.

‘Cricket World Cup: The Indian Challenge’ book by Ashis Ray released
Celebrated cricket broadcaster Ashis Ray released a new book titled ‘Cricket World Cup: The Indian
Challenge’. It the new book he has Ray penned down the journey of Indian cricket at the World Cups since
the inaugural edition of WCs in 1975.
About ‘Cricket World Cup: The Indian Challenge’ Book

It is published by Bloomsbury.
It describes the readers about the beautiful journey witnessed by India ever since1975 when the
West Indies won 60-over World Cup held in England.
It reviews all World Cup tournaments from year 1975 to 2015 as well as previews ongoing 2019
World Cup in England and Wales.
The book records all matches played by India, since the World Cup inaugural (44 years ago) and also
every semi-final and final regardless of whether India featured in them or not.
It provides details about the story of India’s turning point in One Day Cricket (ODI) held in Guyana
when in March 1983 Indian team under Kapil Dev defeated previously unassailable West Indies in
their own backyard.
In total nine chapters of book Ray has talked about all facets of Indian cricket with details of India’s
performance in each and every World Cup and also about the controversies such as Greg Chappell’s
controversial tenure as India coach or Indian Premier League (IPL) corruption scandal.

About Ashis Ray
He is the world’s senior-most active cricket broadcaster.
At the age of 24 in 1975, Ray made his debut as a Test match commentator on All India Radio (AIR).
He holds the merit of being World’s youngest Test match commentator.
During the BBC’s coverage of 1983 edition of World Cup match(in which India defeated cricket
giants West Indies), he was the only Asian ball-by-ball commentator.

Elephanta Festival of Art and Culture begins
The  Elephanta  Festival  of  art  and  culture  commenced  at  the  iconic  Gateway  of  India  in  Mumbai,
Maharashtra. The festival was inaugurated by state Tourism Minister Jaykumar Rawal who highlighted
government’s commitment towards boosting Elephanta island tourism in all possible ways.
Key Features
Background: The Elephanta Festival of art and culture was started in 2012 and since then is held every
year to promote tourism and culture of Mumbai. It is held on Gharapuri island (also known as Elephanta
Island) where Elephanta Caves are located.
The annual gala event is organised on Elephanta Island by Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation
(MTDC). It is promoted by Maharashtra government.
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About Elephanta Caves
They are the rock-cut Caves and were constructed around the mid-5th to 6th centuries AD. They are
a collection of cave temples primarily dedicated to Lord Shiv but also have Buddhist caves.
The island was renamed as Elephanta from Gharapuri (which means the city of caves) by Portuguese
after they found a statue of an elephant on island.
Elephanta Caves is currently maintained by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) and are also a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

3 June: World Bicycle Day celebrated
The World Bicycle Day was globally celebrated on 3 June 2019 by organising group rides on the event to
popularize the use of bicycles in daily life.
Background

In 2018, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) declared 3 June as World Bicycle Day to
observe the day as a celebration of “uniqueness, longevity, and versatility” of the bicycle. Professor
Leszek Sibilski of Montgomery College, Maryland, United States with his Sociology class petitioned
for the bicycle to have its own day and to recognize all its good qualities.
Professor Sibilski and his class then led a grassroots campaign to promote a UN Resolution for
World Bicycle Day which used social media to spread word globally and nominated 3 of June to
mark as World Bicycle Day. The campaign eventually gained the support of Turkmenistan and 56
other countries and was finally materialized in 2018, when the UN declared it a world holiday.

Significance
The day highlights bicycle as an affordable, reliable, clean and environmentally fit sustainable means
of transportation also as they do not produce any air-borne pollutants, fumes, greenhouse gases and
even reduce countries carbon footprints
Amsterdam leads the number with 40% of all its commuters use a bicycle to go to work.

Celebrations Worldwide
In an effort to bring bicycle and cycling habit back in fashion, the World Bicycle Day event in New
York, saw the participation of various countries including Turkmenistan, Bahrain, Indonesia, Canada
and even India’s Ambassador to the United Nations (UN) Syed Akbaruddin and his team.
In 2018, Vice President Venkaiah Naidu, and then Minister for Environment, Forests, and Climate
Change, Dr Harsh Vardhan, , inaugurated the adoption of bike sharing system in the core area of
New Delhi
Also days ahead of World Bicycle Day celebration in 2018, Bengaluru appointed its first ever ‘Bicycle
Mayor‘ the first of its kind in India, Satya Shankaran.

Indian Army installs Air Quality Monitor at Fort Williams
The Indian Army has commissioned a “Continuous Ambient Air Quality Monitoring System” (CAAQMS) at
its  Eastern  Command  headquarters  in  Fort  William  Military  Station,  Kolkata  in  West  Bengal.  The
commission of air quality monitor is part of Army’s countrywide ‘Go Green’ initiative, which was started
in April 2019.
Key Features of The CAAQMS

It  will  monitor  air  pollution  of  city  on  real  time  basis  and  its  readings  will  be  considered  a
benchmark of quality. This recent installation will be sixth CAAQMS facility in Kolkata.
Measures:  The  CAAQMS  installed  at  William  Military  station  will  measure  air  pollution
continuously throughout the year. It includes measuring pollutants like SO2, NO, NO2, NH3, CO, O3,
VOC and particulate matters (PM 10 and PM 2.5). It will also display relative humidity, ambient
temperature, solar radiation, wind speed and direction, barometric pressure and rain gauge.
Usage: The data so collected can be remotely monitored on internet and can also be published into
various desired formats for public awareness. The CAAQMS data can also be used by West Bengal
Pollution Control Board (WBPCB) or any other local or international weather monitoring bodies.
Significance: The installation of CAAQMS is special because it will act as the ‘control station’ (i.e. it
will monitor air quality at an ideal situation) and its readings will be considered a benchmark of
quality.
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Nilekani Panel suggests measures to encourage Digital Payments
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) appointed Nandan Nilekani committee has submitted its suggestions on
measures to encourage digital payments in India to RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das.
Background:  In January 2019 the RBI had set up the five-member panel under the chairmanship of
Nandan Nilekani  to provide suggestions on deepening digital  payments with a view of  encouraging
digitization of payments and of enhancing financial inclusion through digitization.
Key Recommendation by Nilekani Panel

The measures suggest by Nilekani Panel includes elimination of all charges, round the clock (24×7)
RTGS (real time gross settlement) and NEFT (national electronic funds transfer) facility and duty-
free import of point-of-sales (POS) machines.
As per the report within last five years many people have entered the Indian banking network
system through the Financial Inclusion schemes like Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) and
also lot of digital credit into bank accounts have been added due to direct benefit transfers (DBT),
and digitization of government payments.
Customer Service: Panel suggested that there should be no convenience fee on payments made by
customers  to  government  agencies.  It  also  recommended that  to  handle  customer  complaints
payment systems should use machine-driven, online dispute resolution systems.
Payment Monitoring: It recommended that for monitoring the digital payment systems, the RBI
and the government should put in place an appropriate mechanism and must make aggregated
information (based on blocks, and PIN code), available to all players involved on a monthly basis, so
that they can make the necessary adjustments in a timely manner.
Larger  balances:  Since  digital  transactions  result  in  larger  balances  with  banks,  thus  panel
suggested that customers must be allowed to initiate and accept a reasonable number of digital
payment transactions without levying any charges.
Digital Infrastructure: Although the banks have issued more than billion debit cards and 50 million
credit cards but, with only about 3.5 million POS devices, and 2 lakh ATMs to accept cards there
acceptance is still low from an infrastructure perspective. Thus to incentivize acquirers of cards in
spite  of  the  acute  paucity  of  acquisition  infrastructure  in  India,  the  committee  suggests  that
regulator must intervene at regular intervals to fine tune interchange fee levied and to address
other related issues, as well as to ensure that there is level playing field in market both for issuer and
acquirer.
The features of ATMs much be enhanced such that it act as a complete Digital facilitation point. It
includes features of ATMs such as from cash dispenser to support gamut of banking facilities as well
as cash Deposit, tax deposits, bills payment, funds transfer, mobile recharge and customer support
and grievance reporting
Suggested internationalization plan for Indian payment systems like RuPay  and BHIM  (Bharat
Interface for Money) UPI (Unified Payment Interface applications) to ease the flow of remittances
into India and also to help Indian travellers make payments abroad.

Ajit Doval reappointed as National Security Adviser
Ajit Doval is reappointed as National Security Advisor (NSA) of India for another five year tenure. In
recognition of his earlier contribution in the national security domain, he has also been elevated to rank of
Cabinet Minister for this term. During his first term 2014-2019 NSA was given rank of Minister of State
(MoS).
About Ajit Doval

He is a 1968-batch IPS officer. For over 33 years he worked as an intelligence officer during which he
served in North East, Jammu and Kashmir and Punjab.
The 74 year old Doval had also done several key diplomatic assignments in Pakistan and the United
Kingdom (UK).
He headed the Intelligence Bureau’s (IB) operations wing for over a decade including serving as
Director of Intelligence Bureau (IB) from July 2004 to January 2005.
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Post  retirement,  he  founded Vivekananda International  Foundation,  a  public  policy  think  tank
headquartered in New Delhi.
In May 2014, he was appointed as India’s fifth NSA. Under his supervision, Surgical strike  was
conducted in September 2016 (aftermath of Uri terror attack) and Balakot airstrike was conducted
in February 2019 (aftermath of suicide attack on CRPF convey).

About National Security Advisor (NSA)
NSA is the chief adviser to the prime minister of India on national and international security policy
matters. He serves at the discretion of Prime Minister of India.
NSA is now seen as the most powerful bureaucrat in the Government of India.
This post was created in 1998 by then government of Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. Since
then either an Indian Foreign Service (IFS) or the Indian Police Service (IPS) serves the post. Senior
IFS officer Brajesh Mishra was India’s first NSA (in office from November 1998-May 2004).
NSA presides over the National  Security Council  (NSC).  NSC was established in 1998.  It  is  an
executive government agency that oversees India’s political, economic, energy and security issues of
strategic  concern.  It  is  a  three-tiered organization comprising of  Joint  Intelligence Committee
(JIC), Strategic Policy Group (SPG) and National Security Advisory Board (NSAB).

Bulletin: PM approves changes in Prime Minister’s Scholarship Scheme
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on assuming his office took the very first decision of granting approval to
major changes in the ‘Prime Minister’s Scholarship Scheme’  under the National Defence Fund. This
decision is in line with PM’s vision for India’s safety, security and well-being of those who protect the
nation.
Changes approved by Prime Minister

Scholarship Rate:  The rates of scholarship have been increased from Rs.2000pm (per month) to
Rs.2500pm for boys and from Rs.2250pm to Rs.3000pm for girls.
Scholarship  Extended:  The ambit  of  Prime Minister’s  Scholarship Scheme is  now extended to
include the wards of State Police officials who are or were martyred during terror or naxal attacks.
The new scholarships quota for wards of state police officials will  be 500 in one year.  For the
implementation of it the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) will be the nodal Ministry.

Significance
The move of including police personnel wards provides recognition to the length of monumental
contribution of our police personnel who performing their duties with utmost diligence.
The availability of scholarship under the scheme will enable more youngsters from police families to
study and excel in different fields and will also have an empowering effect on several bright young
minds.
The Prime Minister took the decision in spirit that it is country’s duty not only to express gratitude
but also do things towards welfare of police personnel and their families.

About National Defence Fund
Background: NDF was set up in 1962. It was meant to take charge of voluntary donations (in cash
and kind) received for promotion of national defence effort, and also to decide on their utilisation.
National Defence Fund also accepts online voluntary contributions.
Purpose: NDF is used for welfare of members of Armed Forces, Para Military forces and Railway
Protection Force, and their dependents.
Administration: An Executive Committee chaired by Prime Minister and with Defence Ministers,
Finance Ministers and Home Ministers as Members administers the fund.
‘Prime Minister’s Scholarship Scheme’ (PMSS) is implemented under NDF.
PMSS: encourages technical and post-graduate education for widows and wards of deceased or ex-
service personnel of Armed Forces, Para Military Forces and Railway Protection Force (RPF).
Scholarships under the scheme are available for education at technical institutions such as MBA,
MCA, engineering, medical, dental, veterinary, or any other equivalent technical professions (with
suitable AICTE/UGC approval).
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Under PMSS new scholarships are given every year for about 5500 wards of armed forces (which is
controlled by Ministry of Defence), 2000 wards of paramilitary forces (by Ministry of Home Affairs)
and for 150 wards of forces (by Ministry of Railways).

June 5, 2019
#SelfiewithSapling campaign: launched by Environment Minister

On the eve of World Environment Day, Union Environment Minister, Shri Prakash Javadekar launched a
people’s campaign called #SelfiewithSapling, urging people to advocate the cause on social media.
Key Highlights about Campaign

Union Environment Minister, Shri Prakash Javadekar urged all people to join the campaign and
plant a sapling and post selfie with the planted sapling on social media.
He also stressed that ‘Jan Bhagidari’  (means Peoples Participation) is integral towards tackling
environmental issues and environment protection has to be a people’s movement for achieving
success in domain.
He also informed that on occasion of World Environment Day (celebrated on 5 June) he along with
Kapil Dev (renowned cricketer) and Jackie Shroff (bollywood actor) will plant sapling in premises of
Paryavaran Bhawan (India’s first on site net zero building) in New Delhi.
Significance: Such initiatives are needed so as to create a carbon sink. Also environmental concerns
cannot be addressed solely by government and has to be a people’s programme.

Other Initiatives
Hawa Aane De: Recently, the Environment ministry released a music video for World Environment
Day 2019′s theme of “Air Pollution”, song is titled “Hawa Aane De”.
NCAP:  In  January  2019,  National  Clean  Air  Programme  (NCAP)  was  launched  by  Centre
government with aim to reduce air pollution by 2024. According to environment ministry,  the
committee formed under NCAP has drawn up an action plan for 84 of 102 non-attainment cities, i.e.
cities that do not meet the National Air Quality Standard (NAQS) identified under programme.

Fee waived off for SC/ST Candidates in Jan Shikshan Sansthans
After  taking charge of  his  office,  Union  Minister  for  Skill  Development  and  Entrepreneurship,  Dr.
Mahendra Nath Pandey held a first review meeting with senior officials of Ministry of Skill Development
and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) in which the decision was taken to waive off fee for SC/ST candidates
joining vocational training under Jan Shikshan Sansthans.
Key Highlights

As per the decision taken at MSDE’ review meeting, all those SC/ST candidates who join vocational
training under Jan Shikshan Sansthans (JSS), which operates under the aegis of Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) their fees will be waived off.
Background:  In  January  2019,  comprehensive  reforms were  brought  in  for  Directorate  of  Jan
Shikshan Sansthan (DJSS), which was formerly under Ministry of Human Resources Development
(MHRD) and was transferred to Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship in 2018. This
decision follows those recent comprehensive reforms.
Objective: to further strengthen skill ecosystem so as to benefit those in underprivileged sections of
society.

About Jan Shikshan Sansthans
Background: The Jan Shikshan Santhan (JSS) scheme of was initially launched in 1967 as Shramik
Vidyapeeth,  a multi-faceted adult education institution that was aimed at improving vocational
skills and quality of life of industrial workers and their family members and of migrants workers,
coming to urban areas. In April 2000, Shramik Vidyapeeth scheme was renamed as Jan Shikshan
Sansthan and its focus was also extended to the rural areas.
Function:  JSS  imparts  vocational  skill  training  programmes  and  entrepreneurship  benefits
accessible to underprivileged and un-reached sections of society like SCs, STs, women and girls, neo-
literates, semi-literates, slum dwellers, migrant workers.
They do not provide just skill development, but also link literacy with vocational skills and technical
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knowledge and provide large doses of Life Enrichment Education (LEE) to the people enrolled.
At present there are 247 JSSs working across the country.

 
Kharga Prahar: Army training exercise concludes

The “Kharga Prahar”, a major training exercise conducted by the Indian Army in Punjab from 27 May 2019
concluded on 4 June 2019.
Key Highlights of Exercise

Kharga Prahar exercise was undertaken in plains of Punjab by various units and formations of
Army’s Kharga Corps.
The exercise was successful in validating latest operational concepts which are designed to deliver a
swift punitive blow to India’s adversary.
The  exercise  brought  out  valuable  lessons  and  also  reinforced  a  high  degree  of  operational
preparedness of the Kharga Corps.
Joint Training: The exercise setting also incorporated joint training aspects as Indian Air Force
(IAF) components also participated. As part of training para drops from IAF aircraft were carried out
and simulated battlefield air strikes were conducted in support of ground forces.

About Kharga Corps
The Indian Army’s II Corps, based in Ambala is known as Kharga Corps. It has been stationed at
Ambala since 1985.
If conflict or war breaks out between India and neighbouring Pakistan, in such case it has a mandate
to launch offensive attack.
Kharga possesses 50% of  Indian Army’s offensive capabilities and on integration with multiple
military formations it has proved an effective weapon in various wars.
In 1971,  Bangladesh Liberation War  Khara Corps was positioned in West Bengal and helped in
division of Pakistan. During the Kargil conflict in 1999 this elite force was deployed somewhere in
the desert sector.

 
Supersonic Cruise Missile BrahMos test fired

The Anti-ship version of supersonic cruise missile BrahMos was test fired from the launch complex-3 of
Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Chandipur in Odisha.
About BrahMos Missile

The name BrahMos is formed from names of two rivers i.e.  Indian river Brahmaputra  and the
Moskva River of Russia.
Manufacturer: The missile is manufactured at BrahMos Aerospace Limited which is a joint venture
between  India’s  Defence  Research  and  Development  Organisation  (DRDO)  and  Russia’s  NPO
Mashinostroyenia (NPOM).
Strategic Importance: The supersonic cruise missile is a strategic asset for India as in case of any
possible threats from China and Pakistan it would act as deterrence against them.
Deployed: It has been operationalised in Indian Army, Indian Air Force (IAF) and Indian Navy.
Features: It is often described as the world’s fastest supersonic cruise missile. It is highly versatile
thus can be fired from land, sea and air with a high rate of precision and accuracy. In modern-day
complex battlefields, Brahmos has established itself as a major force multiplier with its impeccable
land-attack, anti-ship capabilities along with a high rate of precision and accuracy. It also has multi-
role and multi-platform abilities.
Range: The medium-range ramjet supersonic cruise missile has a strike range of about 290 km.

Mrutyunjay Mohapatra appointed Director General of IMD
Renowned scientist, Mrutyunjay Mohapatra is appointed as Director-General the India Meteorological
Department (IMD). His appointment order was issued by the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions.
About Mrutyunjay Mohapatra

The 54-year-old cyclone warning specialist is Scientist ‘G’ (grade) in IMD. Prior to joining IMD, he
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worked at the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) laboratory in Chandipur.
He is appointed as chief of IMD and will assume charge of the post on or after 1 August 2019 for a
period of five years.
He leads the Cyclone Warning Division (CWD) of the IMD and is well known as ‘Cyclone Man‘ for
his cyclone forecasts. In past six years, CWD has given accurate forecasts on cyclones such as Phailin
(2013), Hudhud (2014) and Titli (2018) which hit the eastern coast.
Focus  Areas:  He  seeks  to  strengthen  the  IMD’s  infrastructure  and  improve  dissemination  of
weather-related  information  with  focus  on  sector-related  forecast  and  giving  impact-based
prediction in all areas. By sector-related forecasts, IMD intends to give predictions on specific areas
like information for transport systems (like trains). At present IMD gives impact-based predictions
only for cyclones.

About India Meteorological Department
It is an agency of Union Ministry of Earth Sciences.
It  is  responsible  for  meteorological  observations,  seismology  and  weather  and  climate  related
forecasts for the country.
It is mandated to warn against severe weather phenomenon like cold and heat-waves, dust storms,
cyclones, heavy rain and snow and others.

Malayalam actor Sheela wins J.C. Daniel Award
Veteran Malayalam actress Sheela was honoured with prestigious J C Daniel Award for her contributions
to Malayalam Cinema field. She is only the second woman to win this award after Aranmula Ponnamma
(in 2005).
About J C Daniel Award

It is Kerala government’s highest honour for outstanding contribution to Malayalam cinema.
It is named after J C Daniel, who is credit for making first silent movie in Mollywood (Malayalam
Film Industry).
Prize: The award comprises of a citation, plaque and a cash prize of ₹5 Lakh. The annual award will
be given away on 27 July 2019 at a function in Kerela.
This year’s jury was chaired by renowned filmmaker K.S. Sethumadhavan.

About Sheela
She is popularly called as Sheelamma by her admirers.
Veteran actress debuted during early 1960s with Tamil movie Paasam. Later in 1962 she began her
career in Malayalam with movie Bhagyajathakam directed by P. Bhaskaran.
Since then she has been Malayalam cinema’s sweetheart for a couple of decades.

Achievements:
She  scripted  history  as  being  first  recipient  of  ‘best  actress’  award  instituted  by  the  Kerala
government fir her 1969 movie “Kallichellamma“.
She has won State and National Awards for the best character artist for for the film Akale in 2004.
She holds Guinness book of records to her name for acting as Prem Nazir’s heroine in 130 films.

Sahara Evols: electric vehicles by Sahara Group
Sahara Group recently announced its entry into the automobile sector with plans of launching electric
vehicles under the brand name ‘Sahara Evols’.
The Sahara business group plans to offer a wide range of electric vehicles (EVs) along with advanced allied
services. The entry into electric vehicle business is a move to push adoption in Tier II and III cities.
About Sahara Evols

Variants: Its product portfolio comprises variants of electric scooters, three-wheelers, motorcycles,
and cargo vehicles. It will also introduce a network of battery-charging-cum-swapping stations.
Coverage: Sahara Evols will start from Lucknow and will further establish its ecosystem in India’s
Tier-II and Tier-III cities by the end of financial year 2019-2020 in a phased manner. The company
will roll out its products and services pan-India in the next financial year (2020-2021).
Features: The Sahara Evols electric vehicles are powered by dry lithium-ion batteries. Their cost of
driving in an average can go as low as 20paise per kilometer (against driving cost of Rs.2 per
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kilometer on petrol vehicles). This will entail direct and substantial economic benefits to its users.
Facebook launched its first interactive Game Show in India

The Social networking giant Facebook launched its first interactive game show, titled “Confetti” in India
on 4 June 2019. The launch announcement was made on sidelines of Facebook’s Social Entertainment
Summit held in Mumbai, Maharashtra.
About Confetti

It is Facebook’s first official show in India and will go on air starting 12 June 2019. It will air from
Wednesday to Sunday on Facebook Watch, Facebook’s dedicated video platform.
The interactive game show is exclusive to Facebook Watch.
Prize:  The participants stand a chance to win Rs.3 lakh as cash prize everyday on challenge of
answering pop culture trivia questions.
It seeks to enable its users to engage better and bring communities together around exceptional,
interactive video experiences on Facebook.
The interactive game was first launched in the United States (US) and is already available in other
parts of the world the UK, Mexico, Canada, Vietnam, Philippines and Thailand.

About Facebook Watch
It is Facebook’s video-on-demand service. It was globally rolled out by the social networking giant in
2018, in an attempt to take on its rival YouTube.
It allows users to enjoy videos from different genres in their personalised Watch Feed (carries recent
videos collection from pages followed).

AAI signs pact with Boeing to modernise India’s Air Traffic Management
The Airports Authority of India (AAI) signed a technical assistance agreement with Boeing to develop and
modernise India’s Air Traffic Management.
Key Highlights

Roadmap:  Aerospace major Boeing entered into a technical  assistance pact with AAI to jointly
develop a comprehensive 10-year roadmap for modernising air traffic management in India. It is
expected to be developed within 1.5 years (18 months).
The roadmap will be undertaken with a grant from the United States Trade and Development
Agency (USTDA).
The roadmap so developed by Boeing will be used as guidance in the modernisation of the Indian
National Airspace System (NAS). It will be based on global and local best practices of optimally
utilising airspace capacity, enhancing communications and also investing in surveillance, navigation
and air traffic management.
Boeing will also analyse current technologies and processes to identify efficiency improvements that
can be  implemented in  project  undertaken at  the  same time maintaining a  practical  and safe
airspace system.
Collaboration:  As  part  of  the project  Boeing will  work closely  with Directorate  General  of  Civil
Aviation (Indian aviation regulator), airlines operating in India, airport operators and other airspace
stakeholders like US-India Aviation Cooperation Program (ACP).
Significance: Airports Authority of India (AAI) owns and manages around 125 airports across India
thus implementation of modern technologies and adoption of global practices will allow India to
increase its airspace capacity significantly. It will improve communications, enable flexible use of
airspace in country and will also allow safe processing of additional flights using air navigation
infrastructure for more efficient skies in India.

Google Maps launches new public transport features in India
Google Maps has announced three India-first public transport navigation features with an aim to ease
daily commute of users. Starting from 5 June 2019, Google Maps users will be able to see bus travel times
from live traffic across ten Indian cities, get live train status for Indian Railways and even get mixed-mode
commute suggestions which now combines auto-rickshaw and public transport.
About Three New Feature for Commuters

Real-time bus travel information1.
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This is first of its kind product feature, launched first in India. It will enable commuters to know how
long bus  trip  will  take  from their  starting  location  to  destination,  by  factoring  in  live  traffic
conditions.
This feature is now live across ten cities in India including Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai, Hyderabad,
Pune, Lucknow, Chennai, Mysore, Coimbatore, and Surat.
Indicators: The bus travel times from live traffic will show results in green (when running on time)
or red (when delayed).
Real-Time train information status for long-distance trains2.
With this India-specific feature Google Maps can now help users know real-time live running status
of a train and check if it is delayed. This feature it will work only in case of a long distance train
journey.
This feature was developed in partnership with ‘Where is my Train’ app that was acquired by the
Google in 2018.
Mixed-mode navigation Guidance with auto-rickshaw recommendation3.
This new feature will tell users if taking an auto-rickshaw is better or a different mode of transport
such as metro, local train, or a bus when taking a journey.
It will indicate from/to which station or stop users should take an auto-rickshaw and their total
journey time. It will also tell users what station/stop will be the most suitable for switching to other
means of transport.
Users can also see rickshaw meter estimate and departure times for their transit connection.
Currently this feature will rolled out only in Delhi and Bangalore before being available to more
cities later.

June 6, 2019
5 June: World Environment Day celebrated

Every year World Environment Day is celebrated on 5 June globally. It is celebrated to raise awareness
globally about environmental issues and action that has to be taken to tackle them. The day is organized
around an annual theme in order to draw attention towards pressing environmental issues.
World Environment Day

Background: After the Conference on the Human Environment, or the Stockholm Conference in
June 1972, the United Nation General Assembly (UNGA) adopted a resolution (A/RES/2994 (XXVII))
in December 1972 to designate June 5 as World Environment Day. The date 5 June coincides with
the first day of landmark Stockholm Conference. The day was first celebrated in 1974, and since then
it  is  widely celebrated in more than 100 countries  and continues to grow to become a global
platform for public outreach.
Theme for the World Environment Day 2019 was ‘Beat Air Pollution’. It has been chosen by this
year’s host, China. It is a call for action call to combat the global crisis.
According to United Nation the ‘Air Pollution’ topic invites people to consider how they can change
their everyday lives to reduce the amount of air pollution and what effect their contribution will be
towards global warming and on health.
Globally 9 out of 10 people are exposed to levels of air pollutants that exceed safe levels set by World
Health Organization (WHO).

Celebration in India
On occasion on World Environment Day India reaffirmed its commitment to ensure a cleaner and
sustainable planet. It accepted that living in harmony with nature will lead to a better future.
India is committed to address climate change emergency and to ensure cleaner, greener planet and
eco-friendly habitat to our children.

The Environment and SDG
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development states the need for global effort to ensure lasting
protection of our planet and its natural resources.
Sustainable Development Goals, in particular SDG14 and SDG15 focuses on protecting under water
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and on land ecosystems, also to sustainably use marine and terrestrial resources.
2nd Global Disability Summit’ being held in Argentina

The 2nd Global Disability Summit is being held at Buenos Aires, Argentina from 6 June to 8 June 2019.
From India a delegation headed by Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment Thaawarchand
Gehlot, will be participating in Summit. Union Minister also attended ‘1st Global Disability Summit’ held
at London, UK in July 2018.
Key Highlights of Summit
Background: the first-ever Global Disability Summit was held at London, United Kingdom (UK) on 24 July
2018. It was hosted by UK Department for International Development (UK DFID), along with the co-hosts
International Disability Alliance (IDA) and Government of Kenya. The summit was attended by global
leaders from more than 40 countries (including India), who committed to work in direction of economic
empowerment of persons with disabilities.
Objective:

To deliberate on issues related to empowerment and inclusion of Persons with Disabilities (PwDs)
across the world.
To work out a mechanism so as to enable PwDs to live an independent and dignified life.

Significance: The Global leaders attending the summit express their commitments towards eliminating
stigma and discrimination against PwDs and to work towards promoting inclusive education, economic
empowerment, technology and innovation in assistive devices, data desegregation etc. for them.
Way Ahead: After the Summit, Indian delegation will also be participating in bilateral discussions with
Argentina Government for developing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between two countries on 9
June to 10 June 2019.

6 June: Maharana Pratap Jayanti observed
Maharana Pratap Jayanti is observed every year on 6 June to celebrate birth anniversary of brave Rajput
warrior. The year 2019 marks 479th birth anniversary of great warrior.
About Maharana Pratap

He was the 13th Rajput king of Mewar, a province in modern-day Rajasthan. Then Mewar province
also included some parts of now Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh
He was the eldest son of Maharana Udai Singh and Maharani Jaiwanta Bai. He became ruler of
Mewar in 1572, after death of Udai Singh.
He is a symbol of Rajput valour, gallantry and diligence. He is considered to be one of the strongest
Rajput warriors who fought against the Mughals supremacy to free his homeland from their control.
He owned Chetak (the horse) and Ramprasad (the elephant) who are known for their loyalty to their
master.
Mughals and Maharana: After the siege of Chittorgarh by Mughals in 1568 Mughal emperor Akbar
turned to Mewar which was still under control of Rana. While all other Rajput rulers surrendered to
Akbar and became vassal or part of his council, Rana denied all six diplomatic missions sent to him
by Akbar for a peaceful alliance, due to this the war became inevitable.
The famous Battle of Haldighati was fought between Maharana Pratap and Akbar’s forces led by
Man  Singh  I  of  Amer on 18 June 1576.  Although the battle  was won by Mughals  but  neither
Maharana or any of his close family members were captured by the Mughal thus rendering their
victory fruitless.
Death: He died on January 19, 1597 due to injuries from hunting accident while tightening the string
of a bow with an arrow.
Successor: was his eldest son, Amar Singh I.

 Indian Navy deploys P81 to increase Anti-Piracy Patrol
The Indian Navy recently deployed its P8I surveillance planes for carrying out anti-piracy patrol sorties
from Salalah (in Oman) to patrol the Gulf of Aden and other piracy prone areas.
Key Highlights

Objective:  The deployment is an expansion of Navy’s Mission Based Deployments (MBD) in the
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Indian Ocean Region (IOR), to keep the region safe.
Background:  Since 2008, India has been conducting anti-piracy patrols in the commercially and
strategically crucial Gulf of Aden. This is the second time in 2019 that the P-8I was operated from
Salalah for anti-piracy. First time it was operated in January 2019.
Services:  Indian Navy provides escorting services to Indian flagged vessels as well  as provides
protection to ships of other countries. Till date Indian Navy has deployed 73 ships on anti-piracy
patrols and has escorted over 3,440 ships, out of which 3,027 were of foreign flag and 413 were of
Indian flag. Also, no ship under Indian escort has so far been hijacked by pirates.

About P-8I
Background: In 2012, India placed orders from United States for 12 ‘P-8’ India maritime surveillance
and anti-submarine under a $2.2 Billion deal. The deal was later followed up with four more order of
these planes.
Function: It is used for carrying out extensive surveillance of the Indian Ocean region (IOR) and the
country’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ).
Features
It is long-range anti-submarine warfare, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft capable of broad-
area, maritime and littoral operations.
It is capable of providing a long-range Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA).
It has also helped in detection of Chinese nuclear and conventional submarines operating in IOR and
other regions close to India.

About Mission Based Deployments
With the increasing geo-strategic importance of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) Indian Navy regularly
deploys ships for Presence and Surveillance Missions (PSM), off critical choke points or sea lanes in IOR.
Under MBD concept, since August 2017 Indian Navy deployments in IOR have been further structured
such as that Navy maintains a ship at every choke point in IOR at any point of time.
Way Forward

India has stepped up its cooperation with Indian Ocean littoral states and maritime neighbours, as
part of expanding its maritime engagement. Also, ‘search and rescue’ operations and capability-
enhancement activities have also emerged as key areas.
Under India’s Neighbourhood First policy, Navy undertakes various maritime exercises such as Joint
Exclusive  Economic  Zone  (EEZ)  surveillance  exercise  with  Mauritius,  Seychelles  and Maldives
Coordinated Patrols (CORPAT) exercise with Indonesia, Myanmar Thailand and Bangladesh.

Nigeria’s UN envoy elected as President of UNGA 74th Session
Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, Nigeria’s Ambassador to the United Nations (UN) was elected as President of
74th session of the UN General Assembly (UNGA).
Key Highlights

Muhammad-Bande, was nominated by Nigeria and endorsed by African group, at the election.
The 193-member UNGA then elected him by acclamation with also supporting his candidature.
During an informal interactive dialogue with the Nigerian envoy in May 2019, India described Bande
as a great friend and a well-known son of Africa.
His election was in accordance with the rules of UNGA, that 74th session of General Assembly
should be elected from among African States.
He will succeed Maria Fernanda Espinosa as President of next General Assembly session that will
commence in September 2019.
His appointment comes at the time when world body gets ready to celebrate 75th anniversary of its
establishment in 2020.
Address and Commitment: While addressing the 193-member General Assembly he reaffirmed that
during his term he will try and hasten long-delayed reform process of 15-nation UN organ, UN
Security Council (UNSC) which made little progress after Inter-Governmental Negotiations (IGN) a
decade ago.
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He also assured that major properties of his presidency will be implementation of existing mandates
and 2030 Agenda with particular focus on peace and security, poverty eradication, zero hunger,
quality education, climate action and inclusion

Way Forward
Under his presidentship, UNGA 74th session will see several high-level meetings including- high-level
Political  Forum,  high-level  events  on Universal  Health  Coverage  (UHC),  Financing for  Development,
Secretary-General’s  Climate  Summit,  and  commemoration  of  Beijing+25  (25  year  since  Beijing
Declaration and Platform for Action 1995 was adopted).

3rd Advance Estimates of Major Crops production for 2018-19 released
The Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare under Union Ministry of Agriculture
and farmers Welfare recently released the 3rd Advance Estimates of  production of  major crops for
2018-19.
Key Highlights of 3rd Advance Estimates

Based On: The assessment of major production of different crops is based on feedback received by
department from States and is validated with information available from other sources.
For the agricultural year 2018-19, food grains production has been estimated at over 283 million
tonnes. This estimation is higher by more than 17 million tonnes than previous five years average
production of food grain in country.
As per third advance estimates, Agriculture Ministry notified estimations for following crops:-
Rice: total production of rice in country is estimated to be an all-time-high of over 115 million tonnes
during 2018-19 crop year, breaking previous record of over 112 million tonnes achieved in 2017-18.
Wheat: total production of wheat is also estimated at record over 101 million tonnes, which is higher
by 1.33 million tonnes as compared to 2017-18 year.
Pulses: total pulses production is estimated at over 23 million tonnes.
Oilseeds: production is estimated at 31.42 million tonnes in 2018-19, which is higher by 1.77 million
tonnes than past 5 year average production.
Sugarcane:  total  production of Sugarcane during 2018-19 is estimated at record 400.37 million
tonnes which is an increase by 20.46 million tonnes over 2017-18.

Climate change affecting Global Food Production: Study
According  to  research  conducted  by  scientists  from Oxford  University  in  United  Kingdom (UK)  and
University of Copenhagen in Denmark, climate change is adversely affecting production of key crops such
as wheat and rice, with some countries faring far worse than others. Their research was published in
journal PLOS ONE.
Key Findings

Scientist used weather data and reported crop data to evaluate the potential impact of observed
climate change.
Crop Yields: Climate change causes a significant yield variation in world’s top 10 crops. The study
projects that yields of world’s top 10 crops (viz. rice, barley, wheat, maize, cassava, oil palm, rapeseed,
soybean, sugarcane and sorghum) which supply combined 83% of all calories produced on cropland
will decrease in future due to climate conditions.
The yield variation ranges from 13.4% decrease for oil palm to 3.5% increase for soybean, which will
result in an average reduction of about 1% of consumable food calories from these top 10 crops.
Climate  change impact  on global  food production will  be  variable  such as  mostly  negative  in
Australia, Europe and Southern Africa, and generally positive in Latin America, and mixed result in
Asia and Northern and Central America.
About 50% of all  food-insecure countries and some affluent industrialised countries in Western
Europe are experiencing decreases in crop.
Contrast  result  was found in some areas of  the upper Midwest US where climate change has
increased the yields of certain crops.
Significance: The report holds implications for major food companies, commodity traders and as
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well as for countries in which they operate and for citizens worldwide.
SDG Gender Index: India ranked 95

In first-ever SDG Gender Index which measures progress made in achieving gender commitments against
internationally set targets, India was ranked 95th out of a total 129 countries. The Index is developed by
Equal Measures 2030, a partnership effort of regional and global organisations.
About Index

Indicators: It includes 51 indicators across 14 of 17 official Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
These indicators are those that are gender specific and those that are not but have an effect on girls
and women like poverty, health, education, political representation and equality at the workplace.
Methodology: The overall scores of this Index are based on scale of 0–100. Score of 100 indicates
achievement of gender equality in relation to underlying indicators while score of 50 indicate that a
country is about halfway to meeting its goal.

Key Findings
The global average score of 65.7 out of 100 (means “poor”) shows that till date no country has fully
achieved commitment about gender equality.
This shows that almost 40%, of world’s girls and women (around 1.4 billion) live in countries failing
on gender equality and another 1.4 billion live in countries that barely pass the benchmark.
Top 10 countries:  Denmark (1), Finland (2), Sweden (3), Norway (4), Netherlands (5), Slovenia (6),
Germany (7), Canada (8), Ireland (9), and Australia (10).
Bottom 10 countries:  Sierra Leone, Liberia,  Nigeria,  Mali,  Mauritania,  Niger,  Yemen, Congo, DR
Congo and Chad.
India’s Performance: India’s overall score was 56.2 which means that it is among 43 countries that
fall in the ‘very poor’ category.
India scores were highest in health (79.9), hunger (76.2) and energy (71.8). It performed poorly in
partnerships (18.3), industry, infrastructure and innovation (38.1) and climate (43.4).

About Equal Measures 2030
It is partnership among regional and global organizations from civil society and development and private
sectors.  It  includes  Bill  and  Melinda  Gates  Foundation,  African  Women’s  Development  and
Communication  Network,  International  Women’s  Health  Coalition  and  Plan  International.

June 7, 2019
Centre reconstitutes 8 key Cabinet Committees

Prime Minister Narendra Modi led NDA government which stormed back into power for a second term at
Centre after recently concluded 17th Lok Sabha eletion, reconstituted eight key cabinet committees. He
also  reconstituted six  previous Cabinet  sub-committees  and formed two new ones  to  deal  with job
creation and economic growth.
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Key Highlights
In  newly-constituted  eight  cabinet  committees,  Home  Minister  Amit  Shah  is  part  of  all  cabinet
committees while P M Modi is part of six committees, excluding Cabinet Committee on Accommodation
and Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Affairs.
The eight committees reconstituted includes-

Appointments Committee of Cabinet– includes P M Modi and Amit Shah.1.
Cabinet  Committee  on  Accommodation– includes Amit Shah,  Nitin Gadkari  (Minister of  Road2.
Transport and Highways), Nirmala Sitharaman (Finance Minister and Minister of Corporate Affairs),
and Piyush Goyal (Railway Minister and Mniister of Commerce & Industry).

Special invitees to Cabinet Committee on Accommodation– includes Jitendra Singh, Minister of State in
Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) and Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of State (I/C) of the Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs.

Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs – includes PM Modi (as chairman) and other member are3.
Amit Shah, Nitin Gadkari, Nirmala Sitharaman, Piyush Goyal, Rajnath Singh (Defence Minister), Ravi
Shankar Prasad (Minister of Communications and Information Technology), Harsimrat Kaur Badal
(Minister  of  Food  Processing  Industries),  D.V.Sadananda  Gowda  (Minister  of  Chemicals  and
Fertilizers),  Narendra  Singh  Tomar  (Minister  of  Agriculture  and  Farmer  Welfare),  Dr.
Subrahamanayam Jaishankar (Minister of External Affairs), and Dharmendra Pradhan (Petroleum,
Natural Gas Minister).
Cabinet  Committee  on  Parliamentary  Affairs-  includes  Shah,  Sitharaman,  Tomar,  RS  Prasad,4.
Ramvilas Paswan (Consumer Affairs Minister), Thawar Chand Gehlot (Minister of Social Justice and
Empowerment),  Prakash  Javadekar  (Environment  Minister)  and  Prahlad  Joshi  (Minister  of
Parliamentary Affairs).

Special  invitees  to  Cabinet  Committee  on  Parliamentary  Affairs–  includes  Ministers  of  State  (MoS)
Parliamentary Affairs Arjun Ram Meghwal and V Muraleedharan.

Cabinet Committee on Political Affairs– includes P M Modi, Amit Shah, Nitin Gadkari, Sitharaman,5.
Ramvilas Paswan, Narendra Singh Tomar, RS Prasad, Harsimrat Kaur, Piyush Goyal, Harsh Vardhan
(Health Minister),  Arvind Ganpat Sawant (Heavy Industries and Public Enterprise Minister) and
Prahlad Joshi.
Cabinet Committee on Security– It is considered to be the most significant panel, includes the6.
Prime Minister Modi, Rajnath, Shah, Sitharaman and Jaishankar.
Cabinet  Committee  on  Investment  Growth–  P  M  Modi,  Amit  Shah,  Nitin  Gadkari,  Nirmala7.
Sitharaman and Piyush Goyal.
Cabinet  Committee  on  Employment  and  Skill  Development– includes  P  M Modi,  Amit  Shah,8.
Nirmala  Sitharaman,  Piyush  Goyal,  Narendra  Singh  Tomar,  Ramesh  Pokhriyal  ‘Nishank’  (HRD
Minister),  Dharmendra Pradhan, Dr. Mahendra Nath Pandey (Minister of Skill  development and
Entrepreneurship), Santosh Kumar Gangwar (Minister of State (I/C) Labour and Employment) and
Hardeep Singh Puri.

Special  invitees  to  Cabinet  Committee  on  Employment  and  Skill  Development–  includes  Union
Ministers Nitin Gadkari, Prahlad Singh Patel, Smriti Zubin Irani, and Harsimrat Kaur Badal.

Andhra Pradesh CM allows CBI to enter state
The new state government under newly appointed Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, Y.S. Jagan Mohan
Reddy  revoked  previous  governments’  order  of  barring  Central  Bureau  of  Investigation  (CBI)  from
conducting raids in state without state government permission.
Key Highlights
Background:  The previous Telugu Desam Party (TDP) government headed by then Chief Minister N.
Chandrababu Naidu issued a government order number 176 ( GO 176), on 8 November 2018 withdrawing
‘general  consent‘  to CBI officers for exercising jurisdiction in state and for investigating corruption
charges against central government officials and private persons. This GO barred CBI from conducting
raids or carrying out investigations in state without its permission.
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Then CM and TDP President, N. Naidu accused Modi government of misusing central agencies such as
CBI and Income Tax (IT) department to target TDP leaders, stating this as reason for the order.
Recent Developments:

The Yuvajana Sramika Raithu (YSR) Congress Party government under Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy
issued new orders allowing CBI to now operate in Andhra Pradesh.
The order for cancelling last year’s Government Order was issued by Manmohan Singh, Principal
Secretary (Home) in exercise of his powers under Delhi Special Police Establishment Act (DSPEA),
1946.
CBI will now have all powers to take up corruption and other cases in Andhra Pradesh without
requiring any state permission.

About Central Bureau of Investigation
CBI is the premier investigative agency, headquartered in New Delhi.
It operates under jurisdiction of Union Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions and
functions under the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act  (DSPEA), 1946. It is not a statutory
body.
Under  Section 6  of  DSPEA Act  1946,  a  state  government  routinely  grants  consent  to  CBI  for
exercising its authority in the respective state.

PM Modi reconstitutes NITI Aayog
Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved the reconstitution of government of India’s policy think tank
NITI Aayog (or National Institution for Transforming India). The decision was taken ahead of first meeting
of NITI Aayog’s governing council scheduled on June 15.
Key Highlights

On 5 June, PM will chair 5th meeting of NITI Aayog’s Governing Council (first governing council
meeting under  new NDA government)  to  discuss  various  issues  concerning agriculture,  water
management and security.
Rajiv Kumar will continue his designation as Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog.
Other members including V K Saraswat,  Ramesh Chand and Dr. V K Paul were also reinstated
barring economist Bibek Debroy.
Amitabh Kant, who served as CEO at NITI Aayog (in NDA-I) is not mentioned in reconstitution.
The NITI Aayog constitution is as follows-

Chairperson– Prime Minister Narendra Modi
Vice-Chairperson– Dr. Rajiv Kumar
Full-Time Members– includes (1) Shri V.K. Saraswat, (2) Prof. Ramesh Chand (3) Dr. V.K. Paul
Ex-officio  Members  (4)  –  includes  (1)Rajnath  Singh  (Defence  Minister),  (2)Amit  Shah  (Home  Affairs
Minister), (3)Nirmala Sitharaman (Finance Minister and Corporate Affairs Minister), (4)Narendra Singh
Tomar  (Rural  Development  Minister,  Panchayati  Raj  Minister  and Agriculture  and Farmers  Welfare
Minister)
Special Invitees to NITI Aayog (4) – includes (1)Nitin Gadkari (Road Transport and Highways Minister
and  MSME  Minister),  (2)Piyush  Goyal  (Railways  Minister  and  Commerce  &  Industry  Minister),
(3)ShriThaawar Chand Gehlot (Social  Justice and Empowerment Minister)  and  (4)Rao Inderjit  Singh
(Minister of State (Independent Charge) of Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation and
Minister of State (I/C) of Ministry of Planning).
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About NITI Aayog
It was established on 1 January 2015 by replacing 65 years legacy of Planning Commission (PC).
It is India’s premier policy-making institution.
It  was  formed  with  aim  to  achieve  Sustainable  Development  Goals  (SDG)  and  to  enhance
cooperative federalism  by fostering state governments’ involvement in economic policy-making
process using a bottom-up approach unlike the top-down model of planning commission.
Governing council is top body of NITI Aayog. It includes all chief ministers, lieutenant governors
(LG) of Union Territories, several union ministers and senior government officials.

Women’s Prize for Fiction: American author Tayari Jones wins
American novelist  Tayari  Jones  won this year’s  Women’s Prize for Fiction for her fourth novel  “An
American Marriage“. It is one of the biggest international celebrations of women’s creativity.
Key Highlights

Her book  competed  against  five  other  shortlisted  authors,  including  two former  Booker  prize
winners namely Anna Burns (novel “Milkman” won booker prize for 2018) and Pat Barker’s new
novel “The Silence of the Girls“.
Prize: She won £30,000 and ‘Bessie’, which is a limited edition bronze figurine.
Awards Ceremony: The Women’s Prize for Fiction event was hosted at Bedford Square Gardens,
London (UK) by novelist and Women’s Prize founder-director, Kate Mosse.
Other  winner:  Helen  Rogers  was  named  as  winner  of  Women’s  Prize/Grazia  First  Chapter
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Competition for unpublished writers.
About Book: It is a powerful story about love and family, injustice and strength. It portraits a young
African American’s wrongful conviction and how it affects his marriage.

About Women’s Prize for Fiction
It is United Kingdom’s only annual book award for fiction celebrating excellence, originality and
accessibility in women’s writing from all around the world.
The prize was founded in 1996. The year 2019 marks 24th year of its establishment.
It seeks to celebrate and promote international fiction by women worldwide to widest range of
readers possible.

Prayuth Chan-ocha elected as new Prime Minister of Thailand
National Assembly of Thailand (Thailand’s Parliament) elected 2014 coup leader Prayuth Chan-ocha as
Prime Minister after military-backed party that nominated Prayuth won 2nd-highest number of seats in
House of Representatives (lower house of Thailand’s Parliament) in a general election held in March 2019.
Key Highlights of Thailand Election

Prayuth was elected for a second term by a margin of 500 to 244 votes against his opponent
Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit, leader of Future Forward party.
Prayuth was candidate of military-backed Palang Pracharath party  that won 115 seats (in 500-
member House of Representatives) against its rival, Pheu Thai party that won 136 seats is associated
with self-exiled former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.
His  candidature  was  also  supported  by  11  small  political  parties  in  Thailand  to  form  next
government in Thailand.
Palang Pracharath party is seen as a proxy for Thai military, which seized power in a 2014 coup.
Prayuth Chan-Ocha who was coup leader also served as prime minister in military government
before becoming a candidate to run for office of head of an elected government.
Prayuth did not run for office in Thailand’s election that concluded in March 2019. The constitution
enacted under military junta headed by him does not require that Prime Minister comes from
Parliament.
Although the  formation  of  new government  headed by  Prayuth  Chan-Ocha  will  finally  return
Thailand officially to civilian rule but it will be done under a new political system enacted led by
junta Prayuth and its appointees.
His  appointment  will  become  official  when  it  is  endorsed  by  recently  crowned  King  Maha
Vajiralongkorn of Thailand.

Russia launches 1st Arctic train service
Russia has launched first Arctic train service running from St. Petersburg station headed to Norway. The
inaugural trial journey of first tourist train traveling through Russia’s Arctic region and on to Norway will
be a 11-day trip with 91 passengers aboard.
Key Highlights

Journey: The train is named ‘Zarengold’ (means ‘The Tsar’s gold’ in German). It is complete with
two restaurant cars will travel along route from Saint Petersburg through Petrozavodsk (historic
town of Kem) and Murmansk.
The tourists will get off the train at Murmansk (largest city north of Arctic Circle) and will continue
by bus to Kirkenes in Norway before ending their journey with a boat trip to Oslo (Norway’s capital)
or by air to island of Spitsbergen, the largest and only permanently populated island of Svalbard
archipelago located in northern Norway.
Time:  The whole trip will take 11 days in total and allow passengers to discover areas in Arctic
region which are difficult to access by other means.
Aboard:  The inaugural test journey is being undertaken by tourist belonging to seven countries
including the United States, Germany, Norway and Russia.

Way Forward
The train is expected to run twice by 2020 and four times in 2021.
As global warming is breaking up the glaciers in Arctic region, Russia tries to foresee new trading
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routes and opportunities in it. With this new advancement in connectivity Russia hopes to become
top economic and military power in Arctic region.

 
DMRC becomes India’s 1st project to receive Power from Waste-to-Energy

Delhi Metro has become first ever project in India to receive power generated from a waste-to-energy
plant.  The  move  is  in  continuation of  Delhi  Metro  Rail  Corporation  (DMRC)  efforts  to  establish  an
environment-friendly network
Key Highlights
Steps Taken:  Since beginning of June 2019, DMRC has started receiving 2 MW power from a 12 MW
capacity waste-to-energy plant set up in Ghazipur (Uttar Pradesh). The power being received is being
utilised at Vinod Nagar Receiving Sub-station (RSS) for meeting operational requirements of Pink Line of
Delhi Metro.
Waste-to-energy Plant:

It is a state of the art facility, set up by East Delhi Waste Processing Company Limited (EDWPCL). It
is based on a Public Private Partnership (PPP) model which involves government of Delhi, East Delhi
Municipal Corporation (EDMC) and EDWPCL.
It can process over 1,500 tonnes per day (TPD) of waste and can generate 12 MW of green power.
This plant is India’s first Euro norms compliant waste-to-energy facility.

Expectation:
DMRC is expected to use about 17.5 million units per annum from this plant but energy offtake will
depend upon actual generation of plant.
The plant is estimated to mitigate more than 8 million tons of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) over the life
of project thus combating global warming.

DMRC and Environment Initiatives
DMRC is a Centre-state Public Sector company that operates Delhi Metro, a rapid transit system
serving Delhi, its satellite cities and National Capital Region (NCR) of India. Since its inception (May
1995), DMRC has been working continuously towards conservation of environment. Delhi Metro
which began its operation in 24 December 2002 is first ever rail based organisation in world to claim
carbon credits.
Recycling Facility: DMRC has commissioned a facility for recycling of Construction and Demolition
(C&D) waste with a capacity of 150 tons per day at Rohini. It is based on Public Private Partnership
(PPP) model with IL&FS Environmental Infrastructure & Services Ltd (IEISL).
Solar Power: DMRC produces 28 MW of solar power from various rooftop solar power plants, set up
in its stations, depots as well as residential premises. It is also receiving solar power from off-site
solar power plant at Rewa in Madhya Pradesh.
For construction work undertaken by DMRC, it plants 10 trees for each tree that is cut. About 4 lakh
vehicles are being removed from streets because of mass transit operator, Delhi Metro.

ICG organises 4th Subordinate Officers Conclave  
The 4th Coast Guard Subordinate Officers Conclave 2019 was inaugurated by Rajendra Singh, Director
General of Indian Coast Guard (ICG). The two-day conclave was held at ICG Headquarters in New Delhi.
Key Highlights of Conclave

About: Subordinate officer’s conclave is a unique initiative among the armed forces of country. It is
where suggestions and ideas of jawans are taken into account for running the force. This idea of
Subordinate Officers Conclave is in line with Prime Minister’s vision to encourage innovative idea
towards inclusive growth of Service.
Deliberations: during 4th Conclave will focus on accountability in job profile, improving lifestyle for
healthy living and integrating evolving technology in Coast Guard operations, primarily towards
strengthening search and rescue operations during floods and cyclone.
It will have brainstorming and other plenary sessions, involving highly motivated and committed
subordinate officers who have come from various units of Coast Guard across India.
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During conclave Navik Vinod was conferred ‘Uttam Jeevan Raksha Padak’ by DG Rajendra Singh in
recognition of his exceptional courage,  expert use of  lifesaving techniques and selfless attitude
displayed while rescuing a women drowning in rough sea due to monsoonal weather conditions in
pitch dark hours near Gateway of India, Mumbai in 2018.
Coast Guard Benevolent Association App was launched on the occasion. This App can be used by
Coast Guard Personnel to log on site and apply for required financial assistance online. It is a step
forward towards paperless Office and ease of transactions for officers.
Significance: ICG has widened horizons of subordinate officers as well as provided them a platform
to express  their  innovative  ideas,  thought  process  before  highest  decision-making echelons  in
service.

RBI Monetary Policy review: Repo rate lowest since 2010
The Reserve bank of India (RBI) in its bi-monthly monetary policy review reduced repo rate by 25 basis
points to 5.75% from current 6.0% with immediate effect. This is RBI’s third cut this year and has reduced
Repo rate at lowest since 2010.
Key Highlights

With Repo  Rate  adjusted to 5.75%,  consequently Reverse  Repo  Rate  under Liquid  Adjustment
Facility (LAF) stands adjusted to 5.5% and Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate
to 6.0%.
Other revised Rates- Cash reserve ratio  (CRR) unchanged at 4%; Retail inflation forecast raised
marginally to 3% -3.1% for first half (H1) of 2019-20) and 3.4% -3.7% for second half (H2).
GDP Growth Rate: RBI lowered Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth forecast for financial year
2019-20 to 7% from 7.2% in April Monetary Policy. This is in range of 6.4% to 6.7% for first half (H1) of
2019-20 and 7.2-7.5% for second half (H2) with risks evenly balanced. This lowered forecast was
taking into account current weak global demand due to escalation in trade wars and weakened
private consumption in rural areas.
The six member Monetary Policy Committee  (MPC) headed by RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das
unanimously decided to reduce policy repo rate and to change stance of monetary policy from
neutral to accommodative.
MPC Composition: The MPC comprise of Shaktikanta Das, as its Chairman and members including
Chetan Ghate, Pami Dua, Ravindra Dholakia, Michael Debabrata Patra, Viral Acharya. The next MPC
meeting is scheduled from 5 to 7 August 2019.
In an attempt of boosting digital transactions, RBI decided to do away with charges levied on RTGS
and NEFT transactions and banks will be required to pass this benefit to their customers.
Significance: The reduced repo rate was welcomed by industry body as this rate cut will encourage
banks to lower their lending rates for both retail and corporate credits. This is important as reviving
business confidence and consumer confidence in economy is need of hour.
Way Forward: Although measure will rekindle economic growth and improve business sentiments
but credit policy resolution and RBI Governor’s emphasis on faster and higher transfer of rate cuts
will be reassured only if done by banks.

June 8, 2019
MoU signed between Ministry of Corporate Affairs & SEBI

A formal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between Union Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA) and Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) for data exchange between two regulatory
organizations and to tighten regulatory oversight.
Key Highlights of MoU

The MoU was signed by Shri K.V.R. Murty, Joint Secretary (MCA) and Smt. Madhabi Puri Buch,
Whole Time Member of SEBI in presence of senior officers from both organisations.
Need: As private sector plays an increasingly vital role in economic growth of India, thus need of the
hour is a robust Corporate Governance mechanism for transparent functioning.

Key Features of MoU
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It facilitates sharing of data & information and ensures seamless linkage for regulatory purposes
between MCA and SEBI on a regular and automatic basis. In addition to regular exchange of data,
both SEBI and MCA will also exchange with each other, any information available in their respective
databases  on  request,  for  purpose  of  carrying  out  scrutiny,  investigation,  inspection  and
prosecution.
It  enables sharing of  specific  information like sharing details  of  suspended/delisted companies,
financial statements filed with Registrar by corporates, shareholding pattern of companies, returns
of shares allotment and audit reports relating to corporates.
The MoU is an ongoing initiative of  MCA and SEBI,  who are already collaborating via various
existing mechanisms. It comes into force with immediate effect from date it was signed.
Data Exchange Steering Group has been constituted for fulfillment of undertaken initiative. It will
meet  periodically  to  review  data  exchange  status  and  also  take  steps  to  further  improve
effectiveness of the data sharing mechanism.
Significance: This MoU comes in wake of increasing need for surveillance in context of Corporate
Frauds  affecting  important  sectors  of  economy.  Thus  MoU  marks  beginning  of  a  new  era  of
cooperation and synergy between two crucial regulators in Indian economy.

About Securities and Exchange Board of India
It is the regulator for securities market in India.
Background:  It  was established on 12  April  12  1988 as  a  non-statutory body.  It  was accorded
statutory status in accordance with provisions of Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992.
Function:  It is a  quasi-legislative, quasi-executive  and quasi-judicial  body. It can draft regulations,
conduct inquiries, pass rulings and even impose penalties.

Teen Climate activist Greta Thunberg wins Amnesty prize
The 16-year old climate activist, Greta Thunberg of Sweden won Amnesty International’s ‘Ambassador of
Conscience’ Award 2019 for mobilising world public opinion global warming.
About Greta Thunberg

She is a Swedish teenage climate activist and a fierce campaigner who began protesting outside
Swedish  parliament  in  August  2018.  She  skipped  school  every  Friday  demanding  Swedish
government take more serious action to tackle climate crisis. Her demand was soon joined by other
students. She announced that she would take a year off school to pursue her campaigning.
She has now become a figurehead for young climate activists internationally.  Her ‘Fridays  for
Future’  movement  has  spread globally  with  students  around the  world  strike  from school  to
participate in climate protests. The schools strikes has become mass movement with more than 1
million  young people  participating from all  over  world  and demonstrations  in  more  than 100
countries.
She has been invited by International organisations to climate change events in an effort to put a
human face on fight to curb carbon emissions.

About Amnesty’s Ambassador of Conscience Award
It was established in 2002.
Objective: It celebrates individuals and groups who further human rights cause with their acts of
conscience, confronting injustice and using their talents to inspire others. Past awardees include
Nelson Mandela, Harry Belafonte, Malala Yousafzai, Colin Kaepernick, Ai Weiwei and Joan Baez.
2019 Award: Thunberg was awarded the prestigious Amnesty International prize in recognition of
her efforts for mobilising world public opinion on imminent danger posed by global warming. The
Amnesty award justifies that every young person taking part in ‘Fridays for Future’ embodies what
it means to act on your conscience. The initiative remind us that we are more powerful than we
think and we all have a role to play in protecting human rights against climate catastrophe.

Former US President Jimmy Carter receives Statesmanship Award
Jimmy Carter, Ex-President of United States of America (USA) won the inaugural George H. W. Bush
Award for Statesmanship in recognition of his contributions to relations between U.S. and China.
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 About George H. W. Bush Award
It is conferred by George H. W. Bush Foundation for U.S. China Relations.
Jimmy Carter will receive inaugural George H. W. Bush Award for Statesmanship in U.S.-China
Relations at a private award ceremony scheduled for 12 June 2019 at Carter Center in Atlanta, US.
Objective:  The  award  is  conferred  to  people  who  have  made  profound  contributions  towards
development of constructive and mutually beneficial relations between U.S and People’s Republic of
China.

About Jimmy Carter
He was former governor of Georgia (1971-1975) and later served as 39th president of United States
from 1977-1981.
During his  tenure,  Joint  Communiqué  on  Establishment  of  Diplomatic  Relations  was signed on 1
January 1979 which stated official beginning of Diplomatic relation between US and China and that
two countries would even open Embassies on 1 March 1979. He also announced withdrawal of all U.S.
military personnel from Taiwan and end to Sino-American Mutual Defense Treaty signed with China.

St Petersburg International Economic Forum 2019
Russia’s annual Saint Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF) is being held from 6-8 June 2019.
It is an annual international forum that discusses key economic issues facing Russia, emerging markets
and world at large stage. The Saint Petersburg is Russia’s former imperial capital.
Key Highlights of SPIEF

Background: The first SPIEF was held in 1997. Now over past two decades, it has become one of
leading global platforms for communication between business representatives and discussion of
crucial global economic issues. Since 2006 it has been held under auspices and participation for
Russian  President  Vladimir  Putin.  The  SPIEF  2018  edition  brought  together  around  17,000
participants  from  more  than  140  countries.  At  the  event  Russia  tries  to  boost  its  appeal  to
international businesses and investors.
St.  Petersburg  International  Economic  Forum  2019:  brought  together  high-profile  politicians,
leaders from participating countries, leaders of International organisation, representatives of major
international companies and organisations as well as experts from various fields. In 2019 session
delegations from nearly all  European Union (EU) countries,  including Hungary,  Germany,  Italy,
Egypt, Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Finland, Greece, Belgium among others and also senior officials
from Cambodia, Vietnam, South Africa, Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Central African Republic (CAR) are
taking part in various business sessions of forum. Chinese President Jinping will also attend SPIEF
2019 edition.
Theme for SPIEF 2019: Creating a Sustainable Development Agenda

Key Features-
Following Rusian annexation of Crimea in 2014 and role in pro-Russian uprising in Ukraine, the
country has been hit by five years of international sanctions on its economy. It is also not immune to
effects of U.S-China trade war which is putting brakes on global growth. The Western sanction over
Russia is now followed by Russia’s pivot to the east with gradual dependence on China.
The Chinese President Xi Jinping visit to SPIEF 2019 marks a new era of friendship between China
and Russia and reinforcement of economic ties that had benefitted from Moscow’s isolation from
West. This visit holds milestone significance in development of bilateral relations.
Both countries show strong political mutual trust such as politically they seem consistently aligned
and often vote in unison as permanent members of UN Security Council (UNSC). They also support
each other firmly on issues concerning each other’s core interests and major concerns.

SriLankan Airlines: World’s Most Punctual Airline
SriLankan Airlines, the National Carrier of island nation has been named the ‘World’s Most Punctual
Airline’ for second consecutive time.
Key Highlights

SriLankan Airlines, the flag carrier of Sri Lanka, has been named ‘World’s Most Punctual Airline’ for
second consecutive time in less than 12 months with over 90% of its flights in May being “on time”.
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In September 2018 it achieved a punctuality rating of 91.37%.
It was named so by global flight tracker, ‘Flightstats’ which analysed data of over 41 carriers from
Europe, North America, South America, Asia and Middle East including some of the world’s largest
and most prestigious airlines, before drawing its conclusions on scale of punctuality.
Achieving punctuality rating of 90.75% by SriLankan Airlines in May 2019 was impressive as it was
achieved despite facing challenges caused by heightened security at airline’s hub at Bandaranaike
International Airport  (in Sri Lankan capital Colombo) after math of April 21 Easter Sunday terror
attacks that killed over 250 people.

About FlightStats
It is a cutting-edge data services company that is focused on commercial aviation.
It is leading provider of real-time global flight data which is used by companies and individuals
across travel ecosystem.

Romila Thapar elected as member of American Philosophical Society
Eminent historian and writer Romila Thapar has been elected as international member of  American
Philosophical Society (APS) at its Annual Spring Meeting.
About Romila Thapar

She is Professor Emerita of history at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) in New Delhi.
She is renowned for her careful scholarship on emperor Aśoka, epigraphy of Mauryan period, and
ground-breaking studies and multiple historiographies surrounding contested Hindu and Muslim
history of Somnath.
She not only embraced contemporary philosophical debates, producing a model of open-minded and
inclusive history but also advanced both theory and practice of Indian historiography.
Dr. Thapar was among 1,013 members elected to APS at its spring 2019 meeting. Her APS citation
reads- ‘she is the greatest living historian of India’.

About American Philosophical Society
It is the oldest learned society in United States (US).
It was founded in 1743 by Benjamin Franklin (American polymath and one of Founding Fathers of
US) for purpose of ‘promoting useful knowledge.’
It provides a forum for free exchange of ideas while holding conviction that intellectual inquiry and
critical thought are inherently in best interest of public.

Equator Prize 2019 won by Deccan Development Society
The Women Sangams (groups) of Deccan Development Society (DDS) were honoured with Equator Prize
2019  by  United  Nations  Development  Programme  (UNDP)  for  their  contribution  to  ecology  and
innovations in rainfed millet cultivation.
Key Highlights

The Equator Prize 2019 was awarded to six  women farmer belonging to Deccan Development
Society (DDS) sanghams. They became only Indian group to have won 2019 award.
Although women working with DDS sanghams are mostly non-literate, dalit, and under-privileged
yet more than three decades of their work in farming sector following age-old practices is now being
recognized globally.
Achievement: They were awarded in recognition of efforts of building their own seed banks and
growing millets in predominantly rain-fed villages of Sangareddy district, Telangana. Their effort
showcased  an  outstanding  example  of  a  local,  nature-based  solution  to  climate  change  and
sustainable development.
To mark their achievement DDS felicitated women for their contribution to ecology and innovations
in rainfed millet cultivation.

About Deccan Development Society
It  is  Indian  agriculture  based  Non-Governmental  Organisation  (NGO)  in  Medak  district  in
Telangana.  It  was  founded  in  1983  and  since  then  works  towards  various  crop  improvement
programs and activities helping local farmers.
Since decades DDS has been offering a  global  solution to  climate change,  a  crisis  being faced
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worldwide.
Significance: Women belonging to DDS have been working relentlessly for past three decades to
protect  environment  by  following  their  traditional  methods  and  systems.  This  has  helped  in
ensuring food security and achieving food sovereignty.
Their efforts have proved that gender and caste discrimination will not come in way of achieving
self-reliance  and  autonomy.  The  women  have  ensured  food  security  and  have  achieved  food
sovereignty

About Equator Prize
The award was established in 2002. Since its inception, out of a total 223 awards, only 9 awards have
been bagged by India so far.
It  is awarded biennially by Equator Initiative  of  UNDP in recognition of community efforts to
reduce poverty via conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. The winners are selected by
independent Technical Advisory Committee of UN and are awarded US$10,000.
In 2019, United Nations (UN) received a total of 847 nominations from over 127 countries. Out of
them, only 20 were given this prestigious award, including DDS Sangams women too.

African Union suspends Sudan, demanding end to Military Rule
The African Union (AU) suspended Sudan until establishment of a civilian-led transition to democracy and
also demanded to resolve an entrenched and bloody crisis. The decision was taken at AU’s peace and
Security Council meet in Addis Ababa, (Ethiopia’s capital).
Key Highlights

Background: Since December 2018 Sudan has been rocked with anger over increasing bread prices
and shortages, which then turned into protests against Omar al-Bashir (7th President of Sudan) and
culminated in military removing him after a three-decade rule where he became a pariah in eyes of
Western world. The military leadership then took control of Sudan after ouster of Omar in April
2019, but it had failed to hand over power to civilians.
Trigger:  The  call  for  action  to  be  taken by  African Union was  mounted after  recent  military
crackdown on protesters campaigning outside Army headquarters in Khartoum (Sudan’s Capital)
killed dozens of individuals. As per a doctors’ group around 40 bodies were pulled from rive Nile,
taking the total toll to at least 108.
Thus African Union’s Peace and Security Council with immediate effect suspended participation of
Sudan in all AU activities until effective establishment of a Civilian-led Transitional Authority, as only
way to allow Republic of Sudan to exit from current crisis.  This move by AU intensifies global
pressure on Sudan’s new military leaders to stand down after witnessing worst violence since
Bashir’s fall.
AU also urged foreign powers to refrain from interference in Sudan’s affairs. The decision of AU in
Sudan was by endorsed European Union (EU).

About African Union (AU)
It was established in 2002. It is a continental union with headquarter in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Members:  55 countries located on African continent (expect territories possessed by European
located in Africa).
The highest decision-making organ of AU is Assembly of African Union, a semi-annual meeting of
heads of state and government of its member states.
AU’s secretariat, called African Union Commission is based in Addis Ababa.
Official bodies within AU, includes AU Peace and Security Council and the Pan-African Parliament
(a representative body).
Some of AU’s Objective is- promoting unity and solidarity among African States; coordinating and
intensifing  cooperation  for  development;  safeguarding  sovereignty  and  territorial  integrity  of
Member States and promoting international cooperation within framework of United Nations (UN).

IAF inks Rs 300 crore deal to procure SPICE 2000 bombs from Israel
Indian Air Force (IAF) signed Rs.300 crore deal with Israel’s Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, an Israeli
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defence firm to procure a batch of SPICE 2000 guided bombs.
Key Highlights

The order for bombs was placed under Special Financial Powers given by government to armed
forces for emergency purchases. The bombs are expected to be supplied within next three months.
IAF used SPICE bombs for a non-military, pre-emptive strike on terror group Jaish-e-Mohammed’s
(JeM) terrorist training camp in Pakistan’s Balakot region on February 2019. This Indian strike on
JeM camp was conducted 12 days after JeM claimed responsibility for suicide attack on CRPF
convoy in Jammu and Kashmir’s Pulwama region in which 40 CRPF soldiers were killed.

Background
Following Pulwama attack in February 2019, government granted  emergency powers  to all  three
defence services  (Indian Army,  Indian Air  Force  and Indian Navy)  for  procuring weapons and
military hardware so as to enhance their operational preparedness along border with Pakistan.
Government also eased certain rules to cut delays in military purchase such as allowing three
services to procure required weapons and equipment from a single vendor.

About SPICE 2000
The SPICE stands for Smart, Precise Impact and Cost-Effective. It is guidance and maneuvering kit
manufactured by Israel’s Rafael Advanced Defense Systems.
SPICE can overcome errors in locating target, GPS jamming and also reduces collateral damage.
SPICE kit adds a sophisticated guidance system that consists of satellite guidance, inertial navigation
and electro-optical sensors which can be used for pinpoint accuracy and adds control fins to a
conventional unguided bomb (called as free-fall bomb/gravity bomb).
It is reportedly biggest conventional bomb that can be delivered by IAF and is used on French-origin
Mirage-2000 jets.
The SPICE kit has two variants SPICE-1000 kit and SPICE-2000 kit. These two are difficult to detect
by most ground-based radars.
SPICE-1000: meant for 500kg bombs and has glide range of about 100km.
SPICE-2000: meant for 1,000kg bombs and has a glide range of about 60km.

June 9, 2019
Bulletin: Cabinet approved new initiative to control FMD and Brucellosis

Union Cabinet  has approved new initiative  (scheme)  to  control  Foot  and Mouth Disease (FMD) and
Brucellosis to support the livestock rearing farmers and improve the health of animals.
Key Features of Scheme

Objective: This initiative aims to fully control these diseases amongst livestock in the country in
next five years and subsequently eradicate these diseases.
Cabinet has cleared a total outlay of Rs. 13,343 crores for this scheme and entire cost will be now
borne by Central Government.
In case of FMD: It envisages vaccination coverage to 30 crore bovines (cows-bulls and buffaloes) and
20 crore sheep/goat and 1 crore pigs at six months’ interval along with primary vaccination in
bovine calves.
Brucellosis control  programme:  It  will  extend to cover 100% vaccination coverage of 3.6 crore
female calves.
Significance: It will benefit crores of livestock rearing farmers and improve health of animals.

Threat of FMD and Brucellosis
These diseases are very common amongst the livestock – cow-bulls, buffaloes, sheep, goats, pigs etc.
If cow/buffalo gets infected with FMD, it results in milk loss is upto 100% which could last for four to
six months.
In case of Brucellosis milk output reduces by 30%, during entire life cycle of animal. It also causes
infertility amongst animals. It can also be transmitted to the farm workers and livestock owners.
Both of these diseases have direct negative impact on trade of milk and other livestock products.

Bulletin: Pradhan Mantri Kisan Pension Yojana
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved Pradhan Mantri Kisan Pension
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Yojana, a new Central Sector Scheme (CSS), to provide pension cover to farmers. This decision was taken
at the first Cabinet meeting after formation of new Government (second term) of Modi Government.
Key Features of Scheme

It is voluntary and contributory pension scheme for all Small and Marginal Farmers (SMF) across
the country.
Eligibility:  Entry age of 18 to 40 years with provision of minimum fixed pension of Rs.3,000 on
attaining the age of 60 years.
Contribution:  Beneficiary farmer of this scheme is required to contribute Rs 100 per month at
median entry age of 29 years. Central Government will also contribute to Pension Fund an equal
amount as contributed by eligible farmer.
After subscriber’s death (while receiving pension), spouse of SMF beneficiary is entitled to receive
50% of pension received by beneficiary as family pension, provided he/she is not already an SMF
beneficiary of this scheme. In case of death of subscriber happens during period of contribution, the
spouse shall have the option of continuing scheme by paying regular contribution.
Synergy between PM Kisan Scheme: Beneficiary farmers of this scheme can opt to allow his/her
monthly contribution to be made from benefits drawn from Pradhan Mantri KisanSAmman Nidhi
(PM-KISAN) Scheme directly. Alternatively, beneficiary farmer can pay his monthly contribution by
registering through Common Service Centres (CSCs) under Union Ministry of  Information and
Technology (MeitY).

Bulletin: Cabinet extends PM-KISAN to all farmers
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has comprehensively extended ambit of
Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) to all land holding eligible farmer families who will
avail benefits under the scheme (but subject to existing exclusion factor).
The revised scheme is expected to cover around 2 crore more farmers and increase total coverage of PM-
KISAN to around 14.5 crore beneficiaries. It also costs Central Government around Rs. 87,217.50 crores for
year 2019-20.
Key Features of PM-KISAN

It was announced in interim Budget for the year 2019-2020 and launched on 24th February 2019 in
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh where the first rounds of instalments was paid to several farmers.
It provides beneficiary farmers income support of Rs. 6000. This amount is released in three four
(quaterly)-monthly instalments of Rs.2000 each over the year. It is credited directly into the bank
accounts of the beneficiaries held in destination banks through Direct Benefit Transfer mode.
The previsions criteria for small and marginal landholder farmer families to avail this benefit was
cultivable land holding upto 2 hectare across the country.
So far, 1st instalment to 3.11 crore beneficiaries and 2nd instalment to 2.66 crore beneficiaries have
been credited directly to the bank accounts of the farmer families.

7 June: 1st World Food Safety Day observed
The  World Food Safety Day 2019  was observed on 7 June with the theme-  ‘Food Safety,  everyone’s
business’. It was first ever World Food Safety Day.
Key Highlights
Background:  The WFS day was facilitated by World Health Organisation(WHO) in collaboration with the
Food and Agriculture Organization  (FAO) of United Nations (UN). This day was instituted by United
Nations General Assembly (UNGA) by adopting a resolution for effect in December 2018 with an aim to
highlight importance of safe food and to reduce problems related to it.
Objective: By observing World Food Safety Day, WHO pursues its efforts of mainstreaming food safety in
public agenda and reducing burden of foodborne diseases globally.
Food Safety
According to WHO data, almost 1 in 10 people in the world fall ill after eating contaminated, with almost
1,25,000 deaths of children under 5 years. Around 600 million annual cases of the foodborne disease have
been reported every year. The development of many low-and middle-income economies is hindered due to
unsafe food. As result, these countries lose around US$ 95 billion in productivity associated with illness,
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disability, and premature death suffered by workers.
Initiatives in India
On occasion of first-ever World Food Safety Day, Union Minister of Health launched various initiatives
such as-

State Food Safety Index (SFSI): The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI), under
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, has developed first State Food Safety Index (SFSI) to measure
performance of States on five parameters of food safety. This is an effort of ministry to motivate
states to work towards ensuring safe food for citizens.
Raman 1.0: It is hand-held battery operated equipment that performs rapid detection, in less than a
minute of economically driven adulteration in fats, ghee and edible oils.
Food Safety Magic Box: It is do-it-yourself food testing kit comprising of a manual and equipment to
check for food adulterants. This can serve as innovative solution to take food safety to schools.
Eat  Right  Awards:  instituted  by  FSSAI,  with  aim  to  recognize  contributions  made  by  food
companies and individuals to empower citizens to choose safe and healthy food options so as to
improve their health and well-being.

China launches Space Rocket from Yellow Sea for 1st time
China launched a space rocket named “Long March 11” from a mobile launch platform in Yellow Sea off
Shandong province (China) for the first time. With this China became 3rd nation following the U.S. and
Russia to successfully demonstrate ability to launch satellites into orbit from a floating platform.
Key Highlights

Background: In 2003, China became only 3rd nation to have capability of launching humans into
space and in early 2019 became 1st nation to land a rover on far side of moon. The Long March
rocket first flew in 2015, and this was its 7th launch but was China’s first attempt at an offshore
launch of rocket into Earth orbit.
About:  The Long March 11 rocket  was launched by China from a ship deployed in Yellow Sea,
making it first time that China has tested a launch vehicle at sea. This maiden sea launch by China
has now unveiled its ambitious plans to build a research base on lunar surface, send a probe to Mars
and build a space station in Earth orbit in coming future. Also, China now spends more than Russia
and Japan on its civil and military space programmes.
Payload: The space rocket carried 2 experimental satellites (named Bufeng-1A and Bufeng-1B) and 5
commercial ones.
Advantages:  Launching rockets  from sea  has  a  number  of  advantages  over  land-based  rocket
launches, like ability to send off rockets from a variety of locations on Earth, and benefit of reduced
costs and risks (as rocket can lift off closer to equator,).
Significance: With sea launches, China now has ability to deploy satellites from a mobile platform
and is latest step in China’s push to become a major space power.
Importance: This successful launch marks another win for Beijing’s space programme and opened a
new launching mode for China to enter space quickly.

Cabinet Secretary PK Sinha given three months extension
The Appointments  Committee  of  the  Cabinet  (ACC)  chaired  by  Prime Minister  Narendra  Modi  has
extended service of Cabinet Secretary Pradeep Kumar Sinha for a further period of three months.
This was third extension given to IAS officer Sinha, whose tenure was increased by one-year each in 2017
and 2018. This exceeds term of four year cap for total term of Cabinet Secretary mandated under All India
Services (Death-Cum-Retirement-Benefits) Rules, 1958. However, to allow extension of PK Sinha’s beyond
four year term Government has amended these rules.
New Rules
It has inserted subrule 1A under rule 16 of All India Services (Death-Cum-Retirement-Benefits) Rules, 1958.
It provides that Central Government may in public interest give an extension in service for a further
period, not exceeding three months, beyond the period of four years to the Cabinet Secretary.
About Cabinet Secretariat

It functions directly under the Prime Minister. It is allocated business under Government of India
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(Allocation  of  Business)  Rules,  1961.  It  provides  Secretarial  assistance  to  Cabinet  and  Cabinet
Committees  and  Rules  of  Business.  Cabinet  Secretary  is  administrative  head  of  Cabinet
Secretariat.
Functions: (i) It is responsible for administration of Government of India (Allocation of Business)
Rules,  1961  and Government of  India (Transaction of  Business)  Rules,  1961.  Thus,  it  facilitates
smooth transaction of business in Ministries/ Departments. (ii) It also assists in decision-making in
Government  by  ensuring  Inter-ministerial  coordination,  irons  out  differences  amongst
Ministries/Departments  and evolving  consensus.  (iii)  It  manages  major  crisis  situations  in  the
country.
Cabinet Secretary: He is administrative head of Cabinet Secretariat. He is also ex-officio Chairman
of Civil Services Board. He is the top-most executive official and senior-most civil servant (mainly
for IAS cadre) of the Government of India.
N R Pillai was the first cabinet secretary of independent India and served from February 6, 1950 to
May 13, 1953.
Y N Sukthankar had served as cabinet secretary for longest duration from May 14, 1953 to July 31,
1957.

G20 Ministerial meeting on Trade and Digital Economy
G20 Ministerial meeting on Trade and Digital Economy is being held from 8 June- 9 June 2019 in Japanese
city of Tsukuba, Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan. Tsukuba is Japan’s one of main academic and research centers.
Key Highlights

Background: Japan has assumed its 1st ever rotating presidency in G20 thus a series of various
ministerial  meetings  are  being  held  in  Japanese  cities  in  2019.  Japan’s  presidency  will  be
culminating during G20 summit in Osaka on 28-29 June 2019.
Chairman: Two day meet was chaired by Masatoshi Ishida, Japanese Minister of Internal Affairs
and Communications and Hiroshige Seko, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry.
Objective:  to  discuss how economies of  G20 countries can promote trade and investment and
maximize  benefits  from  development  of  digital  economy  and  technologies  so  as  to  ensure
sustainable growth of global economy.
Feature:
Over 50 Trade and Digital Economy Ministers got together for 1st time in G20 history in Tsukuba,
Japan.
G20  Trade  Ministers  deliberations  will  form  part  of  G20  Summit  Leaders  agenda  in  formal
discussions and will also be a part of Summit Declaration.
The meet discussed importance of Digitalization that is expected to continue to create benefits for
economies and societies as a whole and will also help achieve inclusive, innovative and human-
centred future society ‘Society 5.0’.
Discussions:
Issues related to free trade dominated discussion in meeting against backdrop of ongoing trade war
between United States (US) and China and US President Donald Trump’s policy of creating trade
barriers and imposing tariffs.
Ways to reorder trade rules and finances in an era of technological change and protectionism were
also discussed.

India and G20 Meet
Background:  Ever  since G20 was founded in 1999,  India  has been actively  participating in  its
meetings. Indian delegation for G20 Ministerial meeting on Trade and Digital Economy is being led
by Piyush Goyal, Union Minister of Commerce and Industry & Railways.
Discussion:  Indian Commerce Minister will  discuss developments in World Trade Organisation
(WTO)  matters,  global  trade  situation,  Digital  trade  and  will  also  hold  dialogue  with  other
participating Trade Ministers on issues related to current international trade and investments.
Significance: This is for first time that Ministers of Union Ministry of Electronics and Information
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Technology (MeitY) and Union Ministry of Commerce (MCA) will participate in a joint session on
Digital Economy at G20 Ministerial Meeting.

I&B Ministry institutes Antarashtriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman
The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) has instituted a new award called Antarashtriya
Yoga  Diwas  Media  Samman (AYDMS)  from year  2019  to  recognise  contribution  made  by  media  in
spreading awareness about Yoga and for promotion and commemoration of International Yoga Day, held
every year on 21 June.
Key Highlights

About: Union Ministry of I&B instituted 1st Antarashtriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman (AYDMS)
from 2019 onwards to  acknowledge positive  role  and responsibility  of  media  in  disseminating
outreach of Yoga in India and abroad.
Eligible: AYDMS will be conferred to Media Houses engaged in Print Media and Electronic Media
(including Television & Radio).
Coverage Duration: Media campaigns on yoga from 10 June to 25 June coverage will be considered
for International Yoga Day Awards.
Jury: Six-member jury will assess contribution of Media in popularising of Yoga.
Prize: AYDMS will comprise a special medal, plaque and trophy and a citation.
Categories: A total of 33 awards will be given to media houses including 11 each for print media, TV
and radio channels for excellent coverage given to Yoga. Sammans will conferred in all 22 Indian
languages (mentioned in Schedule 8 of constitution) and English under categories such as-
Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Newspapers.1.
Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Television.2.
Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Radio.3.
Award Ceremony: Tentatively the award ceremony for AYDMS will be held in July, 2019 at which all
honours will be announced.
Importance: Practice and propagation of Yoga has led to ‘Healthy life, Healthy living, Wellness and
Prevention of Disease’ globally. Yoga not only acts as India’s soft power throughout the world but is
also India’s gifts to world. With Yoga being universally acknowledged by United Nations (UN) and
being practiced globally in over 200 countries on 21st June every year, it has now become mantra of
New India.

June 10, 2019
Mount Sinabung Volcano erupts in Sumatra Island

Mount Sinabung volcano erupted in Sumatra Island of western Indonesia. Eruption resulted in column of
thick ash being spread seven km high to southeast and south of crater.
Key Highlights

Warning: Local residents living along rivers near volcano’s crater were advised to be on alert for
possible lava flows. National Volcanology Agency of Indonesia urged residents living near flank of
volcano to use masks when rains of ash pour down and those living alongside rivers with upstream
in slope of volcano were warned of cold lava floods during torrential rains.
No damages or casualty were reported due to eruption.
Mt. Sinabung Volcano is at 2nd highest alert level due to which no one lives inside a previously
announced No-Go Zone around five km from the crater.
Fact: Indonesia is home to over 130 active volcanoes due to its position on ‘Pacific Ring of Fire’, a belt
of tectonic plate boundaries circling Pacific Ocean where frequent seismic activity occurs.

About Mt. Sinabung
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Background: Mt. Sinabung roared back to life in 2010 for the first time in past 400 years. After another
period of inactivity for yew years it again erupted in 2013, and has remained highly active since then.
Carter saw a deadly eruption in 2016 in which seven people died.
Geography:

It is a Pleistocene-to-Holocene (geological epoch) Stratovolcano (also known as composite volcano).
It belongs to Volcanic arc/belt of Sunda Arc.
Elevation: It is 2,475 meters high.
Location: It is located in Karo district of North Sumatra province in western Indonesia and 40km
from Lake Toba supervolcano.

Maldives conferred Country’s highest honour on PM Modi
Prime Minister Modi was conferred with Maldives’ highest honour- ‘Order of the Distinguished Rule of
Nishan Izzuddeen‘ in Male, (Maldives capital) during his two-day state visit to the island country.
The prestigious award of  Most  Honourable  Order of  the Distinguished Rule  of  Nishan Izzuddeen is
Maldive’s highest honour accorded to foreign dignitaries.
India-Maldives Relation

Background: Maldives is a valued partner of India with whom it shares deep bonds of history and
culture.  In  February  2018,  relations  between  India  and  Maldives  deteriorated  after  the  then
President Abdulla Yameen took certain decisions which did not go down well with New Delhi such
as imposing emergency, impositing restrictions on work visas for Indians and signing of a new Free
Trade Agreement with Beijing. However, ties were restored under the incumbent Solih’s presidency.
Recent Visit to Maldives:
Although PM Modi visited Maldives in November 2018 to attend President Ibrahim Mohamed
Solih‘s swearing-in, but the current visit is the first by an Indian prime minister at a bilateral level in
past eight years.
The two-day state visit undertaken by PM Modi was aimed at further cementing ties with Indian
Ocean archipelago.
Two countries held delegation-level talks as well as signed a slew of agreements to strengthen
bilateral ties in a number of key areas including defence.
India’s concern: China views Maldives as key to its Maritime Silk Road (MSR) project in Indian Ocean
Region (IOR) for which China has already acquired Hambantota port in Sri Lanka and Djibouti in
Horn of Africa. Thus to keep check on China’s ambitious expansion in IOR, India needs to continue
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its good relations and partnership with its neighboring countries having strategic importance in
IOR.

UAE Cabinet adopts ‘National Strategy for Wellbeing 2031’
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) Cabinet adopted a National  Strategy for Wellbeing 2031 during its
meeting at Presidential Palace in Abu Dhabi (UAE Capital).
About National Strategy for Wellbeing 2031

Objectives: The strategy has two pronged objectives as follows:
To make UAE a world leader in quality of life by undertaking various strategic objectives and
initiatives.
To promote an integrated concept of wellbeing, thereby supporting vision of UAE Vision 2021
and UAE Centennial 2071.

Focus: on strengthening family ties and working towards improving quality of life in cities across
country so as to attract more residents to those areas.
End goal: of 12-year strategy is a developed country, a cohesive society and prosperous individuals.
Chairman: It will be chaired by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai.

Salient Features
Levels:  National  Wellbeing  Strategy  is  based  on  a  national  framework  of  three  main  levels-
Individuals, Society and the Country.
Components: It includes 14 key areas and 9 strategic objectives, which includes enhancing people’s
wellbeing by promoting healthy & active lifestyles and good mental health and adopting positive
thinking. Under the strategy 90 new projects will be launched that will target more than 40 priority
areas and will improve physical, psychological and digital health of future generations.
National Wellbeing Observatory:  One of the most important initiatives in wellbeing strategy is
development of first National Wellbeing Observatory, which will support policymaking process.

Tasks undertaken by observatory will include: monitoring a number of indicators of wellbeing in UAE,
submitting regular reports to UAE Cabinet, proposing training programmes for government employees
and will launch Academy of Wellbeing future generations. In addition to this observatory is also charged
with formation of a National Wellbeing Council to manage and coordinate national strategy.

2019 ITTF World Tour Hong Kong Open: China grabs 4 gold
China claimed four gold medals at 2019 ITTF World Tour Hong Kong Open, covering both Men’s single &
doubles and Women’s single & doubles.
In 2019 edition of ITTF (International Table Tennis Federation) World Tour Hong Kong Open, China sent
only their young guns and made star players, like Ma Long, Fan Zhendong, Liu Shiwen and Ding Ning rest
for next week’s Japan Open.
Key Highlights

Women’s Singles: Wang Yidi of China won her first women’s singles title on international level by
defeating No.2 seed Mima Ito of Japan with a thunderous 4-0 scoreline.
Women’s Doubles: In women’s doubles final, Chinese pair Chen Ke and Mu Zi overcame Jeon Ji-hee
and You Eun-chong of Republic of Korea (South Korea), registering their first trophy as a pair.
Men’s Singles: Lin Gaoyuan of China added another gold after he registered a six-set victory over
Tomokazu Harimoto of Japan, to whom Lin lost at final hurdle of 2018 edition of ITTF World Tour
Grand Final.
Men’s Doubles: Liang Jingkun and Lin Gaoyuan of China won men’s doubles title by defeating Jang
Woo-jin and Lim Jong-hoon of South Korea. It is the Chinese players’ first gold medal success as a
pair on the ITTF World Tour.

Imports from Pakistan to India decline by 92% in March 2019
Imports from Pakistan to India have declined by 92% amounting to USD 2.84 Million in March 2019 after
imposition of 200% customs duties on all products. The strong economic action against Pakistan was
taken following Pulwama terror attack.
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Key Highlights
Background: On February 2019, in aftermath of Pulwama terror attack for which Pakistan based
JeM terror group claimed responsibility, India revoked the MFN (Most Favoured Nation) status
given to Pakistan. This further led to strong economic action against Pakistan such as India raised
customs duty to 200% on all goods imported from Pakistan.
During 2018-19 fiscal year for January-March period, the imports from Pakistan declined by 47%,
about USD 53.65 Million.
India’s Export: In March 2019, India’s exports to Pakistan also dipped by about 32% amounting to
over USD171 million. However, Indian exports grew by 7.4% (over USD 2 billion) during 2018-19.
Commodities Imported:  India raised 200% custom duty on goods imported from neighbouring
country,  including cotton,  fresh fruits,  cement,  petroleum products  and mineral.  But  the main
commodities imported during month of March 2019 from Pakistan includes knitted fabrics, wool,
articles of apparel and clothing, preparation of vegetables spices, chemicals, man-made filaments,
and plastics.
Exception:  As per some experts, keeping in mind that importing goods at 200% customs duties
would  not  be  viable  for  anyone,  thus  government  has  allowed  few  domestic  manufacturing
exporters to avail  Nil(0%) import duty benefit under  Advance Authorisation Scheme  to import
products, especially raw materials from Pakistan.

About Most Favoured Nation Status
Under the MFN pact, a World Trade Organisation (WTO) member country is obliged to treat other
trading nation (to whom it has granted MFN status) in a non-discriminatory manner, especially with
regard to customs duty and other levies.
The MFN status was granted by India to Pakistan in 1996, but India was not granted the same from
Pakistan.

Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena gifts Samadhi Buddha Statue to PM Modi
Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena gifted Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi a Samadhi Buddha
statue (Buddha in meditation posture), during latter’s visit to Island nation.
Key Highlights

Prime Minister Modi arrived in Sri Lanka for a day-long visit, during which he met with President
Sirisena and discussed bilateral issues of mutual interest.
His visit is considered as a sign of India’s affirmation of solidarity with island nation in aftermath of
the deadly Easter terror attacks in April 2019. PM Modi is first foreign leader to visit Sri Lanka after
Easter attacks.

About Samadhi Buddha Statue
The masterpiece replica of Samadhi Buddha statue presented to PM Modi has been hand carved
using white teak and took almost two years to complete.
This is considered to be one of best sculptures of Anuradhapura era (377 BC to 1017 AD) which is the
first established kingdom in ancient Sri Lanka. The original statue was sculptured between 4th to 7th
centuries AD.
The Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) called the Samadhi Buddha statue as ‘special gift from special
friend’.

India & Portugal to set up National Maritime Heritage Museum
India and Portugal will cooperate in setting up of a national maritime heritage museum at ancient Indian
site of Lothal in Gujarat. Lothal (literally means the mound of dead) was one of port cities of Indus Valley
Civilization (Harappan Civilization).
Key Highlights

Background: In March 2019 Government of India allocated a grant for building maritime museum
and  foundation  stone  for  project  was  laid  by  Prime  Minister  Narendra  Modi.  Then  during
Portuguese Defence Minister João Gomes Cravinho visit to India in April 2019, initial discussions
were held between India and Portugal for developing maritime museum.
Feature: The proposed maritime museum in Indian is likely to come up on lines of similar museum
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at Lisbon, which is administered by Portuguese Navy.
Implementing  agencies:  Museum Project  will  be  implemented by Union  Ministry  of  Shipping
through its Sagarmala programme, along with involvement of State government, Archaeological
Survey of India (ASI) and other stakeholders.
Indian Navy is also keen to be a stakeholder in project and Portuguese Navy has agreed to assist the
former with their experience of administering maritime museum in Lisbon.
Purpose:
It will showcase and preserve India’s rich and diverse maritime heritage.
It also seeks to highlight ancient shipbuilding and navigational technologies developed by India.

Why Portugal?
Portugal is home to the Navy Museum (a maritime museum) in Lisbon, which is administered by Portugal
Navy.  So the two countries discussed that India could also follow the similar mode.  Soon a Defence
Ministry-led delegation would also be visiting Portugal to study existing museum in Lisbon.

ASI declares Chaukhandi Stupa as Monument of National Importance
According to a notification issued by Union Ministry of Culture, Chaukhandi Stupa, an ancient Buddhist
site located in Sarnath, Uttar Pradesh (UP) has been declared as ‘protected area of national importance’ by
Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).
For declaring the stupa as protected area government sought public feedback on 8 March 2019 for a
period of two months.
About Chaukhandi  Stupa

Name: The Stupa is known as ‘Chaukhandi’ becaause of its four armed plan.
The stupa is an ancient Buddhist site which evolved from burial mounds and served as a shrine for a
relic of Buddha. It appears to be in ruins and was originally constructed in 5th Century AD.
It also finds mention in account of Hiuen Tsang, celebrated Chinese traveler of 7th century AD.
Architecture:
It is widely belived that Stupa was originally built as a terraced temple during Gupta period (4th-6th
centuries AD) to mark the site  where Lord Buddha traveling from Bodh Gaya to Sarnath was
reunited with panchavargiya bhikshus  (Budhha’s five companions) who had previously deserted
him at Rajgir.
After  Gupta’s  the  stupa’s  architecture  was  altered  by  Govardhan,  son  of  Raja  Todarmal,  who
modified stupa to its present shape by building an octagonal tower in commemoration of Humayun
(Mughal ruler) visit.
Current Structure: Stupa is a high earthen mound covered with brickwork, to which stands atop a
terraced  rectangular  plinth  and it  is  capped by  an  octagonal  Mughal  tower.  It  is  maintained,
conserved and preserved by Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).
Art: Some images of Buddha, such as the image of buddha in dharmachakra pravartana mudra and
other statues found during excavations at this Stupa are believed to be rare artefacts and classic
examples of art from Gupta period.

India to train 1,000 civil servants of Maldives over next 5 years
India’s leading civil services training institution, National Center for Good Governance (NCGG) signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Maldives Civil Services Commission for capacity building
(training) of 1,000 civil servants of Maldives over next five years. This agreement was signed during Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s recent visit to Male (Maldives capital).
Key Highlights

Background:  In  April  2019,  NCGG had trained 28 Maldives  civil  servants,  thus this  successful
engagement encouraged two countries to enter into an agreement and take their capacity building
collaboration  forward.  Other  than  Maldives,  NCCG  had  also  successfully  conducted  training
programmes for civil servants of Bangladesh, Myanmar and Gambia.
Expenses: All expenses of training programme will be borne by Union Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA).
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Nodal Agency: As per the MoU, NCGG will be nodal institution for designing and implementation of
customised training modules that will be undertaken during training, and it must take into account
all requirements of Maldives Civil Services Commission.
Training Areas: The training programme areas will include: public policy and governance, public
administration,  information  technology  (IT),  e-governance  and  service  delivery,  agro-based
practices, best practices in fisheries in coastal areas, urban development and planning, self-help
group (SHG) initiatives, ethics in administration and challenges in implementation of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
Selection: Maldives will nominate suitable civil servants in senior/executive/middle management
levels as per the agreed timelines.
Civil Services Training Institute, a subsidiary of Maldives Civil Services Commission, will get the
required assistance from NCGG, for developing training programmes and materials and also for
organising exchange of experts as needed by Commission.

G20 meeting of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors 2019
Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, Union Minister of Finance & Corporate Affairs participated in G20 Meeting of
Finance Ministers and Central  Bank Governors  and associated events during 8-9 June 2019 held at
southwestern city of Fukuoka, Japan.
Key Highlights
This meeting took place alongside with G20 Ministerial meet on Trade and Digital Economy (on 8-9 June
2019) at Tsukuba city, Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan.
Features:

It  aimed towards forging consensus on range of  issues to be endorsed by leaders who will  be
meeting in late June in Osaka, Japan.
The meet also focused on current situation in global economy and current trade and technology
dispute between US and China.
Besides this participants also discussed issues related to tax challenges for addressing digitalisation
of economy, ways for improving taxation and measures to ensure sustainable growth.

India at G20
Smt. Sitharaman, Union Finance Minister of India noted the urgency of fixing issue of determining
right nexus and profit allocation solution for taxing profits made by digital economy companies, as
with each passing day the work on tax challenges arising from digitalisation of economy is entering
a critical phase.
India strongly supported that potential solution to aforementioned problem should be based on
concept of significant economic presence of businesses, by taking into account evidence of their
purposeful and sustained interaction with economy of country in question. This concept was piloted
by India and had been supported by large number of  countries including  G-24.  Union Finance
Minister expressed confidence that a consensus-based global solution that should also be equitable
and simple, would be reached by 2020.
India welcomed the beginning of Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information (AEOI) on
a  global  basis,  which  was  used  by  over  90  jurisdictions  in  2018  for  successfully  exchanging
information. This move would ensure that tax evaders could no more hide their offshore financial
accounts from tax administration.
India urged global forum of G20 to further expand network of AEOI by identifying jurisdictions
including developing countries  as  well  as  financial  centers  that  are  relevant  but  have not  yet
committed to any timeline.
To address the need for taking appropriate action against non-compliant jurisdictions, India called
upon international community to agree on a toolkit of defensive measures that can be taken against
such non-compliant jurisdictions.
India also raised need for international cooperation on dealing with fugitive economic offenders
(FEO) who flee their countries to escape from consequences of law and urged all member states to
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draw closer collaboration and coordinated action so as to bring such economic offenders to face law.
About G20

G20 (or Group of 20) was formed on 26 September 1999 as meeting of Finance Ministers and Central
Bank Governors of member states in aftermath of Southeast Asian (Tiger economies) financial crisis.
Since its inception group has played a key role in responding to global financial crisis situations. In
2008, 1st G20 Leaders’ Summit was held in Washington DC, United States.
Members: includes 19 countries and European Union (EU) which collectively representing two-third
of world’s population, 85% of global GDP and 80% of international trade. The 19 countries are India,
China,  Japan,  Russia,  Australia,  Argentina,  Brazil,  Canada,  France,  Indonesia,  Italy,  South Korea,
Mexico, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, US, South Africa and United Kingdom.
Function:  It  is  premier  forum  for  international  economic  cooperation,  decision-making  and
deliberations on global economic issues and other development challenges faced by its member
nations.
Even though there are no  binding  commitments  in  G20,  it  sets  agenda for  multilateral  trade
relations.

June 11, 2019
Mela Kheer Bhawani celebrated in J&K

With commencement of annual festival of Kheer Bhawani Mela on Zeasht Ashtami, hundreds of Kashmiri
Pandit devotees prayed at famous Ragnya Devi temple in Jammu and Kashmir’s (J&K) Ganderbal district.
An elaborate security arrangement was made by J&K administration so that mela passed off peacefully for
devotees who thronged temple from across the country.
Key Highlights

Every year on Zyeshta Ashtami  (this year fell  on 10 June),  thousands of Kashmiri Pandits visit
temple, located about 14 km east of Srinagar, to pay their obeisance. Zyestha Ashtami is celebrated
by Kashmiri  Pandits  across  the country and outside as  the day marks commencing of  annual
pilgrimage.
Temples Visited: Over 60,000 displaced Kashmiri Pandits from various parts of India as well as
abroad visited five famous temples of Tulmulla (in Ganderbal district), Tikker (in Kupwara), Laktipora
Aishmuqam  (in  Anantnag)  and  Mata  Tripursundri  Devsar  and  Mata  Kheerbhawani  Manzgam  (in
Kulgam district) in Kashmir valley during Mela Kheerbhawani.

About Mela Kheer Bhawani
It is one of the biggest religious functions of displaced community of Kashmiri Pandits, who were
forcefully evicted from Valley in 1990s by militants.
The devotees carry rose petals, walk barefoot, offer tribute to goddess and offer milk and kheer
(pudding) at sacred spring.
Belief: The colour of water in spring, which flows below temple, is believed to be an indication of the
valley’s well-being i.e. the colour foretells the events that will unfold in next 12 months till next
festival. Black or darkish colour of water in spring is believed to be a sign of inauspicious times for
Kashmir valley. This time, the water in spring was of clean and milky white colour.
Significance: The pilgrimage has become a symbol of communal harmony and brotherhood as Muslims
in locality make all kinds of arrangements for the Kashmiri Pandits devotees, such as setting up of
stalls for flowers and other offerings, offering milk in small earthen pots to devotees coming to pray.

IPS V.S. Kaumudi appointed as Director General of BPR&D
The Centre government has appointed senior Indian Police Service (IPS) officer V.S. Kaumudi as Director
General of Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D) by lowering the post to the rank of
Additional Director General.
Key Highlights

The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet comprising of Prime Minister of India (who is the
Chairman) and Minister of Home Affairs, approved the proposal made by Union Ministry of Home
Affairs  for  appointing  V.S.  Kaumudi  as  Director  General  (ADG  level)  BPR&D  by  temporarily
downgrading the DG post to level of Additional Director General (Level-15 of Pay Matrix)
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He will be succeeding IPS officer Sudeep Lakhtakia, a 1984 batch IPS officer.
Term: His appointment as DG of BPR&D will be for a period of two years or until further orders,
whichever is earlier.

About IPS V.S. Kaumudi
He is a 1986 batch IPS officer of Andhra Pradesh cadre.
At present she is serving as Additional Director General (ADG) in Central Reserve.

About Bureau of Police Research and Development
BPRD was established in 1970 under the Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).
It is a federal law enforcement agency with headquarters in New Delhi.
It is a national police organisation to study, research and develop (R&D) on subjects and issues
related to policing for the purpose of modernisation of police forces.
In  2017,  Union  government  merged  Bureau  of  Police  Research  and  Development  (BPRD)  with
National  Crime  Records  Bureau  (NCRB)  for  improving  administrative  efficiency  and  optimally
utilising resources related to policing. This new merged entity is headed by Director General (DG) of
BPRD, and NCRB Director, an Additional DG rank post will report to the former.

Fact Box: Girish Karnad
The renowned playwright, actor and Jnanpith awardee Girish Karnad died at the age of 81 at his residence
in Bengaluru, Karnataka. He succumbed to multiple-organ failure.
To honour the well-known writer who brought 7th Jnanpith to Kannada, Karnataka Government declared
a holiday for schools and colleges and a 3-day State mourning as a tribute.
About Girish Karnad

He was born in May 1938. He became one of the most prominent theatre personalities in priod of
1960s and 1970s, which was regarded as Renaissance of Indian theatre.
Playwright: He wrote his first play Yayati in 1961 when he was a Rhodes scholar (world’s oldest
fellowship  program)  in  England,  UK.  He  worked  with  mythology,  history  and  gave  them  a
contemporary resonance in plays like Tughlaq  and Hayavadana.  He translated most of his plays
himself. His last play was Rakshasa Tangadi, (a Kannada play on the Battle of Talikota) which was
published in 2018.
Director and Actor: he made his acting debut in the classic movie- Samskara. He made his name not
only  in  parallel  cinema but  was  also  celebrated  for  his  roles  in  mainstream films in  multiple
languages. He directed around 12 films and documentaries in Kannada and Hindi.
Awards: He was recipient of Padma Shri (1974) for his contributions to theatre and Padma Bhushan
(1992) in recognition of his contributions to arts. He was also conferred Jnanpith Award in 1998.

Kassym-Jomart Tokayev elected Kazakhstan president
Interim President of Kazakhstan, Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, won the country’s snap Presidential elections
with  nearly  71%.  He  was  also  the  chosen  successor  of  veteran  ruler  and  former  leader  Nursultan
Nazarbayev.
Key Highlights

After Nursultan Nazarbayev resigned from as Presidential post of Kazakhstan in March 2019, the
Presidentship was transferred to the then Speaker of the Senate (Upper House), Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev.
Shortly after assuming the charge of interim President of Kazakhstan, Tokayev in his address to
nation announced that elections would be conducted earlier than anticipated.
Snap Election: In recently held snap election, a total of seven candidates ran for Presidency which
also included Daniya Yespayeva, the first woman candidate to do so in country’s history. The voter
turnout in elections was 77.4% and Tokayev’s nearest rival Amirzhan Kosanov of United National
Patriotic Movement (‘Ult Tagdyry’) received about 16% of votes.
Significance: For the first time in almost thirty years, the Kazakh presidential elections held in 2019
paved the way for a new candidate coming to power. Tokayev’s predecessor Nursultan Nazarbayev
was serving as Kazakh President since the independence of country in 1992 until his resignation in
March 2019.
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India to be guest country at Guadalajara International Book Fair
India has been designated as Guest of Honour at 33rd Guadalajara International Book Fair (also called Feria
Internacional del Libro de Guadalajara), in Mexico. The book fair, will be organised from 30 November 2019
to 8 December 2019.
Key Highlights of Event

Pavilion: The book fair will display a dedicated India pavilion that will display more than 35 Indian
authors and artists, along with 15 publishing houses.
India  will  showcase  wide  array  of  its  rich  and  composite  literary  and  cultural  heritage  by
undertaking  literary  and  academic  activities  at  the  event.  The  activities  will  comprise  of
conferences, publisher’s round table, and discussions and presentations on science and other genres.
Ancient and rare manuscripts such as that of ‘Ramayana’ and ‘Mahabharata’ will be put on exhibition
at the event, along with paintings, handicrafts and photo books.
Another exhibition will be running parallel to book fair in pavilion. It will feature art by 40 renowned
Indian women artists including Seema Kohli, Paula Sengupta and Arpana Caur.
Other Events include:
Festival of India: It will showcase folk, classical and contemporary cultural programmes of India.
Film Festival:  India’s  participation will  also  include a  film festival  showing movies  like  Dangal,
Chennai Express and Omkara.

About Guadalajara International Book Fair
It was created in 1986 by University of Guadalajara, Mexico. The year 2019 will see the 33rd edition
of Book Fair.
It is the most important publishing gathering in Ibero-America.
The 9 day festival will be the largest book fair in the Spanish speaking world.
The Book Fair is aimed at professionals and general public alike, this particular characteristic sets it
apart from other book fairs around the world.

India extends financial aid to Nepal for rebuilding earthquake-hit houses
India extended a financial aid of 1.6billion Nepalese Rupees (NPR) to Nepal government for rebuilding
earthquake-hit houses in two district that were most hit.
This sustained and generous humanitarian support extended by India for post-earthquake reconstruction
was appreciated by Nepal.
Key Highlights

Background: In February 2016, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between India
and Nepal for grant worth USD 100 Million to be provided by India, for supporting reconstruction of
50,000 private houses in two districts of Himalayan nation namely Nuwakot and Gorkha that were
most damaged in earthquake that hit Nepal in 2015.
The devastating earthquake which struck Nepal in April 2015, claimed more than 9,000 lives and
damaged over 800,000 houses. The epicenter of earthquake was central Nepal’s Gorkha district.
Financial Aid: Manjeev Singh Puri, India’s ambassador to Nepal handed over financial aid cheque to
Rajan Khanal, Finance Secretary of Nepal for undertaking reconstruction work in Himalayan nation.
The amount was released towards reimbursement of part payment of first and second tranches of
housing reconstruction extended by Government of India to 50,000 housing beneficiaries in two
districts.
Importance: The move showed that India remained committed to partnership between two nations
and also to completion of post-earthquake reconstruction projects in Nepal.

Other grants by India:
So far a total of Rs 4.5 billion Nepalese rupees have been granted Nepal to India under housing
reconstruction projects.
India has partnered with United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and United Nations
Office for Project Services  (UNOPS) for providing socio-technical facilitation to people who lost
their  houses  to  ensure  that  they  rebuild  their  homes  in  accordance  with  Nepal  government’s
earthquake resilient norms.
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IAAF to rebrand as World Athletics
World athletics’ governing body, the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) will re-
brand itself as World Athletics. The rebranding would be operational from October 2019.
Key Highlights

IAAF’s new brand identity as World Athletics will begin its rollout in October 2019 following the
completion of world championships in Doha, Qatar and after congress grants approval of change to
federation’s legal name.
IAAF Council: The decision for rebranding of name was taken at IAAF Council, meeting in Monaco
(IAAF’s Headquarter). The participants agreed that ‘World Athletics’ made sport more accessible to a
wider audience at same time while giving global governing body an opportunity to more clearly
communicate its mission as leader of world’s most participatory sport.
The council hopes that new brand will help towards attracting and engaging a new generation of
young people to athletics.
World  Athletics:  The term World Athletics  is  built  upon IAAF’s  restructuring and governance
reform agenda it  has undertaken in past four years.  It  represent a modern,  more creative and
positive face for the sport.

About International Association of Athletics Federations
The IAAF was initially founded on 17 July 1912 in Stockholm, Sweden,  as International  Amateur
Athletic Federation, following the closing ceremony of Olympic Games in the Swedish capital. It was
founded as world governing body for sport of track and field athletics.
It took its present name of International Association of Athletics Federations in 2001.
It is currently presided over by Sebastian Coe, two-time Olympic 1500m gold medallist of Britain,
UK.
With 215 member federations, IAAF is an international governing body for sport of athletics.

Fact Box: French Open Tennis 2019
The 2019 French Open was the 123rd edition of a Grand Slam tennis tournament. It was held from 26 May
to  9  June  2019,  at  Stade  Roland  Garros  in  Paris,  France.  It  is  played  on  outdoor  clay  courts.  The
tournament comprises of singles, doubles and mixed doubles play matches.
Men’s Singles title at French Open tennis

Spain’s Rafael Nadal won a historic 12th Roland Garros title or Men’s Singles title at French Open
tennis and 18th Grand Slam crown with a 6-3, 5-7, 6-1, 6-1 victory over his opponent Dominic Thiem
of Austria.
With this win, 33-year-old Nadal becomes 1st player, man or woman, to win same Slam 12 times.
Spaniard now stands just 2 behind Roger Federer’s all-time record of 20 majors and 3 ahead of
Novak Djokovic who was defeated by Dominic in semi-finals of French Open. Nadal,  the World
Number  2  took  his  Paris  record  to  93  wins  and  just  2  losses  having  previously  won  title  in
2005-2008, 2010-2014, 2017 and 2018.

Men’s Doubles title
Andreas Mies & Kevin Krawietz of Germany defeated Fabrice Martin & Jérémy Chardy of France in final
with in final 6–2, 7–6(7–3) to win Men’s Doubles title at French Open tennis.
Women’s Singles title
Ashleigh Barty of Australia knocked off Marketa Vondrousova of Czech Republic in final with 6-1, 6-3 to win
her 1st Women’s Singles title at French Open tennis 2019.
Women’s Doubles title
Hungary’s Tímea Babos & France’s Kristina Mladenovic defeated Zheng Saisai & Duan Yingying of China in
final with 6–2, 6–3 to win Women’s Doubles title at French Open tennis.
Mixed Doubles title
Chinese Taipei’s Latisha Chan & Ivan Dodi goof Croatia defeated Gabriela Dabrowski of Canada & Mate
Pavić of Croatia in final to win Mixed Doubles title at French Open tennis.

Fact Box: Formula One Canadian Grand Prix
Britain’s Lewis Hamilton of Mercedes won Formula One Canadian Grand Prix 2019 at the Circuit Gilles
Villeneuve in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This was Hamilton’s seventh win on the Circuit Gilles Villeneuve
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and now made him equalled Michael Schumacher’s record.
Key Highlights

Lewis Hamilton was followed by Ferrari drivers Sebastian Vettel of Germany in 2nd place and Charles
Leclerc of Monaco in 3rd place.
Hamilton emerged victorious after a controversial penalty made by Sebastian Vettel gifted him a
milestone win.
Penalty: Sebastian Vettel made an error on the limit and went off track on lap 48 of circuit, running
across  grass  before  rejoining  and  forcing  off  Mercedes’  Lewis  Hamilton,  who  later  emerged
championship leader and eventual  winner.  For this  he was hit  with a  5-second penalty which
ultimately led to his loss.
The next Grand Prix, is scheduled to be run in France on June 23 at the Le Castellet raceway. It will
be 8th of the 21 that make up world circuit of 2019 FIA Formula One World Championship.

About 2019 Canadian Grand Prix
It is a Formula One motor race held at Circuit Gilles Villeneuve in Montreal, Canada. It was 7th round of
2019 FIA Formula One World Championship.

June 12, 2019
Indian girl honoured in UAE for Green efforts

An 8 year old Indian origin student named Nia Tony was honoured during 22nd edition of  Emirates
Recycling Awards  in  Dubai,  United Arab Emirates  (UAE).  She won the award in  the paper  section  in
individual category for collecting a total of 14,914 kg of paper waste.
Key Highlights

Ms. Tony was honoured with Eco Champions of Recycling  award for her efforts in keeping the
environment clean by collecting paper waste.
She collected nearly 15,000 kg of paper waste in Gulf’s United Arab Emirate (UAE) as part of a
nationwide recycling campaign.
She campaigned around her residency area to collect paper, so that it can be recycled. Every week,
she used to go out for collecting newspapers, magazines, and other paper that people threw away or
didn’t wanted to keep.

About Emirates Recycling Awards
The campaign was organized by the Emirates Environmental Group  (EEG), a non-governmental
professional working group based in UAE.
The Emirates Recycling Awards were conducted to celebrate World Environment Day (observed on
5 June). The event was held under the Patronage and in esteemed presence of H.E. Engr. Sheikh
Salem Bin  Sultan  Bin  Saqr  Al  Qasimi,  Chairman of  Department  of  Civil  Aviation and Honorary
member of EEG.
Categories:  This  eco-friendly drive in UAE was based on three categories-  (1)  corporations,  (2)
academic institutions and (3) individuals/families.
The materials that were collected during campaign included paper, plastic,  glass, cans, mobiles,
among other items.
Significance: Through this nationwide recycling campaign, EEG was able to reduce projected carbon
emissions by about 73,393 metric tonnes.

CO2 emissions rose by 2% in 2018: Study
As per a closely-watched review by United Kingdom (UK) based energy giant BP, titled “The BP Statistical
Review of World Energy”,  the global carbon emissions grew by 2.0% in 2018,  the highest rate since
2010-2011. BP is a London based, British multinational oil and gas company.
Key Findings of Study

The study called that the current trend of increasing carbon emissions is putting world on an
‘unsustainable’ path.
There is a growing mismatch between societal demands for action on climate change i.e. for cutting
a country’s net greenhouse (GHG) emissions to zero and the actual pace of progress being made in
the domain.
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The energy demand and carbon emissions are currently growing at their fastest rate for years.
The global energy demand grew by 2.9%. A part of this rise was met by increasing shale rock reserve
exploitation in United States (US), which recorded fastest rise of oil and natural gas production in
world, in recent times.
Although the use of renewable forms of energy globally grew by 14.5% in 2018 but it still accounted
for just 33% of total rise in power generation in 2018.
Significance: The study highlights that a focus on green/renewable forms of energy will not be able
to achieve net-zero GHG emission targets,  rather the governments should to do more towards
cutting the use of polluting coal and oil. This means that It should not be a race to renewables, but a
race to reduce carbon emissions across many fronts.

About BP Statistical Review of World Energy
It is viewed as an energy industry standard.
It pools data on everything such as from the size of countries’ oil reserves to their production of
renewable energy and various consumption rates.

Global efforts taken for CO2 Emissions
Globally, governments are coming under intensifying pressure from campaigners to set deadlines
by which they will cut their net greenhouse (GHG) emissions to zero.
Britain’s top advisory body on climate change has recommended that British government must
target for cutting their net GHG emissions to zero by 2050. This is the same deadline adopted by
some other European governments.
The progressive wing of US Congress is pushing for year 2030 as a deadline for US government to
cut their net GHG emissions to zero. Although most analysts view this target as unattainable and
prohibitively expensive to reach.

Virendra Kumar: Pro-tem Speaker of 17th Lok Sabha
The Bharatiya Janta Party’s (BJP) Member of Parliament (MP) from Madhya Pradesh Dr Virendra Kumar
will be the Pro-tem Speaker of 17th Lok Sabha.
Key Highlights

The 65 year old Virendra Kumar, is a seven-term MP. He won the 17th Lok Sabha election from
Tikamgarh  Lok  Sabha constituency.  Tikamgarh is  one of  the  29 parliamentary constituencies  in
Madhya Pradesh.  He served as Minister  of  State  (MoS) in previous Narendra Modi government
(2014-2019).
The 1st all-party meet will be convened on 16 June 2019, before the 1st session of 17th Lok Sabha that
will be held from 17 June to 26 July 2019.
Function: As Pro-tem Speaker, he will preside over the 1st sitting of newly constituted Lok Sabha,
administer the oath of office to newly elected MPs, and also oversee the election of LS Speaker.
In the first week of session of 17th Lok Sabha, the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker to Lok Sabha will
be elected.

About Pro-tem Speaker
The word Pro-tem is a Latin phrase which in English means ‘for the time being’ of ‘temporary’. Thus
a Pro-tem Speaker performs the duties of office of Speaker from commencement of 1st sitting of
newly constituted Lok Sabha till the election of the Speaker. This is because Speaker of last Lok
Sabha vacates his office before the 1st meeting of newly elected Lok Sabha.
The  Article 94 of constitution  states that previous Speaker must resign immediately before 1st
sitting of the new Lok Sabha.
Article 93 of constitution states that, a Speaker and Deputy Speaker to Lower House of Parliament
must be elected in 1st sitting of Lok Sabha.
The appointment of Pro tem speaker is a convention and there is no provision mentioned in the
Constitution for this position.
President appoints and administes the oath of a member of Lok Sabha as Pro-tem Speaker. By
convention a seniormost Lok Sabha member is usually is selected.
A Pro-tem Speaker has powers same as a Lok Sabha Speaker. His main duty is to administer oath to
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newly elected members of parliament and election of new Speaker.
The office of Pro-tem Speaker ceases to operate once new Speaker is elected by members.

Thawarchand Gehlot appointed as Leader of Rajya Sabha
Thawarchand Gehlot, Union Minister of Social Justice and Empowerment was recently appointed as Leader
of Rajya Sabha (Council of States). The Leader of the Rajya Sabha is appointed by the party in power at
Centre.
This position was occupied by senior BJP leader and former Union Finance Minister,  Arun Jaitley  in
previous Narendra Modi-led government (2014-2019).
About Thawarchand Gehlot

The 71-year-old  Gehlot,  is  leader  from Madhya Pradesh has  almost  four  decades  of  legislative
experience.
Apart from being an experienced parliamentarian, he is a member & general secretary of ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).
He belongs to Scheduled Caste and is a Dalit face of saffron party.
He has been a member of state legislative assembly for several terms and has also served in Lok
Sabha as well as Rajya Sabha.
He became a Rajya Sabha member in 2012 and was re-elected to Rajya Sabha from Madhya Pradesh
in 2018. This new term of his will end in 2024. A member to Upper House of Parliament has a term of
6 years.

Leader of Rajya Sabha (Upper House of Parliament)
A Leader of House is a Rajya Sabha member who either holds a rank of cabinet minister or another
nominated minister. The Leader has a seat next to ex-officio Chairperson of Rajya Sabha (the Vice
President of India), in the front row.
The term Leader of the House has been defined in Rule 2(1) of  Rules of Procedure and Conduct of
Business in the Rajya Sabha.
Gopalaswami Ayyangar was the 1st Leader of the House in Rajya Sabha.

Scientists discover New Frog Species in Assam
A team of scientists from Delhi University (DU) and Wildlife Institute of India (an autonomous institution
under Union Ministry of Environment Forest and Climate change), in collaboration with researchers from
the United States and Indonesia, have discovered a new species of ‘Paddy Frog’ from Northeast India,
primarily in Assam.
Key Highlights

Background:
The first known species of genus Micryletta was originally described from island of Sumatra (in
Indonesia).  As of  now, there are only 4 recognised species in this group and newly discovered
Micryletta aishani becomes the 5th.
Nomenclature:  The newly discovered species  has  been named Aishani,  which is  derived from
Sanskrit word ‘aishani’ or aisani meaning Northeast.
Scientists Involved: The study was conducted by Sonali Garg and S D Biju (of DU), Abhijit Das (of
Wildlife Institute of India) Eric N Smith (from University of Texas, US) and Amir Hamidy (from
Indonesian Institute of Sciences). Their study was published in PeerJ, a peer-reviewed journal.
Key Findings
The DNA samples analysed of this species suggested that other undescribed species belonging to
this genus could be existing in regions such as Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam.
Features: The frog belongs to genus Micryletta, (a small genus of microhylid frogs). The microhylid
genus is a group of narrow-mouthed frogs that are more commonly known as paddy frogs and are
primarily and widely distributed in Southeast Asia (SEA).
Characteristics: This new species strikingly differs from other narrow-mouthed paddy frogs. Its
characteristics includes- its back is reddish-brown in colour, on lateral sides it has prominent dark
streaks and ash-grey mottling, shape of snout (nose and mouth) is unique, and web on its feet is
absent.
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Habitat:  Micryletta aishani  is  currently endemic to Northeast  India but it  could be present in
neighbouring  regions  of  Bangladesh  and  Myanmar  also.  The  species  was  discovered  from  a
degraded forest area in Cachar district of Assam but as per the study says it is also present in
Tripura and Manipur.
Also, it is likely to be more widely distributed in Northeast India, particularly Indo-Burma biodiversity
hotspot region (that lies south of Brahmaputra River).
To the surprise of researchers the new species is not found far from human habitations.
Way Ahead: But despite new discoveries, the actual number of frog species in Northeast India is
much higher than the current estimates.

Kailash Mansarovar Yatra 2019: EAM flags off 1st batch of yatris
S Jaishankar, Union Minister of External Affairs flags off the first batch of pilgrims (yatris) from New
Delhi, for this years’ Kailash Mansarovar Yatra.
The duration of pilgrimage is 24 days for each batch including 3 days in Delhi for preparatory work. The
pilgrimage which started in 1981 now sees participation of thousands of devotees every year.
About Kailash Mansarovar Yatra

The Kailash Mansarovar Yatra is undertaken by two routes, via-
Lipulekh Pass in Uttarakhand– This route passes through a very mountainous area.
Nathu La Pass in Sikkim– This route opened a few years ago in Sikkim is fully motorable. It requires
minimum  walking  and  therefore  helps  senior  citizens  who  are  unable  to  undertake  arduous
trekking, to participate in yatra.
Itinerary: The Yatra involves a treacherous route that crosses territorial boundaries of India, Nepal
and China. According to Yatra scheduled this year, 18 batches of 60 pilgrims each will trek across the
Lipulekh pass in Uttarakhand and 10 batches consisting of 50 pilgrims each will go via the Nathula
route to Sikkim.
Importance:  This  pilgrimage  plays  an  important  step  towards  promoting  people  to  people
exchanges, strengthening friendship and understanding between India and China.
Organised by:
The yatra is organised with support from governments of Delhi, Uttarakhand and Sikkim and also
with cooperation of Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP). The Government of China also extended the
support in organising the annual yatra.
The logistical  support and facilities for pilgrims in India is providea by Uttarakhands’  Kumaon
Mandal  Vikas  Nigam  (KMVN),  Sikkim  Tourism  Development  Corporation  (STDC)  and  their
associated organisations.

Manipur man detects WhatsApp bug, enters Facebook Hall of Fame 2019
Zonel Sougaijam, a civil engineer from Manipur was included in Facebook Hall of Fame 2019, for detecting
a WhatsApp bug that violated privacy of a user.
Key Highlights

Facebook, the social media giant honoured 22-year-old Mr. Sougaijam, by including him in Facebook
Hall of Fame 2019 and also awarded $5000.
His name is currently at 16th position in a list of 94 people who are included in Facebook Hall of
Fame for this year.
WhatsApp Bug: During a voice call via WhatsApp, the bug instilled used to allow caller to upgrade it
to a video call even without the authorisation and knowledge of receiver. The WhatsApp caller was
then able to see what other person on receiving end is doing, thus violating the privacy of receiver.
Sougaijam discovered this bug and reported the matter in March 2019 to Bug Bounty Program of
Facebook, which deals with matters of violation privacy. The Facebook Security team acknowledged
his report and its technical department fixed the bug within 15-20 days.
Facebook,  the  social  media  giant  is  owned  by  Mark  Zuckerberg,  who  purchased  WhatsApp
messaging service in February 2014 for a staggerring $19 billion.

RBI constitutes high-level committee to review ATM charges
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The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has constituted a high-level committee under the chairmanship of VG
Kannan, Chief Executive of Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) to review the entire gamut of ATM charges and
fees.
Key Highlights

Background: There are around 2 lakh ATMs in India. At end of April 2019, there were over 88.47
crore debit cards and 4.8 crore credit cards in function, and as per RBI data during April only 80.9
crore transactions were done through debit cards on ATM.
Need:  Over  the  years,  uses  of  ATMs have grown significantly  and there  have been persistent
demand of changing ATM charges and fees. Thus amid demands for reviewing the levies by bank,
RBI constituted high-level committee.
Constitution: The six member committee chaired by of VG Kannan, will consist of members namely-
Dilip Asbe (CEO, National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)), Giri Kumar Nair (CGM, State Bank
of India (SBI), Sanjeev Patel (CEO, Tata Communications Payment Solutions (TCPSL)), S Sampath
Kumar (Group Head, Liability Products, HDFC Bank), and K Srinivas (Director, Confederation of
ATM Industry (CATMi)).
Function:
It will examine existing patterns of costs, charges and interchange fees by banks for automated
teller machines (ATMs) transactions.
It will review overall patterns of usage of ATMs by cardholders and also assess impact (if any) on
charges and interchange fees levied by banks.
It will assess entire range of costs in respect of ATM ecosystem within the country.
It will make recommendations on optimal charge or interchange fee structure and pattern.
Timeframe: It will submit its report to RBI within two months from date of its first meeting.

CEA Krishnamurthy Subramanian appointed part-time member in IBBI
Krishnamurthy Subramanian, Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) and B. Sriram, former managing director (MD)
and chief executive officer (CEO) of Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI Bank) were appointed
part-time members of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI).
K Subramanian, an Indian School of Business (ISB) Hyderabad professor was appointed chief economic
adviser for a period of 3 years in December 2018.
Their appointment was approved by Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC), which is composed of
Prime Minister of India (who is Chairman), Union Minister of Home Affairs and the order for appointment
was issued by Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT).
About Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India

IBBI, an insolvency regulatory agency was established on 1 October 2016. It was given statutory
powers by Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), the bankruptcy law of India which was passed by
Lok Sabha on 5 May 2016.
The IBC 2016 established Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI), to oversee insolvency
proceedings in India and to regulate entities registered under it.
The IBBI Governing Board consists of 10 members, including representatives from the Ministry of
Finance (MoF), Ministry of Law and Justice, Ministry of corporate affairs (MCA), and Reserve Bank of
India (RBI).
IBBI  act  as  a  regulator  for  overseeing insolvency proceedings  and entities  such as  Insolvency
Professionals (IP), Insolvency Professional Agencies (IPA) and Information Utilities (IU) in India.
IBC  covers  Individuals,  Companies,  Partnership  firms  and  Limited  Liability  Partnerships  and
handles  cases  under  it  using tribunals  namely  National  company law tribunal  (NCLT)  and Debt
recovery tribunal (DRT).

June 13, 2019
Centre sets target to provide Clean Drinking Water to all by 2024

The Central government has set a target of providing clean drinking water to all by 2024. It includes
increasing coverage of piped water to households from current 18 to 100% by 2024.
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Water Status in India
Over the years per capita availability of water has fallen drastically. From 5,000 litre per capita
availability of water in 1950 we now only have nearly 1,400 litre per capita availability of water. Thus
even though the population has increased three times since 1950, per capita availability of water has
reduced considerably and is about one-third (33%) of that amount now.
In states like Uttar Pradesh (UP), Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Odisha and West Bengal (WB) the
coverage of clean drinking water is less than 5%. It is only in Sikkim that 99% of households get
tapped water.

About the Clean Drinking Water to All 2024
Need: With almost all of rural India depending on monsoon for agricultural and domestic purposes,
there is a desperate need for viable water management and conservation so as to end the water woes
in the country.
Citing the widening gap between water supply and demand, newly constituted Jal Ministry notified
that apart from increasing coverage of piped water to households’ emphasis will also be laid on
water conservation.
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Union Minister of Jal Shakti recently held discussions with officials and
Ministers from several states looking after water-related issues.
Way Forward: As per the 7th Schedule of Indian Constitution, Water is a State Subject under Entry 17
in State List, thus collective efforts and a public movement is needed to achieve the desired target.

About Jal Ministry
It  has  been newly created in  the  second term of  the  Modi  government.  It  has  been made by
reorganising Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation, which was held
by Nitin Gadkari in previous Modi government (2014-2019).  The Ministry of  Drinking Water and
Sanitation has also been added to it Jal Ministry.
This Ministry will cater to many aspects relating to water such ensuring clean water and top class
irrigation water facilities for farmers.

Government launches DBT Tribal web portal
Union Ministry of Tribal Affairs launched DBT Tribal web portal to streamline and expedite the process of
releasing scholarship grants directly into bank accounts of beneficiary students. 
DBT Tribal web portal
The portal provide single common platform to states to upload data related to beneficiaries, raise queries
and give feedback. It has uniform 29-column data sharing format, related to personal and location details
of beneficiaries. It is linked with Aadhaar and the Public Financial Management System, thus help to
reduce the chances of duplication of beneficiary and manipulation. 
Significance: It is binding on all states and Union territories to upload data on this portal in prescribed
format. It will enable central government to monitor who are receiving scholarship benefits in which
state, district, block or school and how many grievances have been received and addressed. It will provide
beneficiary data for monitoring purposes as the entire system has been digitized in uniform format. 
Background
The Union Ministry of Tribal Affairs is currently running various schemes to bridge the gap between
Scheduled Tribe (ST) and general category students. There are total five scholarship schemes funded by
Central Government and implemented by State Governments. 
Two main scholarship schemes:  They are for pre-matric and post-matric education.  They are being
implemented through states.
For higher education: It runs “Top Class Education For ST Students” scheme in which 246 prestigious
institutions, such as IITs and IIMs, participate. Around 1,000 students avail benefits under the scheme
every year.
For Mphil and PhD programmes: It is running national fellowship scheme for 750 beneficiaries.
Overseas education: It is running scholarship scheme for tribal students willing to pursue higher studies
overseas. Under it, 30 students can avail benefit every year.
Total Beneficiaries: Under these five schemes, so far 1.58 crore beneficiaries have received scholarships
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worth Rs 7,900 crore across 31 states/UTs in the past five years.
Responsibility of states: They are responsible for identification and verification of beneficiaries and timely
disbursement of scholarships. Currently some states are doing it manually, while others have their own
direct benefit transfer portals.

Priyanka Chopra selected for Danny Kaye Humanitarian Award by UNICEF
Actor  Priyanka  Chopra  will  be  awarded  Danny  Kaye  Humanitarian  Award  by  United  Nations
International Children’s Fund’s (UNICEF) American chapter at their Snowflake Ball in December 2019.
Priyanka Chopra
She is known for her contribution to social causes and for being a voice for children’s education. She is a
UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador and most recently she visited Ethiopia as part of it. She also has been a part
of United Nation’s global “Girl Up” Campaign. She is also associated with several NGOs in India to raise
awareness about ways to improve the education, health and safety of girl child in India.
About United Nations International Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
It is special program of UN devoted to aid national efforts to improve the health, nutrition, education, and
general welfare of children. It was established in 1946 to provide relief to children in countries devastated
by World War II. It is headquartered in New York City, United States. It was formerly known as United
Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund.
Danny  Kaye  Humanitarian  Award:  It  is  named  after  actor-philanthropist  Danny  Kaye.  He  was  an
American actor, singer, dancer, comedian, musician, and philanthropist. He was UNICEF’s first Goodwill
Ambassador in 1954.

Indian Navy hosts Maritime Information Sharing Workshop 2019
The Indian Navy is hosting a Maritime Information Sharing Workshop 2019 edition under the aegis of the
Information Fusion Centre-Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) at Gurugram, Harayana. The two-day event
was inaugurated by Vice Admiral MS Pawar, Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff in 12 June 2019.
Key Highlights
Participants:  More  than  41  delegates  from  29  countries  of  Indian  Ocean  Region  (IOR)  and  beyond
participated in the workshop.
During  the  MISW  2019  event  Deputy  Chief  of  Naval  Staff  stressed  the  need  for  greater  maritime
collaboration  and  for  developing  bonds  based  on  trust  between  partner  countries  in  IOR.  He  also
requested delegates to participate actively in MISW.
Several  talks  regarding  contemporary  maritime  challenges  in  Indo-Pacific  region  and  highlighting
significance of maritime domain as well as the challenges faced by region were held at the event.
Purpose:  In  course  of  2  days,  the  MISW  aims  to  acquaint  all  participants  about  IFC-IOR  and  its
information sharing mechanisms. It also aims to promote sharing of best practices in this field so as to
yield better response to myriad security and safety challenges that IOR faces.
Issues undertaken: participants would look into issues such as piracy, maritime terrorism, humanitarian
assistance & disaster relief, human & drug trafficking as well as legal perspective of combating these
challenges.
The delegates would also participate in an information sharing exercise scheduled on 13 June 2019. This is
to practice and validate some of the concepts and procedures that have been evolved during workshop.
About Information Fusion Centre Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR)
Background:  It was launched on 22 December 2018 by then Honourable Raksha Mantri Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman, at Information Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC) Gurugram, Haryana.
Objective:  The aim was to work closely with multi-national constructs and other information fusion
centres so as to further maritime security and safety in Indian Ocean Region.
Need: With over 75% of world’s maritime trade and 50% of global oil consumption passing through Indian
Ocean Region, the region is vital to world trade and economic prosperity of many nations.
Mandate: It works towards capability building in IOR, coordinating in time incident response and disaster
relief, and also sharing submarine safety information.
So far the centre has established linkages with more than 16 countries and 13 international maritime
security agencies.
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IRSDC enters into tripartite Agreement with French Railways & agency
The Indian Railway Station Development Corporation (IRSDC) entered into a Tripartite Agreement with
French National Railways (SNCF) & AFD, a French development agency in order to support Railway
Station Development Program in India.
Key Highlights
Under the Tripartite Agreement, AFD will provide in-kind grant financing up to €700,000 to French
Railways (SNCF),  to provide technical know-how to Indian Railway Station Development Corporation
(IRSDC), which is the station development arm of Indian Railways.
The technical know-how will be provided by French National Railways (SNCF)-Hubs and Connexions as a
Technical Partner to IRSDC therefore, this will  not impose any financial liability on IRSDC or Indian
Railways.
Background: India and France have a strong, prosperous and long-standing partnership in Railway sector.
The past association between French National Railways (SNCF) with Indian Railways includes conducting
station development of Ludhiana and Ambala Railway stations and undertaking speed upgradation study
to enable 200 kmph speed run on 245 km long Delhi-Chandigarh corridor,  one of  busiest routes in
northern India.
Way Forward:  The recently signed Tripartite Agreement will go a long way in further strengthening
cooperation between India and France,  as well  as help Indian Railways in positioning its stations in
accordance to world class standards.

DRDO test fires Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator Vehicle
India’s  Defence  Research  and  Development  Organisation  (DRDO)  conducted  maiden  test  of  an
indigenously  developed  Hypersonic  Technology  Demonstrator  Vehicle  (HSTDV)  from  launch  pad
number-4 of Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Abdul Kalam Island off Odisha Coast.
About HSTDV
It is an unmanned scramjet demonstration aircraft. It is designed to cruise at Mach 6 speed with scramjet
engine.
Background: In 2008, DRDO stated that through HSTDV project idea was to demonstrate performance of
a scram-jet engine at an altitude of 15 km to 20 km, is on. Thus under this project, DRDO developed a
hypersonic vehicle that will be powered by a scram-jet engine.
Applications: HSTDV is dual-use technology thus with a scramjet engine, HSTDV can cruise at Mach 6
speed and can have multiple civilian applications. It can be used for launching satellites at low cost and
can also be available for long-range cruise missiles of future.
Key Highlights of Test
Method:  In test conducted, a missile mounted with technology demonstrator vehicle is launched and
vehicle is released only after missile reaches a certain altitude and velocity.
Reason for launch: The launch of technology demonstrator vehicle was undertaken to prove a number of
critical technologies for futuristic missions and to validate several technologies including HSTDV.
Analysis: The HSDTV was supposed to fire and fly on its own after being carried to an altitude of around
30-40 km by solid rocket motor of an Agni-I ballistic missile in test but after launch, Agni-I booster went
into an uncontrolled mode and could not achieve desired altitude. Some technologies have been validated
while some remained inconclusive of which data is being analysed.
Scram-jet system v/s Ram jet system
In scram-jet technology, fuel combustion takes place in a chamber in missile at supersonic speeds while in
a ram jet system, the system collects air it needs from atmosphere during flight at subsonic speeds and
propellants burn in combustion chamber.

Bimal Jalan led panel defers report on RBI surplus funds
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) committee led by Bimal Jalan (former RBI governor) constituted for
considering guidelines for transfer of central bank’s surplus funds to government delayed submitting its
report after lack of consensus among its members. The panel was originally supposed to submit its report
in April 2019.
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Background
The RBI committee was appointed in December 2018 to review Economic Capital Framework (ECF) for
central bank after then Union Ministry of Finance under Arun Jaitely advised RBI to transfer surplus
funds to central government.
Arguments by Finance Ministry:  The finance ministry was of view that the buffer of 28% of gross assets
maintained by RBI bank is well above global norm of about 14%. Thus, RBI board in its meeting held on 19
November 2018, decided to constitute a panel to examine Economic Capital Framework (ECF).
This led to loggerheads between government and RBI under its previous governor Urjit Patel (who later
resigned) over Rs.9.6 lakh crore surplus capital that central bank keeps with itself.
About ECF Panel
Members: The six member committee headed by Bimal Jalan includes- Rakesh Mohan (former deputy
governor of RBI) as vice-chairman, Subhash Chandra Garg (finance secretary), N S Vishwanathan (RBI
deputy governor), and lastly RBI central board members Sudhir Mankad and Bharat Doshi.
Objective: The panel was entrusted to review best practices followed by central banks throughout the
world in making assessment and provisions for risks.
Timeline: The ECF panel was required to submit its report to RBI within 90 days of its first meeting. The
1st meeting of ECF took place on 8 January 2019 following which the panel was given a 3 month extension.
Way Forward
The Bimal Jalan led panel will now meet one more time before submitting its report by end of June 2019
and the delay in finalising report which may be over difference of opinion will also be discussed.

Cabinet approves Governor’s Rule in J&K for another 6 months
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved the extension of President’s rule
under article 356(4) of Indian Constitution, in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) for a period of 6 more months,
beginning from 3 July 2019. The decision was based on prevailing situation in state as stated in report of
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir, Satya Pal Malik.
The present term of President’s Rule is expiring on 2 July 2019 but as recommended by J&K Governor, the
President Rule in State may be extended for a further period of six months with effect from 3 July 2019 if it
gets parliamentary approval.
Implementation: A resolution seeking approval of parliament for extending President’s Rule in J&K will
be moved in both houses of parliament during the upcoming session.
Background
J&K  was  placed  under  Governor’s  Rule  after  Bharatiya  Janta  Party  (BJP)  pulled  out  of  coalition
government  with  J&K’s  Peoples  Democratic  Party  (PDP)  in  June  2018.  This  Governor’s  Rule  was
proclaimed under Section 92 of Constitution of J&K with concurrence of President of India.
It had resulted in Governor assuming to himself functions of Government as well as Legislature of J&K.
During this time, State Assembly was initially suspended due to breaking of coalition government and was
later dissolved by Governor in November 2018.
The President’s Rule under Article 356 of Indian Constitution was imposed in J&K after Governor’s rule
imposed in June 2018 had ceased after six months period in December 2018.  It was imposed because
under Section 92 of J&K Constitution, there is no provision for further continuation of such Proclamation
after six months period. Later, resolution imposing President rules in J&K was approved by Parliament,
(separately by Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha).
Way Forward
The Election Commission of India  (ECI) stated that under Article 324 of Indian Constitution and other
extant laws/rules etc. it took unanimous decision of holding of Jammu and Kashmir Assembly elections
later in this year. The EC now confirmed that election schedule for state will be announced after the
conclusion of Amarnath Yatra in August 2019.  The Commission will  also keep regular and real-time
monitoring  of  situation  in  J&K as  well  as  taking  inputs  from all  necessary  quarters  for  successful
conduction of election.
About President’s Rule
Article 356 of constitution of India empowers President to issue a proclamation of Present’s Rule (or State
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Emergency), if he is satisfied that a situation has arisen in which government of a state cannot be carried
on in  accordance with provisions of  Constitution.  Thus,  President’s  rule  is  also  called Constitutional
Emergency  as  it  deals  with  failure  of  constitutional  machinery  in  State.  The  President  can  act  in
accordance with or without the report of Governor of state.
President’s Rule in a state can continue for a period of 6 months at a time and after this period it can be
extended for another term with approval of both houses of Parliament (Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha) but for
a maximum period of 3 years.

June 14, 2019
13 June: International Albinism Awareness Day observed

International Albinism Awareness Day (IAAD) is observed every year throughout the world on 13 June,
with the aim of raising public awareness on albinism and to prevent attacks and discrimination against
persons with albinism. Theme for IAAD 2019 was- Still Standing Strong. It calls upon people around the
globe to recognize, celebrate and stand in solidarity with all albinism patients.
About Albinism
It is a rare, non-contagious, genetically inherited disorder present at birth. It is a congenital disorder
characterized by partial or complete absence of pigment melanin in skin, hair, and eyes. In almost all types
of albinism, both parents (who are carrier) even if they do not have albinism themselves must carry gene
for it to be passed on. The albinism condition is found in both sexes regardless of ethnicity and in all
countries worldwide.
There is no cure for absence of melanin that is predominantly central to albinism.
The lack of  melanin in skin makes albinos more prone to sunburn and also skin cancers.  It  is  also
associated with eye related problems such as photophobia, amblyopia (lazy eye), nystagmus, etc.
Due to lack of melanin in skin as well as eyes of persons with albinism, they often have permanent visual
impairment which mostly leads to disabilities. They also face discrimination due to their skin colour and
thus are often subjected to multiple and intersecting discrimination on grounds of both disability and
colour.
Background
A Canadian NGO named Under the Same Sun (UTSS), on an international level joined Yusuf Mohamed
Ismail Bari-Bari,  late Ambassador of Mission of Somalia to United Nations (UN), in his effort to pass a
resolution for promoting and protecting rights of persons with albinism. Such a resolution came about
when on June 13 2013 United Nation Human Rights Council (UNHRC) adopted 1st ever resolution on
albinism.
Thereafter, on 26 June 2014 UNHRC in its resolution 26/10 recommended 13 June to be proclaimed as
International  Albinism  Awareness  Day  by  United  Nations’  General  Assembly  (UNGA).  Later,  UNGA
adopted resolution 69/170  on 18 December 2014 and proclaimed 13 June with effect from 2015 to be
observed as International Albinism Awareness Day.
Why this date?
The 13 June date was chosen is reminiscent of UN’s first ever resolution which was passed on 13 June year
before.

Amitav Ghosh conferred 54th Jnanpith Award
Renowned  author  Amitav  Ghosh  was  felicitated  with  54th  Jnanpith  Award  for  his  outstanding
contribution to enrichment of Indian Literature in English. He was presented the award by Gopalkrishna
Gandhi, former Governor of West Bengal who was the chief guest at a function held at the India Habitat
Centre in New Delhi.
Key Highlights
Author Ghosh is 1st English language writer to become a Jnanpith laureate as all previous winners of
prestigiuous award have been writers in Indian languages.
The 62 years old Kolkata-born author was described as a path-breaking novelist by the awarding body
Bharatiya Jnanpith.
He was acknowledged for in his novels which treads through historical settings to modern era and weaves
a space where past connects with present in relevant ways.
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About Amitav Ghosh
Even though he is a social anthropologist by academic training, he has written extensively in both fiction
and non-fiction sphere of literature.
Till date his works has been translated in over 30 languages. He also holds four honourary doctrates.
Awards: He has been awarded Sahitya Akademi Award (1990) for his book The Shadow Lines and Padma
Shri (2007) for his services to literature and education.
Literary Themes: The major thematic concerns in is literature includes migration and interconnections
across places, cultures and races, as well as human distress and suffering caused by historical turbulences,
especially at level of girmitiyas, coolies and lascars.
About Jnanpith award
It is the highest literary award in India, presented annually by Bharatiya Jnanpith (a literary and research
organization). It can only be conferred upon a citizen of India but with no posthumous conferral.
Prize: The award consists of a citation, shawl, goddess Saraswati statue and cah prize of cash prize of Rs.11
lakh.
Initially English language was not considered for the Award but after 49th Jnanpith Award, English
language was added to the list of languages for consideration.
Background: It was instituted on 22 May 1961 and is given for best creative literary writing by any Indian
citizen in any of the 22 Indian languages listed in Schedule 8 of Indian Constitution. After 1982 onwards, the
award is given for overall contribution to literature as prior to that a specific work used to be cited.
1st winner of Jnanpith award was G.S. Kurup, famous Malyalam writer.

Chinese President conferred Kyrgyzstan’s Highest National Award
Chinese President Xi Jinping was conferred with highest national award of Kyrgyzstan titled Manas Order
of the First Degree in Bishkek (capital of Kyrgyzstan). Kyrgyzstan is hosting 19th Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) summit starting 14 June 2019.
Key Highlights
Sooronbay Jeenbekov, President of Kyrgyzstan awarded the country’s highest national prize to the Chinese
counterpart (Xi Jinping) who is on a state visit to Kyrgyzstan and to take part in two-day 19th SCO
summit.
Kyrgyz’s President reiterated his beilief that current Xi’s visit will open up a new chapter of bilateral ties
between two countries.
Significance: President Jeenbekov, appreciated Xi’s special contributions to development of Kyrgyzstan-
China comprehensive strategic partnership and acknowledged that Kyrgyzstan will never forget China’s
long-running support and assistance.
China’s Response:
In response to the honour conferred, President Xi highlighted that medal has fully demonstrated Kyrgyz
people’s profound friendship towards Chinese people and that China values it very much.
Xi showcased China’s readiness in joining hands with Kyrgyzstan so as to deepen traditional friendship
between two countries and also towards pushing forward Kyrgyzstan-China comprehensive strategic
partnership for new bilateral achievements which will benefit the people of two countries.
About Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
It is a Eurasian political, economic and security alliance in which China plays an influential role.
The founding member of SCO includes China, Russia, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan.
India and Pakistan were admitted to Beijing-based regional security grouping in 2017.
The year 2019 will see the 19th SCO summit which is being hosted by Kyrgyzstan.

16th Asia Media Summit concludes in Cambodia
The Asia Media Summit 2019 was organised in Siem Reap province, Cambodia from 12 June to 14 June
2019 to deliberate on many issues pertaining to media & broadcasting industry. The 15th Asia Media
Summit (AMS-2018) was hosted by India. This year was 16th edition of summit.
Key Highlights for Summit
The two-day summit was held under topic of Media Digitalization Focusing on Developing Markets. It called
for regulation-making to fight against fake news and cyber-crimes.
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Organized By: The summit AMS was organized by Cambodian Ministry of Information in collaboration
with the Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development (AIBD). More than 600 media representatives
from 42 countries and regions participated in event.
Purpose: The participants focused the attention was on spread of disinformation/fake news and its impact
on governments, media, private sector and society.
Concern: Cyber-crimes and fake news are threatening and posing severe risks to individual’s right and
security in region as well as around the globe.
Outcome:
All  participants  discussed  numerous  approaches  for  combating  disinformation  or  fake  news,  which
includes  strengthening regulations  and ethical  standards,  verification process  of  information,  media
literacy initiatives etc. Also measures such as transparency by government and Media literacy training to
teachers will help in combating misinformation to some extent.
The summit and pre-summit workshops addressed the concerns raised by digital media, which requires
relevant authorities to make regulations to deal with anti-cybercrimes, fake news, and training people to
raise awareness and enhance media profession.
An information ministerial meeting held on the sidelines of the summit, agreed to launch Angkor Fake
News Initiative, a year-long research project to find out appropriate measures to counter fake news.
All the broadcasters and other media stakeholders were requested to counter fake news by strengthening
law enforcement, as well as ethics and professionalism.
Significance: The use of digital technology and Industrial Revolution 4.0 (4th Industrial revolution) has
encouraged media digitalization in market to increase its potential and enhance close cooperation to share
information on media technology evolution and fight against fake news and cyber-crimes.
About Asia Media Summit
It is one of the leading international broadcasting events that provides opportunity for broadcasters,
media practitioners, industry leaders, researchers, academia, experts and media policy makers from all
over the world to meet and discuss about developing media’s quality and to cope up with challenges
during the times of high technological revolution.

Global Peace Index 2019: India ranked 141
In the recently released Global Peace Index (GPI) of Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP), India’s rank
slipped by five places to 141 among 163 countries on GPI 2019 and Iceland was ranked 1st. India was ranked
136 in GPI 2018.
Key Findings of Report
Most Peaceful Country: Iceland with rank 1st remains the most peaceful country in world. It has held this
rank since 2008. Other countries at top of GPI are New Zealand, Austria, Portugal, and Denmark.
Least Peaceful Country: As per GPI 2019 Afghanistan is now ranked as least peaceful country in world. It
has replaced Syria, which is now the 2nd least peaceful. Other least peaceful countries includes South
Sudan, Yemen, and Iraq.
Countries  with  highest  risk  of  multiple  climate  hazards:  includes  China,  Japan,  India,  Philippines,
Myanmar, Vietnam, Indonesia, Pakistan and Bangladesh.
Countries with largest total military expenditure: United States (US), China, India, Russia and Saudi
Arabia.
South Asia: Bhutan topped the index in South Asia with its 15th rank. Other countries of region include Sri
Lanka (72), Nepal (76) and Bangladesh (101). The neighbouring country Pakistan is ranked 153rd on index.
Both India and Pakistan had highest rating at five in the score for internal conflicts fought. Only deaths
from internal conflict showed improvement, with fewer fatalities in Afghanistan, Pakistan and India than
the year before.
The report observed that China, India and Bangladesh score in bottom half of GPI and have significant
exposure to climate hazards, with over 393 million people in high climate hazard areas
Report Analysis
As per the index findings, although global peacefulness improved for first time in past five years but world
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now remains less peaceful than a decade ago.
The GPI 2019 report includes new research on possible effects of climate change on peace. It also revealed
that since 2008 global peacefulness has deteriorated by 3.78%.
While  the  state  sponsored  terror  has  declined  significantly  over  the  last  decade,  with  62  countries
improving their scores and only 42 deteriorated but imprisonment data shows the opposite trend with 95
countries increasing the imprisonment rate compared to 65 that improved.
The score of South Asia for every indicator in ongoing conflict is less peaceful than total global average,
with four out of six deteriorating in 2018 itself.
About GPI
It was founded by Steve Killelea, an Australian technology entrepreneur and philanthropist.
The report covers 99.7% of world’s population. It uses 23 quantitative and qualitative indicators from
highly respected sources to compile the index.
Institute for Economics & Peace (IEP), an Australian think tank ranks countries according to their level of
peacefulness. This is based on three thematic domains-

level of societal safety and security
extent of ongoing domestic and international conflict
degree of militarisation.

Government clears setting up of Defence Space Research Agency
The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) of the Central Government of India headed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has cleared setting up of new agency called Defence Space Research Agency (DSRO. The
DSRO has been entrusted with task of creating space warfare weapon systems and technologies.
Key Highlights
Background:  The decision to set up a new agency for developing space warfare weapon systems was
taken some time ago at the topmost level and the agency has already started taking shape under a Joint
Secretary-level scientist.
Function:
The Defence Space Research Agency would be provided with a team of scientists who would be working in
close coordination with tri-services (Indian Army,  Navy and Air  Force)  Integrated Defence Staff  (IDS)
officers. The IDS was set up in October 2001 under Ministry of Defence in aftermath of ‘Operation Vijay’
(Kargil Operations) as an organisation that will be responsible for fostering coordination and enabling
prioritisation across all branches of Indian Armed Forces.
DSRA would be providing research and development (R&D) support to Defence Space Agency (DSA) which
again comprises of members of tri-services.
It is also charged with finding and implementing defense related applications for India’s entire spectrum
of space technologies.
Significance: This newly approved space agency DSRA will develop sophisticated weapon systems and
technologies so as to enhance capabilities of armed forces to fight wars in space.
About Defence Space Agency (DSA)
It is being set up in Bengaluru under an Air Vice Marshal-rank officer and will gradually take over the
space-related capabilities of the three armed forces.
DSA has been created to help India fight wars in the space.
In April, the government established DSA to command the space assets of tri services, including military’s
anti-satellite capability. It is responsible for formulating strategy to protect India’s interests in space,
including addressing space-based threats.
In March 2019, India carried out a successful Anti Satellite Test (ASAT) which demonstrated the country’s
capability to shoot down satellites in space. With this test it joined an elite club of four nations (only
United States, Russia, China, and India) with similar capability. The test also helped India to develop
deterrence capability against adversaries who may want to attack Indian satellites to cripple systems in
times of war.

World Investment Report 2019: UNCTAD
According to the World Investment Report 2019, released by United Nation Conference on Trade and
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Development (UNCTAD), Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows to India grew by 6% to USD 42 billion in
2018. India was ranked among the top 20 host economies for FDI inflows in 2017-18.
Key Findings of Report
FDI to India: It grew by 6% to $42 billion in 2018 saw strong inflows in manufacturing, financial services
sectors, communication and cross-border merger and acquisition activities.
FDI inflow to South Asia: It increased 3.5% to $54 billion dollars. It highlighted that the prospects for FDI
inflows into South Asia are largely determined by expectations of growing investment into India. India has
historically accounted for 70% to 80% of inflows that came to the South Asian region. Among other
countries in South Asian region, FDI flows to Sri Lanka and Bangladesh rose to record level, to $1.6 billion
and $3.6 billion respectively, but Pakistan witnessed a 27% decline in investment to $2.4 billion.
About UNCTAD
It was established in 1964 for integrated treatment of trade and development and related issues in areas of
investment, finance, technology, enterprise development and sustainable development. It is organ of UN
General  Assembly  (UNGA).  There  are  195  members  in  UNCTAD.  Its  mandate  is  to  maximize  trade,
investment  and development  opportunities  of  developing countries  and assist  them in  their  efforts
towards integrating into world economy on an equitable basis without any bias.

Australia, Qatar invited to 2020 Copa America
South America’s governing body of football CONMEBOL has invited Australia and Qatar to take part in
2020 COPA America. COPA 2020 will be co-hosted by Argentina and Colombia. The final of Copa 2020 will
be played in one match and in one host city.
Key Highlights
The Copa America is contested between national teams from South America and usually features 12 teams
but CONMEBOL only has 10 members which means that there is often pair of invitees to tournament.
Qatar and Japan are guest teams at Copa 2019 scheduled to be held in Brazil. Qatar which is 2019 AFC
Asian Cup champions and 2022 FIFA World Cup host will be making their Copa America debut at 2019’s
edition of tournament. It will be Australia’s third time participation at Copa.
About Copa America Football
It is international football competition is played between men’s national football teams of South American
Football Confederation (CONMEBOL). Since 1990s, tournament also sees the participation from Asia and
North America. It was established in 1916 and is the oldest international continental football competition.

June 15, 2019
NGO Akshay Patra wins BBC Award 

Akshaya Patra, a Bengaluru-based non-profit organisation (NGO) running one of the world’s largest school
meals  project  in  India  was  awarded  BBC  (British  Broadcasting  Corporation)  World  Service  Global
Champion Award for the programme.
Nomination: The Akshaya Patra NGO was selected by an international panel of judges from nominations
sent in by BBC World Service audience from all over the world.
Award Ceremony: The Award was presented to Akshaya Patra at the BBC Food and Farming Awards in
Bristol in London, UK.
About Akshaya Patra’s School Meals Project
Background: Akshaya Patra Foundation is an NGO in India was founded by Madhu Pandit Dasa in 2000.
Since its establishment it is running mid-day meal programme across India. Almost 20 years ago it started
with providing 1,500 free school lunches every day and today it feeds 1.75 million children all over India
with freshly prepared meals.
Motto: With the motto of-Unlimited Food for Education, its stated mission is to ensure that no child is
deprived of education because of hunger. This is in recognition to the fact that some children may drop off
education to do menial jobs to earn enough money to eat, and even if they do make it to classroom, an
empty stomach can make it hard to concentrate.
For many children Akshaya Patra’s mid-day meal programme will be their main source of nutrition and
keep them in education.
About BBC World Service Global Champion Award
This year was the 3rd edition of Global Food Champion.
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Objective:  It  is  awarded to recognise a person or project who is  changing the way world produces,
processes, consumes or thinks about food for the better.
Other projects on shortlisted for 2019 BBC award included UK charity WRAP (working towards reducing
waste  across  various  sectors),  and  Food  4  Education  (a  Kenya  based  NGO  which  provides  heavily-
subsidised meals at primary schools in Nairobi).
Previous Awardee: Last year award winner was chef Jose Andres who helped provide 3.4 million meals to
people in Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

Sahitya Akademi announces Bal Sahitya Puraskar & Yuva Puraskar 2019
Sahitya Akademi, India’s National Academy of Letters has selected a list of 22 writers as recipients of Bal
Sahitya Puraskar and 23 writers for Yuva Puraskar for 2019.
Key Highlights
The Executive Board of Sahitya Akademi under the chairmanship of its President, Dr. Chandrashekhar
Kambar approved the selection of awardees.
Selection Procedure: The awardees were selected based on recommendations made by Jury comprising of
3 members each in concerned language, in accordance with rules and procedure laid down.  According to
procedure, Executive Board of Akademi declares the Awards on the basis of unanimous/majority vote by
Jury.
Literary Language: The annual literary honour that is conferred on Indian writers for their outstanding
works of literary merit in one of the 24 major Indian languages including 22 Scheduled VIII Languages and
English and Rajasthani.
Prize: The winner of both awards will receive the award in form of a casket which contains an engraved
copper-plaque and a cheque worth Rs.50,000 which will be conferred to awardees at a special function.
Award in Maithili will be declared on a later date.
About Bal Sahitya Puraskar
Criteria: The Awards relate to books 1st published during five years period immediately before the year
Award is conferred,  which means between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2017. However, during initial
10 years (from 2010 to 2019) award may also be given to an author based on his/her total contribution to
Children Literature.
22 winners of Bal Sahitya Puraskar 2019 includes-

Children’s Poetry Books  (6) – by authors Vijay Sharma (Dogri),  Naji Munauwar (Kashmiri),  and
Sanjay Chaubey (Sanskrit)
Story Books (5) – by authors Govind Sharma (Hindi), Mohammad Khalil (Urdu), and Swmim Nasrin
(Assamese)
Other 5 authors for their total contribution in children’s literature.
Folk Tale (1) author- Lakhminath Brahma (Bodo language)
Novels  (3)-  by  Chandrakanth  Karadalli  (Kannada),  Salim  Sardar  Mulla  (Marathi),  and  Pawan
Harchandpuri (Punjabi)
History book (1)- Devika Cariapa (English)
Play (1)- R K Sanahanbi Chanu (Manipuri).

About Yuva Puraskar
Criteria: This Award relates to books published by an author who is 35 years of age and below as on 1st
January of the year of award.
23 recipients of Sahitya Akademi Yuva Puraskar 2019 includes-

Poetry Books (11)- including works by Anuj Lugun (Hindi), Sagar Nazir (Kashmiri), Anuja Akathoottu
(Malayalam) among others
Short Story (6)- including Tanuj Solanki (English), Ajay Soni (Gujarati), Keerti Parihar (Rajasthani)
among others
Novel (5)- by Moumita (Bengali), and Salman Abdus Samad (Urdu) among others
Literary criticism (1)
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14 June: World Blood Donor Day observed
The World Blood Donor Day (WBDD) was celebrated around the world on 14 June 2019. Theme for 2019
was- Safe blood for all.
About World Blood Donor Day
Background: In May 2005, during 58th World Health Assembly (WHA), ministers of health from all around
the world unanimously declared their commitment and support towards voluntary blood donation and
with resolution WHA58.13, they designated World Blood Donor Day as an annual event which will be held
each year on 14 June.\
Melbourne  Declaration:  Later  in  2009,  experts  in  field  of  transfusion  medicine,  policy-makers  and
nongovernmental  representatives  from  over  40  countries  formulated  Melbourne  Declaration,  which
established a goal for all countries to obtain all their blood supplies from voluntary (unpaid) blood donors
by 2020.
Why This Date? It is to commemorate the birthday anniversary of Karl Landsteiner (an Austrian biologist,
physician, and immunologist) on June 14, 1868. He is known for Development and classification of blood
group system (ABO), discovery of Rhesus (Rh) factor, discovery of poliovirus among others. He is also
known as the father of transfusion medicine.
Objective:  To raise awareness about the need for regular safe blood donations for ensuring that all
individuals/communities have access to affordable as well as timely supplies of safe and quality-assured
blood and all blood products. It is also celebrated to thank voluntary blood donors for their life-saving
gifts.
Significance: The day serves as an important occasion for all governments, national health authorities and
national blood services all over the world to provide adequate infrastructures so as to increase collection
of blood from regular unpaid blood donors.
Importance: Blood plays vital role in treatment of wounded during emergencies like natural disasters,
accidents and armed conflicts. It also has an essential, life-saving role in maternal care. Most importantly
for a country to have an effective health system, access to safe blood and blood products in sufficient
quantity is a must.
About WBDD 2019
Host Country: The host country for this years’ World Blood Donor Day is Rwanda and the global event
were held in Kigali, Rwanda on 14 June 2019.
WBDD 2019 Theme: is Blood Donation and Universal Access to Safe Blood Transfusion, as a component of
achieving Universal Health Coverage (UHC). The slogan- Safe Blood for All, was also adopted to raise
awareness  about  universal  need  for  safe  blood  in  delivery  of  health  care.  The  theme  also  strongly
encourages more people worldwide to become blood donors and donate blood regularly.

FIFA latest Rankings: India remains static at 101
In the latest FIFA (Fédération Internationale de Football Association) World Ranking Indian football team
remains static at 101st place and Belgium continued to top.The FIFA Ranking ranks men’s national teams
in association football.
About FIFA Ranking
It was first introduced in December 1992. It is a ranking system by FIFA, football’s world governing body,
in  which teams of  member nations of  FIFA are  ranked based on their  game results  with the most
successful teams being ranked highest.
Top 10 Countries in Latest FIFA Rankings-
(1) Belgium, (2) France (3) Brazil (4) England (5) Portugal (with +2), (6) Croatia (with -1), (7) Spain (with +2),
(8) Uruguay (with -2), (9) Switzerland (with-1) and (10) Denmark
Key Highlights
Portugal climbed 2 places in latest FIFA rankings to 5th after it added the inaugural Nations League title
to their European Championship crown.
Belgium: It continued to top overall world rankings after back-to-back wins (3-0) over Kazakhstan and
Scotland in Euro 2020 qualifying.
France: The world champions France was ranked 2nd.
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India: The Indian football team retained its 101st place in FIFA rankings (same as April 2019) even though
India had finished 3rd in King’s Cup in Thailand, which was a FIFA-sanctioned tournament. At present
Indian football team is at 18th spot among Asian countries, followed by Iran (20th).
Under newly appointed coach Igor Stimac, although Indian men lost to higher-ranked Curacao (by 1-3)
before beating hosts Thailand 1-0, but still these results did not make any difference to India’s rankings as
points made by India remained same at 1219 as that of previous list, issued on 4 April 2019.
Other Asian countries: Japan (28), Korea (37), Australia (43) and Qatar (55) form the top five countries in
Asia.
Others: Germany is up to rank 11, which it holds as tie with Argentina. Italy rose 3 places to rank 14, which
again is a tie with Netherlands which lost Nations League final. Mexico is ranked 18 ahead of Gold Cup 2019
and the United States drops six ranks to currently at 30.

RBI asks banks to grout ATMs to a structure for Security
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked banks to ensure their ATMs (Automated Teller Machines) are
grouted to a structure preferably wall, pillar, or floor by 30 September 2019 in a move to enhance security
of cash vending machines.
Key Highlights
Background: In October 2016, RBI had set up a Committee on Currency Movement (CCM), under the
chairmanship of D K Mohanty, RBI’s executive director to review the entire gamut of security of treasure
in transit. Based on the recommendations of Mohanty panel, RBI has now issued instructions aimed at
enhancing security and mitigating risks in ATM operations.
Key Recommendations
ATM Grouting:  All ATMs shall be grouted to a structure (wall/pillar/floor) by end of September 2019,
except for those ATMs which are installed in highly secured premises (ex- airports) or places which have
adequate CCTV coverage and are guarded by state or central security personnel.
Digital Locks: As part of security measures undertaken by the central bank all ATMs shall be operated for
cash replenishment only with digital One Time Combination (OTC) locks.
e-Surveillance Mechanism: Banks may also roll out a comprehensive e-surveillance mechanism at ATMs
to ensure timely alerts and quick response.
Additional Instruction:  These newly recommended measures are to be adopted by banks shall  be in
addition  to  existing  instructions,  practices  and  guidance  issued  by  RBI  and  other  law enforcement
agencies.
Penalty: RBI has also warned all banks that non-adherence of timelines as well as non-observance of these
instructions would lead to regulatory action including levy of strict penalty.

Peter Gilchrist wins Pacific International Billiards Championship
Multiple times world champion Peter Gilchrist defeated India’s Sourav Kothari in final to win the 2019
Pacific International Billiards Championship played at the Yarraville Club in Melbourne, Australia.
Key Highlights
Reigning WBL world billiards champion from Kolkata Sourav Kothari lost a back-to-back title against
veteran Peter Gilchrist of Singapore who won the 2019 Pacific International Billiards Championship with a
commanding display.
Kothari entered into the final of Pacific International Billiards after winning over Dhvaj Haria in Semi-
Finals. But in final Peter Gilchrist was at his best to tame Indian cueist with 1500-706.
With this win Gilchrist avenged his 2018 WBL World Billiards Championship defeat in the finals in Leeds
in England, UK.
In early June 2019, Kothari had become the 1st Indian billiard player to win a Triple Crown event by
bagging the International Reventon Classic Snooker Championship, a Triple Crown event of Australia.
About Peter Gilchrist
He is a 50 year old English-born Singaporean English billiards player.
He has won World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association (WPBSA) World Championships in 1994,
2001 and in 2013.
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He holds the world record for highest break in billiards (1346) under modern rules, at New Zealand Open
Billiards Championships in 2013.
He is the only player of modern era who have scored more than one 1000 points in tournament break.

World’s Highest Weather Stations installed on Mt Everest
The National Geographic Society (NGS), a US based non-profit scientific and educational organizations
announced successful installation of world’s highest operating weather stations on Mount Everest. This
installation was part of National Geographic and Rolex’s Perpetual Planet Extreme Expedition to Everest.
Key Highlights
Climate  scientists  and  the  multi-disciplinary  team created  the  history  by  installing  world’s  highest
operating weather station at Mount Everest’s Death Zone, some other automated stations on other parts
of the mountain.
Station Locations: These world’s two highest operating automated weather stations (a 7-foot- building)
were installed at Balcony area (8,430 m) and South Col (7,945 m)that can withstand extreme winds and cold
weather. Three other weather stations were also placed on Mount Everest at Camp II (6,464 m), Everest
Base Camp(5,315 m) and Phortse (3,810 m).
Balcony area weather station is first weather station installed at elevation of more than 8,000 metres thus
it will also be 1st to sample stratosphere. It is significant as natural variations in atmospheric boundaries
change over time.
Functions:  It  will  provide  researchers,  climbers,  and  public  with  near  real-time  information  about
mountain conditions. Each weather station will record data on temperature, relative humidity (amount of
water vapour present in air), barometric pressure, wind speed, as well as wind direction.  They will also
give scientists direct observations to understand jet stream, and will  help them understand how the
Himalayas are getting affected by climate change. Data so collected from these weather stations will help
communities respond to climate risks that threaten lives and livelihoods of more than 1 billion people in
region.
Significance:  The  stations  installation  is  aimed  at  breaking  new  grounds  in  monitoring  and
understanding of climate change as they will help continuously monitor upper reaches of atmosphere
(such as stratosphere), which is critical to tracking and predicting weather patterns around the world.
National Geographic and Rolex’s Perpetual Planet Extreme Expedition to Everest
It was multipurpose scientific expedition held from April to June 2019. It was most comprehensive single
scientific expedition to mountain in history. It included International team of scientists, climbers and
story-tellers, led by researchers from National Geographic Society (NGS) and Tribhuvan University in
Nepal and supported in partnership with Rolex.
The series of experiments that were part of expedition included collecting ice core samples (at 8020
metres) from highest point ever and performing a helicopter-based LIDAR scan from most extreme height
ever accomplished.

Fact Sheet: India to have its own Space Station
K. Sivan, Chairman of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) recently announced that the country is
planning to launch its own space station and modalities for it will be worked out after Gaganyaan Mission
(India’s maiden manned mission to space).
Key Highlights
Mastering Technology:  Although ISRO made announcement of space station recently but it has been
quietly working on a key technology such as space docking & berthing technology for which it has also got
Rs.10 crore sanctioned earlier. Once the agency will master this technology it will help join two separate
free-flying space vehicles and also transfer materials and humans from one another that will enable this
future space station and is also the key for a space station.
Extension:  India’s  space  station  project  will  be  an  extension of  Gaganyaan Mission,  which  involves
sending three Indian astronauts to space for 7 days in lower earth orbit (of 120-400 km). The government
has already approved a cost of Rs.10,000 crore for Gaganyaan mission. Before the maiden flight with crew
sometime in August 2022, there would be two unmanned (without crew) flights from Sriharikota, Andhra
Pradesh.
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The detailed project report on setting up India’s space station will also be submitted to government after
Gaganyaan.
No Collaboration:  India will not be collaborating with any other country for its space station project.
United States (US), Russia, China and a consortium of nations that own the International Space Station
(ISS) are the only countries that have had space stations so far. After its successful launch India would
become 4th country to launch a space station.
Features:
The proposed space station is anticipated to weigh about 20 tonnes, it would be placed in an orbit 400 km
above earth and will serve as a facility where astronauts can stay for upto 15-20 days in space.
India is targeting 2030 as the date to launch country’s space station which will most likely be used to
conduct microgravity experiments.
It is one of the most ambitious projects ever undertaken by India.
What is a space station?
It is a spacecraft that designed to remain in space for an extended period of time and can be used for other
spacecraft to dock as well as capable of supporting crew members, the most commonly known being the
International Space Station (ISS).
International Space Station: It is a habitable artificial satellite in low earth orbit (LEO). It is the largest
human-made body in LEO that completes multiple orbits around Earth every day thus can often be seen
with the naked eye from Earth. Its first component was launched into orbit in 1998 and since then it has
been inhabited continuously.

20th anniversary of Operation Vijay to be celebrated
India will be celebrating this year the 20th anniversary of Operation Vijay also called Kargil Vijay Diwas
for  over  three days from 25 July  to  27 July  2019 at  Dras and New Delhi.   The day is  observed to
commemorate victory in Kargil war with pride, honour and inspiration. The day will be celebrated with
theme- Remember, Rejoice and Renew.
Key Highlights
Objective:  to  evoke  feeling  of  nationalism  and  patriotism  especially  amongst  youth  with  scheduled
nationwide campaigns and also to pay homage to valiant soldiers.
Remembrance: The Kargil conflict will forever be remembered for its strategic and tactical surprises, self-
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imposed national strategy of restraint (because of which war was kept limited to only Kargil-Siachen
Sectors) and also swiftly executed tri-services military strategy and plans. It will also be remembered for
determination, courage, daring junior leadership and raw courage of our jawans at tactical level.
Celebrations: The celebrations in National Capital of India will begin from 14th of July, with the lightning
of a Victory Flame from National War Memorial, New Delhi, which will travel across 11 towns and cities, to
finally culminate at Dras (a town in Kargil District of Jammu and Kashmir) wherein the flame will be
merged with the eternal flame at Kargil War Memorial, which is built by Indian Army.
On Kargil Vijay Diwas, a Wreath Memorial Ceremony will also be organized at site of Kargil War Memorial
in Dras to honour brave-hearts who laid down their lives during the Operation Vijay.
Events: The events are planned to highlight stories of valour by brave soldiers of this country and rekindle
the pride among India’s youth. Various events being organised includes-

Expeditions by units which participated in Kargil War to their respective battlefields at high altitude
locations such as Tololing, Tiger Hill, Pt 4875 etc.
Special National Integration Camp for NCC Cadets hailing from various States and Union Territories
(UT).
Ek Daud Shaheedon Ke Naam by People of Ladakh, in which citizens from remotest corner of region
and brave war veterans from far-flung villages of Ladakh will participate.
T-20 Cricket Championship- in Ladakh region in NDS Memorial Stadium (at 11500 ft). The teams form
Indian Army, Indian Air Force, ITBP and local clubs from entire Ladakh region will participate in
tournament.
Kargil Vijay Diwas Evening- a cultural extravaganza on 27 July 2019, at Indira Gandhi Indoor Stadium
will be attended by the dignitaries.

About Kargil War
It was an armed conflict between India and Pakistan that took place between May and July 1999 in Kargil
district of Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) and elsewhere along Line of Control (LOC).
In India the conflict is also popularly known as Operation Vijay (meaning Victory) which was the name of
Indian operation to clear Kargil sector.

Multiple Choice Questions
1. The 2019 Financial Literacy Week is an initiative of which of the following Indian organizations?
[A] RBI
[B] Ministry of Finance
[C] SEBI
[D] IRDA

Correct Answer: A [RBI]
Notes:
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) will observe 2019 Financial Literacy Week (FLW) across the country
from 3rd to 7th of June. The theme this year is – ‘Farmers and how they benefit by being a part of the
formal banking system’.  The posters and leaflets will  be used to spread awareness and spread the
message of financial literacy among the farming community. The RBI has advised banks to display the
posters and content in their rural bank branches, Financial Literacy Centres, ATMs and websites. It will
also undertake a mass media campaign this month on Doordarshan and All India Radio to disseminate
essential financial awareness messages to farmers.

2. Who is the head of the committee that recently submitted the Draft National Education Policy
(NEP) to the Union HRD Minister?
[A] Madhav Gadgil
[B] M Radhakrishnan
[C] K Kasturirangan
[D] M G K Menon

Correct Answer: C [K Kasturirangan]
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Notes:
Former ISRO chief  Dr.  K  Kasturirangan led  Committee  has  recently  submitted the  draft  National
Educational Policy (NEP) to HRD Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank in New Delhi. The policy draft
recommends incorporation of Indian knowledge systems in the curriculum, constituting a National
Education Commission and curbing arbitrary  fees  hikes  by  private  schools.  The expert  panel  also
proposed  massive  transformation  in  Teacher  Education  by  moving  all  teacher  preparation  and
education programmes into large multidisciplinary universities or colleges. It added that the topics will
include Indian contribution to mathematics,  astronomy,  philosophy,  psychology,  yoga,  architecture,
medicine, as well as governance, polity, society, and conservation course on Indian knowledge systems.
The existing NEP was framed in 1986 and revised in 1992.

3. Who has become the first-ever spinner to bowl the first over in a World Cup?
[A] Dale Steyn
[B] Hashim Amla
[C] Monty Panesar
[D] Imran Tahir

Correct Answer: D [Imran Tahir]
Notes:
Imran Tahir, the leg-spinner of South Africa, has scripted history by becoming the first-ever spinner to
bowl the first over in a World Cup during the opening match of the 2019 World Cup against England at
the Oval. Tahir (40 years and 64 days) also became the oldest South African to play in a World Cup
match. Prior to this, New Zealand great Martin Crowe had surprised everyone in the 1992 cricket World
Cup by bringing off-spinner Dipak Patel into the attack in the second over. Patel bowled the second over
in his side’s clash with Australia, which the Kiwis won by 37 runs.

4. Which state government has decided to ban online food delivery without hygiene rating?
[A] Punjab
[B] Kerala
[C] Karnataka
[D] Tamil Nadu

Correct Answer: A [Punjab ]
Notes:
The Punjab government has decided to make it mandatory for all online aggregators to ensure that food
supplied by them have hygiene rating as per the guidelines of Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India (FSSAI). The online order and delivery mechanism of food supply has created a physical disconnect
between the consumer and the food maker. Hence, the onus of ensuring the quality of food and the
hygienic  condition  under  which  food  is  prepared,  has  shifted  to  the  intermediate  food  delivery
mechanism. Thus, keeping this in mind, the state government has decided that all the online food order-
delivery companies shall ensure that FBO’s registered or affiliated with them have their hygiene rating
done from the FSSAI empanelled companies.

5. Which state government has recently banned Ads & sale of e-cigarettes?
[A] Uttar Pradesh
[B] Rajasthan
[C] Madhya Pradesh
[D] Karnataka

Correct Answer: B [Rajasthan ]
Notes:
On the occasion of 2019 World No Tobacco Day (WNTD) on May 31, Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot has banned production, distribution, advertisement and sale of Electronic-cigarette in the state.
The decision will  be  an important  step  to  curb addiction among youths.  According to  the  health
department officials, both online or offline sale, storage, production, distribution and advertisement of e-
cigarettes in the state has been banned.

6. Which state government of India has won the 2019 WHO award for tobacco control?
[A] Jharkhand
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[B] Andhra Pradesh
[C] Rajasthan
[D] Haryana

Correct Answer: C [Rajasthan ]
Notes:
The Medical & Health Department of Rajasthan government has won the prestigious 2019 World Health
Organization (WHO) award in recognition of  its  achievements in the field  of  tobacco control.  The
department’s Additional Chief Secretary, Rohit Kumar Singh, received the award at a function to mark
2019 World No Tobacco Day (WNTD) in New Delhi. The Health Department of the State is the only
government body in India which is awarded for its Tobacco-Free Initiatives (TFIs). Beside this, WHO has
selected five organisations from the South-East Asian region for the prestigious award. Three other
organizations in the South-East Asian region have been selected from Thailand and Indonesia, while the
Vallabhbhai Patel Chest Institute (of New Delhi) is also among the recipients of the award. Every year,
WHO recognizes individuals or organizations in each of the six WHO Regions for their accomplishments
in  the  area  of  tobacco  control.  This  recognition  takes  the  form of  WHO Director-General  Special
Recognition Award and WNTD Awards.

7. Who has become the first woman fighter pilot to fly Hawk jet?
[A] Avani Chaturvadi
[B] Bhawana Kanth
[C] Mohana Singh
[D] Priya Singh

Correct Answer: C [Mohana Singh]
Notes:
Flight Lieutenant Mohana Singh has become the first woman fighter pilot to fly by day a Hawk advanced
jet aircraft.  She achieved the feat at the Kalaikunda Air Force Station in West Bengal.  Lt Mohana’s
training involved flying both air-to-air combat and air-to-ground missions. She has undertaken many
practice missions which involved firing of rockets, guns and dropping high calibre bombs and has also
participated in various Air Force level flying exercises. She has a total of over 500 hours of incident-free
flying, of which 380 hours are on the Hawk Mk 132 jet. She had, along with two other women pilots,
Bhawana Kanth and Avani Chaturvadi, joined the fighter stream in June 2016. Earlier, in May 2019,
Flight Lt. Bhawana Kanth became the first daytime woman fighter pilot to fly a MiG-21 Bison.

8. Puerto Williams, which has become the world’s southernmost city, is located in which of the
following countries?
[A] Ecuador
[B] Peru
[C] Argentina
[D] Chile

Correct Answer: D [Chile]
Notes:
Puerto Williams is the main settlement, port and naval base on Navarino Island in Chile. It faces the
Beagle Channel. Recently, Puerto Williams has become the world’s southernmost city after the Chilean
authorities upgraded its status from hamlet to city. It took over the title from Ushuaia, the capital of the
Argentine province of Tierra del Fuego. Puerto Williams is the port of entry and major hub for scientific
activity linked to Antarctica and the islands south of Isla Grande de Tierra del Fuego.

9. Who has become the Youngest Parliamentarian in the history of Indian Parliament?
[A] Jothimani S.
[B] Chandrani Murmu
[C] Sumalatha Ambareesh
[D] Ramya Haridas

Correct Answer: B [Chandrani Murmu]
Notes:
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Chandrani Murmu (25) has created history by becoming the youngest Member of Parliament (MP), after
elected to the 17th Lok Sabha from Keonjhar (Odisha) in the 2019 Indian general election as a member of
the Biju Janata Dal (BJD). She defeated two-time BJP MP Ananta Nayak by a margin of 66,203 votes. Ms.
Murmu earned her B.  Tech degree from a Bhubaneswar-based engineering college.  Previously,  the
record of Youngest Parliamentarian was held by Dushyant Chautala, who represented Hisar Lok Sabha
Constituency in Haryana in the 16th Lok Sabha.

10. Which city to host 10th National Science Film Festival of India (NSFFl) in 2020?
[A] Agartala
[B] Bhubaneshwar
[C] Mohali
[D] Lucknow

Correct Answer: A [Agartala]
Notes:
The 10th edition of National Science Film Festival of India (NSFFl) is scheduled to be held in Agartala,
Tripura on January and February 2020. The aim of the fest is to raise awareness about science and
environment through films. This the second time the show will be held in a North Eastern city. The film
festival  is  being  held  with  the  objective  of  highlighting  science,  technology,  innovation,  energy,
environment, agriculture and traditional knowledge in a simple way that would bring science closer to
common people through simple ways of explanation. The film festival would include films produced by
UNICEF, UNESCO and filmmakers from different countries. It will also include entries from Tripura and
other states.

11. Who has been appointed as the new National Security Advisor (NSA)?
[A] Rajiv Mathur
[B] Dineshwar Sharma
[C] Rajiv Jain
[D] Ajit Doval

Correct Answer: D [Ajit Doval]
Notes:
Ajit Doval, a 1968-batch IPS officer & a former Intelligence Bureau (IB) chief, has been reappointed as the
National  Security  Adviser  (NSA)  for  a  five-year  tenure.  He  has  also  been given a  cabinet  rank in
recognition of his contribution in the national security domain. This is for the first time that an NSA has
been given a cabinet rank. Doval is among the best operational brains within intelligence circles. He had
played a key role during the Balakot air strike after the Pulwama terror attack and the cross-border
surgical strike. He also drew praise for his role during the 73-day stand-off between India and China at
Doklam — situated  at  a  tri-junction  between India,  China  and Bhutan.  He  was  also  India’s  main
negotiator with the hijackers of Indian Airlines plane IC-814 taken to Kandahar in 1999. Doval worked as
an intelligence officer for over 33 years during which he served in the North East, Jammu and Kashmir
and Punjab.

12. Which football team has won the 2019 Champions League trophy?
[A] FC Barcelona
[B] Tottenham Hotspur
[C] Liverpool FC
[D] Real Madrid

Correct Answer: C [Liverpool FC]
Notes:
In Football, Liverpool FC won the Champions League for the sixth time at Madrid on June 1, 2019. In the
final, Liverpool beat Tottenham Hotspur with a 2-nil after game defining moments at the start and end
of the game . Mohamed Salah put Liverpool in front after just two minutes when he converted a penalty
following a handball by Moussa Sissoko. Spurs created some chances but were denied by Liverpool
keeper Alisson who saved well from Son Heung-min, Lucas Moura and Christian Eriksen. Then, with
three minutes left, substitute Divock Origi drove low and powerfully past Tottenham keeper Hugo Lloris
to ensure that Jurgen Klopp won his first trophy as Liverpool manager.

13. Ruma Guha Thakurta, who passed away recently, was the veteran actress of which regional
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cinema?
[A] Odia
[B] Telugu
[C] Tamil
[D] Bengali

Correct Answer: D [Bengali]
Notes:
Ruma Guha Thakurta (84),  the veteran Bengali actress & singer,  has passed away in Kolkata,  West
Bengal. She was best known for her roles in Satyajit Ray-directed films such as Ganashatru (1989) and
Abhijan (1962). She started her career as a dancer before moving to the then Bombay where she married
singer Kishore Kumar in the early 1950s but they got divorced in 1958. Their son Amit Kumar is a singer
and composer for Bollywood movies. She later married writer-director Arup Guha Thakurta and had two
children – singers Sromona and Ayan. Ruma’s major film roles include “Palatak”, “Antony Firingee”, “80
Te Asio Na”, “Balika Badhu”, “Dadar Kirti”, “Bhalobasa Bhalobasa” and “Wheelchair”. “Jwar Bhata” will be
remembered for being the debut of both Ruma and acting legend Dilip Kumar. Her other Hindi films
were “Mashaal”, “Afsar”, “Raag Rang” and “Paar”. Ruma founded the Calcutta Youth Choir, a song and
dance troupe, in 1958, which is known for its performance of folk and mass songs.

14. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Milk Day (WMD)?
[A] Drink Move Be Strong
[B] Drink Milk: Today & Everyday
[C] Drink Move Be Strong
[D] Raise a Glass

Correct Answer: B [Drink Milk: Today & Everyday]
Notes:
The World Milk Day (WMD) is observed every year on 1st of June to provide an opportunity to focus
attention on milk and to publicise activities connected with milk and the milk industry. In 2001, the Food
and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) selected June 1st as World Milk Day, which
celebrates the important contributions of the dairy sector to sustainability,  economic development,
livelihoods and nutrition. The 2019 theme is “Drink Milk: Today & Everyday”.

15. Which Indian-origin personality has been appointed UN-Women Deputy Executive Director?
[A] Anita Bhatia
[B] Pramila Jain
[C] Varsha Khanna
[D] Kiran Sharma

Correct Answer: A [Anita Bhatia]
Notes:
Indian-origin Anita Bhatia has been the Deputy Executive Director of the United Nations Entity for
Gender  Equality  and  the  Empowerment  of  Women  (UN-Women)  for  Resource  Management,
Sustainability and Partnerships.  The key appointment comes less than a week after UN Secretary-
General Antonio Guterres appointed Indian Army officer Lieutenant General Shailesh Tinaikar as his
new Force Commander of the UN Mission in South Sudan.

16. Which High Court has recently declared Animals as legal persons?
[A] Delhi High Court
[B] Madras High Court
[C] Punjab and Haryana High Court
[D] Bombay High Court

Correct Answer: C [Punjab and Haryana High Court]
Notes:
The Punjab and Haryana High Court has recently ruled that all animals are legal persons entitled to legal
rights like human beings in Haryana. The verdict comes nearly a year after Uttarakhand High Court
passed a similar order to protect and promote greater welfare of animals. Both the orders were written
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by Justice Rajiv Sharma, who was transferred from Uttarakhand to the Punjab and Haryana High Court
at Chandigarh in 2018. The order was passed in a case where the Punjab and Haryana High Court was
informed that 29 cows were packed in a cruel manner while being transported from Uttar Pradesh to
Haryana.  In response,  Justice Sharma’s order emphasizes that animals cannot be reduced to mere
property. This includes a ban in using animals to pull vehicles in extreme weather, limits on loads and
the number of people that animals are made to carry, limits on the distances that an animal is made to
walk at a stretch, instructions on how to tether an animal to the vehicle it is made to pull and a ban on
the use of spike sticks, harness and other sharp instruments to avoid injuring the animal. The Court has
also directed that animal-driven carts are given the ‘Right of Way’.

17. NGTS-4b, which is in news recently, is associated to which of the following planets?
[A] Neptune
[B] Uranus
[C] Jupiter
[D] Mars

Correct Answer: A [Neptune]
Notes:
The researchers at the University of Warwick in the UK have discovered a rogue exoplanet – NGTS-4b –
with its own atmosphere in the Neptunian Desert. The Neptunian Desert is the region close to stars
where no Neptune-sized planets are found. This area receives strong irradiation from the star, meaning
the planets do not retain their gaseous atmosphere as they evaporate leaving just a rocky core. However,
NGTS-4b still has its atmosphere of gas. NGTS-4b, nick-named ‘The Forbidden Planet’ is smaller than
Neptune but three times the size of Earth. The exoplanet has a mass of 20 Earth masses, a radius 20%
smaller than Neptune, and temperature of 1000 degrees Celsius. It orbits around the star in only 1.3 days
— the equivalent of Earth’s orbit around the Sun of one year. It is the first exoplanet of its kind to have
been found in the Neptunian Desert.  The NGTS telescopes are situated at  the European Southern
Observatory’s Paranal Observatory in the heart of the Atacama Desert, Chile.

18. Who has been appointed as new Goa’s brand ambassador to promote yoga?
[A] Balkrishna
[B] Namrata Menon
[C] Jaggi Vasudev
[D] Ramdev

Correct Answer: B [Namrata Menon]
Notes:
Namrata Menon, the Panaji-based Yoga instructor and fitness expert, has been appointed as the Goa’s
brand ambassador to promote the ancient system of physical and mental practices in the coastal state.
The objective of this initiative is to increase awareness about the benefits of yoga and encourage people
to inculcate a healthy lifestyle.  She has been practicing yoga since the last  17 years and has been
instrumental in inspiring many people to take up the ancient practice that involves a range of postures
(asanas).

19. Which President of India has been bestowed with Mexico’s highest civilian award?
[A] Pranab Mukherjee
[B] A P J Abdul Kalam
[C] Pratibha Patil
[D] Ram Nath Kovind

Correct Answer: C [Pratibha Patil]
Notes:
On 1st  June 2019,  Ex-President Pratibha Patil  has been conferred the “Orden Mexicana del  Aguila
Azteca” (Order of the Aztec Eagle) in the MCCIA Bhavan, Pune. It is the highest civilian award of Mexico
given to foreigners in recognition of  their  outstanding services to  strengthening the bilateral  ties
between Mexico and other countries and outstanding services to the Mexican nation or humanity. Patil,
India’s first woman President (2007-2012), became only the 2nd Indian head of state to get the award.
Earlier, the late President S Radhakrishna had been conferred this honour.

20. Who took charge as the Union Minister in the newly formed Ministry of Jal Shakti?
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[A] Giriraj Singh
[B] Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
[C] Mahendra Nath Pandey
[D] Pralhad Joshi

Correct Answer: B [Gajendra Singh Shekhawat ]
Notes:
The Government of India (GoI) has formed a new ‘Jal Shakti’ Ministry by merging the ministries of
Water Resources and Drinking Water and Sanitation with Gajendra Singh Shekhawat at its helm. The
ambit of the Ministry will encompass issues ranging from international and inter-states water disputes,
the Namami Gange project, the flagship initiative to clean the Ganges, its tributaries and sub-tributaries
and provide clean drinking water. Rattan Lal Kataria will be the Minister of State in the newly formed
ministry. In the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, Shekhawat defeated Vaibhav Gehlot, the son of Rajasthan
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot, from Jodhpur by a margin of 2.74 lakh votes.

21. Which city hosted the 14th summit of Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC-2019)?
[A] Baghdad
[B] Damascus
[C] Mecca
[D] Tehran

Correct Answer: C [Mecca]
Notes:
In  a  strong  reaction,  the  Government  of  India  (GoI)  has  recently  rejected  the  reference  of  the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) in its final communique at the
14th Islamic summit in Mecca, Saudi Arabia on May 31, 2019. The Union Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) has stated that the OIC has no locus standi in matters relating to the state of Jammu and
Kashmir, which is an integral part of India. It is reiterated that OIC should refrain from making such
unwarranted references.  Earlier,  at the 2019 Mecca Summit,  the OIC reiterated its support for the
legitimate rights of the people of Jammu and Kashmir and also appointed a special envoy for the state.
The OIC is an international organization consisting of 57 member states & 53 of them Muslim-majority
nations. It is not for the first time that OIC has made references on J&K, and India has slammed the 57-
strong grouping of Muslim countries each time. Pakistan has been behind such anti-India references in
the OIC communiqués / resolutions.

22.  On  which  date,  the  2019  edition  of  International  Day  of  Innocent  Children  Victims  of
Aggression is observed?
[A] June 2
[B] June 5
[C] June 4
[D] June 3

Correct Answer: C [June 4]
Notes:
The International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression is observed every year on June 4 to
acknowledge the pain suffered by children throughout the world who are the victims of physical, mental
and emotional abuse. This day affirms the UN’s commitment to protect the rights of children.

23. Who has been sworn-in as the new president of El Salvador?
[A] Nayib Bukele
[B] Mauricio Funes
[C] Antonio Saca
[D] Alfredo Cristiani

Correct Answer: A [Nayib Bukele]
Notes:
Conservative businessman Nayib Bukele has been sworn-in as the new President of El Salvador. His
presidency breaks three decades of  bipartisanship between the conservative Nationalist  Republican
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Alliance (ARENA) and the outgoing Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN). Hence, Bukele is
the first  candidate  to  win the presidency since the end of  the  Salvadoran Civil  War who did not
represent either of the major two parties.

24. The Aapki Beti scheme is associated to which of the following state governments?
[A] Uttar Pradesh
[B] Chhattisgarh
[C] Madhya Pradesh
[D] Rajasthan

Correct Answer: D [Rajasthan]
Notes:
The Rajasthan government has recently increased the financial assistance given to school girls under the
‘Aapki Beti’ scheme and ex-gratia payment to the families of polling personnel who die during election
duty. Under the Aapki Beti scheme, girls living under the Below Poverty Line (BPL) and whose mother or
father or both have died get annual financial assistance in the state. The amount has been increased to
2,100 from Rs 1,100 for the girls studying in class 1 to 8 and for the girls in class 9 to 12, the financial aid
has been increased to Rs 2,500 from Rs 1,500. Similarly, the government has also increased ex-gratia
payment to the next of kin of an official killed on election duty to Rs 20 lakh from Rs 15 lakh.

25. Which state government has recently passed resolution to increase reservation for OBCs to 27
%?
[A] Madhya Pradesh
[B] Rajasthan
[C] Haryana
[D] UP

Correct Answer: A [Madhya Pradesh]
Notes:
In Madhya Pradesh, the state Cabinet has passed a resolution to increase reservation quota for Other
Backward Classes (OBC) from existing 14% to 27%. The matter will now be taken up in the monsoon
session of the state Assembly. The move will lead to reservation in the state breaching the Supreme
Court-mandated 50% cap to reach 63%. If implemented, Madhya Pradesh will become the only state in
the  country  to  have  a  27%  quota  for  OBCs.  Earlier,  the  Madhya  Pradesh  government  passed  an
Ordinance on March 9 to implement the quota. However, the Madhya Pradesh High Court had stayed
the Ordinance on March 19.  Now the resolution will  be taken in the monsoon session of the state
assembly.

26. Jaspal Inder Singh Kalra, who passed away recently, was associated to which field?
[A] Science
[B] Chef
[C] Journalism
[D] Sports

Correct Answer: B [Chef]
Notes:
Jaspal Inder Singh Kalra (71), the celebrated chef and culinary revivalist , has passed away on June 4 in
New Delhi. He earned epithets like ‘Czar of Indian Cuisine’ and ‘Taste Maker to the Nation’, and was
popularly known as Jiggs Kalra. Kalra was the first Asian to be inducted in the International Food and
Beverage Gourmet Hall of Fame. Born on May 21, 1948, Kalra was a pioneering food columnist, author
and food consultant. In a career spanning close to five decades, he was instrumental in introducing
Indian cuisine to the international audience as well as setting standards of the same. He is also credited
with establishing some of the most critically acclaimed and best performing restaurants in the country.
He represented India at various international food festivals and summits, apart from having served the
likes of British royals Prince Charles and the late Princess Diana, apart from former US President Bill
Clinton. He was behind the launch of restaurants like Masala Library by Jiggs Kalra, Made in Punjab,
Farzi Café and Pa Pa Ya.

27. Which Indian personality has been elected external auditor of WHO?
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[A] Pramod Kumar Misra
[B] Pradeep Kumar Sinha
[C] Rajiv Mehrishi
[D] Aruna Sundararajan

Correct Answer: C [Rajiv Mehrishi]
Notes:
Rajiv Mehrishi,  the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of Indiam has been elected as external
auditor of the World Health Organization (WHO) for four years from 2020 to 2023. He was elected at the
72nd World Health Assembly in Geneva in May 2019.  This is the second major international audit
assignment for the CAG this year following his selection for the post of External Auditor of Food and
Agriculture Organization in Rome earlier this year in March 2019. Currently, Mehrishi is also on the
Board of Auditors of the United Nations and Vice-Chair of the UN Panel of External Auditors.

28.  Enoplotrupes  tawangensis,  which  is  in  news recently,  is  a  new species  of  which  of  the
following bettles?
[A] Dung beetle
[B] Mountain pine beetle
[C] Lady beetle
[D] Coconut hispine beetle

Correct Answer: A [Dung beetle]
Notes:
Enoplotrupes tawangensis is a new species of dung beetle that has been discovered in Tawang district of
Arunachal Pradesh. The species is shining dark blue in colour and, measuring up to 27 mm, is relatively
bigger than most of the dung beetles. The specimens were first collected and studied by two scientists
from the Zoological Survey of India: Kailash Chandra and Devanshu Gupta. From India, approximately
65,000 species of insects are known, of them, more than 22,000 species are beetles. Dung beetles belong
to the super family scarabaeoidea. They are the one of the fascinating group of insects because of their
ability to bury dung deep in the soil and are indicators of the ecological health of an ecosystem, having
clubbed antennae and pro-tibiae (pro-legs) modified for burrowing dung inside the soil. Often referred to
as little recyclers, these scavenger beetles require mammalian dung to survive.

29. The 2nd edition of World Bicycle Day (WBD-2019) is observed on which date?
[A] June 5
[B] June 4
[C] June 2
[D] June 3

Correct Answer: D [June 3]
Notes:
The 2nd edition of World Bicycle Day (WBD-2019) is observed by United Nations (UN) on 3rd June to
encourage  a  simple,  affordable,  reliable,  clean  and  environmentally  fit  sustainable  means  of
transportation. The day is now being associated with promoting a healthy lifestyle for those with Type 1
and Type 2 diabetes.  The bicycle is  a  symbol of  sustainable transportation and conveys a positive
message to foster sustainable consumption and production, and has a positive impact on climate.

30. Which of the following countries are the members of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue
(QSD)?
[A] India, Russia, South Korea & China
[B] India, US, Japan & Australia
[C] India, Indonesia, Myanmar & Thailand
[D] India, Nepal, Bhutan & Bangladesh

Correct Answer: B [India, US, Japan & Australia]
Notes:
In Bangkok , the 2019 edition of Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) was attended by senior officials
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of India, US, Japan and Australia to hold consultations on their collective efforts for a free, open and
inclusive Indo-Pacific region and to reaffirm their shared commitment to preserving and promoting the
rules-based  order  in  the  region.  The  four  countries  underscored  their  intent  to  continue  regular
consultations on Indo-Pacific engagement and initiatives together and with other interested countries
and institutions. The consultations were part of the Quad an informal strategic grouping consisting of
India, US, Australia and Japan. China has been trying to expand its military presence in the Indo-Pacific
which is a biogeographic region. China claims almost all  of the South China Sea whereas Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan have also counter claims over it.

31. Exercise ‘Kharga Prahar-2019’ has recently carried out by the Indian Army in which of the
following states?
[A] Haryana
[B] Uttarkhand
[C] Punjab
[D] Jammu & Kashmir

Correct Answer: C [Punjab]
Notes:
The Indian Army and Indian Air Force (IAF) has jointly carried out a week-long special training exercise
“Kharga Prahar-2019” in the plains of Punjab. The exercise, which began on May 27, was undertaken by
various units and formations of Army’s Kharga Corps. The exercise setting also incorporated aspects of
joint training wherein para drops from Indian Air Force (IAF) aircraft were carried out and simulated
battlefield air strikes were conducted in support of ground forces. Ambala-based 2-Corpa, popularly
called as Kharga Corps, possesses 50% of the Indian Army’s offensive capabilities and has the mandate to
launch offensive attack, in case any conflict or war breaks out with neighbouring Pak. Integrated with
multiple military formations, Kharga has proved an effective weapon in various wars. In 1971, while
positioned in West, it helped in division of Pakistan. The elite force was deployed somewhere in the
desert sector during the Kargil conflict. The Kharga Corps has been stationed at Ambala since 1985.

32. Who has been chosen for the 2019 J C Daniel Award?
[A] Sreekumaran Thampi
[B] Sheela
[C] Jose Prakash
[D] Aranmula Ponnamma

Correct Answer: B [Sheela]
Notes:
Sheela, the veteran Malayalam actress-director, has been chosen for the prestigious J C Daniel Award for
her contributions to the film world. She is only the second woman to get it, after Aranmula Ponnamma
in 2005. The award comprising a cash prize of Rs 5 Lakh, a citation and plaque will be given away at a
function here on 27th July 2019. It is the Kerala’s highest award in Malayalam cinema. The award is
named after J C Daniel, who made the first silent movie in Mollywood. Sheela is popularly called as
Sheelamma by her admirers. She had debuted in the tinsel town through the MG Ramachandran-starrer
Tamil  movie  “Paasam” during early  1960s.  She was the first  recipient  of  the  ‘Best  Actress’  award
instituted by the Kerala government through the 1969 movie “Kallichellamma”. In 2005, she won the
National Film Award for Best Supporting Actress for her role in the Malayalam film ‘Akale’. Sheela also
holds the Guinness World Record for acting in the largest number of films opposite the same hero- late
Prem Nazir- in nearly 130 films.

33. Dinyar Contractor, who passed away recently, was associated to which field?
[A] Sports
[B] Film Industry
[C] Photography
[D] Arts

Correct Answer: B [Film Industry]
Notes:
Dinyar Contractor (79), the veteran actor and theatre legend, has passed away in Mumbai, Maharashtra
on June 5, 2019. He was best known for his comic roles in films and was awarded a Padma Shri in 2019.
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He was appeared in many Bollywood films like Chori Chori Chupke Chupke, Khiladi, Badshah, Daraar
and 36 China Town. He was also part of many TV shows such as Khichdi and Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah
Chashmah.

34. Which Indian-American personality has been chosen for the USIBC Global Leadership Awards
2019?
[A] Anand Chandrasekaran
[B] Ashok Amritraj
[C] Sundar Pichai
[D] Jay Chandrasekhar

Correct Answer: C [Sundar Pichai]
Notes:
In United States, Google’s India-born CEO Sundar Pichai and Nasdaq President Adena Friedman have
been chosen for the prestigious Global Leadership Awards 2019 by business advocacy group USIBC in
recognition of the two companies’ contribution as the leading technology-driven platforms. The award
by Washington-based US-India Business Council (USIBC) would be conferred upon them during the 2019
India Ideas Summit. Given annually since 2007, the USIBC Global Leadership Awards recognise top
corporate executives from the United States and India whose companies play a major role in catalysing
growth in the US-India commercial corridor.

35. Which country’s women hockey team has clinched the Cantor Fitzgerald U21 International
title?
[A] India
[B] China
[C] Bhutan
[D] Bangladesh

Correct Answer: A [India]
Notes:
The Indian junior women’s hockey team clinched the 2019 Cantor Fitzgerald U21 International 4-Nations
title after beating Ireland 1-0 in the final at Dublin, Ireland on June 4. The win meant India ended the
tournament with an unblemished record. With three goals in four games, Mumtaz Khan finished as the
highest goal scorer of the tournament.

36. Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, who has been elected as President of the 74th session of the UNGA,
is from which African country?
[A] Nigeria
[B] Egypt
[C] South Africa
[D] Tunisia

Correct Answer: A [Nigeria]
Notes:
Tijjani  Muhammad-Bande,  Nigeria’s  Ambassador to  UN,  has been elected as  President  of  the 74th
session of the UN General Assembly (UNGA). In accordance with the rules, the President of the 74th
session of the General Assembly should be elected from among the African States. Muhammad-Bande
was elected by acclamation and he will succeed Ecuador’s Maria Fernanda Espinosa in September 2019.
He assumes charge as the world body gets ready to celebrate the 75th anniversary of its creation next
year.

37. Who has been appointed as Director General (DG) of the India Meteorological Department
(IMD)?
[A] Mrutyunjay Mahapatra
[B] K J Ramesh
[C] Avinash Chander
[D] S Christopher
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Correct Answer: A [Mrutyunjay Mahapatra]
Notes:
Mrutyunjay Mahapatra, the renowned scientist and cyclone warning specialist, has been appointed as
the chief of India Meteorological Department (IMD). Popularly known as the ‘Cyclone man of India’, he
will take charge of his new assignment on August 1 for a period of five years. Mohapatra and his team at
the Cyclone Warning Division (CWD) of the IMD have earned praise for their accurate forecasts on
cyclones, its wind-speed and likely impact on life and property including during the recent cyclone
‘Fani’,  when their timely warnings enabled the authorities to ensure early evacuation of millions of
people. Over the last six years, the CWD has given accurate forecasts on cyclones including when Phailin
(2013), Hudhud (2014) and Titli (2018) hit the eastern coast. The IMD is responsible for weather and
climate-related forecasts in the country. It is also mandated to issue warning to people about severe
weather phenomenon like cyclones,  dust storms, heavy rain and snow, cold and heatwaves,  among
others.

38. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Environment Day (WED)?
[A] Green Economy
[B] Beat Air Pollution
[C] Connecting People to Nature
[D] Go wild for life

Correct Answer: B [Beat Air Pollution]
Notes:
The World Environment Day (WED) is observed every year on 5st of June to raise awareness of the
environment and specific environmental issues. The theme for 2019 “Beat Air Pollution” is a call to
action call to combat this global crisis. To celebrate the 2019 WED, the Union Ministry of Environment,
Forest & Climate Change (MoEFCC) of India has launched the song ‘Hawa Aane De’ to spread awareness
about Air pollution. The theme song is written by Swanand Kirkire and sung by Shantanu Mukherjee,
Kapil Sharma, Sunidhi Chauhan and Shankar Mahadevan. On this Day, the Union Environment Minister
Prakash  Javadekar  has  launched  #SelfiewithSapling  campaign  to  promote  awareness  about
environmental protection. Mr. Javadekar also urged people to plant a sapling and post a selfie with it on
the social media.

39. Who is the author of the book ‘Cricket World Cup: The Indian Challenge’?
[A] R Sreekandan Nair
[B] Ashis Ray
[C] Sanjay Manjrekar
[D] Harsha Bhogle

Correct Answer: B [Ashis Ray]
Notes:
The book ‘Cricket World Cup: The Indian Challenge’ has been authored by veteran broadcaster and
writer Ashis Ray. It is a book on the history of the tournament from an Indian perspective that has been
formally unveiled by the chief executive of the England and Wales Cricket Board, Tom Harrison. The
book reviews all tournaments from 1975 to 2015 and also previews the ongoing 2019 World Cup in
England and Wales. All matches of India, since the inaugural World Cup 44 years ago, are recorded as
well as every semi-final and final regardless of whether India featured in them or not.

40. The 2019 Global Disability Summit is scheduled to be held in which of the following cities?
[A] New Delhi
[B] New York
[C] Paris
[D] Buenos Aires

Correct Answer: D [Buenos Aires]
Notes:
The 2nd edition of Global Disability Summit (GDS) will be held at Buenos Aires, Argentina from 6-8 June
2019. The Indian delegation will  be headed by Thaawarchand Gehlot,  the Union Minister for Social
Justice and Empowerment (MSJE). The objective of the summit is to deliberate on issues across the
world concerning empowerment and inclusion of Persons with Disabilities (PwDs) and to work out a
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mechanism for enabling them to live an independent and dignified life. The Indian delegation will also
participate in the bilateral discussions with Government of Argentina for developing a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) between the two countries on 9-10 June 2019.

41. What is the current repo rate in the second bi-monthly monetary policy review of RBI for
FY20?
[A] 5.25%
[B] 5.50%
[C] 5.75%
[D] 5.0%

Correct Answer: C [5.75%]
Notes:
On June 6, the 6-member Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
reduced the repo rate by 25 basis points to 5.75% from 6.0% with immediate effect in its 2nd bi-monthly
monetary policy statement for 2019-20. Repo rate is the interest rate at which the central bank provides
liquidity to banks to overcome short-term liquidity mismatches. A repo rate cut allows banks to reduce
interest rates for consumers on loans, and lowers equal monthly installments on home loans, car loans
and personal loans. Consequently, the reverse repo rate stands adjusted to 5.50%, and the Marginal
Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate to 6.0%. Beside this, RBI has also unanimously decided to
change the stance of monetary policy from neutral to accommodative. The next meeting of the MPC is
scheduled during August 5 to 7.

42. Which country has recently launched Arctic train service?
[A] Russia
[B] Germany
[C] France
[D] United States

Correct Answer: A [Russia]
Notes:
In Russia, the first tourist train service traveling through Russia’s Arctic region and on to Norway set off
from St. Petersburg station with 91 passengers aboard for the inaugural trial journey on June 5. The
tourists  came from 7 countries including the US,  Germany,  Norway and Russia.  The train,  named
Zarengold (“The Tsar’s gold” in German),  complete with two restaurant cars will  travel from Saint
Petersburg through Petrozavodsk, the historic town of Kem and Murmansk. At Murmansk, by far the
largest city north of the Arctic Circle, the tourists will get off the train and continue by bus to Kirkenes
in Norway before ending their journey with a boat trip to Oslo or by air to the island of Spitsbergen.
According to the organisers, the whole trip will take 11 days and allow passengers to discover areas
difficult to access by other means.

43. Dzukou Valley, which is in news recently, is located in which of the following North-East states
of India?
[A] Assam
[B] Mizoram
[C] Nagaland
[D] Arunachal Pradesh

Correct Answer: C [Nagaland]
Notes:
In Nagaland, the scenic Dzukou Valley has been officially declared Plastic Free Zone on the occasion of
2019 World Environment Day (WED). The declaration was made officially by Advisor of Youth Resources
and Sports, Zale Neikha. The much-appreciated initiative on declaring this scenic valley as a ‘plastic-free
zone’  was taken by Southern Angami Youth Organisation (SAYO) in accordance with its pledge to
conserve and protect the environment. The Dzukou valley is situated at an altitude of 2452 m above sea
level. It is famous for its wide range of flower in every season. The rare Dzükou Lily is found only in this
valley.

44. Who of the following players has become the India’s highest capped footballer?
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[A] Jeje Lalpekhlua
[B] Sunil Chhetri
[C] Sandesh Jhingan
[D] Robin Singh

Correct Answer: B [Sunil Chhetri]
Notes:
Sunil Chhetri has become the India’s highest capped footballer by surpassing Bhaichung Bhutia’s 107
international  matches.  In  his  milestone  match  of  the  King’s  Cup football  tournament  in  Buriram,
Thailand, he scored the lone goal for his side in the 31st minute from a spot kick for his 69th goal.
However, his effort did not make any difference as India ranked 101, lost 1-3 to higher ranked Curacao.
The 82nd ranked Caribbean island nation has two players associated with English Premier League and
some others in European leagues. They scored three goals in the space of 18 minutes through Roly
Bonevacia, Elson Hooi and Leandro Bacuna.

45. Which social networking site has launched its first interactive game show ‘Confetti’ in India?
[A] Instagram
[B] Pinterest
[C] Twitter
[D] Facebook

Correct Answer: D [Facebook ]
Notes:
Facebook has launched its first interactive game show titled “Confetti” in India, which will start from
June  12  on  its  dedicated  video  platform  –  Facebook  Watch.  The  interactive  show  will  air  from
Wednesday to Sunday and will challenge participants to answer pop culture trivia questions for a chance
to win Rs 3 lakh as cash prize every day. In 2018, the social networking giant globally rolled out Facebook
Watch as its video-on-demand service in an attempt to take on its rival YouTube. The video service
allows users to enjoy videos from different genres, including entertainment, sports and news in their
personalised “Watch Feed” that carries a collection of recent videos from the pages they follow.

46.  The  Airports  Authority  of  India  (AAI)  has  recently  signed pact  with  which  company to
modernize air traffic management in India?
[A] Airbus
[B] Boeing
[C] Embraer
[D] Dassault Aviation

Correct Answer: B [Boeing ]
Notes:
The US aircraft maker Boeing co and national airports body Airports Authority of India (AAI) have
signed a technical assistance agreement for developing a comprehensive roadmap for modernisation of
air traffic services in the country. The air traffic services comprise Communication, Navigation and
Surveillance (CNS) and Air Traffic Management (ATM). The 10-year modernisation roadmap will  be
undertaken with a grant from the US Trade and Development Agency (USTDA ). The agreement is aimed
at developing a roadmap for AAI to use as guidance in the modernisation of the Indian National Airspace
System (NAS) based on global and local best practices to optimally utilize airspace capacity, enhance
CNS/ATM. Under the agreement, Boeing will analyse current technologies and processes to identify
efficiency improvements that  can be implemented while  maintaining a  practical  and safe  airspace
system.

47. Who has become the first South Asian American woman to chair US House?
[A] Medha Yodh
[B] Kausalya Hart
[C] Pramila Jayapal
[D] Gayatri Spivak

Correct Answer: C [Pramila Jayapal]
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Notes:
Indian-American Congresswoman, Pramila Jayapal has become the first South Asian American woman
to preside over the US House of Representatives. She is a Democrat from Washington DC. The 116th
Congress broke records with women and lawmakers crossing racial and religious barriers, including an
all time high for Asian American lawmakers. A record number of 17 Asian Americans serve in Congress,
with 14 in the House and three in the Senate.

48. Sidharth Rawat is associated to which sports?
[A] Table Tennis
[B] Tennis
[C] Football
[D] Badminton

Correct Answer: B [Tennis ]
Notes:
Indian tennis player Sidharth Rawat defeated Rio Noguchi of Japan to win his first title in the $25,000
ITF men’s Futures tennis tournament on June 2, 2019. With the ATP points being restored for events of
this level, he will be able to improve his current rank of 510. He had a career-best rank of 430.

49. Which country has successfully launched its first sea-based space rocket from Yellow Sea?
[A] Indonesia
[B] Vietnam
[C] Japan
[D] China

Correct Answer: D [China ]
Notes:
China has successfully launched a space rocket from sea for the first time and became the third nation to
successfully demonstrate the ability to launch satellites into orbit from a floating platform after Russia
and United States. The China National Space Administration (CNSA) has announced that a Long March
11 rocket was launched from a floating launch pad in the Yellow Sea just off the coast of Shandong on 5th
June 2019. China now spends more than Russia and Japan on its civil and military space programmes.
Earlier this year, China became the first nation to land a rover on the far side of the moon. It also
unveiled ambitious plans to build a research base on the lunar surface, send a probe to Mars and build a
space station in Earth orbit.

50. The 2019 G-20 Finance Ministers’ meeting is scheduled to be held in which of the following
cities?
[A] Fukuoka
[B] New Delhi
[C] Hanoi
[D] Kuala Lumpur

Correct Answer: A [Fukuoka ]
Notes:
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman will attend the two-day meeting of G-20 Finance Ministers and
Central Bank governors in Japan on June 8 and 9. This will be the first overseas visit of Ms. Sitharaman
as Finance Minister. Besides Ms. Sitharaman, RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das is also likely to attend the
meeting at Fukuoka in Japan. Among other things, the meeting is likely to focus on risks and challenges
being faced by the global economy, investment in infrastructure and international taxation. G-20, which
is a group of developing and developed nations, includes India, the U.S., the U.K., China, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, Brazil, France and Australia. The G20 meetings, convened annually since 1999, provide a forum
for key countries in the international financial system to discuss major international economic issues
and to coordinate to achieve the stable and sustainable growth of the global economy.

51. What is the India’s rank at the first-ever SDG Gender Index?
[A] 106th
[B] 95th
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[C] 84th
[D] 77th

Correct Answer: B [95th ]
Notes:
India has been ranked 95th out of a total 129 countries in the first-ever SDG Gender Index, which
measures strides made in achieving gender commitments against internationally set targets. The index
has  been  developed  by  Equal  Measures  2030,  which  is  a  partnership  among  global  and  regional
organisations from the civil society and the development and private sectors. It includes The African
Women’s Development and Communication Network, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, International
Women’s Health Coalition and Plan International. The overall index scores are based on a scale of 0–100.
A score of 100 indicates the achievement of gender equality in relation to the underlying indicators. A
score of 50 would indicate that a country is about halfway to meeting its goal. India’s score of 56.2 means
that it is among 43 countries that fall in the ‘very poor’ category. Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Netherlands, Slovenia, Germany, Canada, Ireland, and Australia rank as the top 10 countries in the index.

52. Laldingliana Sailo, who passed away recently, was the noted editor of which news channel?
[A] Zee News
[B] Indian Express
[C] Doordarshan
[D] The Hindu

Correct Answer: C [Doordarshan ]
Notes:
Laldingliana Sailo (76), the former Doordarshan and All India Radio (AIT) news editor, has passed away in
Aizawl. Sailo, a senior officer in the Indian Information Service (IIS), was inducted as Field Publicity
Officer (FPO) under the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) in the year 1972.  His first
posting was in Arunachal  Pradesh Tawang.  After the stints in AIR,  Kohima and Aizawl and News
Services Division in New Delhi,  he was transferred to Doordarshan Kendra Aizawl with additional
charge of RNU, AIR, Aizawl. He retired as Director in the Directorate of Field Publicity for Kohima
Region.

53. Who has been sworn-in as new Chief Justice of the Delhi High Court?
[A] Dhirubhai Naranbhai Patel
[B] N V Ramana
[C] Dhananjaya Y Chandrachud
[D] Jasti Chelameswar

Correct Answer: A [Dhirubhai Naranbhai Patel]
Notes:
Justice Dhirubhai Naranbhai Patel  was sworn in as new Chief  Justice of  the Delhi  High Court.  Lt
Governor Anil Baijal administered the oath of office to Justice Patel at a function held at Raj Niwas.
Earlier,  Justice Patel  was posted at the Jharkhand High Court.  The Supreme Court Collegium had
recommended his name for the appointment as Chief Justice of the Delhi High Court. With an approved
strength of 60, the Delhi High Court has a shortage of around 24 judges.

54. India has recently notified a tax data pact with which of the following countries?
[A] Panama
[B] Marshall Islands
[C] Cuba
[D] Guatemala

Correct Answer: B [Marshall Islands]
Notes:
India has notified a Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA) with the Marshall  Islands,  which
enables a bilateral sharing of banking & ownership information and allows officials of one country to
undertake tax examinations in the other. The TIEA for exchange of information with respect to taxes
was signed on March 18, 2016 at Majuro, the Capital of the Marshall Islands. India notified the TIEA on
May 21,  2019.  The TIEA is  based on international  standards of  tax  transparency and exchange of
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information  and  enables  sharing  of  information  on  request.  The  agreement  will  enhance  mutual
cooperation between India and the Marshall Islands by providing an effective framework for exchange of
information on tax matters which will help curb tax evasion and tax avoidance. The Marshall Islands are
a sprawling chain of volcanic islands and coral atolls in the Pacific Ocean, between Hawaii and the
Philippines.

55. Which of the following metros has become the India’s first project to receive power from
waste-to-energy?
[A] Delhi Metro
[B] Chennai metro
[C] Bengaluru metro
[D] Kolkata metro

Correct Answer: A [Delhi Metro]
Notes:
The Delhi Metro has become the India’s first-ever project to receive power generated from a waste-to-
energy plant. According to Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC), the project is also in line with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s “Swachh Bharat Mission”. This will also help in creating awareness on the
importance of waste management and utilizing waste in a sustainable manner. The DMRC has started
receiving 2 MW power from a 12 MW capacity plant in Ghazipur. The DMRC will take approximately 17.5
million units per annum from this plant. However, the energy off-take will depend upon the actual
generation of the plant. The waste-to-energy plant set up by East Delhi Waste Processing Company
Limited (EDWPCL) is based on a public private partnership (PPP) involving the Delhi government, the
East Delhi Municipal Corporation (EDMC) and EDWPCL. The waste-to-energy plant will mitigate over 8
million tons of greenhouse gases (GHG) over the life of the project.

56. Who will chair the Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Affairs?
[A] Rajnath Singh
[B] Narendra Modi
[C] Amit Shah
[D] Nirmala Sitharaman

Correct Answer: A [Rajnath Singh]
Notes:
Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh will chair the Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Affairs and be
part of the all-important panel on political affairs headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Singh was
also made a member of two new committees set up by the Modi government — the Cabinet Committee
on Investment and Growth and the Cabinet Committee on Employment and Skill  Development,  to
propel growth and investment. Both the committees will be chaired by Home Minister Amit Shah.

57. Which is the most congested city in the world, according to TomTom Traffic Index 2018?
[A] Lima
[B] New Delhi
[C] Moscow
[D] Mumbai

Correct Answer: D [Mumbai ]
Notes:
The TomTom Traffic Index 2018, carried out by location technology specialist TomTom, covered 403
cities in 56 countries and defined congestion as the extra time added to road travel when traffic doesn’t
flow freely. Mumbai topped the list of cities with drivers expecting to spend an average of 65% extra
travel time stuck in traffic.  New Delhi ranked 4th with a congestion rank of 58%. Bogota (63%) in
Colombia and Lima in Peru (58%) were ranked second and third on the list respectively,  while the
Russian capital Moscow (56%) ranked fifth. The study found that in 2018, the best time to drive in
Mumbai was between 2 am and 5 am, when traffic flowed freely.

58. Who has won the 2019 Women’s Prize for Fiction?
[A] Zadie Smith
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[B] Kamila Shamsie
[C] Tayari Jones
[D] Kate Mosse

Correct Answer: C [Tayari Jones]
Notes:
American author Tayari Jones has won the 2019 Women’s Prize for Fiction for her novel “An American
Marriage”. The book portraits a young African American’s wrongful conviction and how it affects his
marriage. It is a story of love, loss and loyalty, the resilience of the human spirit painted on a big political
canvas – that shines a light on today’s America. Jones wins £30,000 and the “Bessie” – a limited edition
bronze figurine. The prize is one of the biggest international celebrations of women’s creativity.

59. Who is the newly appointed vice chairman of NITI Aayog?
[A] Rajiv Kumar
[B] V K Saraswat
[C] Ramesh Chand
[D] V K Paul

Correct Answer: A [Rajiv Kumar ]
Notes:
Prime  Minister  Narendra  Modi  has  recently  reconstituted  the  federal  policy  think-tank  National
Institution of Transforming India (NITI) Aayog by introducing key Cabinet ministers as members as ex-
officio members. Defence minister Rajnath Singh, Home minister Amit Shah, Finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman and Agriculture minister Narendra Singh Tomar are now ex-officio members of the think
tank that is headed by Mr. Modi. Rajiv Kumar will continue to be the vice-chairperson, along with full
time members—Ramesh Chand, VK Saraswat and VK Paul.On 15th June 2019, Prime Minister will chair
the  5th  meeting  of  NITI  Aayog’s  Governing  Council  to  discuss  various  issues  concerning  water
management, agriculture and security. The council includes all chief ministers, lieutenant governors of
union  territories,  several  union  ministers  and  senior  government  officials.  This  will  be  the  first
governing  council  meeting  under  the  new  Modi  government.  NITI  Aayog  was  constituted  via  a
resolution of the Union Cabinet on 1st January 2015 & replaced the erstwhile planning commission.

60.  Sinai  Peninsula,  which is  in  news recently,  is  located in  which of  the  following African
countries?
[A] Tunisia
[B] Algeria
[C] Egypt
[D] Libya

Correct Answer: C [Egypt]
Notes:
The Sinai Peninsula is a peninsula in Egypt, and the only part of the country located in Asia. It is situated
between the Mediterranean Sea to the north and the Red Sea to the south, and is a land bridge between
Asia and Africa. Recently, it is in news because the Egyptian security forces has killed 14 suspected
militants during a raid carried out in the restive Sinai Peninsula in response to a deadly checkpoint
attack. The Islamic State extremist group had claimed responsibility for attack in which 8 Egyptian
police officers have been killed in a militant attack on a checkpoint in the northern Sinai peninsula. The
attack took place west of the city of El-Arish, as local people celebrated the Islamic festival of Eid al-Fitr
on 5th June 2019.

61. Which Indian personality has been conferred Maldives’s ‘Nishan Izzuddin’ award?
[A] Sushma Swaraj
[B] Ram Nath Kovind
[C] Narendra Modi
[D] Nirmala Sitharaman

Correct Answer: C [Narendra Modi]
Notes:
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Maldives has conferred ‘Nishan Izzuddin’ award on Prime Minister Narendra Modi. It is the highest
award to honour foreign nationals. On June 8, Mr. Modi arrived in Male on the first leg of his two-nation
tour to the Maldives and Sri Lanka. This will also be the first bilateral visit to the Maldives of an Indian
Prime Minister after 2011. Mr. Modi will have bilateral discussions with President Ibrahim Mohamed
Solih, hold meetings with Vice President Faisal Naseem and Speaker of Majlis and former President
Mohamed Nasheed during his visit. He will also address the legislative body of the island nation called
the People’s Majlis. Along with President Solih, Prime Minister Modi is likely to inaugurate the Coastal
Surveillance System (CSS)  and the Comprehensive Training Centre for  National  Defence Forces of
Maldives. The two projects have been developed with Indian Grants. India is likely to announce a few
new projects to the Maldives including building a cricket Stadium there and renovating the Friday
Mosque by Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).

62. ‘Gandhi Cycle Rally for Peace’ has recently organized in which of the following countries?
[A] Oman
[B] Saudi Arabia
[C] South Africa
[D] Kenya

Correct Answer: B [Saudi Arabia]
Notes:
The Indian Embassy in Saudi Arabia organised a “Gandhi cycle rally for peace” in Riyadh on Friday to
commemorate  the  150th  birth  anniversary  of  Mahatma  Gandhi.  The  cycle  rally  was  organized  in
association with the Diplomatic Quarter Authority and Saudi Cycling Federation. Over 150 participants
from all walks of life, cultural and ethnic identities participated in the cycle rally. The rally was flagged
off by Dr. Ausaf Sayeed, Ambassador of India to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It was one of the first
events of its kind held at the Diplomatic Quarters in Riyadh and reflected the increasingly friendly
relations between India and Saudi Arabia especially after the historic visit of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi to the Kingdom in April 2016 and the state visit of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman to India in
February 2019.

63. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Oceans Day (WOD)?
[A] Gender and Oceans
[B] Clean our Ocean!
[C] Healthy Oceans, Healthy Planet
[D] Our Oceans, Our Future

Correct Answer: A [Gender and Oceans]
Notes:
The World Oceans Day (WOD) is observed every year on June 8 to celebrate the majesty of the world’s
oceans and raise awareness about their preservation. Oceans are important for mankind because they
generate an estimated 70% of the earth’s oxygen. They regulate the globe’s climate and weather. They
support marine life. They provide us with food, and ingredients for many of our medicines. But our
oceans and marine life are under threat: from pollution and overfishing. Hence, the day aims to address
these challenges. The 2019 conservation action theme “Gender and Oceans” reflects on equalizing the
representation of women and men in marine fields. It highlights the important role gender equality has
to play in ensuring effective conservation of our oceans, seas and marine life. The focus of the day is to
inspire a worldwide fight against plastic pollution.

64. India has recently signed Rs 300 crore deal with which country to procure 100 SPICE bombs
used in Balakot airstrike?
[A] France
[B] Israel
[C] United States
[D] Japan

Correct Answer: B [Israel]
Notes:
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has recently signed a deal worth around Rs 300 crore for buying more than
100 SPICE bombs from Israel.  The IAF fighter jets used these bombs to target Jaish-e-Mohammed
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training camps in Pakistan’s Balakot on 26th February 2019 after the ghastly Pulwama terror attack in
which over 44 CRPF jawans lost their lives after a suicide bomber rammed his explosives-laden SUV into
the convoy which was passing from the area. As per the contract, the advanced SPICE bombs would be
delivered to the Air Force in the next 3 months as the deal is under emergency powers. SPICE bomb has
a standoff range of 60 km and approaches the target as its unique scene-matching algorithm compares
the electro-optical image received in real-time via the weapon seeker with mission reference data stored
in the weapon computer memory and adjusts the flight path accordingly. Israeli defence firm Rafael
Advanced Defence Systems manufactures the weapon.

65. Which of the following Indian NGOs has won the UN’s Equator Prize for 2019?
[A] Save Life Foundation
[B] Akanksha Public Charitable Trust
[C] Swayam Shikshan Prayog
[D] Deccan Development Society

Correct Answer: D [Deccan Development Society]
Notes:
The women members of Telangana-based Deccan Development Society (DDS) sanghams (groups) have
bagged the prestigious United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)’s Equator Prize for 2019. They
have been selected for standing as ‘an outstanding example of a local, nature-based solution to climate
change and sustainable development. The women farmers have been building their own seed banks and
growing millets in the predominantly rain-fed villages of Sangareddy district. The women farmers of
DDS are the first group in the Telugu states to have been selected for the prestigious award which will
be presented at a ceremony in New York in September 2019. The US$10,000-prize is given annually for
nature-based solutions to climate change as well as sustainable development. The award recognizes
local and indigenous community initiatives.

66. Who has been elected as new Prime Minister of Thailand?
[A] Thaksin Shinawatra
[B] Prayuth Chan-ocha
[C] Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit
[D] Prem Tinsulanonda

Correct Answer: B [Prayuth Chan-ocha]
Notes:
The Thai parliament has recently elected ex military government chief Prayuth Chan-ocha as its new
Prime  Minister.  He  beat  the  popular  billionaire  leader  of  the  anti-junta  Future  Forward  Party,
Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit, with 500 votes to 244 after a 12-hour session that included 10 hours of
fierce debate in Parliament on June 5. Prayuth will now head a coalition government led by the pro-
military Palang Pracharat Party. Prayuth’s appointment becomes official when it is endorsed by King
Maha Vajiralongkorn. Thailand is a constitutional monarchy and has not had a royal run for frontline
office since 1932.

67.  Which  former  US  president  will  be  bestowed  with  the  George  H.  W.  Bush  Award  for
Statesmanship?
[A] George W. Bush
[B] Jimmy Carter
[C] Barack Obama
[D] Bill Clinton

Correct Answer: B [Jimmy Carter]
Notes:
Former President Jimmy Carter will be bestowed with the George H. W. Bush Award for Statesmanship
for his contributions to relations between the U.S. and China. A private award ceremony is scheduled
June 12 at the Carter Center in Atlanta. The George H. W. Bush Foundation has said that the award goes
to people who have made profound contributions to the development of constructive and mutually
beneficial relations” between the U.S and the People’s Republic of China (PRC).

68. Which union ministry has instituted the Antarashtriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman (AYDMS)
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Samman?
[A] Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
[B] Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
[C] Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change
[D] Ministry of Human Resource Development

Correct Answer: B [Ministry of Information and Broadcasting]
Notes:
The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) has instituted the first Antarashtriya Yoga Diwas
Media Samman (AYDMS) for 2019 to mark the contribution of media in spreading the message of Yoga.
The AYDMS will be conferred to print and electronic media houses. The contribution of the media in
popularizing Yoga would be assessed by six juries. A total of 33 awards, under three categories, will be
conferred. The award will comprise a special medal, plaque and trophy and a citation. The duration of
the coverage for AYDMS would be from June 10 to June 25. Yoga has been universally acknowledged by
the United Nations (UN) and is now practiced globally around 200 countries on June 21 every year.

69. The first-ever World Food Safety Day (WFSD) has officially observed on which date?
[A] June 7
[B] June 8
[C] June 9
[D] June 6

Correct Answer: A [June 7]
Notes:
The first-ever World Food Safety Day (WFSD) has officially celebrated on 7th June 2019 to strengthen
efforts to ensure that the food we eat is safe. The theme of this year’s inaugural WFSD ‘Food Safety,
everyone’s business’ invites us to recognize that food safety is everyone’s business. The day gives us an
opportunity to share the outcomes of the two food safety conferences, discuss ways in which food safety
can incentivize healthy diets, and discuss how the United Nations in New York can further support the
efforts to improve food safety. The day was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in
December 2018. The UN has designated two of its agencies – the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) – to lead efforts in promoting food safety around the
world.

70. Greta Thunberg, who won the Amnesty International’s Ambassador of Conscience Award for
2019, is from which country?
[A] Germany
[B] Sweden
[C] Portugal
[D] France

Correct Answer: B [Sweden]
Notes:
The 16-year-old Swedish teen climate activist  Greta Thunberg and her “Fridays for  Future”  global
movement has won a prestigious Amnesty International’s Ambassador of Conscience Award for 2019.
She has been recognized for mobilizing world public opinion on the looming peril of global warming. The
Fridays for Future movement was started in August 2018 by Greta Thunberg, who decided to miss
school every Friday and protest outside the Swedish parliament until it took more serious action to
tackle climate change. Her efforts to raise awareness of the climate crisis quickly went global. Her strike
inspired millions of students to skip school to join protests demanding faster action on climate change.
The movement has now spread beyond Sweden to other European nations.

71. Which state government has recently launched Pink Sarathi vehicles for women’s safety?
[A] Karnataka
[B] Kerala
[C] Uttar Pradesh
[D] Jharkhand
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Correct Answer: A [Karnataka ]
Notes:
Karnataka Chief Minister H.D. Kumaraswamy has recently launched the ‘Pink Sarathi’ vehicles to attend
to the complaints of  women passengers travelling in city buses.  The vehicles are procured by the
Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) under the ‘Nirbhaya’ scheme. The corporation
had received Rs 56.07 crore from the Union government under the scheme and had taken up various
measures for the safety of women passengers, including the launch of Pink Sarathi vehicles.

72. Bancha, which has become the first Solar Kitchen only village in India, is located in which
district of Madhya Pradesh?
[A] Jabalpur
[B] Chhindwara
[C] Bhopal
[D] Betul

Correct Answer: D [Betul ]
Notes:
Bancha in Betul district of Madhya Pradesh has become the first village in India to have zero wooden
stoves and almost no use for LPG cylinders with all its 75 houses relying on solar-powered stoves to
meet their cooking needs. The team of IIT Mumbai has designed a special solar stove & now no trees are
being cut by the villagers for lighting their stoves. The project of installing solar power plates, batteries
and stoves in all the 74 houses was started in September 2017 and got completed by December 2018. The
success story of Bancha is an eye opener which shows the potential of renewable energy. Not only will it
help the nation economically but will also prove to work wonders for the environment if implemented
across India.

73. Which of the following parties has become the first Political Outfit from the Northeast to get
Status of National Party?
[A] National People’s Party
[B] All India United Democratic Front
[C] Hill State People’s Democratic Party
[D] Indigenous Peoples Front of Tripura

Correct Answer: A [National People’s Party]
Notes:
The ruling National People’s Party (NPP), which is in an alliance with the BJP in Meghalaya, has been
granted recognition as a national party by the Election Commission of India (ECI). As per the party’s
request, the symbol ‘book’ has been allotted to it. With this, the NPP has become the first party from the
North East (NE) to get the national party status. It is a recognized party in four states of the region viz.
Meghalaya, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland. According to the Election Symbols (Reservation
and Allotment) Order of 1968, a political party can be recognised as a national party if its candidates
secure at least 6% of votes polled in four or more states in Lok Sabha or assembly elections. In addition, it
has at least 4 members in the Lok Sabha. It also has to have at least 2% of the total Lok Sabha seats and
its candidates come from not less than 3 states. Third, it is recognised as a state party in at least four
states.

74. Who lifted the men’s singles title at the 2019 French Open tennis tournament?
[A] Dominic Thiem
[B] Rafael Nadal
[C] Novak Djokovic
[D] Roger Federer

Correct Answer: B [Rafael Nadal]
Notes:
In Tennis, World No. 2 Rafael Nadal has lifted the French Open Men’s Singles title for the 12th time. In
the summit clash played at Paris on June 9, he defeated Austrian fourth seed Dominic Thiem, 6-3, 5-7,
6-1, 6-1 to win at the Roland Garros for the third straight year. Hence, Nadal became the first player to
win 12 Singles titles at the same Grand Slam and has now won 18 majors overall. Nadal is now just two
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titles behind Roger Federer’s all-time record of 20 majors and is three ahead of world number one Novak
Djokovic. Nadal also took his Paris record to an astonishing 93 wins and just two losses. The win also
gave Nadal an 82nd career title and 950th match win.

75. Which of the following plays is/are written by Girish Karnad, who passed away recently?
[A] Tughlaq
[B] Yayati
[C] Rakshasa Tangadi
[D] All of the above

Correct Answer: D [All of the above]
Notes:
Girish Karnad (81), well-known writer, playwright, actor and public intellectual, has passed away on June
10 in Bengaluru. Born in May 1938, he was one of the most prominent theatre personalities of the 60s
and 70s, a period regarded as the Renaissance of Indian theatre. He worked with mythology and history
and gave them a contemporary resonance in plays such as Nagamandala, Tughlaq and Hayavadana. He
wrote his first play Yayati in 1961 when he was a Rhodes Scholar in England. Karnad translated most of
his plays himself. His last play was ‘Rakshasa Tangadi’, published in 2018, set in the last years of the
Vijayanagar empire. He was a recipient of the 1998 Jnanpith Award — the highest literary honour
conferred in India. He was also conferred the Padma Shri and Padma Bhushan, and had won several
accolades for direction in Kannada cinema.  He predominantly worked in South Indian cinema and
Bollywood. In 2012, he played the role of RAW chairman, Shenoy, in Salman Khan-starrer ‘Ek Tha Tiger’.
He reprised his role of Shenoy in ‘Tiger Zinda Hai’. Karnad was also a presenter of award-winning TV
series – Turning Point on Doordarshan National during the 1990s. The show was based on science and
new discoveries.

76. Mohan Rangachari, who passed away recently, was the ace scriptwriter of which regional
cinema?
[A] Bengali
[B] Telugu
[C] Tamil
[D] Kannada

Correct Answer: C [Tamil ]
Notes:
Crazy Mohan (67), prominent theatre artiste and ace scriptwriter for Tamil films, has passed away in
Chennai on 10th June 2019. Born in 1952, as Mohan Rangachari, ‘Crazy’ was an epithet that he acquired
after his popular play ‘Crazy Thieves in Palavakkam’. An engineer by profession, Mohan started writing
stage plays and established his own drama troupe called “Crazy Creations” in 1979. He entered the film
industry after a long and successful career as a theatre personality. He penned the scripts for several
super hit films, including Kamal Haasan-starrer “Avvai Shanmugi”, “Vasool Raja MBBS”, and “Michael
Madhana Kamarajan”, besides acting in many.

77. India has partnered with which country to set up a national maritime heritage museum at
Lothal?
[A] United Kingdom
[B] Portugal
[C] Japan
[D] France

Correct Answer: B [Portugal ]
Notes:
India has partnered with Portugal to set up a national maritime heritage museum at the ancient Indian
site of Lothal in Gujarat. It is likely to come up on the lines of a similar museum at Lisbon, which is
administered by the Portuguese Navy. The Government of India (GoI) has allocated a grant for building
the maritime museum and the foundation stone for the project was laid by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi  in  March  2019.  The  project  is  being  implemented  by  the  Ministry  of  Shipping  through  its
Sagarmala programme, with the involvement of the Archaeological  Survey of India (ASI),  the State
government and other stakeholders.
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78. R V Janakiraman, who passed away recently, was the former Chief Minister of which state/UT?
[A] Tamil Nadu
[B] Karnataka
[C] Puducherry
[D] Odisha

Correct Answer: C [Puducherry ]
Notes:
R V Janakiraman (79), the former Puducherry Chief Minister and senior Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(DMK) leader, has passed away in Puducherry on 10th June 2019. He began his career as a taxi driver and
later went on to become a fleet operator before foraying into politics. He was the Chief Minister between
1996  and  2000,  heading  the  coalition  government  of  DMK  and  the  Tamil  Maanila  Congress.  Mr.
Janakiraman became the Chief Minister in 1996 and represented the Nellithope Assembly constituency
for five consecutive times.

79. Who led Indian delegation at the 2019 G20 Ministerial meeting on Trade and Digital Economy
in Japan?
[A] S Jaishankar
[B] Nitin Gadkari
[C] Nirmala Sitharaman
[D] Piyush Goyal

Correct Answer: D [Piyush Goyal ]
Notes:
The Union Minister of Commerce and Industry & Railways, Piyush Goyal led the Indian delegation for
the 2-day G20 Ministerial meeting on Trade and Digital Economy at Tsukuba city in Japan on June 8.
The G-20 Trade Ministers deliberations will form part of the G-20 Summit Leaders agenda in the formal
discussions and will also be a part of the Summit Declaration. Over 50 Trade and Digital Economy
Ministers get together for the first time in G20 history in Tsukuba, to discuss how G20 economies can
promote trade and investment and maximize benefits from the development of the digital economy. The
Trade and Digital Economy meeting is one of the 8 Ministerial meetings taking place in Japan alongside
the  2019  G20  Summit.  The  other  seven  Ministerial  meetings  are  Agriculture  Ministers’,  Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors’ meeting, Labour and Employment Ministers’ meeting, Tourism
Ministers meeting, Ministerial meeting on Energy Transitions and Global Environment for Sustainable
Growth, Health Ministers’ meeting and Foreign Ministers’ meeting. The G20 members represent two-
thirds of the world’s people and 85 percent of its economy.

80. Which Indian personality has been elected as a member of the American Philosophical Society
(APS)?
[A] Vikram Seth
[B] Romila Thapar
[C] Chetan Bhagat
[D] Amitav Ghosh

Correct Answer: B [Romila Thapar]
Notes:
Dr. Romila Thapar, the well-known historian and writer, has been elected as a member of the American
Philosophical Society (APS), the oldest learned society in United States (US). Dr. Thapar, a Professor
Emerita of history at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) in Delhi, was among 1,013 members elected to
the society at its Annual Spring Meeting.

81. Which North American country has decided to ban single use plastics from 2021?
[A] Canada
[B] Mexico
[C] United States
[D] Cuba
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Correct Answer: A [Canada]
Notes:
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has recently announced that harmful single-use plastics will be
banned in the country from 2021 to reduce ocean waste. He declared it a global challenge to phase out
the plastic bags, straws and cutlery clogging the world’s oceans. Currently less than 10% of plastic used
in Canada gets recycled. The Canadian government said that one million birds and over 100,000 sea
mammals  worldwide  are  injured  or  die  each  year  when  they  mistake  plastic  for  food  or  become
entangled. Single-use items represent some 70% of the plastic waste littering the marine environment.
Canada’s move follows one by the European Union (EU), which late last year announced a similar ban.
Canada, France, Germany, Britain and Italy, along with the European Union, subscribed at 2018 G7
summit in Quebec to a new charter against pollution in the world’s oceans. The non-binding Ocean
Plastics Charter called on participating countries and the EU to commit to making all plastics reusable,
recyclable or recovered by 2030.

82. Which of the following banks has introduced repo-linked home loan product?
[A] SBI
[B] PNB
[C] BoB
[D] BoI

Correct Answer: A [SBI]
Notes:
After linking its short-term loans and large savings deposits rates to the repo rate, the State Bank of
India (SBI) has decided to introduce a repo rate-linked home loan product from July 1. The home loans
under this product will be priced at 2.65% over the repo rate of 5.75%. So, the home loan interest rate will
work out to 8.40%. Currently, SBI offers home loans, which are linked to its marginal cost of funds, at
8.55%. The lender has also reduced the interest rate on cash credit /overdraft customers (limits above
Rs1 lakh) after RBI cut its repo rate from 6% to 5.75%. Now the effective Repo-Linked Lending Rate
(RLLR) for CC/OD customers is 8%. Repo rate is the key interest rate at which commercial banks borrow
short-term funds from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).

83. Mount Sinabung is located in which of the following islands of Indonesia?
[A] Java
[B] Bali
[C] Sumatra
[D] Sumbawa

Correct Answer: C [Sumatra]
Notes:
Mount Sinabung, on the island of Sumatra, erupted for around 9 minutes on June 9 & send clouds of
volcanic ash 7 km into the sky. The volcano has seen a spike in activity since its last major eruption in
2010. Mount Sinabung, which is 2,460m (8,071 ft) high, is among Indonesia’s most active volcanoes, but
had been inactive for four centuries before its 2010 eruption. Indonesia has nearly 130 active volcanoes,
more than any other country. It follows the eruption of Mount Agung on the Indonesia island of Bali last
month, which caused several flights to be cancelled.

84. India’s first Dinosaur-Museum-Cum-Park is located in which of the following states?
[A] Rajasthan
[B] Gujarat
[C] Himachal Pradesh
[D] Odisha

Correct Answer: B [Gujarat ]
Notes:
India’s first dinosaur museum and fossil park has recently inaugurated by Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay
Rupani at Raiyoli village near Balasinor town of Mahisagar district.  The new museum will create a
prehistoric-like era environment when dinosaurs might have roamed around freely in Raiyoli. As many
as 50 sculptures of dinosaurs, including a life-size one of Rajasaurus Narmadensis that was found in
Gujarat, have been erected at the museum. The museum would have 3D projection, 360 degrees virtual
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reality presentations, interactive kiosks, gaming consoles and other facilities. According to government
officials, Raiyoli is globally known to be the third largest fossil site and the second largest dinosaur
hatchery from where about 10,000 dinosaur eggs have been found.

85.  Which  country  has  decided  to  conduct  its  first-ever  simulated  space  warfare  exercise
‘IndSpaceEx’?
[A] Italy
[B] Israel
[C] Indonesia
[D] India

Correct Answer: D [India ]
Notes:
India is planning to conduct its first-ever simulated space warfare exercise titled ‘IndSpaceEx’ in the last
week of  July under the aegis  of  the Integrated Defence Staff  of  the defence ministry.  All  military
stakeholders, including those from the scientific community, will participate in it. The purpose of the
exercise is to understand the possible challenges in space warfare and to counter China’s growing
influence in this domain, which poses a major threat to India’s national security interest.

86. Guadalajara International Book Fair (GIBF), which is in news recently, is scheduled to be held
in which of the following countries?
[A] Mexico
[B] Canada
[C] Germany
[D] Spain

Correct Answer: A [Mexico]
Notes:
India has been designated as the Guest of Honour at the 33rd Guadalajara International Book Fair (GIBF)
2019 in Mexico, which is scheduled to be organized from Nov 30 to Dec 8. The book fair will be the
largest book fair in the Spanish speaking world. The dedicated India pavilion at the fair will showcase
over 35 Indian authors and artists,  along with 15 publishing houses.  Ancient and rare manuscripts
including “Mahabharata” and “Ramayana” will be put on exhibition, along with photo books, handicrafts
and paintings.  India’s  participation at the fair  will  also include a film festival  showing movies like
“Dangal”, “Chennai Express” and “Omkara”.

87. Who has been elected as the new president of Kazakhstan?
[A] Amirjan Qosanov
[B] Daniya Yespayeva
[C] Kassym-Jomart Tokayev
[D] Toleutai Rakhimbekov

Correct Answer: C [Kassym-Jomart Tokayev]
Notes:
On  9  June,  Interim  President  Kassym-Jomart  Tokayev  has  won  the  2019  Presidential  election  of
Kazakhstan with 70.96% of the vote. He was recognised as the elected president by the Central Election
Commission (CEC) and will take an oath of office June 12. Earlier, on 20th March 2019, Tokayev took
office as the Interim President of Kazakhstan & succeeded Nursultan Nazarbayev who served as the
President from the country’s independence in 1992 until his resignation. The President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan is the head of state, commander-in-chief and holder of the highest office within the Republic
of Kazakhstan.

88. The scientists of which US University have created a global map of where groundwater meets
oceans?
[A] Stanford University
[B] Ohio State University
[C] Yale University
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[D] Duke University

Correct Answer: B [Ohio State University]
Notes:
The researchers from Ohio State University in United States have created high-resolution maps of
points around the globe where groundwater meets the oceans — the first such analysis of its kind that
may help protect both drinking water and the seas. The study showed that nearly one-half of fresh
submarine groundwater discharge flows into the ocean near the tropics. They also found that regions
near active fault  lines send greater  volumes of  groundwater into the ocean than regions that  are
tectonically stable. The findings may help coastal communities better protect and manage their drinking
water. The research work is the first near-global and spatially distributed high-resolution map of fresh
groundwater flow to the coast. It could give scientists better clues about where to monitor groundwater
discharge.

89. Who has been appointed as the new Director General (DG) of Bureau of Police Research and
Development (BPR&D)?
[A] V H Deshmukh
[B] V S Kaumudi
[C] R P Thakur
[D] Indla Srinivas

Correct Answer: B [V S Kaumudi]
Notes:
V.S. Kaumudi, a 1986 batch Andhra Pradesh cadre IPS officer, has been appointed as the new Director
General (DG) of Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D) by temporarily downgrading the
post to the level of Additional Director General (ADG). He has been appointed BPR&D chief for a period
of two years or until further orders, whichever is earlier. He succeeded 1984 batch IPS officer Sudeep
Lakhtakia. Kaumudi Prior to this post, Kaumudi was ADG in the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF).

90. Who will be the pro-tem speaker of the 17th Lok Sabha?
[A] Vivek Sejwalker
[B] Virendra Kumar
[C] Anil Firojiya
[D] Shankar Lalwani

Correct Answer: B [Virendra Kumar]
Notes:
Virendra Kumar, the BJP MP from Madhya Pradesh, will be the pro-tem speaker of the 17th Lok Sabha.
Kumar is a 7-term member of Parliament and won the Lok Sabha polls from Tikamgarh. As pro-tem
speaker, he will preside over the first sitting of the Lok Sabha and administer the oath of office to the
newly elected MPs. The first session of the newly-constituted 17th Lok Sabha will be held from June 17 to
July 26. As pro-tem speaker, Kumar will also oversee the election of the Lok Sabha speaker.

91. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Day Against Child Labour (WADCL)?
[A] Generation Safe & Healthy
[B] End child labour in supply chains
[C] Children shouldn’t work in fields, but on dreams
[D] Safe Universe For Childhood Dreams

Correct Answer: C [Children shouldn’t work in fields, but on dreams]
Notes:
The World Day Against Child Labour (WADCL) is observed every year on June 12 to focus attention on
the global extent of child labour and the action and efforts needed to eliminate it.  The day brings
together governments, employers and workers organizations, civil society, as well as millions of people
to highlight the plight of child labourers and the measures to help them. The 2019 theme is – “Children
shouldn’t work in fields, but on dreams!”.

92. Which country is hosting the 16th Asia Media Summit 2019?
[A] Cambodia
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[B] Indonesia
[C] Philippines
[D] India

Correct Answer: A [Cambodia ]
Notes:
The 16th Asia Media Summit 2019 has started in Siem Reap, Cambodia on June 12. The theme of the
summit this year is Media Digitisation with a focus on developing markets. Over 600 delegates from 42
countries  are  participating  in  the  3-day  summit  which  is  hosted  by  the  Ministry  of  Information,
Cambodia in partnership with Asia Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development (AIBD). One of the
highlights of the summit is a round table among CEOs of broadcasting networks which will discuss
digitisation  and  its  impact  on  media  credibility.  The  Asia  Media  summit  is  one  of  the  leading
international broadcasting events. It gives the opportunities to Information Ministers, broadcasters,
media  practitioners,  industry  leaders,  academia,  researchers,  experts  and  media  policymakers
throughout the globe to gather and discuss on developing media’s quality and to cope with challenges
during the times of high technological revolution.

93. Who has been appointed China’s new Ambassador to India?
[A] Wen Jiabao
[B] Li Keqiang
[C] Luo Zhaohui
[D] Sun Weidong

Correct Answer: D [Sun Weidong]
Notes:
China has appointed veteran diplomat Sun Weidong as its new envoy to India. He is an expert in South
Asian affairs and worked closely with External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar during his tenure in Beijing
as the Indian ambassador from 2009 to 2013. Sun, who also served as the ambassador to Pakistan, is
currently the Director General of the Policy and Planning Department of the Foreign Ministry. He will
succeed Luo Zhaohui, who has been appointed as Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs.

94. Amasebailu village, which has become Karnataka’s first solar-powered Gram Panchayat, is
located in which of the following districts?
[A] Belgaum
[B] Udupi
[C] Dharwad
[D] Gulbarga

Correct Answer: B [Udupi ]
Notes:
Amasebailu village in Kundapura Taluk of Udupi district has become Karnataka’s first solar-powered
Gram Panchayat. Over 1800 houses were provided solar lamps at a total cost of Rs 2.13 crore. The project
was funded by Centre and State Government in the ratio of 30:20 and the rest was paid by the Panchayat
and charitable organizations. As per the agreement with Selco Light Pvt. Ltd, the solar lamps have a
guarantee of 5 years and any faulty lamps will be replaced by the supplier within the guarantee period.

95. Who has been appointed the Leader of the House for the Rajya Sabha?
[A] Narendra Singh Tomar
[B] Piyush Goyal
[C] Thawar Chand Gehlot
[D] Nirmala Sitharaman

Correct Answer: C [Thawar Chand Gehlot]
Notes:
Thawar Chand Gehlot, the Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, has been appointed the
Leader of the House for the Rajya Sabha. He will replace senior BJP leader Arun Jaitley who opted out of
the government citing health reasons. Gehlot is an experienced parliamentarian from and a Dalit face of
the saffron party. He was a member of the Madhya Pradesh state assembly for several terms and has
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served in the Lok Sabha as  well  as  the Rajya Sabha.  Meanwhile,  Union Minister  for  Railways and
Commerce Piyush Goyal will  take charge as the Deputy Leader for the Upper House of the Indian
Parliament. The Rajya Sabha has been convened to meet for the Budget Session from 20 June, the day
President Ram Nath Kovind will address the joint sitting of Parliament. The session will continue till 26
July. In all, there will be 27 meetings of the upper house of the Parliament.

96. Who is the head of the Sashakt Committee that recommended changes in existing Inter-
Creditor Agreement (ICA)?
[A] Venkat Nageswar
[B] P S Jayakumar
[C] Sunil Mehta
[D] Rajnish Kumar

Correct Answer: C [Sunil Mehta]
Notes:
The  Sashakt  Committee,  headed  by  PNB  non-executive  chairman  Sunil  Mehta,  has  recommended
changes in existing Inter-Creditor Agreement (ICA) to incorporate revised voting threshold and other
changes for decision making stipulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). It will enable expeditious
implementation of  the new framework on stressed assets.  Under the RBI’s  new framework,  it  is  a
mandatory requirement for lenders to enter into an Inter-Creditor Agreement (ICA) during the review of
the borrower account within 30 days from date of first default to any lender. The New Framework
further lays down some parameters to be included in the Inter-Creditor Agreement including decision-
making by  lenders  holding 75% (by  value  of  total  outstanding facilities)  and 60% by  number  and
protection of dissenting lenders. The Inter-Creditor Agreement is required to be executed by all lenders
covered under the New Framework and asset reconstruction companies. The New Framework applies to
all banks, term financial institutions, small finance banks, systemically important non-deposit taking
non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) as well as deposit taking NBFCs.

97. Who clinched women’s title at the 2019 French Open tennis tournament?
[A] Marketa Vondrousova
[B] Ana Ivanovic
[C] Naomi Osaka
[D] Ashleigh Barty

Correct Answer: D [Ashleigh Barty]
Notes:
Ashleigh Barty, an Australian professional tennis player and former cricketer, has clinched the women’s
title at the 2019 French Open tennis tournament. In the final, she defeated Marketa Vondrousova 6–1,
6–3 at the Stade Roland Garros in Paris. Barty is the first Australian player ( male or female) to win a
French Open singles title since Margaret Court in 1973. The 2019 French Open was the 123rd edition of a
Grand Slam tennis tournament played on outdoor clay courts.

98.  The scientists  at  which Indian university  have discovered a  new species  of  ‘paddy frog’
belonging to the microhylid genus Micryletta from Northeast India?
[A] Savitribai Phule Pune University
[B] Delhi University
[C] University of Mumbai
[D] Anna University

Correct Answer: B [Delhi University]
Notes:
A team of scientists from Delhi University (DU) and the Wildlife Institute of India (WII), in collaboration
with researchers  from Indonesia  and the  US,  have  discovered a  new species  of  ‘paddy frog’  from
Northeast India, primarily Assam. The frog belongs to the microhylid genus Micryletta. It is a group of
narrow-mouthed frogs that is primarily and widely distributed in Southeast Asia. Currently, there are
only four recognized species in this group. The newly discovered Micryletta frog from Northeast India
was confirmed as a new species by detailed comparison of both DNA and morphology with all previously
known members across Southeast and East Asia. The new species has been named ‘aishani’, derived
from the Sanskrit word ‘aishani’ or aisani (meaning North – east), referring to the Northeast regions of
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India where this frog was discovered. The frog has reddish-brown coloration on the back, prominent
dark streaks and ash-grey mottling on the lateral sides, shape of snout and no web on its feet.

99. Who has been appointed new Secretary to the Vice President of India?
[A] I V Subba Rao
[B] Ranjeet Pandey
[C] Satya Tripathi
[D] Nirpendra Mishra

Correct Answer: A [I V Subba Rao]
Notes:
Dr. I V Subba Rao, a 1979 batch IAS officer from Andhra Pradesh, will continue as secretary to Vice
President M Venkaiah Naidu on a contract basis in the rank and pay of a secretary of the Government of
India (GoI). His tenure will be co-terminus with the tenure of the vice president.

100. The 2019 edition of Mela Kheer Bhawani is celebrated in which of the following states?
[A] Sikkim
[B] Uttarakhand
[C] Jammu & Kashmir
[D] Himachal Pradesh

Correct Answer: C [Jammu & Kashmir]
Notes:
The ‘Mela  Kheer  Bhawani’  is  one  of  the  biggest  religious  festivals  of  the  displaced community  of
Kashmiri pundits, and is associated with Hindu Goddess Ragnya Devi. It is recently celebrated with
religious fervor and gaiety at Tulmulla area of central Kashmir’s Ganderbal district and Kupwara with
thousands of Pandith devotees participated in the function. The annual festival is held on Jesht Ashtami
(May-June) when Kashmiri pandits visit the place in large number to offer prayers to seek the blessings
of the deity. The devotees carry rose petals, walk barefoot and offer tribute to the goddess, and also offer
milk and kheer (pudding) at the sacred spring. It is believed that the colour of the water in the spring,
which flows below the temple, is an indication of the valley’s well-being. Black or darkish colour of the
water is believed to be a sign of inauspicious times for Kashmir. However, the water in the spring this
time was clean and milky white. The mela has become a symbol of communal harmony as Muslims in
the locality make all the arrangements for the devotees, including setting up of stalls for flowers and
other offerings.

101. Who is the head of the RBI committee to review ATM charges?
[A] K Srinivas
[B] Giri Kumar Nair
[C] Dilip Asbe
[D] V G Kannan

Correct Answer: D [V G Kannan]
Notes:
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has constituted a high-level committee under IBA Chief Executive V G
Kannan to examine ATM charges and fees by banks amid demands for reviewing the levies. The use of
Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) has been growing significantly and there have been persistent
demands to change ATM charges and fees. The 6-member panel will review the existing structures and
patterns of costs, charges and interchange fees for ATM transactions. The committee will also review
the overall patterns of usage of ATMs by cardholders and assess the impact, if any, on charges and
interchange fees. Besides, it will assess the entire gamut of costs in respect of the ATM ecosystem and
make recommendations on the optimal charge/interchange fee structure and pattern. The committee
will submit its report within two months from the date of its first meeting.

102. Zonel Sougaijam, who has been included in the Facebook Hall of Fame 2019, is from which
Indian state?
[A] Arunachal Pradesh
[B] Mizoram
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[C] Nagaland
[D] Manipur

Correct Answer: D [Manipur]
Notes:
Zonel  Sougaijam,  a  22-year-old  civil  engineer  from  Manipur,  has  been  honoured  by  Facebook  for
discovering a WhatsApp bug that violated the privacy of a user. The social media giant awarded $5000
to him and also included him in the ‘Facebook Hall of Fame 2019’ for detecting the WhatsApp bug. Mr.
Sougaijam detected that during a voice call through WhatsApp, the bug used to allow the caller to
upgrade it to a video call without the authorization and knowledge of the receiver. The caller was then
able to see what the other person was doing that breached the privacy of the receiver. Mr. Sougaijam’s
name is currently at the 16th position in a list of 94 people, in the ‘Facebook Hall of Fame’ for this year.

103. Rajanath Singh ‘Surya’, who passed away recently, was the veteran personality of which field?
[A] Poetry
[B] Journalism
[C] Arts
[D] Photography

Correct Answer: B [Journalism]
Notes:
Rajanath Singh ‘Surya’ (82), the veteran journalist and former Rajya Sabha Member, has passed away in
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh on June 13, 2019. He had worked in various newspapers and he was a well-
known columnist.

104. Who has been conferred the 54th Jnanpith award for the year 2018?
[A] Amitav Ghosh
[B] U R Ananthamurthy
[C] Krishna Sobti
[D] Girish Karnad

Correct Answer: A [Amitav Ghosh]
Notes:
Bestselling author and one of India’s leading contemporary writers, Amitav Ghosh has been conferred
the 54th Jnanpith award for the year 2018 for his outstanding contribution towards literature. The
writer was felicitated for his outstanding contribution by former West Bengal governor Gopalkrishna
Gandhi at a function in New Delhi on 13th June 2019. Mr Ghosh is the first Indian author in English
language to be honoured with the Jnanpith award. The works of Amitav Ghosh portray a vast range of
subjects. His famous books include The Circle of Reason (1986), The Shadow Lines (1988), The Calcutta
Chromosome (1996), The Hungry Tide (2004), Sea of Poppies (2008), The Great Derangement: Climate
Change and the Unthinkable (2016). Instituted in 1961, the Jnanpith award is bestowed only on Indian
writers writing in Indian languages included in the Eighth Schedule to the Constitution of India and
English with no posthumous conferral. The recipients of Jnanpith award are given a cash prize of Rs 11
lakh, a citation plaque and a bronze replica of Goddess Saraswati.

105. Which Indian actor will be chief guest at 10th Indian Film Festival of Melbourne (IFFM -2019)?
[A] Naseeruddin Shah
[B] Aishwarya Rai Bachchan
[C] Rani Mukerji
[D] Shah Rukh Khan

Correct Answer: D [Shah Rukh Khan]
Notes:
Bollywood Superstar Shah Rukh Khan will be the chief guest at the 10th edition of Indian Film Festival of
Melbourne (IFFM), which is scheduled to be held between 8th to 17th August 2019. Every year, one of the
leading film celebrities head to Australia to attend the fest held during the month of August. During
their visit, the celebrities hoist the Indian National Flag in the presence of many Indians and other
dignitaries  as  a  part  of  the  festival.  The  IIFM  is  a  Victorian  Government  initiative  that  aims  to
strengthen ties between the Indian film industry and Victoria.
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106.  Which state cabinet has approved proposal  for jail  term for those who abandon elderly
parents?
[A] MP
[B] Bihar
[C] UP
[D] Rajasthan

Correct Answer: B [Bihar ]
Notes:
Bihar Cabinet-led by Chief Minister Nitish Kumar has approved a proposal to punish sons and daughters
who abandon their elderly parents with a jail term. The proposal has provisions for punishments that
could go up to imprisonment if children do not look after their parents properly in their old ages. The
cases against the children will be registered under the non-bail able section in Bihar after receiving
complaints from the elderly parents. The proposal of Bihar government can be a game changer if it
formally  makes  it  compulsory  for  children to  look  after  parents.  However,  the  practical  problems
regarding the implementation of such a rule are likely to be immense.

107.  Indian Navy hosted maritime information sharing workshop at IFC-IOR in which of the
following cities?
[A] Kolkata
[B] Pune
[C] Gurugram
[D] Kochi

Correct Answer: C [Gurugram]
Notes:
The Indian Navy hosted a maritime information sharing workshop under the aegis of the Information
Fusion Centre — Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) at Gurugram, Haryana on June 12. Over 41 delegates
from 29 countries of the IOR participated in the two-day event. The aim of the workshop was to explain
participants  about  IFC-IOR and its  information sharing mechanisms and promote  sharing of  best
practices in this field. The event included issues such as maritime terrorism, piracy, human and drug
trafficking, humanitarian assistance as well as disaster relief and the legal perspective of combating
these challenges.

108. Which Indian celebrity will be honored with the UNICEF’s Danny Kaye Humanitarian Award?
[A] Narendra Modi
[B] Priyanka Chopra
[C] Medha Patkar
[D] Chandi Prasad Bhatt

Correct Answer: B [Priyanka Chopra]
Notes:
Indian actress Priyanka Chopra, a global UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador for Child Rights, will be honored
with the Danny Kaye Humanitarian Award by UNICEF’s American chapter at their Snowflake Ball on
December 3 in New York. Priyanka is known for her contribution to social causes and for being a voice
for children’s education.  She has been a part of  United Nation’s global  “Girl  Up” Campaign and is
associated with several NGOs in India to raise awareness about ways to improve the education, health
and safety of girl child in India. She promotes various causes such as environment, health and education,
and women’s rights and is particularly vocal about gender equality and feminism. The award is named
after actor-philanthropist Danny Kaye, who was UNICEF’s first Goodwill Ambassador.

109. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of International Albinism Awareness Day (IAAD)?
[A] Shining our light to the world
[B] Still Standing Strong
[C] Advancing with renewed hope
[D] Celebrate diversity; promote inclusion; protect our rights
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Correct Answer: B [Still Standing Strong]
Notes:
The International Albinism Awareness Day (IAAD) is observed every year on June 13 to celebrate the
human rights of persons with albinism worldwide. The 2019 theme is “Still Standing Strong”. This is a
call to recognize, celebrate and stand in solidarity with persons with albinism around the world, and to
support  their  cause  –  from  their  accomplishments  and  positive  practices  to  the  promotion  and
protection of their human rights. Albinism is a congenital disorder characterized in humans by the
complete or partial absence of pigment in the skin, hair and eyes. It is associated with a number of vision
defects such as photophobia, nystagmus, and amblyopia. Albinism sufferers face social stigma, obstacles
in access to areas of health and education and ignorance in social and political arenas.

110. The meeting of Council of Heads of States (CHS) of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
has started in which of the following cities?
[A] Jakarta
[B] Bishkek
[C] Nay Pyi Taw
[D] Kuala Lumpur

Correct Answer: B [Bishkek]
Notes:
On June 13, the meeting of Council of Heads of States (CHS) of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
has started in Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan. This is Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s first multi-
lateral summit after his re-election as the Prime Minister. This is also the second CHS meeting after
India became member of SCO. Presidents and Prime Ministers of 8 member countries will participate in
this multilateral international forum which will also be attended by 4 head of states as observers. The
leaders participating in the Summit are expected to focus their  discussions on the global  security
situation, multilateral economic cooperation, people-to-people exchanges and also on topical issues of
international and regional importance. The SCO is a China-led 8-member economic and security bloc.
The CHS is the supreme decision-making body in the SCO.
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India
PM Modi chairs fifth Meeting of the Governing Council of NITI Aayog in New Delhi; announces
setting up of high-level task force on structural reforms in agriculture
Namaste Thailand film festival in New Delhi on June 15-16
MP Government signs contract with foreign company for developing 300 “smart gaushalas”

Economy & Corporate
India International Mega Trade fair (IIMTF) in Kolkata from June 15 to 23

World
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day observed on June 15
Denmark’s Inger Andersen takes charge as Executive Director of the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP)
Amazon shuts down Instagram competitor Amazon Spark 2 years after launch
Hong Kong Chief  Executive  Carrie  Lam announces  “suspension”  of  the  controversial  proposed
extradition law that would allow China to extradite fugitives from Hong
Power and New and Renewable Energy Minister RK Singh attends G20 Ministerial Meeting on
‘Energy Transitions and Global Environment for Sustainable Growth’ in Karuizawa, Japan on June
15-16
Indonesia returns five containers of waste to the US
Italian director Franco Zeffirelli dies in Rome at the age of 96

Sports
India’s Grand Master Nihal Sarin (14) wins blitz event in the Asian Continental Chess Championship
at Xingtai, China
Indian women’s compound archery team of Jyothi Surekha Vennam, Muskan Kirar and Raj Kaur win
bronze medal in the World Championships in Den Bosch (The Netherlands)
India beat South Africa 5-1 in final to win FIH Series Finals hockey tournament in Bhubaneswar;
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Japan finish third
Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 17, 2019

India
Armies of India, Myanmar target NE militants in Operation Sunrise 2
Rajasthan’s Suman Rao crowned Miss India World 2019 in Mumbai

Economy & Corporate
Ongoing trade war between the US and China offers an opportunity to India for boosting exports of
as many 350 products: Commerce Ministry Study

World
The International Day of Family Remittances (IDFR) observed on June 16
Embattled Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam apologises for the way her administration tried to pass a
law allowing extraditions to China
Pakistan: Lieutenant General Faiz Hameed appointed new Director General of the Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI)
Asian Development Bank (ADB) agrees to provide a loan of $3.4 billion to Pakistan for budgetary
support

Sports
Virat Kohli becomes 3rd Indian to make 11,000 ODI runs after Sachin Tendulkar and Saurav Ganguly
Norwegian Magnus Carlsen wins Altibox Norway chess tournament
Indian men’s recurve team of  Tarundeep Rai,  Atanu Das and Pravin Jadhav wins silver in the
Archery World Championships at Den Bosch (The Netherlands)
ATP Mercedes Cup tennis in Stuttgart: India’s Rohan Bopanna and Canada’s Denis Shapovalov lose
in Men’s Doubles title match to Bruno Soares and John Peers 5-7, 3-6
Indian athlete Jinson Johnson betters his own national  record (3:37.62)  in men’s 1500m in the
Netherlands
Mahesh Mangaonkar (men’s) and Joshna Chinappa (women’s) win singles titles at Senior National
Squash Championship in Goa

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 18, 2019
India

Former Union minister J P Nadda appointed as BJP’s working president; Amit Shah to remain
party’s national president
29 journalists felicitated with Matri Shree Media Awards in journalism in New Delhi
West Bengal: Agitating junior doctors call off their week-long strike following meeting with CM

Economy & Corporate
Fitch lowers India’s GDP growth forecast to 6.6% for 2019-20 from 6.8% projected earlier in its latest
Global Economic Outlook
SBI-led consortium initiate bankruptcy proceedings against grounded Jet Airways after all attempts
to rope in a buyer failed

World
World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought observed on June 17 with its slogan as ‘Let’s grow
the future together’
Hong Kong: Pro-democracy activist Joshua Wong released from jail
French billionaire Patrick Drahi acquiring Sotheby’s auction house in a $3.7 billion deal
Pfizer acquires Array Biopharma, valued at USD 11.4 billion

Sports
Gary Woodland of US wins 119th US Open golf tournament at Pebble Beach
24-hour Stadium Run in Mumbai: Narender Ram wins among men after covering a distance of 165.6
km; among women, Priyanka Bhatt wins after running a distance of 151.6 km
Japan’s Naomi Osaka, Serbia’s Novak Djokovic continue as World No. 1 in latest WTA, ATP rankings
India beat Pakistan by 89 runs in ICC World Cup match at Old Trafford in Manchester
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33rd Federation Cup basketball tournament in Greater Noida: Punjab Police and Eastern Railway
win men’s and women’s titles respectively

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 19, 2019
India

Himachal Pradesh makes GPS device must for trekkers
Goa Revolution day celebrated on June 18
Govt removes requirement of min. educational qualification (8th pass) for transport vehicle drivers
Government restores the provision of ‘ration in kind’ to military officers in peace areas

Economy & Corporate
Govt compulsorily retires 15 senior officials of Customs, Central Excise on charges of corruption and
bribery
SAT stays SEBI’s order asking promoters Prannoy Roy and Radhika Roy to step down from NDTV
for having violated various allegations
Alok Vardhan Chaturvedi given extension of over three months as Director General of Foreign Trade
(DGFT)
ICANN partners NASSCOM to develop technology, standards for Internet of Things (IoT) devices

World
India provides USD 15 million grant to Niger for organising African Union summit scheduled in July
in Niamey
Indian engineer Nitesh Kumar Jangir wins 2019 Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Innovation for
Sustainable Development Award in London
Nitesh Kumar Jangir created low-cost breathing support device ‘Saans’ for premature babies
Egypt: Mohammed Morsi, Muslim Brotherhood leader who was elected President in 2012 and ousted
by military a year later, dies at 67 in Cairo
Heiress and legendary socialite, Gloria Vanderbilt dies at 95 in New York
Facebook to launch its own cryptocurrency Libra in next 6 months
China: 12 people killed after two strong earthquakes jolted the southwest Sichuan province
Sustainable Gastronomy Day observed on June 18

Sports
England captain Eoin Morgan hits 17 sixes in world cup match against Afghanistan, breaks Rohit
Sharma’s record of most sixes in an ODI innings
Veteran athletics coach N. Lingappa, a Dronacharya awardee, dies in Bengaluru at the age of 95
Ex-UEFA chief Michel Platini of France arrested over award of 2022 World Cup to Qatar

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 20, 2019
India

Om Birla, BJP MP from Kota-Bundi (Rajasthan), elected Lok Sabha Speaker
QS World University Rankings’ 2020: IIT-Bombay best-ranked Indian institute at 152nd position
India enters into agreements with Bangladesh and South Korea to broadcast DD India channel in the
two countries

Economy & Corporate
India’s GDP estimation methodology at par with global standing: Economic Advisory Council to the
PM
RBI expert committee on MSMEs recommends doubling the cap on collateral-free loans to Rs 20
lakh
Govt to waive registration charges for electric vehicles to promote sales
HDFC to acquire controlling stake of 50.8% in Apollo Munich Health Insurance for Rs 1,347 crore
The merger of lnduslnd Bank and Bharat Financial Inclusion Ltd (BFIL) to be effective from July 4.

World
Bureaucrat Shefali Juneja appointed as India’s representative in the council of International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
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International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict observed on June 19
Sri Lanka successfully launches its first satellite ‘Ravana-1’ into orbit rom the International Space
Station (ISS)
UN-led  investigation  blames  Saudi  Arabia  for  ‘extrajudicial  killing’  of  Jamal  Khashoggi  (Saudi
journalist) inside the Saudi consulate in Istanbul (Turkey) in October 2018
US President Donald Trump formally launches his 2020 re-election campaign with slogan ‘Keep
America Great’
Adidas’ three-stripe trademark ruled invalid by EU court

Sports
India’s P. U. Chitra wins gold medal in women’s 1500m at the Folksam Grand Prix in Sollentuna,
Sweden

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 21, 2019
Yoga Awards

2019 Prime Minister’s Award for outstanding contribution for promotion and development of Yoga
announced
Winners in various categories are as follows
Swami Rajarshi Muni of Life Mission, Gujarat: Individual – National
Antonietta Rozzi of Italy: Individual – International
Bihar School of Yoga, Munger: Organisation – National
Japan Yoga Niketan of Japan: Organisation-International

India
President addresses joint session of Parliament
Indian Navy launches Operation Sankalp in the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman for safe transit of
Indian flagged vessels
Maharashtra Government to make Marathi mandatory in CBSE, ICSE schools in state
UP Government introduces Khadi school uniforms on a pilot basis in some districts
AP: 4 out of the 6 TDP MPs in Rajya Sabha join BJP; seek merger of TDP Legislature Party with BJP
in the Upper House.
Justice (Retd) Binod Kumar Roy, who had served as Chief Justice of Gauhati, Sikkim and Punjab &
Haryana High Courts, dies in Patna at 76

Economy & Corporate
Kia Motors announces global debut of SUV Seltos in India
Bengaluru-based Dailyhunt acquires Local Play, a video content and news content application
Logistics firm Rivigo launches National Freight Index (NFI)

World
World Refugee Day observed on June 20, theme: #StepWithRefugees — Take A Step on World
Refugee Day
Iran’s  Revolutionary  Guard  shoots  down  US  drone  over  Iranian  airspace;  US  claims  downing
happened over international airspace
Mexico ratifies the US-Mexico-Canada agreement that aims to replace the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

Sports
International Olympic Committee (IOC) lifts restrictions imposed on India with regards to hosting
international events after government’s assurance that no eligible athlete would be denied visa on
political grounds

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 22, 2019
India

‘Operation Bandar’ was IAF’s code name for Balakot airstrike on February 26
Over  24.39%  of  the  country’s  geographical  area  now  constitutes  of  green  cover.  Environment
Minister Prakash Javadekar
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Telangana CM K. Chandrasekhar Rao inaugurates Kaleshwaram Lift Irrigation Project at Medigadda
Barrage in Kaleshwaram
‘My Life, My Mission’, autobiography of Yoga guru Baba Ramdev co-authored with senior journalist
Uday Mahurkar, to release in August

Economy & Corporate
GST Council extends the tenure of the anti-profiteering authority by two years; imposes penalty of
up to 10% on businesses not passing on benefits of rate cuts to consumers
GST  Council  simplifies  rules  for  registration,  Aadhaar  can  now  be  used  by  businesses  for
registration under GST
India’s foreign exchange reserves declined by $1.358 billion to $422.2 billion in the week to June 14
BSE Sensex: 39,194 (–407), NSE Nifty: 11,724 (–108)
Government’s total liabilities reached Rs 84.68 lakh crore at the end of March 2019: up 1.5 per cent
over the preceding quarter: Finance Ministry

World
Global retail giant Walmart agrees to pay USD 282.7 million to settle charges of violating anti-
corruption regulations of the US while operating its business in India, China, Brazil and Mexico
India’s membership issue not on the agenda of the Nuclear Suppliers Group’s plenary meeting in
Astana, Kazakhstan on June 20-21: China
Author Amish Tripathi named the director of London’s Nehru Centre, which is under the Indian
Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)

Sports
ICC Cricket World Cup: Sri Lanka (232/9) beat hosts England (212/10) by 20 runs at Leeds
Indian  gymnast  Pranati  Nayak  clinches  bronze  medal  in  vault  event  at  Senior  Asian  Artistic
Gymnastics Championships in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
International Yoga Day celebrated on June 21 with its theme as ‘Yoga for Climate Action’

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 23, 2019
India

AP CM Jagan Mohan Reddy appoints his uncle Y. V. Subba Reddy as Chairman of Tirumala Tirupati
Devasthanam (TTD) Board
Rajya Sabha recognises four TDP MPs from AP as BJP members
Government distributes free Doordarshan (DD) set-top boxes to people living in border areas of J&K
Author Vineet  Goenka releases his  book titled ‘Function of  Data Sovereignty – The Pursuit  of
Supremacy’

Economy & Corporate
PM interacts with economists and experts on the theme “Economic Policy – The Road Ahead”
Civil Aviation Minister Hardeep Singh Puri inaugurates Central Command Centre for Air Traffic
Flow Management (ATFM) in New Delhi
PSUs NTPC Ltd and Power Grid Corporation of  India form joint venture to set  up a National
Electricity Distribution Company
Indian Railway Stations Development Corporation (IRSDC) signs 22 Memorandum of Agreements
(MoAs) to renovate 22 railway stations

World
Nepalese nationals require a visa for entering India from Pakistan, China, Hong Kong and Macau
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) tells Pakistan to complete its action plan to curb terror financing
by October or face consequences
Donald Trump nominates Mark Esper to be the US Secretary of Defense
UK marks National Windrush Day on June 22 to honour migrants

Sports
India’s Pankaj Advani beats Thailand’s Thanawat Tirapongpaiboon in final to win Asian Snooker
Championship
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Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 24, 2019
India

J&K: Four terrorists killed in an encounter with security forces in Shopian district
Economy & Corporate

SEBI permits stock exchanges to introduce futures on commodity indices
World

Olympic Day celebrated on June 23, marks the creation of the IOC on 23 June 1894 in Paris
United Nations Public Service Day celebrated on June 23
International  Widows’  Day  observed on June  23  with  its  theme as  ‘Invisible  women,  Invisible
problems’
China’s Qu Dongyu elected new Director General of UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
ASEAN Summit held in Bangkok on June 22-23 with its  theme as ‘Advancing Partnership For
Sustainability’
Ethiopia: Army Chief shot dead by his bodyguard after an attempted coup in Amhara state
Mauritania: Government candidate Mohamed Ould Ghazouani wins Presidential election
Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad conferred with ‘Nishan-e-Pakistan’, country’s highest civil
honour, by President Arif Alvi in Islamabad
Saudi Arabia launches scheme offering permanent residency for 800,000 riyals (USD 213,000)
Finance Ministers of Arab League meeting in Cairo reaffirm pledge to pay USD100 million a month
to the Palestinian Authority

Sports
Yonex-Sunrise All India Senior Ranking tournament in Hyderabad: Gayatri Gopichand (women’s)
and Lakshya Sen (men’s) win singles titles
Lewis Hamilton (Mercedes) wins Formula One French Grand Prix followed by teammate Valtteri
Bottas and Charles Leclerc of Ferrari in 2nd and 3rd places respectively at Le Castellet
India beat hosts Japan 3-1 in title match at Hiroshima to win FIH Women’s Series Finals tournament

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 25, 2019
India

Rajasthan BJP president and Rajya Sabha MP Madan Lal Saini dies at 75
Rachna Khaira of The Tribune wins RedInk Award for ‘Journalist of the Year’ given by Mumbai Press
Club
Minister of External Affairs S Jaishankar formally joins the BJP
Autobiography of Anupam Kher “Lessons Life Taught Me Unknowingly” to release in August
Korean Ambassador to India launches ‘Jaipur Foot Korea’, a collaborative initiative between South
Korea and Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata Samiti (BMVSS), a prosthetic limb organisation
Motor Vehicle (Amendment) Bill: Fine of Rs. 10,000 for not providing way to emergency vehicles &
Rs 10,000 for driving despite disqualification

PM-SYM
Over 30.6 lakh persons enrolled under PM-SYM (Pradhan Mantri-Shram Yogi Maandhan) scheme:
MoS for Labour and Employment Santosh Gangwar
Under PM-SYM, Government provides assured monthly pension of Rs. 3,000 for workers in the
unorganised sector after 60 years of age
Under PM-SYM, workers are required to contribute Rs. 100 per month
Scheme covers unorganised sector workers whose income is up to Rs. 15,000 per month

Economy & Corporate
RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya quits 6 months before the end of his term
RBI launches CMS (Complaint Management System) on its website for lodging complaints against
banks and NBFCs
Number of wilful defaulters in nationalised banks up by 60% in five years: Govt
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World
Cash-strapped Pakistan secures a bailout package of USD 3 billion from oil-rich Qatar
Pakistan’s former foreign minister Abdul Sattar dies at 88
Russia extends its embargo on food products from the West to the end of 2020
NASA Curiosity rover detects high levels of methane on Mars

Sports
Coca-Cola and Chinese dairy firm Mengniu become joint sponsors of the Olympic Games from 2021
to 2032
Swiss Roger Federer beats Belgium’s David Goffin 7-6(2), 6-1 in final to win Men’s Singles title at
Halle tennis tournament

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 26, 2019
India

NITI Aayog releases report titled ‘Healthy States, Progressive India: Report on Rank of States and
UTs’
NITI Aayog’s Health Index: Kerala best, UP worst among large states
Natarajan appointed next Director General (DG) of the Indian Coast Guard (ICG)
4 new Ambassadors present credentials to President Kovind: Tizita Mulugeta-Ethiopia, Rahimzoda
Sulton- Tajikistan, Ramon S Bagatsing Jr-Philippines and Rodrigo Coronel Kinloch-Nicaragua
23rd edition of the Sindhu Darshan Festival in Leh from June 24 to 27
Veteran freedom fighter Mohan Ranade, who also participated in the Goa liberation movement, dies
in Pune at 90
Swami Satyamitranand Giri Maharaj,  the 87-year-old head of Bharat Mata Janhit Trust,  dies in
Dehradun

Economy & Corporate
475 crore initial public offer of IndiaMART InterMESH fully subscribed on 2nd day of bidding
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) India launches Jeep Compass Trailhawk at Rs 26.8 lakh
Samsung launches Galaxy Watch Active, Galaxy Fit and Galaxy Fit-e wearables in India
Amazon India’s Amit Agarwal named new Chairman of Internet and Mobile Association of India
(IAMAI)

World
International Maritime Organization (IMO) celebrates Day of the Seafarer on June 25; campaign- ‘I
Am On Board with gender equality’
Air Forces of India and France to hold bilateral exercise ‘Garuda-VI’ in France from July 1 to 12
‘100 Most Influential  in UK-India Relations:  Celebrating Women’  list  launched on India Day in
Britain’s Parliament
Antigua to revoke Mehul Choksi’s citizenship, extradite him soon says PM Gaston Browne
SpaceX launches its Falcon Heavy rocket carrying 24 experimental satellites from Kennedy Space
Center in Florida
Council of Europe’s parliamentary assembly at Strasbourg (France) agrees to allow Russian’s return
after 5 years
Astronauts Anne McClain (US), Oleg Kononenko (Russia) and David Saint-Jacques (Canada) return
from International Space Station

Sports
India proposes to host 2023 IOC session in Mumbai

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 27, 2019
India

US Secretary of State Michael Pompeo meets PM Modi in New Delhi
IAF lost 27 aircraft, including 15 fighter jets and helicopters, in crashes since 2016: Govt
IPS officer Arvind Kumar appointed Chief of Intelligence Bureau (IB) for a fixed tenure of two years
IPS officer Samanat Goel appointed Chief of Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) for a fixed tenure of
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two years
Haryana CM Manohar Lal Khattar announces annual financial assistance of Rs 5 lakh to ‘loktantra
senanis’
‘Loktantra senanis’  are people who were jailed during the 1975-77 Emergency under preventive
detention laws
Uttarakhand Assembly passes bill  to ban people with more than two children from contesting
panchayat polls
Haryana: Ram Kumar Kashyap, sitting INLD MP in Rajya Sabha, joins the BJP
BJP’s strength in the Rajya Sabha increases to 76
Bureaucrats appointed to look after 255 water-stressed districts for coordinating the ‘Jal Shakti
Abhiyan’ (JSA) from July 1
MoA signed to set up Centre for Inland & Coastal Maritime Technology at IIT Kharagpur

Economy & Corporate
RBI issues guidelines for setting up of financial benchmark administrator (FBA) for fixing efficient
benchmarks for financial instruments
Task Force on direct tax laws to look into cross-verification of financial transactions, data sharing
Bill seeking to allow trusts to set up units in special economic zones by amending the SEZ law
passed by Lok Sabha
IPO of IndiaMART InterMESH, an online marketplace for business products and services, subscribed
36.16 times on the final day of bidding
Google Maps introduces ‘Stay Safer’ feature for taxi and auto-rickshaw travellers; will alert them
when their vehicle goes off-route
Flipkart to roll out reward system SuperCoins from July
NITI Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant gets two-year extension

World
International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking observed on June 26 with its theme as
‘Health for Justice. Justice for Health’
International Day in Support of Victims of Torture observed on June 26
BIMSTEC (Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation) day celebrated
on June 25
Sam Brownback, the US Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom, given Mahatma
Gandhi Award for Advancing Pluralism by the Hindu American Foundation
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro revokes order that had loosened the country’s gun controls

Sports
Archers Tarundeep Rai, Atanu Das, Pravin Jadhav and Atul Verma included in the Target Olympic
Podium Scheme (TOPS) for 2020 Tokyo Games

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 28, 2019
India

PM Modi meets Japanese PM Shinzo Abe in Osaka on the sidelines of the G-20 Summit
Maharashtra: Reservation for Marathas constitutionally valid but should be reduced from 16% to
12-13%: Bombay HC
Ahmedabad  and  the  Japanese  city  of  Kobe  exchange  Letter  of  Intent  (LoI)  for  a  sister  city
partnership
Veteran Telugu actress and director G. Vijaya Nirmala dies in Hyderabad at the age of 75
J&K: Chamliyal Mela celebrated on international border without traditional exchange of sweets with
Pakistan
Spiritual leader Sri-Sri Ravi Shankar conferred with honorary doctorate degree by Russia-based Ural
Federal University
HOMEOPATHY BILL
Lok Sabha passes the Homoeopathy Central Council (Amendment) Bill, 2019
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It extends the period for reconstitution of the Central Council from existing period of 1 year to 2
years

Economy & Corporate
Bill that seeks to expand categories under the Special Economic Zones Act 2005 passed by the Lok
Sabha
All panchayats to be connected with broadband under BharatNet by March 2020: Government
Money parked by Indian individuals and enterprises in Swiss banks declines by 6% in 2018 to 955
million Swiss francs (about Rs 6,757 crore)
Finance Ministry announces launch of 11th tranche of electoral bonds sale from July 1-10
Sarada Kumar Hota appointed as the Managing Director of National Housing Bank (NHB)
Cyrus  Poonawalla,  Founder  and  Chairman  of  the  Serum  Institute  of  India,  awarded  Oxford
University’s honorary degree
L&T acquires 60% stake in Mindtree after its open offer to buy 31% shares got over-subscribed
MG Motor India launches SUV Hector at Rs 12.18-16.88 lakh
Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO) elects Sharad Kumar Saraf as new President

India-USA WTO Dispute
WTO dispute resolution panel rules in India’s favour in a case against the US in the renewable
energy sector
USA’s domestic content requirements and subsidies in the renewable energy sector are violative of
global trade norms

World
Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day (MSME) Day celebrated on June 27 with its slogan
as ‘Big Money For Small Business’
Singer Rahat Fateh Ali Khan given Doctor of Music degree by Oxford University

Sports
ICC Cricket World Cup: India (268/7 in 50.0) beat West Indies (143/10 in 34.2) by 125 runs at Old
Trafford, Manchester
Virat Kohli becomes fastest batsman to reach 20,000 international runs in his 417th innings
Former Bengal captain Shyam Sundar Mitra dis at the age of 82 in Kolkata

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 29, 2019
India

‘A Prime Minister to Remember- Memories of a Military Chief’, book by former Navy chief Admiral
Sushil Kumar, released
Former finance minister Yashwant Sinha to release his autobiography titled “Relentless” in July
The Jammu and Kashmir Reservation (Amendment) Bill, 2019 was passed in the Lok Sabha
Odisha: Amar Patnaik (BJD), Sasmit Patra (BJD) and Ashwini Baishnab (BJP) elected to Rajya Sabha
Union minister and Lok Janshakti Party chief Ram Vilas Paswan elected unopposed to the Rajya
Sabha from Bihar
Lok Sabha approves President’s Rule in J&K for six months more
Five-year vision plan ‘Education Quality Upgradation and Inclusion Programme (EQUIP)’ finalised
and released by HRD Ministry

Economy & Corporate
India’s foreign exchange reserves rise to a record high of USD 426.416 billion in the week to June 21
India’s external debt increases 2.63% to $543 bn at March-end: RBI
Government cuts interest rate on small savings schemes, including NSC and PPF, by 0.1% for July-
September quarter
RBI relaxes leverage ratio (LR) for banks to help them boost their lending activities
The leverage ratio, as defined under Basel-III norms, is Tier-I capital as a percentage of the bank’s
exposures
RBI permits Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) to acquire financial assets from each other
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Railways conducting trials of TRI-NETRA (Terrain Imaging for Drivers Infrared, Enhanced, Optical
& Radar Assisted) technology for detecting obstructions on tracks
Payment System Operators (PSOs) need to store entire payments data in a system only in India: RBI
RBI-appointed committee headed by former SEBI Chairman U.K. Sinha recommends ₹5,000 crore
distressed asset fund for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)
NITI Aayog Member Ramesh Chand to chair Government-appointed working group tasked with
revising the current wholesale price index (WPI)
Tribal Affairs Ministry and TRIFED launch ‘Go Tribal’ campaign in association with Amazon Global

World
PM Modi holds trilateral meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping and Russian President Vladimir
Putin on the sidelines of G20 Summit in Osaka
Twitter to take down tweets by politicians who ‘break its rules’
Jony Ive, designer of iPod, Macbook and iPhone quits Apple after 3 decades
President Maithripala Sirisena signs death warrants for 4 drug offence convicts,  lifting a four-
decade-long moratorium on capital punishment in Sri Lanka
All nations in Asia-Pacific Group support India’s bid for a non-permanent seat at the UN Security
Council (UNSC) for a two-year term in 2021-22

Sports
India’s chief national badminton coach Pullela Gopichand bestowed upon an honorary doctorate by
IIT Kanpur
Indian Olympic Association (IOA) president Narinder Batra elected as a member of the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) in Lausanne

Current Affairs – News Headlines: June 30, 2019
India

Goa Government approves amendment to the Factories Act which will allow deployment of women
in night shifts in industries
Veteran Naxalite leader Santosh Rana and former MLA dies in Kolkata at the age of 75
Malayalam filmmaker Babu Narayanan dies in Thrissur at the age of 59

SDG Dashboard
Statistics Ministry launches Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) dashboard
Will track the country’s progress on the Agenda 2030 adopted by the UN
Launched on the occasion of National Statistics Day on June 29 (birth anniversary of Prof. P C
Mahalanobis)

One Ration Card
Centre gives states and UTs time till June 30, 2020 to roll out the ‘one nation, one ration card’
system
Beneficiaries can buy subsidised foodgrains from ration shops in any part of the country

Economy & Corporate
Country’s current account deficit (CAD) for the January-March period narrows to 0.7% of the GDP
(was 1.8% in the same period of 2018-19)
HP launches world’s first dual-screen gaming laptop, Omen X 2S, for ₹1 lakh

World
International Day of the Tropics observed on June 29
Cote d’Ivoire: Mahatma Gandhi IT and Biotechnology Park (MGIT-BP) inaugurated at Grand-Bassam
India abstains from voting on a General Assembly resolution aimed at examining options to end
trade in goods used for capital punishment and torture
Veteran British journalist Sir Mark Tully given ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ at UK-India Awards in
London
19 members of the G20, except the US, reaffirm their commitment to the “full implementation” of
the Paris climate deal
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US Court prohibits President Donald Trump from tapping $2.5 billion in military funding to build
wall on Mexican border
Genoa (Italy): Bridge demolished in controlled explosion, 10 months after it collapsed killing 43
NASA to launch Dragonfly drone to Saturn’s largest moon Titan in search of the building blocks of
life.

Sports
Rahul Dravid to take charge as Head of Cricket at National Cricket Academy in Bangalore on a two-
year contract.

June 16-17, 2019
Miss India World 2019: Rajasthan’s Suman Rao crowned

Suman Rao from Rajasthan won the Femina Miss India World 2019 beauty pageant during a ceremony
held at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Indoor Stadium in Mumbai. She was crowned as Miss India 2019 by her
predecessor Miss India 2018, Tamil Nadu’s Anukreethy Vas. Suman has now become 56th Miss India.
Key Highlights about Event
Other Titles: Chhattisgarh’s Shivani Jadhav an engineer by qualification clinched Femina Miss Grand India
2019 title and Bihar’s Shreya Shanker, a management student won Miss India United Continents 2019 title
during grand finale of beauty pageant. Sanjana Vij of Telangana was titled as Miss India Runner Up 2019.
Judges: for prestigious event included Miss World 2018 Vanessa Ponca de leon, Remo D’Souza (Bollywood
choreographer) along with actress Huma Qureshi, Chitrangada Singh, Falguni Shane Peacock (fashion
designer duo), sprinter Dutee Chand and Sunil Chhetri, Indian footballer among others.
Performance: The event also saw the dance performances by film stars like Katrina Kaif, Nora Fatehi,
Vicky Kaushal and Mouni Roy.
Hosts: for event were Bollywood filmmaker Karan Johar, actor Manish Paul along with Manushi Chillar,
Miss World 2017.
About Suman Rao
The 20-year-old Suman is a resident of Rajsamand, Rajasthan.
She is currently pursuing a course in Charted Accountancy (CA) from New Delhi along with B.com.
She will next represent India at Miss World 2019 in Pattaya, Bangkok in Thailand on December 2019.

16 June: The International Day of Family Remittances observed
The International Day of Family Remittances (IDFR) is observed every year all across the world on 16 June.
The day recognizes the contributions made by more than 200 million migrants towards improving the
lives of their 800 million family members back home, and also to create a future of hope for their children.
About International Day of Family Remittances
Background: IDFR is a universally-recognized observance adopted by United Nations General Assembly’s
(UNGA) resolution A/RES/72/281.
Objective: Through the observance of IDFR, the United Nations (UN) seeks to create greater awareness
about impact remittances have on millions of households, as well as on communities, countries, and entire
regions. IDFR also calls upon governments, private sector entities, and civil society, to find ways that can
maximize impact of contributions made in form of remittances by individuals and collective actions.
Custodian:  The custodian of  IDFR towards these objectives is  United Nations International  Fund  for
Agricultural Development (IFAD).
IFAD supports #FamilyRemittances2030 Campaign,  to allow all stakeholders to endorse the values day
represents and to showcase their engagement.
Significance: IFDR furthers 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The day is fully recognized at global level, as well as included as one of key initiatives to implement
newly-adopted Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (GSM), which also calls for financial
inclusion through remittances, reduction of remittance transfer costs, and covering all dimensions of
international migration in a holistic and comprehensive manner.
About IFAD
It  is  an specialized United Nations (UN) agency that was one of  the major outcomes of  World Food
Conference 1974. Later in 1977, it was set up as an international financial institution.
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It is based in Rome (Italy), which is considered to be UN’s food and agriculture hub.
Since 1978, IFAD have provided US$18.5 billion in grants and low-interest loans to projects that have
reached to more than 464 million people.
What is Remittance?
It is a transfer of money, commonly by a foreign worker to an individual in their home country. The money
sent home by migrants (working in foreign country) competes with international aid as one of the largest
financial inflows to developing countries.
India is the world’s top recipient of remittances.

Fact Sheet: India International Mega Trade Fair
The  second  edition  of  India  International  Mega  Trade  fair  (IIMTF)  was  inaugurated  on  15  June  at
Bidhannagar (or Salt Lake) city in Kolkata. It is a 10-day-long event which will continue till June 23.
Key Highlights
Objective: The event seeks to promote business and trade around the region as well as to encourage joint
ventures, tie-ups and investment in the country.
It is Kolkata’s largest and most popular retail event. It also works as a platform to promote Indian brands
for international markets.
Participants: IIMTF showcases foreign products and sees participation from Central Government, State
Government, various other Ministries, Departments & Public Sector Units (PSU), Ministries of Foreign
countries etc. Various countries have set up pavilions in fair including participants from Bangladesh,
Thailand, Turkey, Pakistan, Afghanistan and India.
Organiser:  The event is jointly organised by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCC&I) and
G S Marketing.
The fair  supports variety of  industries such as  Food and Beverages,  Home Supplies,  Personal  Care
Products, Lifestyle, Electronics, Electricals, Food, Jute, Handicrafts, Handlooms, Cosmetics, Tourism, IT,
Finance, International Products, furniture, etc.
Significance: Donning its multiple roles as service provider, catalyst, initiator, facilitator and business
partner,  Chamber  has  helped  Governments  (both  at  Centre  and  State)  in  crafting  pioneering  and
significant legislations.
About India International Mega Trade Fair
Background:  IIMTF was first founded in 1994. Since its inception it has evolved as a major event for
business community throughout the country. From past 25 years the fair is organised by Bengal Chamber
of Commerce and Industry and GS Associates.
It first took place at Kolkata but adapting to growth of visitors in fair the exhibition now takes place in
different cities such as Visakhapatnam, Ranchi, Bhubaneswar, Delhi, etc.
It is a B2B (Business to Business) and B2C (Business to Customer) exhibition.

Namaste Thailand film festival concludes in New Delhi
Namaste Thailand Film Festival, a two day event was held in Delhi from 15 June to 16 June 2019. This year
was the 3rd edition of Thai film extravaganza event that celebrates Thai Culture’s Diversity.
Key Highlights
Objective: The Namaste Thailand film festival is an annual festival that is held with the aim of celebrating
uniqueness and diversity of Thai culture. It also seeks to continue the endeavour of bridging the gap
between cultures of India and Thailand.
Organiser: It was organised by Royal Thai Embassy and was inaugurated by Mr. Chutintorn Gongsakdi,
Ambassador of Thailand to India.
Features: The film festival featured 6 specially curated movies which displayed culture and tradition of
Thailand in different ways. These films were chosen on basis of various age-groups and genre and were
screened with English subtitles.
The film festival kick started with superhit Thai romantic comedy, Friend Zone at PVR Select Citywalk ine
New Delhi. The film depicts a grey zone where relationships are trapped in between being friends and
lovers.
Other movies showcased at event include- 2,215, Homestay, The Promise, and The Legend of Muay Thai: 9
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Satra and another romantic comedy Suddenly Twenty.
Facts about Thailand
Official Name– Kingdom of Thailand. The short form Thailand means Land of the Free. Until the year 1949,
the country’s name used was “Siam”.
Geography: It is located in heart of mainland Southeast Asia (SEA). It is a country of mountains, hills,
plains and a long coastline along Gulf of Thailand (1,875 km) and Andaman Sea (740 km). Thailand shares
its borders with Lao PDR and Myanmar to north; Lao PDR and Cambodia to the east; Malaysia to the south
and Myanmar to the west.
It is a Bi-cameral Parliamentary democracy with a constitutional monarchy.

Denmark’s Inger Andersen takes over as UNEP’s Executive Director
Denmark’s Inger Andersen recently took charge as the new Executive Director (ED) of United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). She will hold the designation for period of 4-years.
About Inger Andersen
Inger is  a Danish economist and environmentalist  with over 30 years of  experience in international
development economics, environmental sustainability and policy-making. Now as ED of UNEP she brings
to the role a passion for conservation and sustainable development.
Nomination: She was nominated for the ED post by United Nation’s Secretary-General (UNSG) Antonio
Guterres and approved by UN General Assembly (UNGA) in February 2019.
Succeeded: She took over the charge from Joyce Msuya of Tanzania, who served as acting head of UNEP
since late 2018. Msuya will now continue as Deputy Executive Director.
Previous Appointments:
IUCN- She has served as Director General of International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) between
January 2015 and May 2019.
World Bank– Before joining IUCN, she held various leadership roles at World Bank (WB) such as- served as
WB’s Vice President of Middle East and North Africa (MENA), Vice President for Sustainable Development
and Head of Consortium of International Agricultural Research Centers Fund Council (IARCFC).
Even before joining World Bank, she worked at the UN for over 12 years.
About UN Environment Programme
It was founded by Maurice Strong (UNEP’s 1st director) and was established as a result of United Nations
Conference on Human Environment (or the Stockholm Conference) on 5 June 1972.
It is headquartered in Nairobi (capital of Kenya) and also has 6 regional offices and various country offices.
Function:  It  is  a  UN  agency  that  provides  leadership  and  encourages  partnership  in  caring  for
environment and is also responsible for coordinating UN’s environmental activities, assisting developing
countries in implementing environmentally sound policies and practices.

Operation Sunrise 2: Armies of India, Myanmar target NE Militants
Starting from 16 May 2019, the armies of India and Myanmar carried out a 3-week-long coordinated
operation in their respective border areas called ‘Operation Sunrise 2’ to bust terror camps. The operation
was targeted at militant groups operating in Manipur, Nagaland and Assam. This was the 2nd edition of
Operation Sunrise.
Key Highlights
Participants: From Indian side besides Indian Army, troops from Assam Rifles were also part of operation.
Operation Against: During Operation Sunrise 2, the armies of India and Myanmar coordinated with each
other to bust camps of several militant outfits, including NSCN-K (National Socialist Council of Nagaland-
Khaplang), Kamtapur Liberation Organisation (KLO), United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) (I) and National
Democratic Front of Boroland (NDFB).
Result:  Atleast 6 dozen militants belonging to the groups mentioned were nabbed and some of their
camps were destroyed during operation.
Background: In June 2015, days after NSCN-(K) militants killed 18 armymen in Manipur, Indian Army
carried out an operation against the militants near Indo-Myanmar border areas. Since then operations
against militants are actively undertaken. According to data provided by security agencies, there were
more than 50 camps of insurgent groups from north-east in Myanmar till 2018.
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First phase of Operation Sunrise
The ‘Operation Sunrise 1’ was conducted 3 months ago (February 2019) along the Indo-Myanmar border,
during which a number of camps of north-east-based militant groups were busted.
In 1st phase of operation, Indian Army targeted members of Arakan Army (Myanmar’s insurgent group)
who were opposed to Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project, which is viewed as India’s gateway to
Southeast Asia.
India-Myanmar
Boundary: Four Northeast states of India share a 1,640-km long border with Myanmar with Myanmar
namely, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and militancy-hit Nagaland and Manipur. Thus, Myanmar is one of
the strategic neighbours of India.
For much efficient guarding of sensitive border, India for long has been pushing for a deeper coordination
between armies of two countries while.
Kaladan  Multi-Modal  Transit  Transport  Project:  In  April  2008,  India  entered  into  a  framework
agreement with Myanmar to facilitate implementation of Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport project
which once completed project will  help connect north-eastern state of  Mizoram with Sittwe Port in
Myanmar’s Rakhine state. While on Indian side, work is on to extend Aizawl-Saiha National Highway (in
Mizoram) by 90 km to international border at Zorinpui.
Way Ahead: The armies of two countries might launch 3rd phase of operation, depending on intelligence
inputs and the ground situation.

17 June: World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought
The World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought (WDCDD) is being observed globally on 17 June
2019. According to United Nation (UN), Desertification means degradation of land in arid, semi-arid and
dry sub-humid areas and that Desertification does not refer to expansion of existing deserts.
Key Highlights
Background: WDCDD was proclaimed on 30 January 1995 by United Nations General Assembly’s (UNGA)
resolution A/RES/49/115, after the day when United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
was drafted. In 2019, UNCCD also celebrates 25 years of progress made by countries on sustainable land
management.
Theme  for year 2019  is-  Let’s  Grow  the  Future  Together,  which reflects on 25 years of  progress and
envisioning next 25 years.
Objective: The day is observed every year to promote public awareness about presence of desertification
and drought, highlighting methods of preventing desertification and also about international efforts to
combat desertification.
Concern: As per United Nation (UN), world is losing 24 billion tons of fertile soil ever year and  National
Domestic  Product  (NDP)  in  developing countries  is  reduced by  up to  8  % annually  due  to  dryland
degradation.
Siginificance:  WDCDD  is  a  unique  occasion  that  serves  as  a  reminder  global  community  that
desertification can be effectively tackled and that solutions are possible with tools such as strengthening
community participation and cooperation at all levels.
India’s efforts towards Combating Desertification
Various initiatives by government for tackling desertification issue includes- Per Drop More Crops (for
proper water management),  Soil Health Card Scheme  and Neem Coated Urea  for farmers that will help
increase the area of cultivated land.
In last 5 years forest cover in India has increased and the government is committed towards improving it
further as well for working towards betterment of farmer and environment protection.
India seeks to set an example in combating desertification and also shows readiness to cooperate with
world in this direction.

Tariff War: India levies retaliatory tariffs on 28 US products
In a tit-for-tat trade battle between the United States (US) and India, latter imposed higher tariffs on 28
American goods including almonds, apples and walnut in retaliation to US tariffs.
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Key Highlights
Among targeted US products imported, the custom duty on walnut is increased from 30% to 120%, and on
chickpeas, masur dal and Bengal gram (chana) has been raised from 30% to 70%.
India is expected to get about $220 million of additional revenue from the new tarriffs on items imported
from the US. Just minutes before the tariffs came into force, the government dropped only one item called
artemia, a type of shrimp from the tariff list.
About India-US Trade War
Background: Initially the retaliatory tariff by India, were triggered by US announcing higher duties on
Indian steel and aluminium in 2018 but were deferred multiple times in view of possible trade dialogue
between the two countries.
Current Scenario: Lately, India had decided to levy higher tariffs following America’s withdrawal of $5.6
billion  trade  concessions  given  to  India  by  US  under  the  Generalised  System  of  Preferences  (GSP)
programme in June 2019 which benefitted Indian Exports. This move comes ahead of meetings between
Donald Trump, President of United States and Prime Minister Narendra Modi at upcoming G20 summit on
June 28-29 in Osaka, Japan.
Concern: The strain in trade relation between two economies (India-US) comes at a time when the global
economic growth rate is projected to slow down as trade tensions among other major economies (like
between US and China) weighs on business confidence and investments. The International Monetary Fund’s
(IMF) World Economic Outlook (WEO, a biannual survey that is partly updated twice a year) in April 2019
forecasted a downfall in global growth to 3.3% for 2019, down from the 3.5% in January 2019.
Way Ahead: Also, by the end of June 2019 US Secretary of State (SoS) Mike Pompeo will be visiting India
for bilateral talks with his Indian counterpart S. Jaishankar External Affairs Minister. Ahead of meet Mike
stated that US was open to discussions on the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP).

June 18, 2019
India to host COP-14 of UNCDD in September 2019

For the first time ever India will be hosting the 14th session of Conference of Parties (COP-14) of United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) in September 2019, to address the issue of land
degradation and desertification.
Key Highlights
Presidency: India will be taking over the COP presidency from China for the next two years until the next
COP is hosted in 2021.
Participants: At least 5,000 delegates from nearly 197 countries will be participating in the event which
will be held between rom 29th August to 14th September 2019 at India Expo Mart Limited, Greater Noida.
Function: One of the primary functions of COP-14 is to review reports submitted by Conference of Parties
to convention and detailing how they are carrying out their commitments.
India’s Land Degradation Problems: India faces a severe problem of land degradation (meaning the soil
becoming unfit for cultivation). The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) in its 2016 report found
that over 29% of India’s land (in 2011-2013) was degraded which was 0.57% increase from year 2003-2005.
India’s Flagship Project:
Ahead  of  COP-14,  Prakash  Javadekar,  Union  Minister  of  Environment,  Forest  and  Climate  Change
(MoEFCC) has launched a flagship project which is a part of a larger international initiative called ‘Bonn
Challenge’.
It is aimed at enhancing India’s capacity for Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR). During the pilot phase of
project (initial 3.5 years), it will be implemented in Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Nagaland and
Karnataka.  Thus  initially,  the  project  will  be  aimed  at  developing  and  adapting  best  practices  and
monitoring protocols for country, and building capacity within 5 pilot States. Later, it will eventually be
scaled up across the country through subsequent phases of project. The project will be implemented by
MoEFCC in partnership with International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).
About Bonn Challenge
It is a global effort towards bringing 150 million hectares of world’s degraded and deforested land under
restoration by the year 2020 and 350 million hectares by 2030.
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At COP-13 (2015) in Paris, India also joined the voluntary Bonn Challenge pledge and had committed
towards  restoring  13  million  hectares  (MH)  of  degraded and deforested  land by  year  2020,  and an
additional 8 million hectares (MH) by 2030. India’s pledge is one of the largest in Asia.
Major UN Conventions
The United Nations has 3 major Conventions-

UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)1.
UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)2.
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)– It was established in 1994, and at3.
present has 197 parties working towards maintaining and restoring land and soil productivity as
well as mitigating effects of drought. It is the only legally binding international agreement that links
environment and development issues to land agenda.

DCC approves levy of penalty on Airtel, Vodafone Idea
The Digital Communications Commission (DCC),  the highest decision-making body of Department of
Telecom (DoT), has approved levying of penalty on Bharti Airtel Ltd. and Vodafone Idea Ltd. for denial of
interconnection to Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. when the latter had entered market in 2016.
Key Highlights
Despite  the  approval  for  imposing  penalty,  the  inter-ministerial  panel  of  DCC  has  asked  Telecom
Regulatory  authority  of  India  (TRAI)  to  review penalty  amount  worth  ₹3,050 crore  considering the
financial stress in telecom sector.
No Troubling Users: However, TRAI recommended penalty, instead of revoking operator’s license so as to
avoid consumer inconvenience. The telecom regulator while recommended a fine for Airtel and Vodafone
amounting to ₹1,050 crore each and for Idea it was ₹950 crore but since Vodafone and Idea have now
merged to form Vodafone-Idea (becoming largest telecom carrier in India), the new entity will have to bear
the combined burden.
Background
In October 2016, TRAI recommended total penalty of ₹3,050 crore on 3 Telephone Company namely Airtel,
Vodafone and Idea, for violating their licence agreement and denial of interconnection to newer entrant
Reliance Jio which complained that more than 75% of calls on its Jio network failed as its rivals did not
releasing sufficient number of points of interconnect (PoI).
TRAI also upheld that the act of 3 operators was against public interest and in violation of their licence
agreement, which warrants revocation of operator’s licence.
Since then TRAI’s decision had followed a prolonged battle between telecos- Reliance Jio and Bharti Airtel,
Vodafone and Idea Celluar. Reliance Jio alleged that its subscribers were unable to make calls to other
networks (Airtel/Vodafone/Idea) as those operators were not providing adequate inter connection points.
About Digital Communications Commission
DCC was formerly called ‘Telecom Commission’.  It is the top decision-making body in  Department of
Telecommunications (DoT), under Union Ministry of Communications and Information Technology.
Members: Telecom secretary is ex-officio chairperson of DCC. The full-time members of panel include DoT’s
Additional  Secretary,  Member  (finance),  Member  (services)  and  Member  (technology).  The  part-time
members of body are NITI Aayog’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Department of Economic Affairs (DEA)
secretary and Ministry of Electronics and IT secretary.
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World Food India 2019 to be held in New Delhi
Smt.  Harsimrat Kaur Badal,  Union Minister for Food Processing Industries,  recently announced that
World Food India 2019 will be held at Vigyan Bhawan and Rajpath Lawns in New Delhi from 1st to 4th
November 2019.
Key Highlights
The announcement was made while Smt. Kaur was chairing a meeting with various stakeholders of World
Food India including CEOs of major food processing companies and Industry Associations The meeting
discussed investment opportunities available in India in Food Processing Sector.
This meeting was followed by a 2nd meeting with Ambassadors or High Commissioners of leading food
processing and food retailing countries.
Objective: Meetings were held to discuss various investment opportunities available in India, in India’s
Food Processing Sector as well as to sensitize participants about their participation in WFI 2019.
Indian Food Processing Industry: has grown tremendously by recording 11% growth rate, which is two
times the speed of Global Industry. The Food Processing sector also recorded a double digit growth rate
across all major sub-segments of sectors both in terms of both value and volume.
About WFI 2019
The WFI 2019 will be the 2nd edition of World Food India. This year the Union Ministry is targeting to
partner with minimum 15 countries as well as participation from at least 80 countries.
Tagline of WFI 2019 event will be- Forging Partnerships for Growth.
Events: It will consist of many top level seminars, exhibitions, country sessions, investment opportunities,
high level CEO roundtables, B2B (Business to Business) and B2G (Business-to-Government) networking
etc.
Need: Despite huge domestic market (with 1.3 billion customers and youngest global population) along
with abundant agricultural base, the processing levels in India still remain low at 7.7% behind economies
such as China, Malaysia and United States. India’s has the share of only 2% in exports of processed food
globally.  Food processing is critical to achieve Prime Minister’s vision of doubling farmers’ income in
India and reducing food wastage.
Significance: WPI 2019 event will be the biggest gathering of all global and domestic stakeholders in Food
Processing Sector and will position India as Food Processing Destination of the World.
Background
The Indian government initiated World Food India (WFI) as a biennial event, to promote food processing
sector at global level. 1st edition of WFI was held in 2017. The event received global success and created
Brand India in global  food map by positioning India as a World Food Factory.  In WFI 2017 over 61
countries, ministers from several countries, Indian states and UTs participated, more than 8,000 B2B
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meetings held and MoUs worth USD 14 Billion were signed.
Indian high commissioner visits Indo-Bangladesh Friendship Bridge 1

Riva Ganguli Das, High Commissioner of India to Bangladesh visited the ongoing construction of the
India-Bangladesh Friendship Bridge 1 (Feni Bridge) and land port (Ramgarh Land Port) in Khagrachhari,
Bangladesh.
Key Highlights
Background: The Feni Bridge also known as Maitree Setu, is a bridge being constructed over Feni River
started in 2017, and it is expected to be completed by April 2020. In 2015 foundation of bridge was laid
jointly by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.
Construction:  Bridge  is  being  constructed  by  National  Highways  Infrastructure  Development
Corporation Ltd (NHIDCL) of Union Ministry of Road and Transport highways (MoRTH), at a cost of more
than Rs.82 crores.
Economic Importance:
Feni Bridge is being developed as a corridor for trade and commerce between India’s North-East and
Bangladesh. Once opened, the bridge will connect Tripura with Chittagong port of Bangladesh, improve
economy of hill tracts and the communication and trade of Bangladesh with Tripura and other regions in
India will also get better. It will also benefit tourists visiting Tripura.
It will also provide direct road connectivity between South Tripura and Chittagong which will allow India
to use Chittagong as a port of call and will also help promote trade, tourism and people-to-people ties.
Bridge will also facilitate carrying of heavy machines and goods to and from northeastern states (and rest)
of India through Bangladesh via Chattogram.
Significance of Ramgarh Land Port: It will serve as a link between India and the Chittagong Hill Tracts of
Bangladesh, thus will ease export-import procedure of businessmen and also reduce unemployment. The
land port users will be able to save time and money by using Chittagong International Seaport and airport
facilities also. It will be constructed with support from Indian government and will start soon after the
completion of Feni Bridge.

Lt Gen Faiz Hameed: appointed Pakistan’s new ISI chief
Lieutenant General Faiz Hameed, was appointed by Pakistan military as the new Director-General of
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), the military-led powerful spy agency.
Though by convention it is the Prime Minister of country who appoints ISI chief in consultation with
Army chief per the Constitution, bout in reality it is the Army who decides who he wants in job. Also, the
DG ISI is answerable only to the Army chief and not Prime Minister.
About Lt Gen Faiz Hameed
Post his appointment as DG of ISI, Faiz replaced its current head Lieutenant General Asim Munir, who was
appointed to head ISI only eight months ago, following the retirement of his predecessor Lt Gen Naveed
Mukhtar. He is believed to be a close aide of Pakistan’s Army Chief Gen Qamar Bajwa.
Prior to this Lt Gen Faiz previously served as the head of ISI’s Counter Intelligence wing. On 12 April 2019,
he was promoted to the rank of Lt. General and later that month was named as Adjutant General at
General Headquarters (GHQ). GHQ is the Headquarters of Pakistan Army located in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.
About ISI
It was founded in 1948 as an independent unit to strengthen Pakistan’s intelligence network. The ISI was
earlier a part of Intelligence Bureau (IB), which handled intelligence-sharing between different branches of
Pak’s military, as well as external intelligence gathering. In 1950, ISI was officially handed over the task of
safeguarding Pakistani interests and national security, inside and outside country.
Initially it was headquartered in Rawalpindi, but later HQ was moved to Islamabad.
The ISI, with its exceptionally large say in national politics and foreign policy, is also not least in shaping
Pakistan’s mullah-military alliance and is today among the world’s most significant intelligence agencies.

33rd Federation Cup Basketball Tournament 2019
At the 33rd Federation Cup Basketball Championship for Men and Women held over the past week in
Gautam Buddha University in Greater Noida,  Punjab Police and Eastern Railway won the men’s and
women’s titles respectively.
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Key Highlights
Punjab Police won the match by winning over Indian Army with 91-71. The bulk of scoring was done by
Harshpreet Singh Bhullar, Amjyot Singh and Ranbir Singh.
Eastern Railway won the women’s titles by beating Tamil Nadu with 86-67 after leading 46-42 at half
time.  Initially  in  League  phase  Tamil  Nadu  had  beaten  Eastern  Railway  but  final  saw  a  thrilling
performance by M.J. Libina and the India’s tallest women basketball player Poonam Chaturvedi led an easy
victory over Tamil Nadu.
Awards:
Most Valuable Players Men’s – Harshpreet Singh Bhullar, Punjab Police (Men)
Most Valuable Players Women’s – M.J. Libina, Eastern Railway (Women)
Men’s Final: (1) Punjab Police, (2) Indian Army, (3) Income Tax, Chennai.
Women’s Final: (1) Eastern Railway, (2) Tamil Nadu 67, (3) Kerala
Kiran Rijiju, Union Minister of Youth Affairs and Sports  presented the trophies to winning team and the top
three teams were presented sum of ₹1 Lakh, ₹50,000 and ₹25,000 respectively.
About 33rd Federation Cup Basketball Tournament
It was organised by Basketball Federation of India (BFI) and Uttar Pradesh Basketball Association (UPBA).
The Federation Cup was held from 12-16 June, 2019 at Gautam Buddha University in Greater Noida.
The game featured 9 teams from top men’s units and 8 of the women’s top state teams from around India
taking part.

Tennis Ranking: Naomi Osaka, Novak Djokovic continue as World No. 1
In the latest Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) and Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) rankings
Naomi Osaka of Japan’s and Novak Djokovic of Serbia continue to be as World Number 1.
Key Highlights
The latest ATP and WTA rankings were announced ahead of the 2019 Wimbledon Championships that is
scheduled to take place at All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club in Wimbledon, London, United
Kingdom (UK) starting 1 July 2019.
Naomi Osaka: retained the World No. 1 spot by being just 252 points ahead of world No.2 Ashleigh Barty of
Australia in unchanged top 20 WTA rankings.
Novak Djokovic: leads the latest men’s ATP rankings ahead of Rafael Nadal (French Open winner 2019)
and former World No. 1 Roger Federer. The top of ATP rankings remains unchanged even a week after
Nadal claimed the Men’s Singles in Roland Garros title (French Open 2019) with victory over Australia’s
Dominic Thiem in final. Roger Federer also lost to Nadal in semis in his first appearance in French Open
2019, Paris since 2015.
Wimbledon Preparations:
In preparation for upcoming Wimbledon Naomi and the French Open winner Ashleigh Barty are playing
on grass in Birmingham, England this week.
Roger is currently playing on grass in Halle in Germany as the focus switches to Wimbledon build-up.
About WTA and ATP
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA)
It was founded in 1973 by Billie Jean King, to create a better future for women’s tennis. It is the principal
organizing body of women’s professional tennis and is restricted to women. The body governs WTA Tour
which is worldwide professional tennis tour for women
Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP)
It  was founded in September 1972 by Jack Kramer,  Donald Dell,  and Cliff  Drysdale (who became 1st
President of body) to protect the interests of male professional tennis players. It is the principal governing
body of men’s professional tennis.

29 journalists conferred Matri Shree Media Awards
29 journalists from both print and electronic media were felicitated with Matri Shree Media Awards for
their contribution towards journalism in New Delhi.
Key Highlights
This year was the 44th edition of Matri Shree media award. This time apart from media personalities, a
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social activist was also presented Bharat Mata shield at 44th Matri Shree media award ceremony.
The awardees were presented the Matri Shree Bharat Mata shield and a pen by Swadesh Bhushan Jain,
Working President of Punjab Kesari (Delhi) and Ashok Aggarwal, chairman of committee.
2019 Winners: include Durga Pasad Mishra (PTI photo journalist), Agraj Pratap Singh of UNI, Jitender
Kumar of Univarta, Namita (PTI Bhasha), Poonam Gaur (Navbharat Times), Kunal Kashyap (Punjab Kesari),
Sandeep Ashwario Chief Cartoonist (Times of India) and Ravi Bhushan Dwivedi (Sandhya Times).
Other Awardees: Adesh Gupta, the former mayor of North Delhi Municipal Corporation (NDMC) was also
awarded for his contribution to social service. Bollywood film Badhai Ho was also presented Bharat Mata
shield.
About Matri Shree Media Awards
It is a series of awards which are felicitated for outstanding performance in different areas of journalism
and related fields. The award was constituted during Emergency in India (1975) and since then it has been
awarded annually to 25 outstanding candidates in print journalism as well electronic media. Since 2000,
Indian filmmakers were also eligible to receive the prestigious awards.
The 1st recipient of award was journalist Lala Jagat Narayan.

Amazon India Most Attractive Employer Brands in India 2019
According to  a  study conducted by  Randstad Employer  Brand Research (REBR),  e-commerce  player
Amazon India has been rated as India’s most ‘attractive employer brand, followed by Microsoft India
which emerged as the runner-up.
Key Findings of Study
Top 10 most attractive employer brands in India for 2019 includes:  (1) Amazon, (2) Microsoft, (3) Sony, (4)
Mercedes-Benz, (5) IBM, (6) Larsen & Toubro, (7) Nestle, (8) Infosys, (9) Samsung, (10) Dell
Coverage:  The Randstad research for year 2019 covered 75% of global economy with 32 participating
countries and over 2 lakh respondents worldwide.
For the Indian workforce while choosing an employer salary and employee benefits continue to be top
driver, followed by work-life balance and job security.
Although the gender differences between men and women on top three aspects were minimal, but women,
attributed more importance to salary and benefits (49%) and work-life balance (47%) as compared to their
male counterparts who ranked these as top aspects at 46% and 46% respectively.
The most important finding was that work-life balance was accorded importance as a key factor while
considering choosing an employer.  This has increased largely (46%) compared to last two years and
emergence of fact that Indian employees are willing to place a premium on job security.
There are 23% higher number of employees in India who indicate that they would be agreeable to a
security versus compensation trade-off. This is higher than the broader Asia-Pacific (APAC) average.
About 52% of survey respondents showed their willingness to forfeit more than 10% of their salary for job
security.
About Randstad Employer Brand Research (REBR)
REBR is world’s most comprehensive, independent and in-depth employer brand research. It identifies
most attractive employers among thousands of companies.
The research captures views of more than 2 lakh respondents which include general public (aged 18-65) on
6,162 companies in 32 countries.
It provides insights into drivers and perceptions of choice of potential employees by finding answers to
questions such as- Why do people prefer one company, or a specific industry, over another and What
motivates them to stay with an employer/start looking elsewhere?

June 19, 2019
Himachal Pradesh makes GPS device mandatory for trekkers

The Himachal Pradesh (HP) government has made it compulsory for trekkers to carry a GPS (Global
Positioning System) device to tackle  any exigency.  This  decision was taken at  a  review meeting on
preparedness for the monsoon chaired by Shrikant Baldi, Additional Chief Secretary cum-Pr. Secretary to
Jai Ram Thakur, Chief Minister, HP.
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Key Highlights
Need:  Being  a  disaster-prone  state,  it  is  essential  for  Himachal  Pradesh  to  pay  special  heed  to
disseminating weather advisories as well as installing early warning systems in state. It is also important
to restrict trekking and other yatras undertaken in state during adverse weather.
Significance: Since it would be made mandatory for trekkers to carry a GPS device with them, they could
now be provided all possible help in case of any emergency.
Other Provision:
Early Warning Systems will soon be installated in Kullu district and Dalhousie town of state.
Towns of Rampur and Mandi have been zeroed in for setting up of relief and rescue base of  National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF). NDRF is a specialised force constituted under the Disaster Management
Act,  2005.  It  is  responsible  for  purpose of  specialist  response to  a  threatening disaster  situation or
disaster.
Facts about Himanchal Pradesh
Geography: It is bounded by Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) state to the north, China’s Tibet Autonomous
Region (TAR) to east, Uttarakhand to southeast, Haryana to its south, and Punjab to west.
It got the statehood on 25 January 1971, and became 18th state of the Indian Union.
Capitals: HP has two capitals, viz. Shimla and Dharamshala (Second Capital in Winter)
Earthquake Prone:  According to BIS seismic zonation map, Himachal Pradesh falls in Zone IV  (High
Damage Risk Zone) and Zone V (seismically the most active region).

18 June: Sustainable Gastronomy Day observed
The Sustainable Gastronomy Day is observed all across the world every year on 18 June. Gastronomy
refers to the study of relationship between food and culture and the commitment to sustainability implies
responsibility for production and consumption of food.
About Sustainable Gastronomy Day
Background: In December 2016, United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) proclaimed 18 June as World
Sustainable Gastronomy Day by adopting resolution A/RES/71/246.
Objective:  To acknowledge gastronomy as a cultural expression related to natural as well as cultural
diversity of world. It also reaffirms that all cultures and civilizations are contributors and crucial enablers
of sustainable development throughout the world.
Sustainable Gastronomy Commitment: means that all player involved such as public, private, producer,
business,  and travel  institutions should support  consumption of  sustainable  food and work towards
creating links with local producers. This commitment of gastronomy towards principles of sustainability
includes- poverty reduction, protection of cultural values, heritage and diversity, efficient use of resources
and environmental protection and climate change.
Observance Facilitation: The United Nation General Assembly (UNGA), Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO)  and  United  Nations  Educational,  Scientific  and  Cultural  Organization  (UNESCO)  work  towards
facilitating  observance  of  Sustainable  Gastronomy  Day,  in  collaboration  with  Member  States,  UN
organizations and other international and regional bodies, as well as civil society.
Significance:  The  day  is  observed  to  emphasize  the  need  to  focus  world’s  attention  on  role  that
sustainable gastronomy can play in addition to its interlinkages with the three dimensions of sustainable
development which is in achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) by promoting-

conservation of biodiversity
agricultural development
nutrition
food security
sustainable food production

What is Facebook’s Cryptocurrency ‘Libra’?
After months of speculations and rumours, Facebook has officially announced the details of its new global
cryptocurrency called Libra. This Facebook owned cryptocurrency Libra will be launched by social media
giant in 2020.
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LIBRA Explained
The name Libra is a Roman unit of weight measure. Name is also tries to invoke a sense of financial
freedom by using French stem “Lib,” which means free.
Libra:  It  will  let  its  user  to  send or  receive  money  and buy  things  at  nearly  zero  fees.  Users  can
pseudonymously buy/cash out their Libra online or even at local exchange points (ex- grocery stores), and
can spend it using interoperable 3rd-party wallet apps or Facebook’s own Calibra wallet.
Objective:  The  mission  behind  launching  Libra  is  to  enable  simple  global  currency  and  financial
infrastructure to empower billions of people.
Subsidiary Company:  Facebook is also launching its Subsidiary Co. called Calibra  that will handle its
crypto dealings. The Calibra will not share any information with its Parent company Facebook (i.e. will
never mingle users Libra payments with your Facebook data) so as to protects users’ privacy so it can’t be
used for ad targeting.
Digital Wallet: This new digital currency will be made available through a digital wallet Calibra that will
be available in Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp,(both owned by Facebook) and also as a standalone app. It
is expected to be launch in 2020.
The Libra Association: To spur the adoption of cryptocurrency, Facebook recruited founding members of
Libra Association, a not-for-profit organization which oversees development of token, reserve of real-
world assets that gives it value and governance rules of blockchain. Libra Association, the crypto’s new
oligarchy is based in Geneva, (Switzerland) and will meet biannually.
Libra Association council:  Each founding member will  pay minimum sum of $10 million to join and
optionally become a validator node operator and gain 1 vote in Libra Association council. Each member
(including Facebook/Calibra) will only get up to 1 vote or 1% of total vote (whichever is larger) in LAC.
Companies’ part of this association include: Uber, PayU, PayPal, Spotify, ebay, Lyft, Visa, Vodafone etc. 
They will promote open-sourced Libra Blockchain and sign up businesses to accept Libra for payment  and
will also give customers discounts or rewards.
The Libra currency: A Libra is a unit of Libra cryptocurrency which is represented by ≋ (a three wavy
horizontal  line).  The Libra value is  meant to stay largely stable,  so  that  it  stays a  good medium of
exchange, and merchants can also have confidence that they won’t be paid a Libra today that’s then worth
less tomorrow.
Libra- A Stablecoin: Libra’s value is attached to a basket of bank deposits and short-term government
securities for stable international currencies, such as dollar ($), pound, euro, Swiss franc and Japanese yen.
The Libra Association manages reserved that keep value of libra stable. It maintains basket of assets and
can also change balance of its composition if necessary to offset major price fluctuations in any one
foreign currency so as to keep value of a Libra consistent.
Libra Blockchain: Libra is maintained by nodes which are servers that help operate blockchain. Every
Libra payment is permanently inscribed into Libra Blockchain which is a cryptographically authenticated
database that acts as public online ledger and designed in a way to handle 1000 transactions/second. It
would  faster  than  other  cryptocurrency,  Bitcoin’s7  transactions/second  or  Ethereum’s  15
transactions/second.  The founding members of Libra Association (each invested $10 million or more for
say in Libra’s governance) will constantly verify blockchain and will have the ability to operate a validator
node.
Other  Cryptocurrency:  Existing  cryptocurrencies  such  as  Bitcoin  and  Ethereum  were  not  properly
engineered to scale to be a medium of exchange which made their unanchored price susceptible to huge
and  unpredictable  swings  further  making  it  tough  for  merchants  to  accept  as  payment.  But  with
Facebook’s deep relation with 7 million advertisers and 90 million small businesses and its user experience
prowess, it is well-poised to tackle this problem.

Centre to remove Minimum Education requirement for Transport Drivers
The Union Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) has decided to remove requirement of
minimum educational qualification (class 8th pass) for transport vehicle drivers in country.
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Key Highlights
Background: Currently, as per the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989, a transport vehicle driver must need
to  have  passed  Class  VIII.  Initially,  Haryana  state  government  had  requested  Centre  for  waiver  of
minimum educational  qualification condition for drivers belonging to economically backward Mewat
region of  Haryana where the residing population is  dependent for livelihood on low-income earning
pursuits such as driving, and even though many people in region possessed required driving skill but not
had required educational qualification, thus were finding it difficult to obtain driving license.
Benefits:  This  move  will  benefit  skilled  persons  in  economically  backward  areas  and  will  open  up
employment opportunities for a large number of unemployed youth (especially rural areas), who may not
have a formal education but are otherwise skilled and literate. It will also help meet shortage of nearly 22
lakh drivers in country’s transport and logistics sector, which is hindering economic growth.
Balancing  Act:  Although  removing  the  minimum  educational  qualification  requirement  is  being
welcomed but emphasis must be laid upon training and skill testing of drivers so that road safety is not
compromised in any way.
Key Decisions:
MoRTH emphasized that anyone applying for a driving license will have to mandatory pass a stringent
skill test.
It also made a point that training imparted by a school/establishment as mentioned in the Motor Vehicles
Act  1988,  should  compulsorily  ensure  that  driver  can  read  signs  and  perform  logistical  duty  like
maintaining driver logs, submitting pre-trip and post-trip records, inspecting trucks/trailers, determining
any kind of discrepancies in paperwork as well as must have effective communication to report safety
hazards.
Since driving schools are subject to regulatory control by states therefore, training imparted should be of
high quality, and must cover all aspects of driving a particular type of motor vehicle.
Way Ahead
The central government has initiated process of amendment to rule 8 of Central Motor Vehicles (CMV)
1989 for removing minimum education qualification criteria and draft notification in this regard will be
issued soon.

ACC Approves extension of Alok Vardhan Chaturvedi as DGFT
The Appointments Committee of Cabinet (ACC) has approved the extension of Senior bureaucrat Alok
Vardhan Chaturvedi by over 3 months, in central deputation as Director General (DG), Directorate General
of Foreign Trade (DGFT).
Key Highlights
A. V. Chaturvedi is a 1986 batch IAS officer of Bihar cadre. He was given extension beyond 18 June 2019
and will now continue up to 30 September 2019, the date of his superannuation or until further orders
whichever is earlier.
Appointments Committee of Cabinet: The ACC decides appointments to top posts under Government of
India (GoI). It is composed of the Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi who act as the Chairman of ACC
and Union Minister of Home Affairs, Amit Shah.
Directorate General of Foreign Trade: It is agency of Union Ministry of Commerce and Industry. It is
responsible  for  administering laws regarding foreign trade and foreign investment in  India  and for
execution of India’s import and export Policies. It provides a complete searchable database of all exporters
and importers of India.

Govt. restores ‘ration in kind’ provision to military officers in peace areas
The Government of India has approved Union Ministry of Defence proposal for restoration of ‘ration in
kind’ to military officers stationed in peace areas. This is one of the first major decisions taken by Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh after he assumed the new portfolio role in Modi government’s 2nd term.
Key Highlights
Background: On 1 July 2017, government had taken the decision that instead of free ration in kind facility
defence officers would be given certain allowance.  This decision to withdraw provision of ration in kind, a
practice that was being followed since 1983 was based on a recommendation of 7th Central Pay Commission
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(CPC).  Initially the ration in kind facility was applicable only to junior officers but was subsequently
extended to all ranks. The MoD decision to cancel free ration for officers in peace postings met with
criticism from several quarters within the three armed forces services.
Allowance:  Defence  forces  had  told  Defence  Ministry  that  in  case  if  ration  in  kind  facility  was
discontinued then an allowance of Rs.205.11/officer/day without tax exemptions must be paid. However,
central government decided only an amount of Rs.96 as allowance. Later a cost analysis was done which
revealed that in case of free ration cost came up to Rs.100 per officer per day.
Importance: Now after restoration of ration in kind facility all officers of armed forces, including those in
peace stations, will be getting ration. This result of restoration is due to a lot of effort from all levels in
Defence Ministry and Indian Armed Forces.

ICANN, NASSCOM collaborate to develop technology, standards for IoT
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the global internet body and and Indian
apex  body  for  IT  industry  NASSCOM  (National  Association  of  Software  and  Services  Companies)
announced collaboration for working in developing standards and identifier technology that will feed into
the global consultation for managing Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and infrastructure using internet.
Key Highlights
Under the partnership, both ICANN & NASSCOM will 1st focus on updating Internet of Things (IoT)
devices using domain name system (DNS) even in situation when manufacturer or supplier has closed
down the business.
The  collaboration  will  provide  a  structure  for  both  bodies  to  jointly  identify  research  projects,
predominantly in new technologies related to internet’s system of unique identifiers. The research project
undertaken  will  look  at  directing  people  who  are  looking  to  update  their  IoT  to  other
manufacturers/vendor  in  case  if  original  vendor  has  closed  down  his  business.
First Project: 1st research project undertaken focuses on testing the use of DNS to update IoT firmware
and studying how proposed technology could scale outside a lab environment.
Project Team: under collaboration includes ICANN technical experts, NASSCOM’s Centre of Excellence-
IOT team, Indian Institute of  Technology (IIT)  Hyderabad team and participants from Education and
Research Network (ERNET) of India.
The teams have already begun research on DNS and Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) in context of
Internet of Things (IoT) in 2018.
About ICANN
It is nonprofit global organization that is responsible for allocating IP addresses, managing domain name
system  (DNS)  and  also  overlooks  all  internet  plumbing  on  behalf  of  governments,  universities  and
companies, as well as public.
It is often dubbed as phone book of internet as it matches domain names with appropriate IP address
numbers.
Although this global multi-stakeholder organization was created by United States (US) government but
since March 2016, ICANN is no longer overseen by US government and has roped in now into the hands of
lesser known organisation that will have a number of countries on board.

Indian engineer wins Innovation for Sustainable Development Award
An Indian engineer named Nitesh Kumar Jangir won 2019 Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Innovation
for  Sustainable  Development Award in London,  United Kingdom (UK).  He won the award in People
category, for creating a low-cost breathing support device called ‘Saans’ for premature babies.
Key Highlights
The award was presented by Prince Harry (Duke of Sussex), Youth Ambassador of Commonwealth, and
Patricia Scotland, Commonwealth Secretary-General.
The inaugural Commonwealth Innovation Awards was conferred upon 15 innovators from 53 member-
countries of Commonwealth.
Prize: Each of 15 winners received a trophy, certificate and prize money worth 2,000 pounds.
Nitesh Kumar Jangir: He is a Bangalore-based electronics engineer and is co-founder of Coeo Labs, a
medical device company which holds a vision of preventing preventable deaths in field of emergency and
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critical care. Thus, he created Saans as a breathing support device to tackle avoidable deaths of premature
babies from neonatal respiratory distress syndrome due to lack of immediate access to complex medical
equipment. The award received will help in upscaling this device across Commonwealth countries, for use
in similar conditions in regions like Africa.
About ‘Saans’
It is a breathing support device used for tackling avoidable deaths of premature babies from Neonatal
Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS).
Feature: It is world’s 1st neonatal Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) device. It can be powered
in multiple ways via direct source electricity, like with help of vehicle’s electrical supply, rechargeable
battery, compressed gas, or even a manual air pumping.
Pilot use: Saans has been in circulation for past 3 months across several district hospitals of India that lack
neonatal ICU facilities and also at medical colleges, has been in development for 4 years.
Cheap: It is a low-cost device, at least 3 times cheaper than any other such machine.
Significance: In countries such as India, Africa where there is inconsistent electricity supply and very
limited resources at public hospitals, this neonatal breathing support equipment comes as a boon as it can
be used easily without any complex training. Being user-friendly, anyone, anywhere can use this device
and deliver crucial support to premature babies.
Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Innovation for Sustainable Development Awards
Objective: It Awards seek to celebrate and support impactful innovations and forward-looking solutions
that help Commonwealth countries achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) at the same time
advancing values in Commonwealth Charter.
Eligible: Awards are open to Commonwealth citizens and Commonwealth countries (53 sovereign states)
based organisations from public, private or even voluntary sectors. Women and young people are mainly
encouraged to apply.
Categories:  Awards are divided in 5 thematic categories- (1) improving lives of People, (2) promoting
peace,  (3)  boosting  prosperity,  (4)  protecting  planet,  (5)building  partnerships  for  development  in
Commonwealth.
Selection Process: was based on impact or potential of innovations to advance one or more 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in Commonwealth nations and some of other winners were from countries in
Caribbean and Africa and from Australia and Canada.

India extends $15 Million assistance to Niger for holding AU summit
India has for the first time extended $15 Million financial support to Niger as a support for organising
African Union (AU) summit scheduled to be held in 7-8 July 2019 in Niamey (Capital of Niger). This will be
the 1st time that Niger will be hosting an AU summit.
Key Highlights
The assistance in form of grant was symbolically handed over by Rajesh Agarwal, Indian Ambassador to
Niger to Lamido Ousseini Bala Goga Salamatou, Niger’s Deputy Foreign Minister, in presence of Minister
and Special Advisor to Niger President Mohammed Saidil Moctar at a ceremony held in Niamey.
The support extended by India was in response to a specific request by Niger government.
Significance: India’s grant assistance to Niger for organizing AU Summit will further contribute towards
enhancing bilateral ties between two countries. This grant assistance is also reiteration of India’s firm
commitment to its developmental partnership with Africa. This is more important at a time when India is
competing for influencing the continent with China.
AU Summit: is also expected to launch historic African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). The AfCFTA
is the largest free trade area in world in terms of participating countries since formation of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), outlined in African Continental Free Trade Agreement among 52 out of 55
African Union (AU) nations.
India-Niger
Bilateral  relations between India and Niger have expanded significantly since the opening of  Indian
Resident Diplomatic Mission in Niamey in 2009.
Both countries enjoys close relations and India has extended Lines of Credit to Niger worth $96.54 million,
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for projects in transport, electrification, solar energy and potable drinking water.
As per Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between India and Niger, India is also establishing
Mahatma Gandhi International Convention Centre (MGICC) in Niamey under grant assistance. The MGICC
will be a landmark for Niger-India friendship and also a symbol of India’s firm commitment towards
Africa.
This convention Centre by India in Niger is part of India’s plan to build chain convention centres across 20
African states as signature infrastructure projects which was until now an expertise for China.

June 20, 2019
IIT-Bombay best-ranked Indian institute in QS World Rankings

The Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay (IIT-Bombay), has emerged as best-ranked Indian institute
globally at 152nd position in QS  World  University  Rankings’  2020.  IIT-Bombay has been securing top
position among all Indian institutes for past three years and in 2020 edition it has improved its rank by 10
moving up places from 2018 ranking.
Key Highlights
Globally Best: The world-class Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) created a history by topping QS
World University Rankings for 8th consecutive year. As per QS, no other university has managed the top
rank for such a long run. Other Universities retained their 2nd, 3rd and 4th positions in the world are
Stanford University, Harvard University and California Institute of Technology (Caltech) respectively.
India’s  Performance:  This year too no Indian university was able to secure a place in top 100 best
universities. In total, there are 23 educational institutions from India which featured in broader list of top
1000, with only nine in the top 500. Out of 23, only four have managed to improve their ranks. IIT-
Bombay, IIT-Delhi and IISc-Bangalore are the only three institutions that have managed berths in the top
200 list of QS World Rankings.
IIT-Delhi emerged as 2nd-best ranking institute from India by at 182nd place, replacing Indian Institute of
Science (IISc), Bangalore.
IISc Bangalore lost 14 places in this year’s ranking and ended at 184th place even when it achieved world’s
2nd-best score for research impact and secured full 100 marks for citations per faculty metric. It is also 1st
ever Indian institution to see its research cited over 1 lakh times in five-year period.
OP Jindal Global University based in Sonipat is the only new entrant in this years’ list. It is a private
Indian university, founded in 2009, and is one of the youngest to enter top 1000 list. It was ranked in
between 751-800 in QS global list and consequently, emerged as 14th best institute in the country.
Other Indian Universities in top 500 list includes: IIT-Madras (271), IIT-Kharagpur (281), IIT- Kanpur (291),
IIT-Roorkee (383), University of Delhi (474) and IIT-Guwahati (491).
About QS Global University Rankings
It is one of the two most sought after rankings for educational institutes globally.
It was launched in 2004 by London-based QS Group in collaboration with Times Higher Education, but the
two parted ways in 2010. Since then both QS Group and Times Higher Education come up with separate
rankings every year.
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Raavana-1: Sri Lanka’s 1st satellite successfully launched
Sri Lanka’s first ever satellite ‘Raavana-1’,  designed and developed by two Sri Lankan engineers,  was
successfully placed into orbit. It was launched from International Space Station (ISS) along with two other
BIRDS 3 satellites from Japan and Nepal.
About Raavana-1
Background:  The  satellite  was  officially  handed over  to  JAXA  (Japanese  Aerospace  and Exploration
Agency) on February 18 and was sent to International Space Station on April 17, through assistance of
Cygnus-1 spacecraft from United States.
Orbit:  It  was  deployed  to  400-km  of  orbit  at  an  inclination  of  51.6  degrees  using  JAXA  (Japanese
Aerospace and Exploration Agency) owned Kibo experiment module.
Engineer: It was designed and developed by two Sri Lankan engineers Tharindu Dayaratne and Dulani
Chamika who are studying space engineering at Japan’s Kyushu Institute of Technology.
Features: It is a cube satellite measuring 11.3 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm, and weighs around 1.05 kg. It is expected
to fulfil 5 missions including capturing pictures of Sri Lanka & its surrounding regions. It also has active
attitude stabilization which will ensure that satellite’s attitude is stable under influence of external talks.
Life span: It is designed for a minimum lifespan of 1.5 years but is expected to be active for about five year.
About BIRDS 3 Project
The ‘Birds project’ is an acronym for ‘Joint Global Multi-Nation Birds Satellite project’, which is a cross-border
interdisciplinary  satellite  project  for  non-space  faring countries  supported  by  Japan.  It  is  first  step
towards creating an indigenous space program by designing, building, operating, testing and launching
1st satellite for participating nations.
The Birds 3 project is led by Japan’s Kyushu Institute of Technology and involves students from Sri Lanka,
Nepal and Japan.

Folksam Grand Prix: India’s P. U. Chitra wins Gold
India’s PU Chitra won gold medal in women’s 1500m at Folksam Grand Prix 2019 held in Sollentuna,
Sweden. She produced the best time of her season so far by clocking 4 minute 12.65 seconds (4:12.65s).
Key Highlights
Chitra finished first in Folksam Grand Prix ahead of Kenya’s Mercy Cherono, who won 5000m gold in
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Commonwealth Games 2014. She is a gold medal winner in Asian Championships held in Doha, Qatar in
April 2019.
Jinson Johnson from India won silver medal in men’s 1500m at Folksam Grand Prix by clocking 3:39.69.
He is also Asian Games gold medalist and has earlier bettered his own national record on 15 June by
clocking 3:37.62 at Next Generation Athletics Meet at Nijmegen, the Netherlands.
In another separate competition, National record holder Murali Sreeshankar  won gold in men’s long
jump, at the Copenhagen Athletics Games in Denmark. He won with an impressive opening round effort of
7.93m and equalled his season-best effort which came in Lyon, France. In other rounds, he also had jumps
of 7.89m, 7.88m and 7.61m.
About Folksam Grand Prix
It is a series of international athletics meetings created in 2009. Since then it is organized every year in
Sweden by the Swedish Athletics Federation.

India population to cross China’s By 2027: UN
According to United Nations report  ‘World Population Prospects 2019’,  India is projected to surpass
China as world’s most populous country in just eight years i.e. by 2027.
Key Findings of Report
Global  Population:  Despite  a  slowing global  birth rate  world population is  projected to  increase by
another 2 billion people by 2050 i.e. from 7.7 billion in 2019 to 9.7 billion by 2050. More than 50% increase
will be concentrated in only 9 countries namely- India, Pakistan, the United States, Nigeria, Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Egypt Tanzania, and Indonesia. The population of sub-Saharan Africa is
also projected to nearly double in coming future.
India: According to report estimates India is expected to add 273 million people by 2050 and will remain
most populated until the end of century (2100). In 2019, the estimated population of India is 1.37 billion and
of China 1.43 billion, but India is projected to surpass China’s. Thus by 2050, India will be leading the set of
nine countries that will make up for more than half of projected growth of global population.
Projected  Populous  Countries:  Following  India-China  re-ordering  in  2027,  the  ranking  of  5  largest
countries is  projected to remain same until  the end of  century i.e.  by 2100.  Therefore,  based on an
estimated population top 5 world’s populous nation will be- India is projected to remain world’s most
populous country with about 1.5 billion inhabitants, followed by China (1.1 billion), Nigeria (733 million),
United States (434 million), and Pakistan (403 million).
Ageing Population: The report projects that overall world’s population is ageing at such a fast rate that by
2050, 1 in 6 people in world will be part of age group of 65 (and above) as compared to 1 in 11 in 2019. Also
by end of 2100 world population is set to peak at a level of about 11 billion.
Shrinking Population:  Between 2019 and 2050, nearly 55 countries are estimated to face population
shrinking by at least 1%. As already since 2010, 27 countries have recorded a minimum 1% decline in
population. This declining trend in population being experienced by growing number of countries is
attributed to sustained low levels of fertility or even high rates of emigration. China will be the largest of
these 55 countries whose population is projected to shrink by as much as 2.2% (about 31.4 million) by 2050.
About World Population Prospects 2019
It published by Population Division of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA). WPP
2019 is 26th edition of United Nations population estimates and projections.
It presents population estimates from year 1950 to 2019 for 235 countries or areas by analysing historical
demographic trends. WPPP 2019 revision presents population projections to year 2100.
This  years  WPPP’s  presents  population  estimates  and  projections  describe  2  out  of  4  demographic
megatrends– population growth and ageing other being migration and urbanization.
Importance:  Collectively,  these data make up a critical  piece of  evidence base for monitoring global
progress towards achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) by 2030.

19 June: World Sickle Cell Day observed
The World Sickle Cell Day is globally observed every year on 19 June, to raise public awareness about the
sickle cell disease and its treatment methods. This year is the 40th celebration of World Sickle Cell Day.
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About World Sickle Cell Day
Background:
The day was 1st recognized by United Nations General Assembly  (63rd session) in 2008 and Sickle Cell
Disease International Organization (SCDIO), Republic of Congo and the Republic of Senegal, African Union
(AU), the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) and WHO (World
Health Organisation) backed the observation of day. For the first time the World Sickle Cell day was
celebrated on 19 June, 2009.
Significance: It is celebrated to improve public awareness about genetic disease and to improve treatment
outcomes of sickle cell disease by early diagnosis.
Celebrations: The day is observed in a way that NGOs, doctors, governments and support groups come
together  to  find  strategies  to  eliminate  the  sickle  cell  disease.  Government  also  organise  several
campaigns for proper treatment and cure of those suffering from disease.
What is Sickle Cell Disease?
It  is  one of  the most commonly occurring genetic disease.  It  is  an inherited genetic abnormality of
hemoglobin (the oxygen-carrying protein found in red blood cells) due to which red blood cells (RBCs)
causes stuck in small blood vessels and are unable to carry adequate amount of oxygen throughout body.
In normal condition RBCs are flexible and round (thus move easily through blood vessels) and can live up
to 120 days before body needs to replace them but in sickle cell anemia, RBCs are sickle shaped, become
rigid and sticky and the sickle cells last only 10 to 20 days causing anemia because of red blood cells
disorder.
As per UN estimation nearly 5 lakh children are born every year with this condition and half of them die
before turning 5 years of age.

DD India channel to be available in Bangladesh, South Korea
In bid to boost India’s relations with its neighbours, the government has entered into agreements with
Bangladesh and South Korea to broadcast DD (Doordarshan) India channel in two countries and their state
channels will be shown on DD Free Dish in India.
Key Highlights
Bangladesh Agreement: As per the agreement inked with Bangladesh, Indian government has decided to
show BTV World, a channel owned by Bangladesh TV, on DD Free Dish which will be available for viewers
of  Doordarshan (around 35 million households)  in  India.  Also,  DD India  would be made available  in
Bangladesh for being viewed by Bangladesh’s citizen.
In this regard a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has already been signed between Prasar Bharati
and Bangladesh TV (BTV) on 7 May 2019.
South  Korea  Agreement:  Indian  government  has  also  approved Prasar  Bharati  (India’s  Broadcasting
agency)  proposal  for making available KBS World,  a  24×7 South Korean channel  (English)  for Indian
viewers and simultaneously South Korean people would be able to view DD India in their country.
Significance: This move is part of a robust cultural exchange in line with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
Act East policy and also marks an important watershed moment with respect to strengthening of ties
between two countries. The step is also in line with importance of building mutual cooperation with
neighbouring countries.

FM chairs 20th Meeting of FSDC
The  20th  Meeting  of  Financial  Stability  and  Development  Council  (FSDC)  was  held  under  the
Chairmanship of Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, Union Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs.
Key Highlights of Meeting
The Meeting reviewed current global and domestic economic situation, overall macro-economic situation
and financial stability issues including those concerning Banking and Non Banking Financial Company
(NBFC).
Council was also informed about progress made towards setting-up of Financial Data Management Centre
(FDMC) under the aegis of FSDC, so as to facilitate integrated data aggregation and analysis as also a
Computer  Emergency Response  Team  (CERT-Fin)  towards strengthening cyber security  framework for
financial sector.
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Council also held consultations to obtain inputs and suggestions of Financial Regulators for Union Budget
2019-20. All the regulators presented their proposals for upcoming Budget. The financial sector regulators
includes-  SEBI  (Capital  Market),  RBI  (Monetary  Sector),  IRDA  (Insurance),  PFRDA  (Pension)  and  IBC
(Insolvency & Bankruptcy).
Council also took note of activities undertaken by FSDC Sub-Committee which is chaired by Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) Governor and action taken by Members on decisions taken in earlier Meetings of FSDC.
What is Financial Stability and Development Council?
The FSDC was constituted in December 2010. It is apex body of sectoral regulators and not a statutory
body.
Objective: to strengthen and institutionalise mechanism for maintaining financial stability, promoting
financial sector development and enhancing inter-regulatory coordination.
Function:  Among  other  things,  it  deals  with  issues  relating  to  financial  stability,  financial  literacy,
financial  inclusion,  financial  sector development,  inter–regulatory coordination and macro prudential
supervision of economy which also includes functioning of large financial conglomerates. No separate
funds are allocated to Council for undertaking its activities.
FSDC Sub-Committee: It deliberates on agenda items proposed by any member of FSDC Council which
mainly include matters relating to financial stability, inter-regulatory coordination, and financial sector
development.

12th ReCAAP ISC capacity building workshop
The ReCAAP Information Sharing Centre (ISC), in cooperation with its India Focal Point, the Indian Coast
Guard (ICG), began its 12th Capacity Building Workshop from 19 to 21 June 2019, in New Delhi, India. In
two-day capacity building workshop 31 International delegates from 19 maritime law enforcement and
regulatory authorities from Asia and beyond are participating.
Key Highlights
The ISC organizes Capacity building workshop annually and is  co-hosted by one of  the Contracting
Parties.  The  12th  workshop  is  co-hosted  by  ICG  and  ReCAAP  IFC  is  being  attended  by  officials  of
concerned ministries and members of Diplomatic Corps.
Objective: of workshop is to share updated situation of piracy and armed robbery against ships in Asia
and other best practices of Asian countries.
During the course of workshop all participants will be trained on various issues related to piracy and
armed robbery like international laws, prosecution process, forensics and emerging threats.
ReCAAP & India:  Capacity building remains one of the most significant pillars of cooperation under
ReCAAP agreement and India has played a leading role in this aspect by hosting this workshop for a third
time (earlier in November 2011 at Goa and December 2017 at New Delhi). Indian agencies especially ICG
have been actively involved in ensuring safe and secure seas for seafarers.
Mandate: The information sharing is a shared responsibility of participant governments and shipping
industry and purpose of information sharing would be better served if it is accurate and shared on real
time basis.
What is ReCAAP?
ReCAAP is an abbreviation for Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery
against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP).
It is 1st regional government to government agreement to enhance and promote cooperation against
piracy and armed robbery against ships in Asia.
Background: ReCAAP Agreement was entered into force on 4 September 2006 with initially 14 Asian as
Contracting Parties North, Southeast, and South Asian nations. Then on 29 November 2006, ReCAAP
Information Sharing Centre (ReCAAP ISC) was established in Singapore.
Members:  As  of  now it  has  20 Contracting Parties,  which includes  14  Asian countries,  4  European
countries, (Norway, Netherlands, Denmark, and United Kingdom), United States and Australia.
Function: It strive towards developing cooperative framework to address menace of piracy and armed
robbery by facilitating information exchange between various stakeholders.
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At 12th Governing Council Meeting in 2018, council announced that ReCAAP ISC has met criteria to be
Centre of Excellence for information sharing in combating piracy and armed robbery against ships at sea.

June 21, 2019
GI Tag: Kolhapuri chappals

The  Controller  General  of  Patents,  Designs  and  Trade  Marks  (CGPDTM)  has  granted  Geographical
Indication (GI) tag for Kolhapuris, the ethnic leather chappal (footwear) to four districts in each state of
Maharashtra  and Karnataka.  These 8  districts  are-  Kolhapur,  Sangli,  Solapur and Satara districts  of
Maharashtra and Belgaum, Dharwad, Bagalkot and Bijapur districts of Karnataka.
Kolhapuri Chappal
Uniqueness: These sturdy leather chappals are hand-crafted and tanned using vegetable dyes and the art
of making them is passed down one generation to another.
History: As per GI application made by two states of Mharashtra and Karnataka, Kolhapuris can be traced
back to 12th century when King Bijjal  ruled Bidar (in Karnataka).  King’s Prime Minister Vishwaguru
Basavanna, wanted to create a casteless society and remove stigma attached to cobbler community, thus,
the community embraced Lingayat faith and used its skills to start producing footwear that came to be
known equally for its ruggedness and regal bearing.
‘Kolhapuri’ as a Brand was created only at beginning of 20th century when footwear began to be traded in
Kolhapur (Maharashtra). Later, Chhatrapati Shahu Maharaj of Kolhapur encouraged its production and 29
tanning centres were opened during his rule in Kolhapur.
Benefits of GI Tag
It will help artisans export these chappals and also tie up with e-commerce giants such as Flipkart and
Amazon.
With GI tag now these local artisans get legal support. Thus, anyone who is going to copy this can be
punished.
Significance of GI tag
Getting  GI  tag  will  open  large  markets,  both  domestic  and  international  to  artisans  who  produce
Kolhapuris. Also, getting GI tag for Kolhapuri means that footwear produced only in these 8 districts will
qualify to carry tag of being Kolhapuris.
What is Geographical Indications?
GI is used on products/items which have specific geographical origin and possess qualities, reputation and
distinctiveness which is essentially attributable to its origin in that defined geographical locality.
Validity: The tag is valid for a period of 10 years following which it can be renewed.
GI India: Recently Union Minister of Commerce and Industry launched logo and tagline for Geographical
Indications (GI) of India. The 1st product to get a GI tag in India was Darjeeling tea (2004).
The sui generis Act for protection of GI in India is Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999 (GI Act). This Act was enacted by India so as to comply with Agreement on Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) by World Trade Organisation (WTO).

Indian Navy launches Operation Sankalp in Persian Gulf
Indian Navy launched ‘Operation Sankalp’ in Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman to reassure safe passage of
Indian flagged vessels  transiting through area.  This  deployment  is  in  the  wake  of  following recent
maritime incidents in region.
Key Highlights
Indian Naval Ships, INS Chennai (Kolkata-class stealth guided missile destroyers) and INS Sunayna (Saryu-
class patrol vessel) have been deployed in region to undertake maritime security operations. In addition to
this aerial surveillance is also being done in area by IN aircraft.
The Information Fusion Centre-Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) of Indian Navy is also keeping a close watch
on movement of ships in Gulf region. IFC-IOR, launched in December 2018, engages with partner nations
to develop comprehensive maritime domain awareness and also share information on vessels of interest.
Need: Operation Sankalp has been launched in wake of escalating tension in Gulf of Oman, where two oil
tankers, one Norwegian-owned and other Japanese-owned were attacked on 13 June 2019. This incident
has led to heightened tensions between Iran and United States (US). Although, it remains unclear that who
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was responsible for attacks but US has put the blame on Iran, which, in turn, has denied all allegations.
Importance of Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman
World’s major oil exporters and importers have a joint interest in security of Gulf of Oman this is because
Gulf of Oman offers the only entrance from Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean into Persian Gulf.
Persian Gulf is an arm of Arabian Sea, lies between Arabian Peninsula and Iran, extending from Shatt al
Arab delta to Strait of Hormuz. Approximately 50% of world’s total oil reserves are estimated to be found
here.

PM Yoga Awards 2019
The Prime Minister’s Awards for outstanding contribution for Promotion and Development of Yoga 2019
were announced by the Ministry of AYUSH (Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha
and Homoeopathy).
PM’s Awards for Outstanding Contribution for Promotion and Development of Yoga -2019
Award Recipients in various categories-

Swami Rajarshi Muni of Life Mission, Gujarat: Individual Category- National1.
Swami is a practicing Yogi from Limbdi, Gujarat and is also spiritual Head and Chairman of Gujarat’s
Lakulish Yoga University,  an institution that facilitates students to excel  in Yoga and to explore its
different facets.

Antonietta Rozzi of Italy: Individual Category – International2.
She is a practicing Yoga Teacher from Lerici, Italy with more than 42 years of experience in Yoga. Her
work has supplemented recognition to Yoga as a promising academic field and to Yoga Therapy as a viable
healing system in Europe.

Bihar School of Yoga, Munger: Organisation Category – National3.
The school was founded in 1964 by Sri Swami Satyananda Saraswati and is known for varieties of Yoga
techniques.

Japan Yoga Niketan of Japan: Organisation Category –International4.
It was established in 1980 and since then has been a torch-bearer of Yoga in Japan. The Yoga Institute
runs many high quality Yoga training and therapy courses through which Yoga have developed roots in
Japan.
Background:  In 2016,  on occasion of  2nd International  Day of  Yoga celebrations at  Chandigarh,  PM
Narendra Modi had announced institution of awards for promotion and development of Yoga.
Selection Procedure: The guidelines for awards were developed by AYUSH Ministry and Nominations for
awards  were  invited  through  open  advertisement.  Two  committees  constituted  were-  Screening
Committee (for preliminary evaluation) and Evaluation Committee (Jury).
The selection of recipients was done among 79 nominations received under different categories. Firstly, a
screening committee chaired by AYUSH secretary, drew up a shortlist from 79 applications and then, the
jury, chaired by Cabinet Secretary recommended the awards to final recipients.
Prize: Awardees will be felicitated with Trophy, Certificate and Cash Prize of Rs.25 lakh each.

Shefali Juneja appointed India’s representative to ICAO’s council
Senior  bureaucrat  Shefali  Juneja  was  appointed  as  representative  of  India  (JS  Level)  in  council  of
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), Montreal, Canada.
About Shefali Juneja
She is a 1992 batch officer of Indian Revenue Service (Income Tax cadre) and is currently serving as the
Joint Secretary in Ministry of Civil Aviation (MCA).
She has been appointed to Representative of India post in the council of ICAO, Montreal, Canada. Her
tenure as a representative will for a period of three years.
She will replace senior IAS officer Alok Shekhar who was selected for this post in October 2015.
About International Civil Aviation Organisation
It is a specialized agency of United Nations, charged with coordinating and regulating international air
travel.
Background:  ICAO  was  established  in  1944  by  Convention  on  International  Civil  Aviation  (Chicago
Convention). It is headquartered in Quartier International of Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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Objective: To manage administration and governance of Chicago Convention.
Function
It  works  with  Member  States  (193)  and  several  industry  groups,  towards  reaching  a  consensus  on
international civil aviation Standards accepted globally and Recommended Practices (SARPs) and policies.
ICAO Member States use these SARPs and policies, to ensure that their local civil aviation operations and
regulations conform to global norms and also to support safe, efficient, economically sustainable and
environmentally responsible civil aviation sector.
ICAO Council: It is composed of 36 member states, who are elected for a 3 year term.
Council’s member states are chosen under three headings-

States of chief importance in air transport1.
States which make largest contribution to provision of facilities for air navigation2.
States whose designation will ensure that all major areas of world are represented in the council3.

 Induslnd Bank- BFIL merger to be effective from July
The merger of Induslnd Bank and Bharat Financial Inclusion Ltd (BFIL) will be effective from 4 July 2019.
This decision to file National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) Order on 4 July, by lender IndusInd , BFIL
and IFIL with Registrar of Companies was taken by the boards of IndusInd and BFIL.
Key Highlights
Background: In October 2018, IndusInd Bank decided to acquire India’s leading micro-finance player BFIL,
earlier known as SKS Microfinance. On 10 June 2019, National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), a quasi-
judicial  body  in  India  that  adjudicates  issues  relating  to  Indian  companies,  sanctioned  Scheme  of
Arrangement among BFIL, IndusInd and IFIL and their respective shareholders and creditors.
Key Changes:
After the merger current CEO of BFIL, M R Rao, will become the CEO of IndusInd Financial Inclusion Ltd
(IFIL) and all employees of BFIL will become part of Induslnd family.
The Business Correspondent (BCs) network of BFIL will operate under IFIL.
All Assets and liabilities of BFIL will be merged with IndusInd’s balance sheet.
The consolidated financial results for 1st quarter of FY19 will be published on 12 July 2019.
In accordance with Scheme of Arrangement, BFIL’s shareholders will get 639 shares of bank for every
1,000 they held. The scheme also contemplates a preferential allotment of share warrants to promoters of
bank  in  accordance  with  scheme,  which  says  that  each  share  warrant,  upon  exercise,  shall  entitle
Promoters to one Equity share.
Importance:
Financial Inclusion: This merger of IndusInd Bank Limited and BFIL will enable 8.8 million microfinance
customers of BFIL to access savings, deposits and other banking products. Thus the merger will help in
boosting financial inclusion in its truest form.
Increase Banking Reach: Also talent, capabilities and distribution of BFIL will enable IndusInd Bank to
play a more meaningful role in rural India and will fulfill ambition of building financial inclusiveness and
sustainability in large swathes of unbanked and underbanked India.

20 June: World Refugee Day observed
The World Refugee Day is observed across the world on 20 June every year. The theme for World Refugee
Day 2019 was: Step with Refugees – Take a Step on World Refugee Day.
About World Refugee Day
Objective: The day is overserved annually to celebrate stories and contributions of refugees.
Background:  On  4  December  2000,  United  Nations  General  Assembly  (UNGA)  in  resolution  55/76
proclaimed to celebrate 20 June as World Refugee Day, starting from 2001. In this resolution, UNGA noted
that 2001 marked 50th anniversary of 1951 Convention relating to Status of Refugees. It is observed to
commemorate the day to honor all refugees, raise awareness and solicit support.
Observance:  Individuals  and community groups are encouraged to mark the World Refugee day by
attending local World Refugee Day event, watching and sharing World Refugee Day videos and also by
raising awareness for refugees on social media.
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UNHCR Study on Refugees
As per the latest annual study released by United Nation’s office of UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCS) nearly 70.8 million men, women and children were forcibly displaced at the end of 2018. This is
highest number of displaced individuals in organization’s 70-year history.
The study cited that violence, wars and persecution is the reason behind driving record numbers of people
from their homes worldwide.
Almost 66% of those who are uprooted from their homes are internally displaced persons who have not
left their homelands. Nearly 80% of these refugees live in countries neighbouring their country of origin.
Study  states  that  on  an  average,  1  person  is  forcibly  displaced  every  2  seconds  as  a  result  of
conflict/persecution and refugees are among the world’s most vulnerable people.
Who is a Refugee?
As per United Nations 1951 Refugee Convention– A refugee is a person who fled his/her home and country
owing to a well-founded fear of persecution either because of race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group, or due to political opinion.

June 22, 2019
WHO launches AWaRe tool to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance

The World Health Organisation (WHO) recently launched a global campaign urging governments all
across the world to adopt its new online tool called AWaRe (Access, Watch and Reserve), which is aimed at
guiding  policy-makers  and  health  workers  of  country  to  reduce  spread  of  antimicrobial  resistance,
adverse events and costs.
This AWaRe tool was developed by World Health Oraganisation’s Essential Medicines List (EML) to reduce
spread of antimicrobial resistance, antibiotic-related adverse events, and also to make antibiotic use safer,
cheaper and more effective for its consumer.
Key Highlights
Objective: to combat growing menace of antibiotic abuse and burgeoning resistance worldwide and to
limit drugs those are at risk of resistance.
About: The WHO’s latest advisory, suggested adoption of AWaRe approach which classifies antibiotics
into three groups –

Access– which antibiotics to use for the most common and serious infections1.
Watch– which ones should be available at all times in the healthcare system2.
Reserve– those that must be used sparingly or preserved and used only as a last resort3.

Need:
As per WHO estimates, in most of the countries more than 50% of antibiotics are used inappropriately for
treatment of viruses even when they only treat bacterial infections, or are wrong choice of antibiotic
(broader spectrum), thus contributing to spread of antimicrobial resistance (AMR).
Also,  when  antibiotics  stop  working  effectively,  treatments  become  more  expensive  and  hospital
admissions  are  increased,  thus  this  may  take  a  heavy  toll  on  already  stretched  health  budgets  of
developing countries.
Measures Undertaken:
This new campaign will  strive towards increasing proportion of global consumption of antibiotics in
Access group to minimum 60%, and towards reducing use of antibiotics most at risk of resistance from
Watch and Reserve groups.
As  Access  antibiotics  are  narrow-spectrum  antibiotics  drugs  (means  that  they  target  a  specific
microorganism rather than many), therefore, using Access antibiotics lowers the risk of resistance. They
are also less costly than others as they are available in generic formulations.
India’s Efforts
Red Line Campaign: In India, Union Ministry of Health Affair has made it mandatory to display a 5mm-
thick red vertical band (line) on packaging of prescription-only drugs (those which compulsorily require
Doctors’ Prescription) so as to sensitise people and make them cautious while buying these Antibiotic
medicines that are widely sold without prescriptions.
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SEBI sets up panel for reviewing Margins on Derivatives
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), the capital markets regulator has set up a panel, to
review current framework of margins in the futures and options (F&O) derivative segment.
Key Highlights
The working group set up by SEBI is headed by the National Stock Exchange (NSE) Clearing Ltd., and will
submit its recommendations to Secondary Market Advisory Committee.
Reason:  This  is  review panel  is  set  up based on the feedback that existing margin requirements in
derivatives segment is pushing up cost of trading while not managing risk in most efficient manner,.
Need: The reviewing of Margin Derivatives assumes significance as lower cost of trading was the main
reason why institutional investors preferred to trade in Nifty contracts on Singapore Exchange Limited
(SGX) at Singapore rather than on highly liquid derivatives segment of NSE.
Findings of Study
High Margin requirements in India: In a recent study jointly conducted by Association of National Exchanges
Members  of  India  (ANMI)  and consultancy firm Ernst  & Young  (EY),  highlighted fact  that  trading in
derivatives in Indian market costs much more when compared to most of other leading markets. This is
due to a variety of margins that are imposed on traders.
Variety of Margins: It also disclosed that unlike other trading markets where higher event-based margins
are applied temporarily (such as during instances of increased volatility), the Indian stock market levy a
variety of margins during normal course which pushes up overall cost of trading.
Exposure Margin: Across global exchanges considered under review, only SPAN margin (or single margin
system)  is collected as initial margin but India levies exposure margin (or the margin charged over and
above SPAN margin which is discretion of broker), excessive short option margin as part of initial SPAN
margin and event-based margins for covering intermittent periods of higher volatility.
Way Ahead: Using margining as a tool should be to address risk of a given portfolio but should not be
used to control market volumes/exposures.

Operation Bandar: IAF’s code name for Balakot Airstrike
The preemptive non military air strike conducted by Indian Air Force (IAF) on a terrorist training camp in
Balakot, Pakistan, on 26 February 2019 was code-named Operation Bandar (Monkey).
Key Highlights
The code name was given as a nondescript, mundane tag to the air strikes, in order to maintain secrecy
and ensure that plans about Balakot operations don’t leak out.
Although as per the defence officials there was not any specific reason behind the name chosen but in
general a monkey have had a cultural significance and held a special place in India’s war culture such as in
Ramayana, where Lord Rama’s lieutenant Lord Hanuman swiftly sneaked into Lanka and destroyed entire
capital city of Ravana.
The Indian Air Force is planning to reward IAF pilots who took part in attack with Vayu Sena Medal
(Gallantry) for their acts of bravery.
About Balakot Air Strike
As a response to Pulwama terror attack which claimed the lives of 40 Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
security personnel and whose responsibility was taken  by Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), 12 IAF Mirage-2000
fighter jets struck on JeM training camp in in Balakot town of  Khyber Pakhtunwa province  inside
Pakistan in early hours on 26 February with precision guided munitions.
The IAF pilots carried out pre-dawn attacks by dropping five Spice 2000 bombs on their designated
targets and returned to their bases. The aircraft used in strike belonged to No 7 and No 9 squadrons of IAF
and included non-upgraded planes.
On one hand some of Mirage aircraft carried out attack on Jaish positions while a team of other few
Mirages and Su-30MKI combat aircraft were engaged in keeping Pakistan air force planes away from
causing any hindrance to Balakot operation or launching any counter-offensive.
The operations were ably supported by indigenous Airborne Early Warning and Control systems (AEW&C)
plane Netra and IAF had also kept its Garud commandos team on stand-by for any kind of emergency
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oparation.
Author Amish Tripathi appointed director of London’s Nehru Centre

Renowned Author Amish Tripathi has been named as the new director of London’s Nehru Centre, under
Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR).
About Amish Tripathi
He is the author of best-selling books such as ‘Secret of the Nagas’ and ‘Sita – Warrior of Mithila’.
He will take over the director’s post from diplomat Srinivas Gotru, whose 4 year tenure ended in early 2019.
He was appointed on basis of merit, after he applied for the director’s post followed by an interview with a
selection panel.
His appointment is being expected to bring more visibility to ICCR’s flagship cultural centre and will make
every centre under ICCR to be more vibrant and proactive to generate a proper understanding of the
Indian culture abroad.
About London’s Nehru Centre
The Nehru Centre is a cultural centre located at the South Audley Street, London in United Kingdom (UK).
It was established in 1992 with the goal of promoting cultural exchange between India and UK.
Famous personalities associated with centre include- Gopalkrishna Gandhi served as its founder director
and Playwright-actor Girish Karnad was among prominent people to have helmed the centre.
Most of the directors to Nehru Centre’s have been political appointees. Diplomat Pavan Varma was 1st
bureaucrat to head cultural wing of Indian high commission in London, UK and was appointed as its
director in 2005.

India’s Forest cover up by 1%- Environment Minister
Prakash Javadekar, Union Minister for Environment informed the Lok Sabha that India’s forest cover has
increased by 1% in last one year period and over 24.39% of India’s geographical area now constitutes of
green cover.
Key Highlights
Disputed  Facts:  Ms.  Maneka  Gandhi,  BJP’s  Member  of  Parliament  disputed  the  fact  presented  by
Environment Minister and cautioned him that satellite imagery could be misleading as it might have
mistaken sugar cane crops for trees.
Response:
During Question Hour, Mr. Javadekar responded to supplementaries by stating-
For every one tree chopped for reason of development work, 3-4 were planted either in same area or
elsewhere.
The satellite imagery were taken at regular intervals which rules out such inconsistencies and makes it
highly unlikely that sugar cane crops were counted in forest cover.
As per a latest report, more than 24.39% of India’s geographical area now constitutes of green cover and
government further plans to plant 125 crore trees along highways to increase green cover.
What is Question Hour?
It  refers  to  1st  hour of  Lok Sabha’s  sitting session,  which is  devoted to questions that  Members of
Parliament (MPs) raise about any aspect of administrative activity.
The concerned Minister (to whom question is raised) is obliged to answer to Parliament, either orally or in
writing, depending on type of question raised.

National Freight Index: by Rivigo Logistics
Rivigo, a Gurgaon-based tech-enabled logistics start-up has launched National Freight Index (NFI) that
will provide live freight rates for different lanes and vehicles across the country. Rivigo is a technology
enabled logistics company, that owns a fleet of over 3,000 trucks, which works on ‘Relay Model’.
About National Freight Index
NFI is barometer of road freight market in India and is based on Rivigo rate exchange. It will provide live
spot rates on more than 7 million lane and vehicle type combinations in India. This will be a step towards
easing logistics sector crisis and also streamlining sector.
NFI offers a combined picture of both live rates and historical trends of spot price movements in India’s
road freight industry.
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Index is represented in two main forms-
In terms of actual freight rates condensed to Rupees per tonne-km1.
In terms of relative movement with respect to a base month.2.

Rates on both index and exchange are based on Rivigo’s economics powered pricing algorithms and
machine learning, which uses factors such as millions of data points from historical transactions, current
market dynamics, micro market insights etc. for computing thus are continuously improving on accuracy.
This is done with ultimate purpose of giving a fair and precise representation of the state of the spot
market in India.
Need: There are high rate of inefficiencies in existing freight market, which in turn leads to a great loss of
value. Thus using NFI will ensure unrestricted access by giving a fair and precise representation of state
of country’s spot market and will bring transparency in road-freight marketplace.
Benefits:
It will also bring a pricing transparency, in a system where demand traditionally flows from transporters,
brokers, fleet owners and then to drivers.
NFI will give historical spot price movements of country’s road freight industry. In India actual freight
rates are in Rupee per ton-km and in terms of relative movement with respect to a base month, and this
would be updated by NFI in real time.
Way Ahead:
Efficiency of spot freight marketplace will determine how the growth is compounded and National Freight
Index  will  empower  all  stakeholders  to  realise  its  full  potential.  The  NFI  can  be  visited  at
nationalfreightindex.com.
India’s Logistic Sector
Even though logistics sector account for about 14% of India’s GDP and 70% of its contribution comes from
road transportation  but  still  there  is  no  pricing  transparency  and working conditions  of  drivers  is
deplorable in the sector.
Due to such conditions willingness to join sector is decreasing and due to this India could face a 50%
shortage of truck drivers by 2023.
Challenges: The Indian road freight market size is estimated to be worth $150-$160 billion out of this $130-
$140 billion is full-truck load (FTL) market, but India’s freight market has been facing a growing challenge
of shortage of truck drivers.

Yoga guru Baba Ramdev pens Autobiography
Yoga guru Baba Ramdev recently made announcement about releasing his autobiography titled- ‘My Life,
My Mission’. The book is co-authored with senior journalist Uday Mahurkar.
About ‘My Life, My Mission’
The autobiography of Baba Ramdev will unveil trials, tribulations, and triumphs of his life and provide
insights into his childhood.
Brief:
The book addresses major controversies, turning points and achievements of Baba Ramdev’s life and is
expected to be one of its kind personal narrative of life and times of yoga teacher.
In the book, Ramdev registers his journey from a small Haryana village to international stage, and pens
about his passion for yoga and good health, friends and foes, and the Swadeshi campaign spearheaded by
him.
Autobiography also highlights the journey of Ramdev’s venture, Patanjali  Group of Institutions,  with a
turnover of about Rs 12,000 crores.
Publisher: It is being published by Penguin Random House and expected to hit stands in August 2019.

Asian Artistic Gymnastic Championship: Pranati Nayak wins bronze
Pranati  Nayak  of  India  won bronze  medal  in  vault  event  held  at  Senior  Asian  Artistic  Gymnastics
Championships 2019 in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.
About Pranati Nayak
The 23-year-old Indian gymnast is from West Bengal, who had qualified for vault finals with a 6th place, in
finals scored 13.384 to claim bronze medal. She had scored 13.400 and 13.367 in the 1st and 2nd vault
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respesctively.
Other Winner:  China’s Yu Linmin  (14.350) clinched the gold and Japan’s Ayaka Sakaguchi  (13.584) won
silver medal at event.
She now currently stands tall as India’s 3rd major vaulting medallist after Dipa Karmakar and Aruna Reddy.
She now eyes her biggest challenge of World Championships 2019 which is scheduled to be held later this
year.
About Asian Gymnastic Championships
AGC  is  organized  by  Asian  Gymnastic  Union  (AGU)  for  each  of  the  FIG  (International  Gymnastics
Federation)  gymnastic  disciplines  for  both  men’s  and  women’s.  The  FIG  is  the  governing  body  of
competitive gymnastics which is headquartered in Lausanne, Switzerland.
The senior editions of Asian Gymnastics Championships is one in which competitors must be above 16
years of age.
The Senior Asian Artistic Gymnastics Championships 2020 will take place in Japan Tokyo, Japan from 2–5
May 2020.

Bihar Government bans Tree-Felling
The Bihar Government recently announced ban on felling of  trees in different cities of  Bihar,  citing
increasing pollution as well as a fatal heatwave in the state as reason for the ban.
Key Highlights
Background: Bihar Government has taken this decision as most cities of Bihar are ranked in list of World’s
most polluted cities which includes- Patna (7th position), Muzaffarpur (13th position), Gaya (18th position)
and Bhagalpur. Also, currently Bihar does not have any Tree Protection Act active, due to which people
who privately own a tree in state are cutting it indiscriminately.
Note: The current order against banning tree felling was passed under Forest Conservation Act (FCA),1980.
This new scheme is valid only for State Government owned properties and not for people who privately own a
tree.
Changes Announced:
With this new initiative Bihar Government has put a hold on tree harvesting for at least government held
projects.
Now for undertaking any development project (like road or highway tenders) if anybody now wants to
remove a tree would have to translocate/shift the project or the trees to some other place. Engineers have
also been asked not to cut trees while building/expanding roads.
All permissions granted to cut trees for development works, have become null and void. Trees on private
land, however, can be felled in the absence of a tree-protection Act in Bihar.
Reason:
The state government could also have taken this decision as a reaction to indiscriminate felling of big, old
trees in Patna during last few years for construction of roads and buildings. According to official data, on
Patna’s Bailey Road over 2200 trees have been chopped in last 2.5 years.
The state’s forest department also expressed its displeasure over filling roots of trees with concrete on
roads in various towns for the sake of development.
Government Vision:  Nitish Kumar, Chief Minister of Bihar has repeatedly announced his government
commitment to increase state green cover to 17%. As of date Bihar has been able to increase its green
cover from 7% to 15% under the Green Mission.
What is Forest Conservation Act, 1980?
It is an Act of the Parliament of India that was enacted for providing a higher level of protection to forests
and to regulate diversion of forest lands for non forestry purposes.
As per  the Forest  (Conservation)  Act,  1980 Prior  permission/approval  of  the Central  Government is
essential for De-reservation/ Diversion of forest land for for non-forestry purposes.
This is given on the condition that user agency will deposit required amount to undertake compensatory
afforestation for mitigate negative impact of forest land diversion.
The act extends to whole of India except state of Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
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June 23, 2019
India gets new C-ATFM System

India now has a state-of-the-art Central Command Centre for Air Traffic Flow Management (C-ATFM) in
New Delhi,  which will optimise utilisation of resources such as airspace and aircraft at the capacity-
constrained Indian airports.
What is C-ATFM system?
It  is  a  system  that  integrates  flight  data  from  various  subsystems  like  ATC  (Air  Traffic  Control)
Automation System, flight updates and flight update messages so as to provide safe and orderly flow of
traffic. It is a world class system where on one large screen anyone can see country’s all civil aviation
infrastructure such as planes on ground, planes which are in air, etc. as all of it is integrated with the ATC
(air traffic control).  It also displays weather information along with static information about airports,
airspaces and air routes.
Working:  The  centralised  air  traffic  flow  management  system  processes  demand  and  capacity
information along with static information about airports, airspaces and air routes and provides decision-
making tools to ATFM flow manager for collaborative decision making and to ensure regulated flow of
traffic at each airport in India.
ATFM system has connected all airports in India.
Principle: is fair distribution of slots and other available resources distributed to everyone.
ATFM network: C-ATFM system has actively connected top 36 airports of India that are handling traffic.
These airports are physically connected to this network and rests of the airports are connected through
internet.
This means that the system is supported by 36 Flow Management Positions (FMP) at various airports such
as Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Chennai, and Hyderabad etc. The ATFM network also includes 8
defence airports, which are provided with FMPs.
Purpose:  C-ATFM  system  is  primarily  meant  to  balance  capacity  against  demand  so  as  to  achieve
optimum utilization of airport, airspace and aircraft.
Need: As country’s major airports are facing a massive infrastructure crunch and capacity constraints,
with terminals handling way more passengers than their capacity to handle. In such scenario this new
system is expected to cut down on flight delays by synchronising aircraft movement with real time
conditions.
Benefits

Cutting down flight delays by balancing traffic demand.1.
Solution to space crunch2.

Significance:
With  the  help  of  C-ATFM  all  aviation  stakeholders  who  are  connected  through  various  means  of
communications, and through dedicated networks, all of them can now access same information and
everyone has same visibility towards each other’s resource requirements and resource availability.
India has now become 7th country after the US, Europe, Australia, South Africa, Japan, Brazil to have a
Centralised Air Traffic Flow Management System. This should now help ease up conditions at airports
with maximum infra shortage such as Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore and for other terminals which are
fast becoming new pain points for flyers such as Patna and Lucknow.
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Mauritania holds election for 1st time in 60yrs
Mauritania, a country in Northwest Africa went to polls for the first time since the African nation gained
independence from France nearly 60 years ago. Following the independence the country have mostly been
ruled Non-elected military governments.
Key Highlights of Elections
President Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz (62), who seized power in a military coup in 2008, agreed to step
down and abide by serving period of maximum two five-year elected terms. Under his reign he has
positioned Mauritania, as an ally of West against Islamist militants.
Bound by term limits,  Abdel  Aziz  threw his  support  behind 62-year-old  Mohamed Ould Ghazouani.
Ghazouani,  a  former general  and defence minister was heavily tipped to replace outgoing President
Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz.
These elections are being held to choose a successor to a democratically-elected president. However, they
are being criticized for being held in absence of international observers and printing of ballot papers by a
company with ties to ruling party.
The counting of ballots in Mauritania on Saturday evening from its presidential election, as the ruling
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party claimed its candidate was poised to win a landslide victory.
About Mauritania
The country is officially named Islamic Republic of Mauritania, lies on Atlantic coast of Africa.
It is a home to fewer than 5 million people across a vast expanse of Western Sahara Desert.
In 1981, Mauritania became final country in world to formally abolish slavery, but it continues to this day.
In recent years, country has been spared attacks by jihadist militants linked to Al Qaeda and Islamic State
(IS). These militants have devastated other countries in West Africa’s Sahel region, including neighboring
Mali and Burkina Faso.

India women’s Rugby team record 1st-ever International win
Indian Women’s  Rugby team claimed their  1st  ever  international  women’s  15s  victory after  beating
Singapore in the Asian Women Rugby Championship Division 1 in Manila, Philippines.
Key Highlights
Sumitra  Nayak  kicked  a  penalty  in  the  dying  minutes  to  claim  a  narrow  victory  for  India  against
Singapore with a 21-19 win for girls in blue.
This historic victory means India finished 3rd in tournament, therefore claiming a bronze medal.
The Championship Division 1 will double up as part of the qualification process for the Rugby World Cup
2021.
Rugby’s  Future  in  India:  India has a  big following for  Rugby game.  India,  China and USA together
constitute 33% of 800 million followers of game globally. As per Nasser Hussain, former India captain and
General Manager, Indian Rugby Union, the game is spread across 24 States with India having about
80,000 registered rugby players.
Asia Rugby Women’s Championship
In 2006 the 1st recorded Asian rugby championship for female 15-a-side teams was founded. Prior to that
at least since 2000 there had been women’s 7-a-side tournaments in Asia.
It is organised by Asian Rugby Football Union (ARFU).
China were the hosts of and winners of the 1st tournament that took place in 2006.

Nepalese nationals must have visa to enter India via Pakistan, China.
According to a notice issued by Nepalese Embassy in New Delhi, Nepalese nationals is required to have
visa if they are entering India from Pakistan, China, Hong Kong and Macau. As per the Nepal foreign
ministry, there are 4 million Nepalese working and studying in India.
Key Highlights
The Nepalese Embassy also notified that a citizen of Nepal who wants to pass immigration clearance of
India while travelling to Gulf countries such as Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Lebanon, Oman, Kuwait and Bahrain
are required to acquire No Objection Certificate (NOC) from respective Nepalese Embassies situated in
those countries.
To get NOC, a traveler must have to submit an application to respective embassy along with relevant
documents, including ticket and visa of the destination country, employment permit.
Reason:  An open boarder allows Nepalese nationals an easy path to enter India and some of whom
subsequently travel to Gulf countries for work. Thus, the decision that a Nepalese citizens now mandatory
require NOC to enter Gulf countries via India, is taken amid raising security concerns. However in past, no
separate permit was required to travel any country through Indian immigration clearance.
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Background
As per existing rule, a citizen of Nepal entering India by land/air directly from Nepal does not require a
passport/Visa, but is required to possess an identity card that establishes his/her identity as a Nepalese
national. However, for security reasons a citizen of Nepal is generally asked for Passport when entering
India from a place other than Nepal.
The  ID  documents  which  are  considered  valid  for  verifying  individual’s  identity  includes  Nepalese
Passport, Nepalese Citizenship Certificate, Voter’s ID Card issued by Election Commission of Nepal and
Limited Validity photo-identity certificate issued by Nepalese Embassy in India when deemed necessary.
For children between 10-18 years  of  age,  who are  travelling with their  parents,  photo ID issued by
Principal of their School, are considered as valid travel documents.

Asian Snooker Championship: Pankaj Advani
India’s Pankaj Advani defeated Thanawat Tirapongpaiboon of Thailand with 6-3 in final to clinch the 35th
men’s Asian Snooker Championship.
Key Highlights
India’s ace cueist Pankaj Advani won men’s Asian Snooker Championship to complete a career grand slam
in cue sports.
Record: With this win Advani has now become the only player to win Asian and World championships in
all formats and also only one to do it in both billiards and snooker.
He has now claimed ACBS (Asian Confederation of Billiard Sports) Asian snooker events: 6-red (short
format) and 15-red (long format) along with the IBSF World (Billiards and Snooker) Championships in both
formats.
Although Pankaj had already accomplished it in billiards, but he was missing 15-red Asian snooker title
from his bulging trophy cabinet.
Pankaj will now take part in IBSF World Cup 2019 scheduled to be held in late June in Doha, Qatar.
About ACBS Asian Snooker Championship
It  is  the  premier  non-professional  snooker  tournament  in  Asia  that  started  from  1984.  The  Asian
Confederation of Billiard Sports, sanctions the event series. In most of the seasons winner of tournament
qualifies for next season of Professional Snooker Tour.

Function of Data Sovereignty: Vinit Goenka’s new book
Author Vinit Goenka released his new co-authored book titled ‘Function of Data Sovereignty: The Pursuit of
Supremacy’. He is founder member of Centre for Knowledge Sovereignty (CKS), which is an endeavour to
acquire knowledge through experts of eminence in respective field.
Key Facts about Data
Data Localization:  The Book focuses in-depth on steps and concrete actions required to build highly
capable data centres that will  ensure data security,  and implementation of well-thought-out policies,
procedures, and laws on data sovereignty to ensure that India weakens all fear of Data Colonisation well in
time. The impact of these steps would be a radical breakthrough in ease of doing data centre business in
India.
Caution:  India is one of the world’s biggest markets in data generation i.e.  India generates data and
consume data. Although data is the new fuel which runs world, it is also a double-edged sword hence
author also cautioned against data colonisation being not too far.
Risk: It identifies risks and gaps in areas such as regulatory policies, energy, water resource, network
bandwidth,  and risk & management of  natural  disasters which prevent market forces in India from
playing its due role.
It also attempts to set a clear objective for regulators to formulate a business-friendly, unambiguous, and
strict policy environment for data centre business in India.
India and Data
India is becoming a substantial data consumption market with one-sixth of human population and one-
fourth of data consumption of world. The digital data consumption in India is expected to increase two
times as fast as global rate (from 0.6 zettabytes in 2013 to 6 zettabytes in 2020). The key drivers for digital
data  consumption  growth  are  sectors  such  as  insurance,  banking,  telecommunications,  IT,  digital
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commerce, social media, and government sector.
In 2018, Indian data centre infrastructure market was valued at US$27 billion, which by 2020 is expected
to be second largest market within Asia-Pacific region

NTPC, PGCIL sign MoU to enter Power Distribution Business
The Indian Public Sector Undertaking’s (PSUs) National Thermal Power Corporation Limited (NTPC Ltd)
and Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL) have signed an agreement to set up National
Electricity Distribution Company Limited (NEDCL).
Key Highlights
The forming of a joint venture to set up National Electricity Distribution Company by NTPC, a leading
power generator, and Power Grid, which owns India’s largest power transmission network, paves way for
two to get into consumer electricity supply business. As per the agreement NEDCL will be a joint venture
of NTPC and PGCIL on 50:50 equity basis.
Objective: To undertake business for distribution of electricity in distribution circles in various states and
Union Territories (UTs) and other related activities.
Significance: As the announcement about Joint venture comes at a time when existing reform scheme
UDAY (Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana) has been declared as a failure by several agencies, thus this
move could also hint at another round of power distribution reforms.
Reform Includes: Separation of content and carriage businesses in power distribution which means that
the infrastructure builder for power supply and supplier to consumers would be two separate companies.
This would make power distribution sector more competitive as separating content and carriage will
bring more competition with more than one power supplier.
These measures have been suggested in latest amendments to Electricity Act, 2003, which is yet to be
tabled in Parliament.
About UDAY
Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana was launched by government of India in 2015 with aim of turning around
the state-owned discoms financially and operationally as well as finding a permanent solution to financial
mess that power distribution is in. Although the financial part was concluded with states’ taking over
losses of distribution companies and issuing bonds but operational front is still facing challenges.
Current Status: At the end of Financial Year 2019, Losses of state-owned discoms grew by more than 40%
(Rs.21,658 crore) but at the same time, the dues of discoms to power Generation company (gencos) stood at
Rs.38,023 crore.

June 24, 2019
Unique Flood Hazard Atlas: Odisha

Odisha has come out with a unique flood hazard atlas aided by satellite imagery, which is expected to help
the coastal state manage floods more efficiently. The atlas was released by Odisha Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik at the State-level Natural Calamity Meeting.
About Flood Hazard Atlas
Need: Atlas would serve as a useful resource of information for policy makers, planners and civil society
groups.
Base Period: Atlas is compiled on basis of historic flood inundation captured via satellite imagery over 18
years period from year 2001 to 2018.
Methodology:
Firstly, all satellite data sets were analysed and flood layers were extracted from it, then all flood layers
corresponding to a particular year were combined into one inundation layer, so that this layer represents
maximum flooded area in 1 year period.
Then all  such combined flood layers for a period of 18 years were integrated into flood hazard layer
representing observed flood-inundated areas with different frequencies. This layer was integrated with
digital database layers of Odisha.
Key Findings of Study
The National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), Hyderabad had
undertaken a study on Odisha’s flood hazard zonation.
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Floods in Odisha: Every year vast areas of Odisha are inundated when there is flooding in major rivers of
state, viz. Mahanadi, Subarnarekha, Brahmani, Rushikulya and Baitarani. Also, as per Odisha State Disaster
Management Authority (OSDMA), damages due to floods are mainly caused by Mahanadi, Brahmani and
Baitarani, which have a common delta where floodwaters intermingle and when in series simultaneously
cause havoc.
Flash Floods: Few districts in western and southern part of Odisha are prone to flash floods which are
caused due to instant run-off from hilly catchments areas of rivers like, Vamsadhara and Budhabalanga.
Hazard Prone: The entire coastal belt is prone to storm surges, which is commonly accompanied by heavy
rainfall which then makes estuary region vulnerable to both storm surges and river flooding. Few districts
in Odisha’s western and southern part of are prone to flash floods.
Hazard Categories: As per NRSC analysis during 2001-2018, about 8.96% (13.96 lakh hectares) of land in
Odisha was affected by floods. Out of this 13.96 lakh hectare flood-affected area nearly 2.81 lakh hectares of
land falls under high inundated flood hazard categories (7-9 times) to very high inundated flood hazard
categories (10-14 times).

Centre distributed free DD set-top boxes in J&K
Prakash Javadekar, Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting, along with Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K) governor Satyapal Malik distributed Doordarshan (DD) Free Dish Set Top Boxes to people living in
border areas of Jammu and Kashmir region in Srinagar.
Key Highlights
At an event organized by Doordarshan Kashir, Union Information and Broadcasting Minister launched a
spectrum of initiatives for state along with distribution of 30,000 free DD set-top boxes. DD Kashir is a
regional subsidiary television station of Doordarshan.
The Set Top Box will be provided free of cost and audience will be able to view over 100 channels for free.
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DD Kashir  launched a news bulletin titled Dogri  News  for  Jammu region on channel,  which will  be
telecasted every day at 6.15 PM on channel on digital mode.
Significance:
In small areas and districts where there is no mobile connection, no internet and no television this new
step will help in providing information and making them aware.
The DD Free Dish service will help even those people who are living in remote and distant areas of J&K
and further aims to cover even those areas in country where TV has not reached so far.
Dogri News Bulletin on satellite medium will help Dogri language reach people across the world. It will also
give J&K’s composite culture and literature a boost as Kashmiri, Dogri and Ladakhi languages will be
available on same channel.
DD DTH service
Doordarshan’s DTH service also known as DD Free Dish was launched in 2004. It and has been upgraded
from time to time. At present it has capacity is 104 SDTV channels along with 40 Radio channels.
DD Free Dish has emerged as an empowering tool for masses and now it has reached more than 34 million
households in India.

Indian Women’s Hockey Team Wins FIH Series Finals
India clinched the women’s FIH Series Finals Hockey Tournament by beating hosts Japan 3-1 in summit
clash at the Hiroshima Hockey Stadium in Japan.
Key Highlights
The World No.9 Indian women had put a hard fought win over the Asian champions.
Captain Rani Rampal gave India lead in 3rd minute before drag-flicker Gurjit Kaur struck twice (45th and
60th minutes) late in match to set up win.
In last minutes of match Gurjit, the top scorer of tournament, scored her second goal of match through a
penalty corner to make it 3-1 and closed the victory for India.
Kanon Mori scored only goal for Japan in 11th minute.
By entering final of FIH Series Indian women’s team have already secured its place in final round of 2020
FIH Olympics qualifiers.
Women’s FIH Series
The 2018–19 Women’s FIH Series Finals that were held in June 2019 are 2nd stage of 2018–19 editions of
Hockey Series.
The event saw the participation of 24 teams (from 5 confederations) matches played were 52.
The venue was in 3 host cities- Hiroshima (Japan), Banbridge (Ireland) and Valencia (Spain).
The top two teams from each event qualified for 2019 FIH Olympic Qualifiers.

Saudi Arabia becomes 1st Arab country to get full FATF membership
Saudi Arabia has become 1st Arab country to be granted full membership of Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) following FATF’s Annual General Meeting held in Orlando, Florida in United States (US).
Saudi Arabia and FATF
Background: Since November 2004, Saudi Arabia has been a founding member of Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) arm of FATF group. At the beginning of 2015 Saudi Arabia had received an invitation from
FATF as an observer member.
Now, the kingdom’s accession came as global money laundering watchdog celebrated 30th anniversary of
its 1st meeting held in Paris (France) in 1989.
The full  membership to Saudi  Arabia comes after it  was reported that Kingdom had made tangible
progress for its efforts in implementing FATF’s guidelines.
What is FATF?
It was established in 1989, with headquarters in Paris, France.
Members:  FATF  comprises  of  37-member  jurisdictions  and  2  Regional  Organisations  namely  Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) and European Commission (EC). With kingdom becoming a FATF member, the
number of permanent members in group is now 39.
FATF Plenary: is FATF’s decision making body. It meets three times per year.
Function: The Financial Action Task Force is an international group responsible for issuing international
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standards,  policies  and  best  practices  for  combating  money  laundering,  terrorist  financing  and
proliferation and other related threats to integrity of international financial system.
Recent  Developments:  FATF has  notified  that  Pakistan failed  to  complete  its  action plan on terror
financing and has strongly urged Pakistan to swiftly complete its action plan by October 2019 or else face
consequences.

Japan gifts Manipur a Peace Museum built on WWII memories
Japan gifted Manipur, one of India’s north eastern state a Museum of Peace built on the memories of
Battle of Imphal, one of the fiercest battles of 2nd World War (WWII). The inauguration of Imphal Peace
Museum marked 75th anniversary of Battle of Imphal.
Key Highlights
Location: The Imphal Peace Museum was inaugurated at Red Hill which lies about 20 km southwest of
Imphal (Manipur capital).
Funding: The museum is funded by Nippon Foundation, a private, non-profit grant-making organization
based in Japan.
Relics: Among the highlights of museum such as diaries and other memorabilia of those who returned to
Japan safely, is a framed calligraphy by Shinzo Abe Japan’s Prime Minister, which reads heiwa- meaning
peace in Japanese.
Why Red Hill?
About 70,000 Japanese soldiers, alongside those of Indian National Army (INA) of Subhash Chandra Bose,
died in battles with British-led Allied forces in areas around Imphal and Kohima from March-June 1944.
The last of these battles was fought at Red Hill in Imphal. In 1994 Japanese War Memorial was also built at
Red Hill to mark 50th anniversary of battle.
Significance: Imphal Peace Museum symbolises the reconciliation between Japan and Britain and Japan
and India. It will serve as a living memory of the tragic war which reinforces the message that history
changes and will make the world learn from past which is required for a lasting peaceful world.
What is Battle of Imphal 1944?
Battle of Imphal took place in region around city of Imphal (Manipur’s capital) from March to July 1944.
Japanese armies with an attempt to destroy Allied forces at Imphal invaded India, but were driven back
into Burma (todays’ Myanmar) with heavy losses.
The Battle of Imphal together with simultaneous Battle of Kohima (also known as Stalingrad of the East) on
road by which encircled Allied forces at Imphal were relieved, was the main turning point of 2nd World
War’s Burma Campaign.
The Japanese faced the largest defeat up until that time at Kohima and Imphal with many of Japanese
deaths resulting from starvation, disease and exhaustion suffered during their retreat.

IOC formally opens new Headquarters in Switzerland
On Olympic Games’ 125th anniversary, International Olympic Committee (IOC) has formally opened its
new headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland. The innaugration of new headquarters comes exactly 125
years after Olympic Games were revived.
Key Highlights
The International Olympic Committee was founded by Pierre de Coubertin, who was a great visionary and
brought together entire world together in one peaceful competition.
The  Olympic  Games  are  a  symbol  of  hope  and  peace  for  all  humankind,  to  signify  this  rooftop  of
headquarters takes the shape of a dove which is another universal symbol of peace.
Eco friendly construction: The Olympic House has been built on site of former Olympic headquarters, and
95% of old materials were reused and recycled. The renewable energy supplied to building is provided
using solar panels on roof and pumps taking water from Lake Geneva.
Signature Feature: of building is a central staircase linking together 5 Olympic rings. It is designed by
architecture  firm  3XN  of  Denmark,  the  energy-efficient  building  has  won  international  awards  for
sustainability. It also brings over 500 IOC employees together under one roof.
Cost: The new headquarters costs 145 million US Dollars.
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On occasion of Olympic Day, another reason for IOC members to gather in Lausanne was to choose 2026
Winter Games host for which candidates are: Stockholm-Are (Sweden) and Milan-Cortina (Italy).
International Olympic Committee
It is a non-governmental sports organisation headquartered in Lausanne, Switzerland.
The Sport’s governing body was created by Pierre de Coubertin and Demetrius Vikelas on 23 June 1894 in
Paris, France.
Function: It is the authority responsible for organising modern Summer and Winter Olympic Games.
Membership
Members: 95 active members, 44 honorary members, 2 honour members (Senegal and United States), 206
individual National Olympic Committees (officially recognised by IOC).
IOC is governing body of National Olympic Committees (NOCs). The NOC are national constituents of
worldwide Olympic Movement.
Current President of IOC- Thomas Bach of Germany

Vaishno Devi Shrine to have its own Disaster Response Force by 2020
Mata Vaishno Devi shrine located in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) will get a dedicated in-house disaster
response force by September 2020. For this purpose NDRF and Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board had
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in early 2019.
Key Highlights
MoU: The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed  between NDRF and shrine board in early 2019
was keeping in mind hilly terrain of region and emphasised the need for imparting Advanced Disaster
Management  Training  to  shrine  board staff  in  batches  so  as  to  keep them in  state  of  readiness  for
effectively and promptly responding to any disaster situation.
The 1st respondents in case of any eventuality will be staffs of Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board. The
training of board staffs has already begun at headquarters of 7th battalion of National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF) in Punjab.
Staff Selection: The Shrine board employees who are fit and have about 15-20 years of service remaining
will undergo this training capsule. It includes staff from security, medical and assistance wings, sweepers,
receptionists, salesmen and catering providers etc.
Training Undertaken:
NDRF is not charging any fee for training of shrine’s board staff that is being trained for ensuring a quick
response in case of any fire incident, earthquake, landslides or any other emergency situation.
The 6 week training of 1st batch of 25 staff that started on 18 May 2019 is almost heading for completion.
Now, the shrine board plans to train 180 employees by September 2020 to prepare a dedicated disaster
response force for shrine.
The board also plans to set up an Emergency Operation Centre as part of its disaster preparedness.
Tasks Undertaken: For further augmenting disaster management preparedness an NDRF team would
conduct a comprehensive audit of disaster management stores that are set up by Shrine board at various
locations  on  pilgrimage  track  and  in  Bhawan  area  so  that,  wherever  required,  these  are  further
replenished and strengthened by adding latest gadgets and equipment.
Mock Drill: In March 2019 an NDRF team conducted a mock exercise on yatra track near Bhawan area in
order to analyze and evaluate level of preparedness to most effectively and promptly respond to any
emergency situation.
About Mata Vaishno Devi
It is shrine is a dediacted to Vaishno Devi also known as Mata Rani, Trikuta and Vaishnavi, who is a
manifestation of Hindu Goddess Mata Adi Shakti (or Mahalakshmi/Matrika Goddess).
The religious pilgrimage shrine lies atop Trikuta hills, in Reasi district of Jammu region.
In 2019, it attracts 86 lakh pilgrims from across the world which was highest in past 5 years.

RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya quits before his term ends
Viral Acharya Deputy Governor of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has resigned from his position 6 months
before the end of his term citing reason as unavoidable personal circumstances.
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Acharya, who joined RBI on 23 January 2017 for a three-year term, was youngest deputy governor of RBI
post economic liberalisation. He may now return to New York University Stern School of Business (NYU
Stern) in August 2020 instead of February 2020.
Key Highlights
RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya resignation is second high profile resignation at Reserve Bank of India
(RBI). In December 2018 Urjit Patel former RBI governor, also resigned about nine months before end of
his schedule term citing personal reasons.
Acharya’s resignation is also significant as he resigned shortly before Bimal Jalan committee is to submit
its report on whether RBI reserves could be transferred to Centre government or not.
Mr. Acharya who was in charge of the monetary policy department, created a controversy in October 2018
by strongly alluding to encroachment on autonomy of apex bank of country by government. One of the
main tension points he highlighted was treatment of RBI reserves.
RBI is left with only 3 Deputy Governors- N.S. Vishwanathan, B.P. Kanungo and M.K. Jain.
Conflict: Dr. Acharya has been differing with RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das in last two Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) meetings on both growth and inflation. In latest monetary policy meeting also, RBI
Governor Das and Deputy Governor Acharya differed strongly on state of fiscal deficit and how to account
for that. Acharya, who was in charge of monetary policy department while ending his term warned of
wrath of markets if autonomy of a central bank was compromised.
About Reserve Bank of India
RBI is India’s central banking institution, which controls issuance and supply of Indian rupee.
The RBI began its operations on 1 April 1935 in accordance with Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. RBI was
nationalised on 1 January 1949, after India gained independence on 15 August 1947.
Until Monetary Policy Committee was established in 2016, it also controlled monetary policy in India.

June 25, 2019
Lessons Life Taught Me Unknowingly: Anupam Kher’s Autobiography

Bollywood actor  Anupam Kher  is  coming out  with  his  autobiography titled-‘Lessons  Life  Taught  Me
Unknowingly’ that is set to release on 5 August 2019. The book is expected to offer a kaleidoscopic peep into
life and times of Kher as an actor and entertainer.
Key Highlights
Publishers: The book is being published by Penguin Random House.
The Book: It is expected to be an extraordinary, riveting and no-holds-barred saga in which the actor
would make some behind-the-scenes revelations, and share anecdotes and rare nuggets from his life and
the lessons it taught him.
About Anupam Kher
Achievements: The 64 year old actor is a winner of 2 National awards, 8 Filmfare awards and a BAFTA
nomination. He is also a recipient of the Padma Shree (2004) and Padma Bhushan (2016) awards.
In his career spanning number of successful films in Bollywood he even and went on to feature in several
mainstream Hollywood films such as Silver Linings Playbook, Hotel Mumbai, The Big Sick and The Family
Man.
He also has a best-selling book ‘The Best Thing about You Is You!’ in his kitty. The book has been translated
in 6 languages and is in its 22nd reprint.

The Tribune’s Journalist wins RedInk Award
Rachna Khaira of The Tribune News Service has bagged prestigious RedInk Award for for Excellence in
Indian Journalism ‘Journalist of the Year’ 2019 for her expose during 2018 on functioning of the Unique
Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) and its Aadhaar data cache.
The Aadhar Expose
Investigation: conducted by Rachna Khaira confirmed that personal data of millions of citizens was at risk
of being hacked/traded for a price. The series of sting operations run by journalist helped to raise serious
doubts over government claims that Aadhaar data stored on UIDAI servers was safe and secure.
Then later many of the leads provided by her became part of a public interest litigation (PIL), which finally
led to troublesome and mandatory aspects of Aadhaar being watered down. She is currently working for
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The Huffington Post.
About RedInk Awards for Excellence in Indian Journalism
The Red Ink awards are a set of annual awards which were instituted by The Mumbai Press Club in 2010.
They are bestowed upon an individual in recognition of his/her excellence in journalistic achievements as
assessed by a special jury. These award grants national recognition to journalists by a professional body
Other Awardees of 2019
2019 Lifetime Achievement Award– was jointly awarded to two retired senior journalists-
Dinu  Ranadive  (94)  who retired from Maharashtra  Times:  He covered Goa freedom struggle  (1961),
Bangladesh war (1970-71) and broke stories on cement scandal (1982).
Sebastian D’Souza, Photojournalist who served as Photo Editor for Mumbai Mirror: He achieved acclaim
for his photographs that captured Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) terror attack on Mumbai on 26 November 2008.

20 Years of Kargil War: IAF Commemorates at Gwalior Air Base
The Indian Air Force (IAF) commemorated 20 years of  Kargil  War (held between May-July 1999)  by
turning Gwalior air base virtually into a ‘war theatre’ with a dramatic reenactment of some milestones of
1999 operation such as Tiger Hill Attack.
Key Highlights
Chief Guest: for event was Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa.
Symbolic  Recreation  of  Tiger  Hill  Attack:  IAF  planned  several  activities  at  Gwalior  air  base  to
commemorate 20 years of Kargil war and symbolic recreation of Tiger Hill attack was one of them. For
recreating Tiger Hill  attack in Jammu and Kashmir’s (J&K) Drass-Kargil  area,  IAF used Mirage 2000
aircraft and explosives were blown up on a Model Hill to recreate crucial events of kargil war.
Other Aircrafts on static display at the base were- 5 Mirage 2000, 2 MiG 21s and 1 Sukoi 30 MKI.
Mirage-2000 aircraft played a crucial role in battles fought during 1999 war and also hit enemy targets
bunkered in at Tiger Hill. One of the Mirage 2000s also showcased Spice bomb carrier, the bomb was used
in Balakot airstrike in 2019 February.
Other Scheduled Events: To mark the 20th anniversary of ‘Kargil Vijay Diwas’, a number of celebratory
events has been planned by Indian army in Delhi and Dras in J&K for next month. The anniversary
celebrations for 2019 be conducted on a nationwide platform from 25-27 July.
About Kargil War
It was an armed conflict between India and Pakistan, which ended with decisive Indian victory. It took
place between May-July 1999 in Kargil district (of Kashmir) and elsewhere along Line of Control (LOC).
Cause: of war was infiltration by Pakistani soldiers into positions on Indian side of LOC who disguised as
Kashmiri militants.
In India, war is also referred as Operation Vijay, the name of Indian operation to clear Kargil sector. During
Kargil war, IAF had conducted Operation Safed Sagar as a part of Operation Vijay of the Indian Army.

Coca-Cola and Chinese Dairy firm sign Olympic Sponsorship
Coca-Cola and Chinese dairy firm Mengniu have signed a multi-year global Olympic deal to become joint
sponsors (beverages and dairy) of Olympic Games starting from 2021 to 2032.
Key Highlights
Neither International Olympic Committee (IOC) nor two companies (Coca-Cola and Mengniu) involved in
sponsorship disclosed the size of deal.
The agreement was unveiled in Lausanne, Switzerland ahead of opening of IOC session in which IOC will
choose host city for 2026 Winter Olympics between two running candidates- Italy’s Milan/Cortina and
Sweden’s Stockholm/Are.
TOP Programme: This agreement is 1st ever joint partnership under Worldwide Olympic TOP programme.
The TOP (The Olympic Partners) programme is the highest level of Olympic sponsorship which grants
category-exclusive marketing rights to a selected group of global partners for Summer, Winter and Youth
Olympic Games.
Longest Olympic sponsor: Coca-Cola first supported the Olympic Games in 1928 and its previous deal ran
to 2020. Now with Coca Cola’s new agreement with Mengniu, China’s top milk products manufacturer
which will span 6 Olympic Games, makes it longest Olympic sponsor.
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Olympic Schedule: Beijing is scheduled to host 2022 Olympics, while 2024 Summer Games will be staged
in Paris, France. Los Angeles in California has been awarded 2028 Olympics.
Significance:  This partnership with Coca-Cola,  an iconic American brand,  which is  also the longest-
standing partner of  Olympics,  together with a  young Chinese company,  Mengniu,  will  give  another
dimension to promotion of Olympic values globally and will be a great example of unifying power of
Olympic spirit.

NASA’s Mars Rover detects High Levels of Methane
The Curiosity Rover of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), an independent federal
agency of United States has found the largest amount of methane ever measured during its mission on
Red Planet (Mars).
Key Highlights
Methane Level: Although Methane has been detected by the Curiosity team many times over the course of
NASA’s Mars Exploration Program but this time unusually high’ levels of methane- about 21 parts per
billion units by volume (ppbv) were reported. 1 ppbv means that if we take a volume of air on Mars then 1
billionth of volume of air is methane.
Findings:  Curiosity Rover’s Sample Analysis  at  Mars  (SAM) tunable laser spectrometer came up with
Methane level findings. The Sample Analysis at Mars team has also organised a different experiment to
gather more information on what might be a transient plume.
Why Finding Methane is Important?
Finding such high level of methane is exciting because microbial life is an important source of methane on
Earth, thus it may help scientist to look for possibility of life outside Earth.
Dilemma: The methane on Red Planet can also be created through interactions between rocks and water
and since Curiosity does not have instruments that can definitively say what exactly is the source of
methane, or even if it is coming from a local source within Gale Crater or elsewhere on planet, it becomes
impossible to tell if methane source is either biology or geology, or whether it is even ancient or modern.
Scientists Study: Several previous research papers have documented how background levels of methane
gas seem to rise and fall  seasonally.  They have also noted sudden spikes of  methane gas,  but again
scientist team knows very little about how long these transient plumes last or why they are different from
seasonal patterns.
Way Forward
Scientists  involved in  Curiosity  Mission needs time to  analyse  these clues  and conduct  many more
methane observations. They also need time to collaborate with other science teams such as with European
Space Agency’s (ESA) Trace Gas Orbiter, which has been in its science orbit for just above 1 year.
Combining previous observations and current measurements from surface and from orbit could help
scientists locate sources of gas on red planet and understand how long it lasts in Martian atmosphere.
About Curiosity Rover
It is part of NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory mission.
It is a car-sized rover designed to explore a crater on Mars called Gale.
It was launched on 26 November 2011, and landed on Aeolis Palus inside Gale crater on Mars on August
2012.
Although the planned mission lifespan for Curiosity rover once it lands on Mars is 1 Martian year (i.e. 687
days) however in December 2012 curiosity’s 2 year mission was extended indefinitely and rover is still
operational as of 25 June 2019.

Jaipur Foot Korea: launched by Korean Ambassador to India
Bong-kil Shin, South Korean Ambassador to India launched Jaipur Foot Korea, a collaborative initiative
between South Korea (or Republic of Korea) and Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata Samiti (BMVSS), a
Jaipur-based prosthetic limb non-profit organisation.
Key Highlights
Republic of Korea (ROK) ambassador to India signed an agreement with BMVSS for providing assistance
in prosthetic limbs sector.
Agreement: Under the agreement ROK will provide financial and technical assistance to further research
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and development (R&D) collaboration, technology transfer and facilitate and develop business between
India and Korea in med-tech (medical technology) sector specifically in area of prosthetic limbs, bionic
arms, 3-D printing-based Flat foot solution and mobility solutions.
Significance
The Korean ambassador emphasised that the agreement signed will open up access to Korean med-tech
students to join various prosthetic  fitment camps in various countries  and participate in certificate
programmes offered by Jaipur Foot.
The agreement will also open up many opportunities for overseas development assistance and grants
from Government of ROK and donations from several private institutions and corporations from Korea to
India.
About Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata Samiti
BMVSS is the world’s largest organisation rehabilitating more than 1.78 million disabled. It is a pan-Indian
organisation having over 23 branches across country.
It  provides  all  its  assistance,  such  as  artificial  limbs,  calipers  and  many other  aids/appliances  with
everything being totally free of charge.
It was registered as a society under Rajasthan Societies Registration Act on March 29, 1975 with its
headquarters at Jaipur (India).
About Jaipur Foot
It is a lightweight and durable prosthetic limb/artificial limb.
It is a rubber-based prosthetic leg for people with below-knee amputations
Being inexpensive it is widely acceptable as prosthesis and has been widely used in India.

Wilful Defaulters in Nationalised Banks up by 60% in 5 years: Govt
As per a written reply given by Union Finance Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman in Lok Sabha, the
number of wilful defaulters in nationalised banks has increased by more than 60% to 8,582 in five years to
March 2019.
Key Highlights
The Finance Minister provided the written reply in Lok Sabha to a question asked that whether the cases
of willful defaulters of banks have increased during the past five years.
Wilful Defaulter is an entity or a person that has not paid the loan taken back to the bank despite having
the ability to repay it. Wilful defaulters are acted against comprehensively.
Data Provided by Government:
By end of fiscal year 2014-15, the figure of wilful defaulters in nationalised banks stood at 5,349, and since
then  the  number  of  such  borrowers  has  been  consistently  rising-  with  being  6,575  (2015-16),  7,079
(2016-17), 7,535 (2017-18) and now increased to 8,582 in 2018-2019 fiscal.
During the last 5 financial years about ₹7,654 crore has been recovered from wilful defaulters’ accounts.
Steps Taken By Government
As per data reported by 17 nationalised banks in India, till 31 March 2019, suits for recovery have been filed
in 8,121 cases out of 8,582.
SARFAESI Act: In cases involving secured assets, action under provisions of SARFAESI Act (Securitisation
and Reconstruction  of  Financial  Assets  and Enforcement  of  Securities  Interest  Act,  2002)  has  been
initiated in 6,251 cases.
RBI Instructions: As per the instructions provided by Reserve Bank of India (RBI), wilful defaulters are not
sanctioned any additional facilities by banks/financial institutions, their unit is debarred from floating
new ventures for 5 year and even criminal proceedings are initiated wherever necessary. In accordance
with this FIRs have been registered in 2,915 cases.
SEBI  Regulations:  Besides,  vide  Securities  and  Exchange  Board  of  India  (SEBI)  regulations,  wilful
defaulters and companies who has with wilful defaulters as either promoters or directors have been
debarred from accessing capital markets to raise funds.
IBC  2016:  The  Insolvency  and  Bankruptcy  Code  (IBC),  2016  has  debarred  wilful  defaulters  from
participating in insolvency resolution process.
FEO Act 2018:  The government has enacted Fugitive Economic Offenders Act, 2018 for effective action
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against  wilful  defaulters who flee Indian jurisdiction.  It  provides for  attachment and confiscation of
property of fugitive offenders and to disentitle them from defending any civil claim.
PSBs: Government has also advised all Public Sector Banks (PSB) to decide on publishing photographs of
all concerned wilful defaulters and to obtain certified copy of passport of promoters/directors and other
authorised signatories of companies availing loans of over ₹50 crore. The heads of PSBs have also been
empowered to request for issuance of look out circulars (LoC) against wilful defaulters.

LESA: ESA tests device to rescue injured astronauts
European Space Agency (ESA) recently tested a device called Evacuation System Assembly (or LESA), which
is designed to assist in astronaut rescue missions on the surface of Moon. As per ESA, it is world’s 1st
device aimed to help future incapacitated astronauts.
About LESA
Among other preparations for NASA’s 2024 Moon mission  (Artemis Mission), scientists are testing the
Lunar Evacuation System Assembly, or LESA device.
It is developed by European Space Agency (ESA), an intergovernmental organisation of 22 member states
dedicated to space exploration.
Feature: LESA is a pyramid-like structure. It is designed in a way to be deployed just by a single astronaut
in lunar gravity to rescue an incapacitated crew mate.
Need: On mission Astronauts wear Extravehicular Activities (EVA) suits that are bulky, heavy due to which
they do not allow for a full range of movement. Thus while wearing an EVA suit, there is no way that an
astronaut could carry their fallen crewmate over their shoulder.
Testing: NASA astronauts are testing LESA under sea. This is because, with its rocky, sandy terrain and
warm salty water, the bottom of ocean floor bears much more similarity with lunar surface.
Significance:
In order to rescue a fallen colleague, LESA can be operated just by a single astronaut thus ensuring a rapid
and safe rescue.
LESA can be transported like a golf caddy and placed close to the fallen astronaut, hence enabling an
astronaut to lift their crewmate onto a mobile stretcher in less than 10 minutes, before carrying them to
safety of a nearby pressurised lander.

Russia extends ban on EU Food Imports until end of 2020
Russian President Vladimir Putin recently signed a decree for extending Moscow’s embargo on food
products  being  imported  from  the  European  Union  (EU)  to  the  end  of  2020.  This  decision  was  in
continuation of Russia’s s retaliation against sanctions over Ukraine.
Key Highlights
A decree signed by President Vladimir Putin posted on Moscow’s official government website, reads that
ban on produce, dairy, meat and most other foods imported from EU will now stretch to December 31,
2020.
Background: In 2014, following the international sanctions imposed by United States and other countries
over Russia for its annexation of Crimea and support of east Ukraine’s separatists, Moscow in August 2014
imposed  counter  sanctions  on  most  food  imports  from  the  European  Union,  US  and  several  other
countries. The international restrictions were primarily targeted at finance, energy and defense sectors of
Russian economy.
Recently on 20 June 2019, EU further extended their punishing economic sanctions against Russia (over
conflict in Ukraine) for a further 6 months period.
Sanction Result:  The Western economic restrictions being faced by Russia as well  as country’s own
embargo have affected Russian economy by pushing up food prices.  Western sanction have deprived
Russian economy of $50 billion on the other hand EU has lost $240 billion.
Russia has now managed to benefit from Western economic pressure as it has started phasing out its
imports and replacing them with domestically made products, even in sectors in which Moscow did not
have any experience, thus giving boost to domestic producers.

Pakistan secures $3 billion bailout from Qatar
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Cash-strapped Pakistan has secured a financial assistance in form of a bailout package of $3 billion from
oil-rich Qatar, a day after Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad concluded his visit to Pakistan.
Qatar’s financial assistance to Pakistan was announced by Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani,
Foreign Minister of Qatar.
Key Highlights
Pakistan also conferred visiting Qatari Emir with the Nishan-e-Pakistan, country’s highest civil honour.
Pakistan and Qatar apart from stepping up cooperation in trade and economy also signed a memorandum
of understanding (MoU) to  cooperate  in  field  of  exchange of  financial  intelligence related to  money
laundering and curbing terrorism financing.
During past 11 months, the Gulf state is 4th nation that has come forward at Pakistan’s rescue from
default as when Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government tries to overcome a ballooning balance-of-
payments (BOP) crisis.
Other Financial Aid to Pakistan:
China gave $4.6 billion aid to Pakistan in shape of deposits and commercial loans.
Saudi Arabia provided $3 billion cash deposit and $3.2 billion oil facility on deferred payments.
United Arab Emirates (UAE) also provided $2 billion cash deposit.
In May 2019 Pakistan reached a preliminary agreement with International Monetary Fund  (IMF) for $6
billion bailout package that was aimed at supporting Pakistan’s finances and for strengthening a slowing
economy.

June 26, 2019
K Natarajan appointed new Coast Guard DG

K Natarajan has been appointed as new Director General (DG) of Indian Coast Guard (ICG). He will be
succeeding Rajendra Singh, who retires on 30 June 2019.
About K. Natarajan
Natarajan  is  1984-batch  officer.  The  flag  officer  has  held  various  important  command  and  staff
appointments, both afloat and ashore. He also served as the Commanding Officer, ICGS Mandapam.
Current Post: He is currently serving as Additional Director General (ADG) of ICG’s Western Sea Board,
which looks after security of sensitive maritime boundary from Gujarat to Kerala.
Key  Post:  His  key  staff  assignments  at  ICG  headquarters  include-  Chairman,  Coast  Guard  Service
Selection Board (SSB), Principal Director (Policy and Plans), Principal Director (Projects), Joint Director
(Operations),  Coast  Guard  Advisor  (CGA)  to  Director  General,  ICG,  Chief  Staff  Officer  (Personnel  &
Administration) at Headquarters Region (East), Chennai, Chief of Staff at Headquarters Region (West),
Mumbai, Officer-in-Charge and Coast Guard Training Centre, Kochi.
He has commanded all classes of ICG ships-

Sangram: Advanced Offshore Patrol Vessel (AOPV)
Veera: Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)
Kanaklata Barua: Fast Patrol Vessel (FPV)
Chandbibi: Inshore Patrol Vessel (IPV).

About Indian Coast Guard
It  is  India’s  statutory  multi-mission  paramilitary  organization  that  is  responsible  for  safeguarding
country’s’ maritime interests and enforces maritime law.
It was established on 18 August 1978 by Coast Guard Act, 1978. It functions under the aegis of Union
Ministry of Defence.
It has jurisdiction over India’s territorial waters, including its contiguous zone and Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ).
It is country’s one of the youngest Armed Force and has 142 ships & 62 aircraft in total.

Leh celebrates Sindhu Darshan Festival
The 23rd edition of Sindhu Darshan Utsav 2019 started at Sindhu Ghat Shey in Leh from 24 to 27 June. It
was inaugurated by Skyabje Choskyong Palga Rinpoche.
The 4-day event is organised by Sindhu Darshan Yatra Samiti (SDYS) in collaboration with Ladakh Phanday
Tsogspa.
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About Sindhu Darshan Utsav
Background: The “Sindhu Darshan” or Sindhu festival was first started in month of October 1997, for
celebration of unity, communal harmony along with national integration.
Objective:  The  festival  aims  at  projecting  Indus  (or  Sindhu)  as  a  symbol  of  India’s  unity,  peaceful
coexistence and communal harmony and is also a symbolic salute to brave soldiers of country.
Celebrations:
Usually the festival begins on full moon day which is also called Guru Purnima.
On 1st day of festival participants from all religions, castes and regions are welcomed and there is a
reception on banks of Sindhu at Shey (about14 km from Leh). Utsav begins with prayers being offered to
River Indus in which large group of people take part in ritual on-board boats.
River Indus (or Sindhu): stands for peaceful coexistence and communal harmony and is a symbol of our
India’s identity and civilization.
Sindhu Yatra: undertaken during the festival helps forge a bond of unity among people who live in India’s
far-flung corners thus providing them an opportunity to visit beautiful region of Ladakh.
Being a  truly  National  Integration Programme,  the  Ladakh Buddhist  Association,  Shia  majlis,  Sunni
Anjuman, Christian Moravian Church, Hindu Trust and Sikh Gurudwara Prabhandak Committee (GPC)
jointly conducts the reception of all participants of festival.
Significance:
The Sindhu Darshan festival conveys a strong message of uniting different religions and faiths, as it
connects people from different faiths on one common platform to share love, compassion and respect for
each other which is also the essence of every religion.
The festival helps to bring Ladakh on global map and provide a boost to its tourism industry thus helping
Ladakh economically.
It also spread awareness about taking care of environment and its cleanliness is another purpose of the
festival.

Fact Box: Freedom Fighter Mohan Ranade
Mohan Ranade, the Veteran freedom fighter who played a major role in Goa Liberation Movement in
1950s, recently died in Pune at 90 years of age.
About Mohan Ranade
He was born in 1929 at Sangli, Maharashtra. He was a lawyer by training and was greatly inspired by
freedom fighters like Ganesh Damodar Savarkar and Vinayak Savarkar.
Fight for Goa: Ranade decided to dedicate his life to liberate Goa from clutches of Portuguese and thus he
entered Goa in 1950 under disguise as a teacher and founded an organisation called Azad Gomantak Dal,
which was to raise an armed revolt against Portuguese rule. He was injured during an attack on a police
station at Beti in 1955 and was consequently arrested by Portuguese police.
After being arrested by Portuguese police in 1955, he was imprisoned at Fort of Caxias near Lisbon in
Portugal where he was kept in solitary confinement for 6 years. Then in 1961 when Goa got liberated from
Portuguese rule, Ranade was released in January 1969, after having spent 14 years in prison.
He received Goa Puraskar in 1986 for social work and was awarded the Padma Shri in 2001. He has also
authored books on Goa liberation movement.
What is Goa Liberation Movement?
It was a movement which was aimed to end Portuguese colonial rule in Goa, India.
Initially, the movement was built on small scale revolts and uprisings of 19th century but grew powerful
during 1940-1961 periods. In the end Portuguese control of its Indian colonies ended only when after
failure of diplomacy with Portuguese, Government of India ordered Indian Armed Forces to take Goa by
force.
Thus on 18 and 19 December 1961 military operation were conducted in which Indian troops invaded and
captured Goa with little resistance. The governor-general of Portuguese India signed an instrument of
surrender and incorporated Portuguese territories into Indian Union.

25 June: International Day of Seafarer observed
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The International  Day of  the Seafarer  is  an annual  and international  event  day which is  celebrated
worldwide on 25 June and is coordinated by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
IMO celebrated the Day of the Seafarer 2019 with Campaign– I Am On Board with gender equality. Just like
previous years, the campaign was centred on social media with hashtag: # IAmOnBoard.
About International Day of Seafarer
Background: The Day of the Seafarer was established in 2010 by resolution 19 adopted by 2010 Diplomatic
Conference in Manila to adopt revised Standards of Training, Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers
(STCW)Convention,  1978. For the 1st time the day as observed in 2011 and since then it is being observed
annually.
Objective:
The  day  celebrates  and  recognizes  unique  contribution  made  by  seafarers  globally  to  international
seaborne trade, civil society and world economy.
The day also encourages governments,  shipping organizations,  companies,  ship owners and all  other
parties concerned to duly and appropriately promote Day of the Seafarer and take action to celebrate it
meaningfully.
Celebration:
IMO is celebrated the Day of the Seafarer by calling on everyone in maritime world and beyond to get on
board with 2019’s theme of gender equality and declare their support to Seafarer campaign, which links
with IMO World Maritime Day (26 September) theme, Empowering Women in the Maritime Community as
well as supports the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals, specifically SDG 5.
About International Maritime Organization
IMO is the United Nations specialized agency which is responsible for regulating shipping, safety and
security of shipping and prevention of marine pollution by ships.
It was established on 17 March 1948 and is headquartered in London, United Kingdom (UK).
Its Parent organization is United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).

100 Most Influential Women’ in UK Power List
Nirmala Sitharaman, Union Minister of Finance and Minister of Corporate Affairs was named in 100 Most
Influential in UK-India Relations: Celebrating Women list. Besides Sitharaman, list included Penny Mordaunt,
Britain’s Secretary of State for Defence and Ruchi Ghanashyam, Indian High Commissioner to the UK.
About The List
The ‘100 Most Influential in UK-India Relations: Celebrating Women’ list was launched by Sajid Javid, UK
Home Secretary to mark India Day in Houses of Parliament in London. This is the 3rd year of list.
The launch of list also marked commencing of UK-India Week in Britain. The course of week will include a
series of sessions on trade and investment and closer cooperation between two nations.
The women mentioned in list holds influencing positions in India and UK across 11 broad sectors such as
politics, technology and sustainability.
Nirmala Sitharaman:  The list called her as one of India’s most powerful women and credited her for
playing a pivotal role in bilateral relationship. Having studied at London School of Economics (LSE) and
worked in UK she is familiar with UK more so than probably all her other colleagues.
Oher Prominent Names in List: Priti Patel and Baroness Sandy Verma (Indian-origin parliamentarians in
the UK), Gurinder Chadha (filmmaker), Zia Mody and Pallavi S Shroff (Indian law firm chiefs), Suneeta
Reddy (Apollo Hospitals’ managing director) and Debjani Ghosh (Nasscom President).
Significance:
The list is recognition of front and centre role played by women in bilateral relationship. It acknowledges
that from business to politics, and art and literacy, women are continuing to make their way in bringing
together this bold startegic partnership via collaboration and relationships.
It highlights huge potential for bilateral future (of UK and India) as they continue to forge on together as
two great countries.

Government to launch Universal Smart Card Driving License
Union Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) has decided to modify the format of driving
licenses to smart card type driving licences so as to follow a standardised format nationwide.
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Key Highlights
Nitin Gadkari, Road Transport and Highways Minister in a written reply in Rajya Sabha, notified that
MoRTH has prescribed a common standard format and design of Driving Licence for Pan India.
Need: Around 30% of Indians drive with fake or bogus licenses. Police reports in just of Delhi NCR region
suggests that, cases of underage driving have jumped to 589% and in 1st 15 days of January 2019, 61
unpermitted juvenile cases were registered and issued with challans. A report from Nissan India and road
safety NGO SaveLIFE Foundation highlighted worrying part of underage driving. Thus, ministry’s move to
this new format is expected to help curb this situation to some extent.
Proposed Changes: MoRTH seeks to modify current format of driving licenses to laminated card without
chip or  smart  card type driving licences  and which will  include nationwide standardised format of
placement of information, standardization of fonts etc.
For this purpose, RTOs (Regional Transport Offices) should issue a uniform format of driving licenses
across nation using a universal smart card driving license format.
Implementation: The desired changes to Pan India Licence format will be implemented through MoRTH’s
flagship application called SARATHI (for Driving License).
About SARATHI
The application is developed by NIC (National Informatics Centre).
It has a common countrywide database of all driving license holders, with almost 15 crore driving license
records being available in its central repository, which is a part of National Registry.
No Duplication: SARATHI has a unique feature to identify duplicate records in real time online basis and
can also access information about challans if any, this then facilitates licencing authority that offender
drivers do not get a duplicate driving licence.

What is ‘goAML’ launched by UAE?
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has become 1st country in Gulf to launch new anti-money laundering
platform called ‘goAML’ (Anti-Money Laundering). It is a one-stop solution, launched by UAE to crack
down on organised financial crimes.
All about goAML
Developer: It is the new anti-money laundering platform was launched by UAE’s Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU) and is developed by United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to curb organised crimes.
Features:
It is a fully integrated software solution developed for use by UAE’s FIU. It is being considered as one of
the UNODC’s strategic responses to financial crime, such as money laundering and terrorist financing.
It can be used for data collection, document management and analysis and will  be used by financial
institutions (like banks, finance companies) and law enforcement agencies such as police and designated
non-financial businesses and professions (lawyers, accountants).
The platform is specifically customized to help FIU meet requirements of UAE’s Anti-Money Laundering
and Counter-Terrorist Financing (AML/CFT) framework and other illicit financial activities.
goAML will  facilitate  the  receipt,  analysis  and dissemination of  suspicious  transactions  and activity
reports.
Compulsory Registration: As per officials of UAE’s Central Bank (in Abu Dhabi) ‘goAML’ has been open for
registration since May and all financial entities and Designated Non-Financial Businesses or Professions
have to register on this new reporting platform system by 27 June 2019.
Over 900 entities including, banks, insurance companies and money exchange centres are required to
register on goAML platform (nearly 50% of them have already registered).
Significance:  This  new system ensures that UAE financial  system remains effective in fight against
money laundering and terrorist financing.
About Financial Intelligence Units
Worldwide, FIUs play a leading role in prevention of anti-money laundering (AML) and counter-terrorist
financing (CTF) activities.
Function: They receive, process, and analyze reports made by financial institutions or other entities in
accordance with requirements of domestic AML/CTF laws and regulations.
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India proposes to host 2023 IOC session
India has proposed to host 2023 International Olympic Committee (IOC) session in Mumbai, which is
expected to choose host city for 2030 Winter Olympics.
Key Highlights
An IOC Session: is the general meeting of members of Committee (about 100-odd), held once in a year, in
which each member has one vote. It is the supreme organ of IOC and its decisions are final.
Recent Developments: The formal bid for the purpose of hosting 2023 IOC session was submitted by
Indian Olympic Association President Narinder Batra and IOC member Nita Ambani to IOC Chief Thomas
Back on the sidelines of governing body’s 134th Session at Lausanne in Switzerland. 134th IOC Session
took place from 24 to 26 June 2019.
Why 2023 IOC?
The year 2022-2023 happens to be the 75th year of Indian Independence (since 1947) and thus seems to be
the best way for Indian sports to celebrate the anniversary by having entire Olympic community in India.
Background:  Earlier, India has hosted the 86th IOC Session  in 1983 in New Delhi. Recently, India had
expressed its desire to host the ongoing IOC session to decide the 2026 Winter Olympics host but it lost
the bid to the Milan (Italian city). But later, Milan stepped back from the role after Italy decided to bid for
2026 Winter Games instead and thus the session is being held at Lausanne in Switzerland.
As per IOC rules, a host city is prohibited from being elected in their home country. The Italian city Milan
was named as host of 2026 Winter Olympics.

Council of Europe restores Voting Rights of Russia
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe at Strasbourg (France) has voted in favour of restoring
Russia’s voting rights, 5 years after they were revoked over its illegal annexation of Crimean Peninsula.
Key Highlights
Background: In 2014 following Russia’s annexation of Crimea, Russia was stripped of its voting rights.
Russia then responded by boycotting assembly and since 2017 the country also refused to pay its share of
33 million Euro to human rights watchdog.
Recently, Russia had also threatened the assembly of quitting the body altogether if it is not allowed to
take part in election of a new secretary general to body.
Vote: The Parliamentary assembly voted with 118 in favour and 62 against, and 10 abstentions. The voting
was undertaken despite strong opposition from Ukraine.
Outcome: This move now paves the way for Russia to participate in election of a new secretary general for
pan-European rights body.
About Council of Europe
It is European continent’s leading human rights organisation whose stated aim is to uphold human rights,
democracy and the rule of law in Europe. The organisation is separate from European Union (EU).
It was established in 1949 with Headquarters in Strasbourg, France.
Objective:  to achieve a greater unity between its members countries for purpose of safeguarding and
realising ideals and principles which are their common heritage and also to facilitate their economic and
social progress.
Members: It includes 47 member states (including 28 members of European Union).

What is RBI’s Complaint Management System?
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has launched Complaint Management System (CMS), on its website for
facilitating RBI’s grievance redressal process.
About CMS
It is a software application launched by RBI for lodging complaints against any regulated entity with
public  interface  such as  commercial  banks,  urban cooperative  banks  (UCBs),  Non-Banking Financial
Companies (NBFCs).
Objective:  To facilitate RBI’s grievance redressal process and also to improve customer experience in
timely redressal of grievances.
Need: For maintaining trust and sustaining the confidence of consumers in the banking system and other
financial service providers (FSPs),  prompt and effective grievance redressal mechanism together with
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customers empowerment through education is must.
Features:
Keeping convenience of customers in mind, RBI has designed CMS in a way to enable online filing of
complaints.
Targeted  Solution:  Once  the  complaint  is  registered  it  would  be  directed  to  appropriate  office  of
Ombudsman or Regional Office of RBI.
Transparent Procedure: The application has the feature of keeping complainants fully informed via auto-
generated acknowledgements and enabling them to track status of their complaints as well as to file
appeals online against the decisions of Ombudsmen, where applicable. Thus help improving transparency
in system.
Tracking: The application is also provided with various dashboards which will help RBI to effectively track
progress in redressal of complaints.
Feedback: Complainants can also voluntarily share feedback on their experience in obtaining redressal
thus helping the service provider to further improvise its services.
Way  Ahead:  CMS will  be  accessible  on desktop and on mobile  devices.  In  future,  RBI  also plans to
introduce a dedicated Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system for tracking status of complaints.
RBI can leverage the data from CMS for analytics purpose, which can then be used for regulatory and
supervisory interventions, if required.

June 27, 2019
Healthy States, Progressive India: NITI Aayog’s Health Index 2019

NITI Aayog has released the 2nd edition of report titled “Healthy States, Progressive India: Report on Rank
of States and UTs”. The report has been prepared in collaboration with Union Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare along with technical assistance from World Bank.
The current edition of health index accounts for period 2015-16 (base year) to 2017-18 (reference year).
Key Findings of Report
Categories: The ranking was done under 3 categories so as to ensure comparison among similar entities.
1. Larger states– Kerala has emerged as top ranking state while Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra emerged
as 2nd and 3rd best states in terms of overall health performance respectively. While Haryana, Rajasthan
and Jharkhand are top 3 ranking States in terms of annual incremental performance.
UP and Bihar, finished at bottom of List. Bihar occupied 2nd last position in ranking of 21 large states
while UP stayed static at bottom of rankings.
2. Smaller states– Mizoram was ranked 1st followed by Manipur on overall performance. While Tripura
followed by Manipur were ranked top two states in terms of annual incremental performance. Sikkim and
Arunchal Pradesh had biggest decrease in overall Health Index scores.
3. Union territories (UTs)- Chandigarh ranked 1st in overall performance of Health India, while Dadra and
Nagar Haveli improved most among UT’s. Sikkim and Arunchal Pradesh had biggest decrease in overall
Health Index scores.
Empowered Action Group– contains 5 states namely, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh
and Odisha which saw decline in overall Health Index score between base year and reference year due to
deterioration of performances of several indicator.
Indicators: The decline is attributed to deterioration of performances of several indicators such as total
fertility rate (TFR), low birth weight, sex ratio at birth, TB (tuberculosis) treatment success rate, quality
accreditation of public health facilities, time taken for NHM (National Health Mission) fund transfer etc.
Positive Correlation: was found between Health Index scores and economic development levels of States
and UTs as measured by per-capita Net State Domestic Product (NSDP).
Wide Gap between Performances:  Among large states, overall Health Index score of best-performing
state is more than 2.5 times that of overall score of least-performing state. States like Kerala and Tamil
Nadu have already reached 2030 Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) target for neonatal mortality rate
(NMR), which is 12 neonatal deaths per 1,000 live births.
Suggestions: Centre should spend 2.5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on healt and state governments
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should increase their spending on health from an average of 4.7% to 8% of their budget (net state domestic
product) on health. Currently, India’s health spending is only 1.15-1.5% of GDP.
About NITI Aayog’s Healthy States, Progressive India Report
Background:  The 1st edition of Health Index was released in February 2018. It measured annual and
incremental performances of states and UTs for period 2014-15 (base year) to 2015-16 (reference year).
Methodology Adopted: Health Index is a weighted composite Index based on indicators in 3 domains – (1)
Health Outcomes; (2) Governance and Information; (3) Key Inputs/Processes.
Way Ahead: NITI Aayog is committed towards establishing Health Index as an annual systematic tool so
as to propel states towards undertaking multi-pronged interventions to bring better health outcomes.

Arvind Kumar appointed as Director of Intelligence Bureau
The Appointment Committee of Cabinet (ACC) headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved
appointment of senior IPS officer Arvind Kumar as Director of Intelligence Bureau (IB) for a fixed tenure of
two years. He will succeed Rajiv Jain whose tenure comes to an end on 29 June 2019.
About Arvind Kumar
He is 1984-batch IPS officer from Assam-Meghalaya cadre. He has been working with IB since August 1991
and has also served in Indian Embassy in Moscow, Russia.
Prior  to  this  appointment,  he  served  as  Special  Director  in  IB  and  his  job  involved  supervising
administrative and personnel desks.
He is considered to be an expert on Kashmir and Naxal issues. He is the second most senior officer in IB
after Rajiv Jain.
He is a recipient of President Police Medal for Distinguished Service.
About Intelligence Bureau (IB)
It is India’s internal intelligence agency. It functions under the aegis of Union Ministry of Home Affairs.
It was established in 1887 by British India Government and later recasted as the Central Intelligence
Bureau in 1947.
It is headquartered in New Delhi.

Samanat Goel appointed as RAW Chief
The Appointments Committee of  Cabinet (ACC) headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved
appointment of senior IPS officer Samant Kumar Goel as Director of  Research and Analysis Wing (RAW),
external intelligence of India. He has been appointed for a fixed tenure of two years. He will take charge
from Anil K Dhasmana.
About Samant Kumar Goel
He is 1984 batch IPS officer of Punjab cadre. He is at present the Special Secretary in RAW.
He had joined the RAW in 2001 and possesses rich experience in intelligence and operations.
He is  instrumental  in planning Balakot air  strike after Pulwama attack in Jammu and Kashmir and
surgical strikes in Uri.
He is recipient of the Police Medals for Gallantry and Meritorious Service.
About RAW
He is the primary foreign intelligence agency of India. It was established in 1968 following the intelligence
failures of India-China and India-Pakistan wars. It is headquartered in New Delhi.
It is under the direct command of Prime Minister and reports on administrative basis to the Cabinet
Secretary of India, who in turn reports to the Prime Minister.
Function:  To gather foreign intelligence,  engage in counter-terrorism, promote counter-proliferation,
advise Indian policymakers and advance foreign strategic interests of India.

Telangana hosts 32nd ISTA Congress
Telangana is hosting the triennial International Seed Testing Association (ISTA) Congress in Hyderabad.
ISTA congress is being held for the first time in Asia. The Congress being held from 26 June to 3 July 2019
is expected to help State to implement its plans into actions.
Key Highlights
Host: The eight-day conference is being jointly hosted by Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare
and Telangana government.
The congress will have main event for three days and technical committee meetings/sessions over next 5
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days.
Participants: Over 400 experts, policy makers, scientists, researchers and members of seed industry from
more than 80 countries including the UK, South Africa, Argentina, New Zealand, Canada and Austria, will
deliberate on seed policies, production and quality aspects.
Discussion: Conference will be attended by global stakeholders representing seed production, processing,
seed  testing  laboratories,  biotechnology  and  associated  organisations  that  will  be  showcasing  their
products, solutions and services and will also discuss recent developments in seed research and in seed
technology.
Workshops: are being held during the event, would focus on varietal identification, seed sampling, purity,
germination and moisture.
Significance: State government of Telangana is keen towards making best use of ISTA 2019 platform to
showcase  state’s  potential  in  seed  production  and  export  its  seeds  in  international  market.   State
government  is  also  planning  to  adopt  latest  technology  and  innovative  methods  to  increase  seed
production, and to create awareness among farmers of State.
Why Telangana?
Telangana is India’s major hub of seed production as it meets about 60% of country’s needs in major crops
like rice, soyabean, sorghum, maize, pearl millet and cotton.
As it is in Telangana, over 400 seed companies are operating with 413 seed processing and 13 seed testing
units and about 2.5 lakh farmers in 1,500 villages are engaged in seed production in 3 lakh acres who
produce about 65,000 tonnes seed of various crops.
It produces nearly 65 lakh quintals of seed every year and has also emerged as a major exporter through
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to various countries in Europe and
South America, apart from Australia.
Also with a view of exporting seed, mainly under Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), Telangana government has already started (from Kharif 2016) seed certification for this purpose
with nodal agency called Telangana State Seed and Organic Certification Authority (TSSOCA).
About International Seed Testing Association
ISTA was formed in 1924 during 4th International Seed Testing Congress held in Cambridge, United
Kingdom.
Function:  It is an association of laboratories who are authorised to check on marketability of seed as
defined in various countries’  laws.  It  also determines seeds ability to germinate,  vigour of seed,  and
content of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in seed and test results, as certified by ISTA member
laboratories, are accepted by trading partners of World Trade Organization (WTO) in international seed
traffic.
The year 2019 sees the Seed Symposium of 32nd ISTA Congress.
ISTA 2019 Agenda

Ensuring seed Health and Implications of Change for Seed Pathology1.
Developments in Viability and Vigour Testing2.
Ensuring Seed Quality for Future Generations3.
Seed production in a Changing Environment4.
New Technology and Novel Methods for Seed Quality Assessment5.

26 June: International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
The International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking is observed all across the world every
year on 26 June to raise awareness against drug abuse and the illegal drug trade.
International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
Background:  The  United  Nation  General  Assembly  (UNGA)  by  adopting  the  resolution  42/112  of  7
December  1987,  decided  to  observe  26  June  as  International  Day  against  Drug  Abuse  and  Illicit
Trafficking.  The first such international day was observed on 26 June 1989. This day was adopted to serve
as an expression of its determination to strengthen global action and cooperation for achieving its goal of
an international society that is free of drug abuse.
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Objective: The global observance of day aims to raise awareness about major problem that illicit drugs
represent to society.
Observance: The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) encourages individuals, non-profit
organizations, private sector and Member States to get involved in its social media campaign to mark the
awareness about the day and also invites them to draw on resources provided in social media campaign
package.  The  day  is  supported  each  year  by  individuals,  communities  and  various  organizations
throughout the world.
2019 Theme: for International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking- Health for Justice. Justice for
Health highlights that when it comes to addressing drug problems, justice and health are two sides of
same coin. The theme emphasizes integrated nature of rights-based and health-based approaches, which
are both highlighted in Ministerial Declaration adopted in March 2019.
About United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
UNODC was established in 1997 with headquarters in Vienna, Austria.
It was founded as the UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention by combining United Nations
International  Drug Control  Program and Crime Prevention and Criminal  Justice  Division in  United
Nations Office at Vienna.
Its Parent organization is United Nations Secretariat.
It is a member of United Nations Development Group (UNDG) and was renamed in 2002 as United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime.

Haryana CM announces Annual Health Assistance to Loktantra Senanis
Manohar Lal Khattar, Chief Minister of Haryana has announced an annual financial health assistance of
Rs.5 lakh to loktantra senanis or their spouse for treatment at private or government hospitals.
Key Highlights
Loktantra Senanis: are people who were jailed during 1975-1977 Emergency under preventive detention
laws.
As per the new changes proposed by Haryana government, the term Emergency Victim on their identity
cards would be replaced with Loktantra Senani.
Current Perks: Loktantra Senanis, who went to jail during the Satyagraha Movement in emergency, are
already provided a monthly pension of Rs 10,000 by the state government and also free travel in the
Haryana Roadways buses.
About Indian Emergency of 1975-1977
Indian Emergency that started from 25th June 1975 continued for a 21 month period up to 21st March
1977.
Then President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed,  upon advice by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi,  declared a state of
national  emergency  under  Article  352  of  Indian  Constitution.  Once  emergency  was  proclaimed  it
effectively  bestowed on Prime Minister  the  power to  rule  by decree,  suspending elections and civil
liberties.
This was a dramatic turn in Indian political affairs as democracy was brought to a grinding halt and all
fundamental rights and legal remedies protected by Indian Constitution were suspended.
Actions  Taken:  During  Emergency  period,  most  of  the  political  opponents  of  Indira  Gandhi  were
imprisoned, press censorship was placed and several other human rights violations were also reported
such as forced mass-sterilization campaign.
PM Gandhi tried to defend her emergency move on grounds of an attempt to protect state and Indian
people but the emergency rule still faced immense criticism and is undoubtedly one of most controversial
periods of political history of Independent India.

CICMT: MoA signed between Ministry of Shipping and IIT Kharagpur
A Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) was signed between the Union Ministry of Shipping and Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), Kharagpur for setting up Centre for Inland and Coastal Maritime Technology
(CICMT). The MoA will focus on indigenisation of ship designing, building and testing.
About Centre for Inland and Coastal Maritime Technology
It is a state-of-the-art centre which will be set up under the flagship Sagarmala Programme, a government
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initiative to enhance the performance of India’s logistics sector.
Project Cost:  It will be Rs.69.20 crore, is being funded under Sagarmala programme. The funding for
project is for 5 years after which revenues generated from end users will make it sustainable.
CICMT  Project  (IIT  Kharagpur):  It  will  provide  technological  support,  testing,  research  and
experimentation  facility  to  agencies  involved  in  inland  water  transport,  shipbuilding,  ports  etc.
Function:  CICMT  will  focus  on  ship  design  for  coastal  as  well  as  inland  waterways,  shipbuilding
technology  & structural  design,  cryogenic  cargo  handling,  transport  systems & logistics,  renewable
energy harvesting from coastal  and inland waters and artificial  intelligence (AI)  and automation for
maritime operations.
Reduced Dependence: It will be 1st of its kind facility and will be a hub for latest technology tools for
maritime sector and will reduce India’s dependence on foreign institutions. It will also drastically reduce
cost of research and will result in cost and time savings for work in port and maritime sector.
Strategic Interest: CICMT is of strategic long-term interest for India’s port and maritime sector as it will
provide tremendous impetus to Inland water transportation and coastal shipping.
Need:  At present there is no experimentation and testing facility available in India for inland and coastal
vessels thus for when required shipbuilders have to approach many European countries where these
facilities are available. Thus, CICMT is being setup to address this long felt need and to provide impetus to
development of inland waterways and country’s coastal shipping.
Significance:  Since indigenous technology is the need of the hour for maritime sector, thus MoA will
further the dream of governments’ Make in India initiative and reduce the recurring cost incurred in
import of technology.

June 28, 2019
Maratha quota valid but should be reduced: Bombay HC

Bombay  High  Court  (HC)  upheld  the  reservation  for  Maratha  community  in  government  jobs  and
education constitutional valid but suggested to reduce the quota percentage from present 16% to 12-13%.
Key Highlights of Judgment
The  reduced  quota  limit  suggested  by  Bombay  HC  is  as  recommended  by  State  Backward  Classes
Commission.
Legislative  Competence:  As  per  HC,  state  government possesses  legislative  competence to  create  a
separate category of Socially and Educationally Backward Class (SEBC) and grant reservation.
The court was hearing petitions challenging Maharashtra government’s decision granting 16 per cent
reservation to the Maratha community in government jobs and educational institutions.
Background
On 30 November 2018, following the state wide agitations by Maratha Community, the Maharashtra
legislature  passed  a  bill  granting  16%  reservation  in  education  and  government  jobs  for  Marathas.
 Maratha Community was also declared a socially and educationally backward class by government.
The government defended its decision by stating that quota was meant to alleviate Maratha community,
which was socially and economically backward.
Petition:
HC gave the judgment upon hearing a bunch of petitions which challenged Maharashtra government’s
quota decision of granting 16% reservation to Marathas.
The petitions argued that reservation provided violates the Supreme Court’s orders which states that
reservation in any state should not exceed more than 50% per cent.
However, reservation to Marathas will be in addition to the existing 52% overall reservation in state and
with additional 16% reservation, reservation quantum in state was expected to rise to 68%.

Sister City Partnership: LoI shared between Ahmedabad and Kobe
A Letter of Intent (LoI) was exchanged between Ahmedabad and Japanese city of Kobe for a sister city
partnership. The LoI was exchanged in presence of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who visited
Kobe to address a large Indian diaspora event.
Key Highlights
Authorities  from Japanese  city  of  Kobe  exchanged Letter  of  Intent  (LoI)  with  their  counterparts  in
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Ahmedabad for Ahmedabad-Kobe Sister City Partnership.
This development will further pave the way for an enhanced economic relationship as well as a cultural
exchange between two vibrant cities as well as between India and Japan.
Background
In November 2016, PM Narendra Modi and his Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe inked a sister-state
relationship Memorandum of Understanding for Gujarat and Hyogo prefecture, a Japanese prefecture in
Kansai region of Japan’s main island, Honshu. Kobe is capital city of Hyogo. During his visit, Modi had also
visited a bullet train plant in Kobe.
MoU then signed was sought to promote mutual cooperation between Gujarat and Hyogo in fields of
academics, cultural cooperation, business, environmental protection and disaster management.
What is a sister city?
The sister cities or twin towns concept is a legal and social agreement between towns, cities, oblasts,
counties, provinces, prefectures, states, regions between two different countries to promote cultural as
well as commercial ties.
This plan was conceived after World War II ended so as to promote peaceful coexistence and to encourage
trade and tourism.
In diplomacy, the concept of sister cities is seen as a way for enhancing strategic ties between two nations,
both cultural and economic.
India has signed sister city agreements with: China, Australia, United States, South Korea (RoK), Russia,
Canada, Germany, Belarus, Mauritius, Hungary, Jordan, Bangladesh, Lithuania and Portugal.
India-Japan Relation
In India there is no such part where Japan’s projects or investments have not left its mark in similar
manner,  talent  and  manpower  of  India  are  also  contributing  towards  strengthening  Japan.  This
partnership has risen from a time when both countries collaborated in building cars and are collaborating
in building a bullet train.
India is also planning to run its 1st bullet train between Mumbai and Ahmedabad with the help of Japan.
The first stretch of ambitious project is expected to be completed by 2022.

27 June: International MSME Day
The Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day (MSME) Day was celebrated across the world on 27
June. The theme for MSME Day 2019 was ‘Big Money For Small Business: Financing the SDGs’.
Theme SME Day 2019– Big Money For Small Business: Financing the SDGs. It is dedicated towards raising
awareness of need for greater investment into small and mid-sized businesses in developing countries and
celebrate gigantic contribution which smaller companies make to global economy.
Global Celebration
With the aim of overcoming challenges faced by MSME, the International Trade Center, (a United Nations’
entity) that works in internationalization of micro and SMEs on occasion of MSME Day 2019 launched its
flagship report tilted- The SME Competitiveness Outlook 2019: Big money for small businesses.
Celebrations in India
To  observe  the  International  MSME  Day,  Union  Ministry  of  Micro  Small  and  Medium  Enterprises
organized an international convention on theme- Indian MSMEs, Global Aspirations, in New Delhi.
Moreover, as part of continued celebrations of MSME day, the 2nd edition of International SME Convention
2019 is scheduled to be held from 28- 29 June 2019.
100 SMEs (Small  and medium-sized  enterprises)  selected  by  a  jury  from among 34011  nominations
received from across India are also being felicitated under the aegis of 6th Annual India SME 100 Awards,
which is India ‘s most prestigious annual awards initiative for small and medium enterprises.
About UN MSME Day
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in its 74th Plenary meeting held on 6 April 2017 declared 27
June to be observed as Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day so as to recognizes importance of
MSME in achieving sustainable development goals (SDG’s) and in promoting innovation, creativity and
sustainable work for all.

Sharad Kumar Saraf elected FIEO’s new President
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Exporters body Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO) has elected Sharad Kumar Saraf as its
new president. Saraf will succeed renowned exporter Ganesh Kumar Gupta.
About Sharad Kumar Saraf
Saraf in his earlier stints at FIEO has served twice as vice-president and four times as regional chairman
(west region). He is also chairman and founder of Technocraft Industries (India).
Saraf during his earlier period as vice-president and regional chairman (west region) established Indian
Exporters Grievance Forum that work towards addressing exporters’ grievances through legal channel.
With his new appointment as FIEO’s President he will work towards further pushing issues of exporters
at different forums and boost country’s exports.
About FIEO
It was established in 1965 with headquarters in New Delhi. It was formed by Union Ministry of Commerce
and private trade and industry.
It is an apex body of exports promotion council, commodity boards and export development authorities in
India. Its direct members contribute more than 70% of India’s exports.
Function: Providing crucial interface between international trading community of India and Centre and
state government, railways, ports, surface transport, financial institutions and all other engaged in trade
facilitation.

Virat Kohli: Fastest batsman to reach 20,000 international runs
India captain Virat Kohli (30) became fastest batsman to reach 20,000 international runs, across formats.
He achieved this milestone in only his 417th international innings ( comprising 131 in Tests, 223 in ODIs
and 62 in T20Is.), surpassing previous record held by Sachin Tendulkar and Brian Lara. Both Tendulkar
and Lara scored 20,000 international runs in 453 innings. With this, Kohli became overall 12th batsman
and third Indian after Sachin Tendulkar and Rahul Dravid to reach 20,000 international runs.
Note: Sachin Tendulkar leads runs charts in ODIs and Tests with 18426 and 15921 runs respectively. He
had scored 10 runs in only T20 international he played against South Africa. Rahul Dravid has scored
10889 and 13288 runs in ODIs and Tests, respectively. He also played one T20I and made 31 runs in it.
Recent Records of Kohli

He is fastest batsman to score 11,000 ODI runs. He had achieved this feat recently on June 16, 2019,
during ICC World Cup 2019 between India and Pakistan played at  Old Trafford, England. He has
scored 6613 runs in Tests and 2263 runs in T20Is so far.
He also had scored his fourth successive half-century that made him only third captain in the
history of World Cup to register four consecutive 50-plus scores. The other skippers to attain the
feat are Graeme Smith (in 2007) and Aaron Finch (2019).

Government to constitute working group for revision of Wholesale Price Index
Central Government has constituted Working Group for the revision of the current series of Wholesale
Price Index (Base 2011-12).  It  will  be chaired by Prof.  Ramesh Chand, Member,  NITI Aayog. Office of
Economic  Adviser,  Department  for  Promotion of  Industry  & Internal  Trade  will  be  nodal  office  for
Working Group. It will process report / recommendation of this Working Group for further necessary
action.
Terms of Reference of the Working Group are:

It will select most appropriate Base Year for preparation of new official series Wholesale Price Index
(WPI) and Producer Price Index (PPI) in India.
It  will  review existing commodity  basket  of  current  series  of  WPI  and suggest  additions  and
deletions of commodities in light of structural changes witnessed in economy since 2011-12.
It will also review existing price collection system for manufacturing sector and suggest changes for
improvement. It will also decide on computational methodology to be adopted for monthly WPI/PPI.
It  will  examine existing Technical  Advisory Committee on Series  of  Prices  and Cost  of  Living
approved  compilation  methodology  of  PPI  approved  and  suggest  further  improvement  in
compilation and presentation.
It may also recommend roadmap for switch over from WPI to PPI. It will also examine method of
computing linking factor adopted so far and suggest appropriate changes in method of computing
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linking factor.
It will suggest any other improvements as may be necessary for enhancing reliability of the official
series of WPI / PPI.

Background
The  current  series  of  Wholesale  Price  Index  (WPI)  with  2011-12  as  base  year  was  introduced  by
Government in May 2017.  However, since 2011-12, significant structural changes have taken place in the
economy.  Therefore  considering  these  factors  it  has  become  necessary  to  examine  coverage  of
commodities, their weighting diagram and related issues pertaining to existing series of index numbers of
WPI.

Parliament passes Special Economic Zones (Amendment) Bill, 2019
Parliament has passed Special Economic Zones (Amendment) Bill, 2019 to allow trusts to establish units in
Special Economic Zone (SEZs). It was first legislation to be passed by newly-constituted 17th Lok Sabha. It
replaces Special Economic Zone (Amendment) Ordinance 2019 promulgated March 2019 and amends SEZ
Act 2005.
Salient features of Bill
It amends definition of “person” under Section 2(v) of the SEZ Act 2005 to include ‘trusts’. Apart from
trusts, it also includes any entity that central government may notify from time to time in the definition of
‘person’.
Section 3(2) of SEZ Act, 2005
The proposal for establishment of SEZ can be made by any “person”. Currently,  person under Section 2(v)
of the SEZ Act 2005 is defined as individual, whether resident in India or outside India, Hindu undivided
family, co-operative society, company (whether incorporated in India or outside India), proprietary, firm,
concern, or association of persons or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, local authority and
any agency, office or branch owned or controlled by such individual.

11th tranche of Electoral Bonds sale to start from July 1
Union Ministry of Finance recently announced the launch of 11th tranche of electoral bonds sale starting
from 1-10 July.  This is  1st  issuance of  electoral  bonds after conclusion of  17th general  elections and
formation of new government.
What are Electoral Bonds?
Electoral bonds are being pitched as an alternative to cash donations made to political parties in a bid to
bring transparency in political funding.
Background: The government notified the Electoral Bond Scheme  in January 2018. As per the scheme,
electoral bonds may be purchased by a person who is a citizen of India or an entity incorporated or
established  in  India.  A  person  can  buy  electoral  bonds,  either  single  or  jointly  or  even  with  other
individuals.
Exclusive Issuer: State Bank of India (SBI) is the only authorised bank to issue electoral bonds. In XI phase
of  electoral  bonds sale,  SBI  has been authorised to issue and encash electoral  bonds through its  29
authorised branches with effect from 1 to 10 July.
Eligibility:  Those registered political  parties that secured not less than 1% of votes polled in former
election of Lok Sabha or legislative assembly will be eligible to receive electoral bonds.
Validity: Electoral bonds are valid for 15 calendar days from date of issuance and no payment is made to
any payee political party if bonds are deposited after expiry of validity period. Electoral bond deposited by
an eligible political party in its account will be credited on very same day.
Previous Tranche: The sale of 1st batch of electoral bonds was from 1-10 March 2018, 2nd phase 2-10 April,
3rd phase 1-10 May, 4th tranche 2-11 July, 5th 1-10 October, 6th phase 1-10 November, 7th phase 1-10
January and 8th phase 1-15 March, 9th phase 1-20 April and 10th between 6-15 May 2019.

J&K: Annual Chamliyal mela falls prey to Indo-Pak hostility
At  the  annual  Chamliyal  mela  2019,  even  as  devotees  thronged  Chamliyal  border  shrine  along
International Border in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K),  there was no traditional exchange of ‘chadar’  or
‘shakkar’ (sacred clay) and ‘sharbat’ (water) between Pakistan rangers and Indian border guarding force
for 2nd successive year (earlier in 2018).
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Exchanging shakkar and sharbat is about 70-year-old practice betwenn India nad Pakistan. Since 1947
partition famous fair at Baba Chamliyal shrine was cancelled for first time in 2018  in wake of tension
between India and Pakistan following snipping of four BSF soldiers including an Assistant Commandant
by Pakistani Rangers in area a week before mela.
About Chamliyal Mela
It is a famous fair which takes place at shrine of Baba Dalip Singh Manhas, a saint popularly known as Baba
Chamliyal,  after  whom  the  village  on  zero  line  in  Samba  district’s  Ramgarh  sector  is  named.  He
supposedly lived over 300 years ago and is revered by people of all faiths.
Mela is held for 3 days at shrine complex on Indian side and is also held for a week on opposite side of
border in Saidanwali village of Sialkote district in Pakistan. This shrine is biggest example of communal
harmony and people of both sides of international border offer their prayers together.
Fair  has  become popular  since  November  2003 after  a  ceasefire  and parallel  peace  initiatives  were
undertaken by India and Pakistan.
Background
Earlier till 1971, Pakistani nationals were allowed to come to Indian side of border to pay obeisance at
shrine but after 1971 India-Pakistan war,  this  practice was stopped.  Since then,  only a delegation of
Pakistan rangers comes to offer chadar at shrine and in return carries shakkar (sacred clay) and sharbat
(water), from shrine for devotees in Pakistan. Many devotees claimed to have healed of their skin ailments
after visiting Baba’s shrine.

All panchayats to have Broadband Connectivity by March 2020: Govt
Ravi Shankar Prasad, Union Minister Electronics and Information Technology in a written reply in Lok
Sabha informed Parliament that all gram panchayats will be provided high speed broadband connections
under BharatNet project by March 2020.
Key Highlights
As per the government, as of today 128870 gram panchayats have been connected with optical fibre under
BharatNet Project.
In Phase I of BharaNet project government connected 1 lakh gram panchayats and the Phase II of project is
under implementation, and a total of 2 lakh GPs (gram panchayats) are targeted to be completed by March
2020.
Background: On 19 July 2017 Union Cabinet approved a modified strategy for implementing BharatNet
under  which,  remaining 1,50,000 (approx.)  Gram Panchayats  in  India  are  to  be  provided broadband
connectivity in Phase-II of the project. The government has set target date to complete roll out of optical
based high speed broadband network across all panchayats as March 2019 which was later modified to
2020 following the delay.
Delay: in initial implementation of project was on account of delay in initial commencement of project as
the work on BharatNet project began in 2nd half of 2014 due to field survey of GPs and pilot testing of
technology model.
In NER (north east region), gram panchayats are located in widely expansive hilly and remote areas and
the monsoon season is also very long which creates a problem too. Also only underground optical fibre
cable have been used to cover all panchyats.
Empowered  Committee:  This  issue of  delay has  been resolved since May 2016 with constitution of
empowered committee under Telecom Secretary, Steering Committee under USOF (Universal Service
Obligation Fund) administrator and state committee under Chief General Manager (CGM), BSNL.
What is BharatNet?
The project seeks to provide affordable last mile high speed broadband connectivity to 2.5 lakh gram
panchayats across the country.
Nodal Ministry: for implementation of project is Ministry of Communication.
Objective:  to  facilitate  delivery of  e-governance,  e-education,  e-health,  e-banking,  Internet  and other
services to rural India.
Funding: It is being funded by Universal service Obligation Fund (USOF).
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Mandate: It was set up to improve telecom services in rural and remote areas of country.
Progress Made:
Till date Wifi spots have been installed in 44,140 gram panchayats.
Project’s Phase I was completed in December 2017 and 1 lakh gram panchayats were made service ready.
Phase II is under implementation with the target of covering a total of 2 lakh gram panchayats by March
2020.

June 29-30, 2019
A Prime Minister to Remember: Book by Former Navy Chief released

A book titled ‘A Prime Minister to Remember- Memories of a Military Chief’, authored by former Navy Chief
Admiral Sushil Kumar recently released highlights the key defence related decisions taken by former
Prime Minister of India Late Atal Bihari Vajpayee. Admiral Kumar served as Navy Chief between 1998 and
2001 and also oversaw Kargil conflict in 1999.
Key Highlights from Book
The book by former Navy Chief Admiral Sushil Kumar reads that 1999 Kargil conflict was Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s “finest hour”.
He credits Vajpayee for turning the strategic tactical loss into a massive victory and for which he gave full
credit to Armed Forces. Vajpayee instructed armed to not cross LoC (Line of Control), but drive them
[Pakistan] away, telling this as his best master stroke Adm. kumar observed that Mr. Vajpayee knew the
value of restraint.
In the wake of the Parliament terror attack (December 13, 2001) Vajpayee wanted to hit a Pakistani Army
camp but was forced to drop plan at last moment as it got relocated.
Admiral kumar also says that while then External Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh wanted India to support
United States war on Afghanistan in wake of 9/11 terrorist attack, but the military chiefs disagreed and
Vajpayee diplomatically went with latter option.
He mention that Operation Parakram that was called after Parliament attack was not the military’s finest
hour.

India’s Forex reserves rise to a record high of $426.42 billion
As per the data revealed by Reserve Bank of India (RBI), India’s foreign exchange (Forex) reserve rose to a
life-time high of $426.42 billion (in week to 21 June 2019) after it surged by $4.215 billion boosted by higher
foreign portfolio investments (FPI) and a stable rupee.
Key Highlights
Background: Earlier, the Forex reserves had scaled a record high of $426.028 billion in week to 13 April
2018.  Since then it  had been fluctuating and had even fallen by more than $35 billion,  as monetary
authority had been heavily intervening in market to salvage Indian rupee, which was worst performing
currency in Asia throughout 2018.In previous reporting week (prior to June 21), reserves had declined by $
1.358 billion to $422.2 billion.
India’s reserve position with International Monetary Fund (IMF) also rose by $9.6 million to $3.354 billion.
Reason:  This rise in reserves was on account of  increase in foreign currency asset,  which is  a  major
component of overall foreign exchange reserves of the country.
Foreign Currency Assets: expressed in terms of dollars includes effect of appreciation or depreciation of
non-US units such as British pound, the Japanese yen and euro held in forex reserves. In reporting week of
21 June, foreign currency assets increased by $4.202 billion to $398.649 billion.
Gold Reserves: remained unchanged at $22.958 billion.
Special Drawing Rights (SDR): with IMF increased by $4.2 million to $1.453 billion. India’s reserve position
with the fund also rose by $9.6 million to $3.354 billion..
Significance: According to market experts, with $427 billion, reserves can take care of imports for almost
10 months.
About Foreign Reserves
It is the reserve assets held by a central bank of country in foreign currencies which can act as a buffer and
can help economy in challenging times. It can also be used to back liabilities on their own issued currency
and to influence monetary policy of the country. Almost all countries across the world, regardless of size
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of their economy, hold significant forex reserves.
Importance: Forex reserves are one of the key revenue earning sources for a country central bank, which
invests money in foreign government bonds and also with IMF and other secure investment class.
India’s FOREX Reserves includes components:

Foreign currency assets (FCAs)- It constitutes largest component of Indian Forex Reserves and are1.
expressed in US dollar terms.
Gold Reserves2.
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)3.
Reserve Tranche Position (RTP) of RBI with International Monetary Fund (IMF).4.

Higher forex reserves are must for a fast-growing economy such as India with higher imports and lower
export earnings.

EQUIP: 5-year Vision Plan on Quality Education by HRD Ministry
The Higher Education Department of the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development has finalized
and released a 5-year Vision Plan titled as Education Quality Upgradation and Inclusion Programme (EQUIP).
About EQUIP
This Vision Plan by HRD Ministry is in accordance with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s direction for
finalizing a 5-year Vision plan for each Ministry.
10 Focus Areas:  EQUIP report has been prepared after a detailed exercise done by Experts covering
following ten areas:

Strategies for expanding access1.
Towards global best teaching/learning process2.
Promoting Excellence3.
Governance reforms4.
Assessment, Accreditation & Ranking systems5.
Promotion of research & innovation6.
Employability & entrepreneurship7.
Using Technology for better reach8.
Internationalisation9.
Financing higher education10.

Expert  Groups:  For  aforementioned  focus  areas  10  Expert  Group  drawn  from  senior  academicians,
administrators and industrialists suggested over 50 initiatives that would transform country’s higher
education sector completely.
Goals set for Higher Education Sector by Expert Group are-

Doubling Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) and resolving geographically and socially skewed access to1.
higher education institutions in India.
Promoting India as a global study destination.2.
Upgrade Quality of Education to global standards.3.
Positioning minimum 50 Indian institutions among Top-1000 Global Universities.4.
Promote Research & Innovation ecosystems for positioning India in Top-3 countries globally in5.
matters of knowledge creation.
Introducing governance reforms in higher education for well-administered campuses.6.
Accreditation of all institutions for assurance of quality.7.
Doubling employability of students passing out of higher education.8.
Harnessing  education  technology  for  expanding  reach  and  improving  pedagogy  (method  and9.
practise of teaching).
Achieving a quantum increase in investment in higher education.10.

Way Forward
For  each  of  the  initiatives  mentioned  the  Expert  Groups  have  recommended  modalities  for
implementation, investments and timelines. This proposal would now be taken for inter-departmental
consultations and appraisal  through EFC (Expenditure Finance Committee)  mechanism before  being
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taken to Cabinet for approval.
Saudi Arabia raises India’s Hajj Quota by 30,000

In a significant step, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia increased India’s Haj quota by 30,000 thus lifting the figure
to 200,000 per year (from 170,000). This move will pave the way for more Indians to go for the annual
Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi kingdom.
Key Highlights
Background: In 2018, Saudi Arabia increased India’s Haj quota by 5,000, while in 2017 it was increased by
about 35,000. Last year government removed the Haj subsidy it provided to pilgrims undertaking Haj in
the light of a Supreme Court order of 2012 and the same year government also allowed Muslim women to
go on Haj without Mehram (means male companion), following which about 1,300 women went to Hajj
without any male companion. They were exempted from lottery system.
Discussion: The issue related to India’s Haj quota was discussed during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
bilateral talks with Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman  during ongoing G20 Summit  in
Osaka Japan.
India-Saudi Arabia:  During the talks India discussed deepening cooperation in trade and investment,
energy security and counter-terrorism with its invaluable strategic partner Saudi Arabia. Two leaders also
spoke about need for greater tourism, more flights. Saudi Crown Prince also invited PM Modi to be one of
the main guests at an International Conference in late 2019. The invitation was accepted by India.
Significance: This is the 3rd hike in past three years. When the Modi government first came to power in
2014, India’s Hajj quota was 136,000 which has now been increased to 200,000 per year. This enhanced
quota means that India will  send 2nd-highest number of pilgrims for Hajj  after Indonesia i.e.  2 lakh
Indians will have the opportunity to go for Haj.
About Hajj
It is an annual Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, a city in Hejazi region of Saudi Arabia. It is the holiest city for
Muslims.
Hajj is a mandatory religious duty for all  belonging to Muslims faith and all  adult Muslims who are
physically and financially capable have to carry out this pilgrimage at least once in their lifetime.
Hajj pilgrimage occurs from the 8th to 12th (or sometimes 13th) of Dhu al-Hijjah, the last month of Islamic
calendar (which is a lunar calendar).

‘Go Tribal’ campaign launched
Go Tribal campaign, was launched by Union Ministry of Tribal Affairs and TRIFED (Tribal Cooperative
Marketing Development Federation of India) in association with Amazon Global.
Key Highlights about Campaign
Objective:  To create awareness and promote tribal arts and crafts as well  as help in socio-economic
welfare of more than 700 Indian tribes, by promoting and making available tribal handcrafted textiles,
jewellery, and other accessories via global online market spaces.
Organiser: The ‘Go Tribal’ camp was organised by TRIFED.
Global Launch of “TRIBES India”: Under the campaign, Tribes India and Amazon Global Marketing will
launch TRIBES India products globally through website (Amazon.com) which will showcase an array of
product range.
Amazon, an e-commerce giant company will market ‘Tribes India‘ collections under sections of ‘Tribes of
India Heritage Collection‘  which will include handcrafted textiles like ikats, silks and pashminas; tribal
jewellery like dokras and banjaras, gifts and pottery and ‘Tribes of India Natural Collection’  which will
include Telangana coffees, Uttarakhand soaps, Karnataka spices and more.
Significance:
The careful precision and handcrafted intricacy of works of tribal master craftsmen from all over India
will be showcased through ‘Go Tribal’ campaign.
Through this initiative government wants to promote Indian tribal  communities and their art while
helping them to go global and providing them opportunities to attain a sustainable livelihood. This could
be achieved as online market has no geographical boundaries.
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What is TRIFED?
TRIFED is an organization that functions under the aegis of Union Ministry of Tribal Affairs and is
engaged in marketing development of tribal products including tribal art and craft under the brand name
of TRIBES INDIA.

Indian Railways conducting trials of Tri-Netra technology
Union Minister of Railways Piyush Goyal during Question Hour informed Rajya Sabha members that
Indian Railways is conducting TRI-NETRA (Terrain Imaging for Drivers Infrared, Enhanced, Optical &
Radar Assisted) technology for detecting obstructions on tracks.
Key Highlights
Background: First in 2002-03 India Railways has developed a modern technology and tried it extensively
but it was found to be not successful. So the project was aborted and subsequently another technology of
Fog-past devices for seeing in fog was developed. Thus, TRI-NETRA system is another attempt by Indian
Railways to develop modern technology.
Trial & Test: Indian Railways is conducting extensive trials of Tri-Netra technology so as to be sure that it
is perfect in detecting any obstruction on tracks during fog. Therefore without proper testing it cannot be
implemented as it does not give Railways the confidence to implement technology.
About TRI-NETRA
TRI-NETRA is abbreviation for Terrain Imaging for Drivers Infrared, Enhanced, Optical & Radar Assisted
system.
It comprises of infrared camera, optical camera and radar assisted imaging system for assisting loco pilots
in identifying obstructions on tracks, mainly in foggy conditions.
This device is making an attempt during fog via ultrasonic waves by help of which it will be able to detect
any obstruction on tracks.
The field trials being undertaken is for proof of concept and its testing on all parameters will be done after
its procurement.

RBI permits ARC to buy financial assets from Peers
The  Reserve  Bank  of  India  (RBI)  has  permitted  Asset  Reconstruction  Companies  (ARCs)  to  acquire
financial assets from peers i.e. other such entities. However, RBI, the apex banking regulator cleared that
all such transactions have to be settled in cash.
Key Highlights
The ARCs have been allowed to acquire financial assets from other ARCs, in the view of amendment to the
Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Securities Interest (SARFAESI) Act,
2002.
Conditions: for transfer of assets by one ARC to another includes-

Price discovery for such transaction shall not be disadvantageous to interest of Security Receipt
holders. Also selling ARC must utilise proceeds so received for redemption of underlying security
receipts.
Redemption date of  underlying Security Receipts and total  Period of  Realisation (conversion of
assets, goods & services into cash or receivables through sale) should not extend beyond a period of
8 years from date of acquisition of financial asset by 1st ARC.
All such transactions have to be settled in cash.

Significance: This decision by RBI will help improve liquidity in Asset Reconstruction Companies’ market.
About SARFAESI Act, 2002
It  lets  banks  as  well  as  other  financial  institutions  (FIs)  of  India  auction  commercial  or  residential
properties (of defaulters) for purpose of loan recovery.
Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARC) was established under this act.
It was made to identify and rectify problem of Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) via multiple mechanisms.

World Bank partners with First Resilient Kerala Program
The Government of India, Government of Kerala and World Bank recently signed a Loan Agreement of
$250 Million for First Resilient Kerala Program which seeks to enhance State’s resilience against impacts
of natural disasters and climate change.
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Background
The  2018  floods  and  landslides  in  Kerala  wreaked  havoc  on  property,  infrastructure,  and  lives  and
livelihoods of people in state. 16% of State’s population about 5.4 Million people were affected while 1.4
million were displaced from their homes, especially poor and vulnerable segments of population.
Since the floods struck the state in August 2018 World Bank has been working closely with Centre
Government and Kerala in assessing impact of floods as well as assisting in recovery and reconstruction.
Bank support also helped in identifying policies, institutions and systems for resilience to disaster risks
and climate change.
First Resilient Kerala Program
This  New Program is  part  of  Central  government’s  support  to  Kerala’s  ‘Rebuild  Kerala  Development
Programme’ which aimed at building a Green and Resilient Kerala.
Program will support Kerala with:

Improved River Basin planning, Water Infrastructure Operations Management, Water supply and
Sanitation services.
Resilient and sustainable agriculture as well as enhanced agriculture risk insurance.
Improved resilience of core road network
Unified and more updated land records in high risk areas
Risk-based urban planning and strengthened expenditure planning by urban local bodies (ULBs)
Strengthened fiscal and public financial management capacity of state

Approach:  It  will  focus on strengthening Kerala government’s  institutional  and financial  capacity to
protect assets and livelihoods of poor and vulnerable groups with help of an inclusive and participatory
approach.
Partnership: between Centre government, State government and WB will identify key areas of policy and
institutional strengthening to maximize development impact.
World Bank Support: The Program, represents First ‘State Partnership’

Multiple Choice Questions

Kindly write to support@gktoday.in to place your ad in GKToday’s PDF E-magazine.

1. What is the slogan of the 2019 edition of World Blood Donor Day (WBDD)?
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[A] Share Life, Give Blood
[B] Safe blood for all
[C] Blood Connects us All
[D] Every blood donor is a hero

Correct Answer: B [Safe blood for all]
Notes:
The World Blood Donor Day (WBDD) is observed every year on June 14 to raise awareness of the need for
safe  blood  and  blood  products  and  to  thank  blood  donors.  The  2019  theme  “Blood  Donation  and
Universal Access to Safe Blood Transfusion” is a component of achieving universal health coverage. The
slogan – Safe Blood for All – has also been adopted. The theme strongly encourages more people all over
the world to become blood donors and donate blood regularly. The day is an important occasion for all
governments,  national  health  authorities  and  national  blood  services  to  provide  adequate
infrastructures to increase collection of  blood from regular unpaid blood donors.  Blood is  vital  for
treating the wounded during emergencies like natural disasters, accidents and armed conflicts. It has an
essential, life-saving role in maternal care. For an effective health system, access to safe blood and blood
products in sufficient quantity is a must.

2. Which state government has recently launched online facility to approve building plans?
[A] Karnataka
[B] Andhra Pradesh
[C] Odisha
[D] Chhattisgarh

Correct Answer: A [Karnataka]
Notes:
Karnataka Chief Minister H D Kumaraswamy has recently launched 118 websites that would enable
citizens get building plan approvals, diversion of land use change and other related permissions through
online  submissions,  avoiding  middlemen  and  delays.  It  will  bring  greater  transparency  and  end
corruption and save people’s time and money. The initiative of state government will save people from
running from pillar to post to get approvals. These websites and softwares integrate 14 departments and
forms can be submitted online. The status of their applications will  be shared through SMS to the
applicants.

3. Pazhavila Ramesan, who passed away recently, was the renowned poet of which state?
[A] Odisha
[B] Karnataka
[C] Kerala
[D] Telangana

Correct Answer: C [Kerala]
Notes:
Pazhavila Ramesan (83), a popular lyricist & Poet, has passed away in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala on
June 13, 2019. He is a recipient of the 2019 Kerala Sahitya Akademi Award for overall contribution, and
had also penned songs for many Malayalam movies including ‘Malooty’, ‘Uncle Bun’ and ‘Vasudha.’ He
had also served as the director of Kerala Bhasha Institute for a long time. Ramesan brought out poetry
collections such as Mazhayude Jalakam, Njan Ente Kadukalelikku, and Pazhavila Ramesante Kavithakal,
besides collections of his writings such as Ormayude Varthamanam, Mayatha Varakal, and Nervara.

4. The Government of India (GoI) has reduced the rate of contribution under the Employees’ State
Insurance (ESI) Act from 6.5% to __?
[A] 6.0%
[B] 5.5%
[C] 4.0%
[D] 4.5%

Correct Answer: C [4.0%]
Notes:
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The Union Government has taken a historic decision to reduce the salary contribution of industrial
workers who are eligible for healthcare benefits under the Employees’ State Insurance Act (ESI) Act from
6.5% to 4.0%. The move is aimed at formalizing India’s informal workforce and expanding social security
coverage. The reduced rates will be effective from July 1 and would benefit 3.6 crore employees and 12.85
lakh employers. The reduced rate of contribution will bring about a substantial relief to workers under
the ESI scheme and bring more and more workforce into the formal sector. The ESI Act of 1948 provides
for medical, cash, maternity, disability and dependent benefits to the Insured Persons under the Act. The
ESI Act is administered by the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC). Benefits provided under
the ESI Act are funded by the contributions made by the employers and the employees. The Government
of India through the Ministry of Labour and Employment decides the rate of contribution under the ESI
Act.

5. The Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) has decided to confer alumni award to which of the
following union ministers?
[A] Ravi Shankar Prasad & Dharmendra Pradhan
[B] Nitin Gadkari & Piyush Goyal
[C] Nirmala Sitharaman & S Jaishankar
[D] Ramesh Pokhriyal & Prakash Javdekar

Correct Answer: C [Nirmala Sitharaman & S Jaishankar]
Notes:
The Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) has decided to confer its Distinguished Alumni Award to Union
Ministers Nirmala Sitharaman and Subrahmanyam Jaishankar. The award will be presented at JNU’s
third convocation to be held in August. Ms Sitharaman had completed her MA and M Phil degrees while
Mr Jaishankar completed his M Phil and doctoral research form JNU.

6. Who is the head of the committee to review existing marketing structure in LPG marketing in
India?
[A] Errol D’souza
[B] MA Pathan
[C] GC Chaturvedi
[D] Kirit Parikh

Correct Answer: D [Kirit Parikh]
Notes:
The Government of  India (GoI)  has recently constituted a 5-member committee to review existing
marketing structure in Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) marketing in India. The committee, headed by
economist Kirit Parikh, will  look into issues related to definition or quality standards of LPG being
marketed. Its terms of reference also include scope for liberalizing government policies for private
participation. The committee is expected to submit its report by end-July. Based on the LPG control
order, domestic LPG should be supplied to oil-marketing companies (OMCs) only. The committee will
also identify the grey areas that might allow private entities like Reliance Industries to sell subsidized
cooking gas.

7. The Union Cabinet has recently approved two-month extension to Committee for OBC Sub-
categorization. Who is the head of the Committee?
[A] S K Gangwar
[B] Prahlad Singh Patel
[C] G Rohini
[D] R L Kataria

Correct Answer: C [G Rohini]
Notes:
The Union Cabinet has accorded ex-post facto approval for the extension of the term of the Commission
to examine the issue of Sub-categorization of Other Backward Classes (OBCs) by two more months upto
31st July 2019. This is the 6th extension to the commission, which was constituted under Article 340 of
the Constitution with the approval of President on 2nd October 2017. The extension of the tenure of the
commission would enable it to evaluate the issue of Sub-categorization of OBCs in the Central list based
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on wider  consultations  with  various  stakeholders.  It  will  also  enable  the  commission to  submit  a
comprehensive report on the issue. The Commission is headed by Justice (Retd.) G. Rohini.

8. Which SCO member has been conferred Kyrgyzstan’s Highest National Award?
[A] Emomali Rahmon
[B] Vladimir Putin
[C] Narendra Modi
[D] Xi Jinping

Correct Answer: D [Xi Jinping]
Notes:
Chinese President Xi Jinping has been conferred the Kyrgyzstan’s highest national award titled “Manas
Order of the First Degree” at the Ala Archa state residence in Bishkek. Xi, along with other leaders of the
group including Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, is in Bishkek (the Kyrgyz capital) to attend the
19th Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit on June 14-15, 2019. The SCO is a China-led 8-
member economic and security bloc. The founding members of the SCO are China, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. India and Pakistan were admitted to the Beijing-based regional
security grouping in 2017.

9. Which country is the current chair of Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS)?
[A] South Africa
[B] Russia
[C] India
[D] China

Correct Answer: C [India]
Notes:
India is one of the founder members of Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) and is the Chair
of  Kimberley Process for the year 2019 with Russian Federation as Vice Chair.  The Inter-sessional
meeting of Kimberley Process (KP) is being hosted by India from 17th to 21st June, 2019 in Mumbai.
Besides meetings of different Working Groups and Committees of the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme (KPCS),  two special forums regarding Diamond Terminology and Artisanal Mining – Small
Steps to  Larger  Outcomes,  will  be  held  during the Intersessional.  Around 300 delegates  from the
Government of India (GoI) and other participating countries, industry and civil society will be attending
the 5-day Meeting. At present, KPCS has 55 members representing 82 countries including EU with 28
members.

10. What is the theme of the 20th anniversary of victory in Kargil war?
[A] Remember, Rejoice and Renew
[B] Pride, Honour and Inspire
[C] Salute valour of the armed forces
[D] Peace & Humanity

Correct Answer: A [Remember, Rejoice and Renew]
Notes:
The Kargil Vijay Diwas (KVD) is celebrated every year on July 26 to commemorate India’s emphatic
victory against Pakistan. The day is named after the success of Operation Vijay. In 2019, India will
celebrated the 20th anniversary of victory in Kargil war with pride, honour and inspiration from 25th to
27th of July at Dras and New Delhi. The Kargil War is a saga of strong political, military and diplomatic
actions. The purpose of these celebrations is to evoke feeling of nationalism and patriotism through
nationwide campaigns especially amongst youth and to pay homage to the valiant soldiers. This year,
the Kargil Vijay Diwas (KVD) is being celebrated with the theme ‘Remember, Rejoice and Renew’. It will
always be remembered for its strategic and tactical surprises, the self-imposed national strategy of
restraint  in  keeping the war limited to  Kargil  –  Siachen Sectors  and swiftly  executed tri-services
military strategy and plans.

11. Which of the following Asian countries will be guest nation at the 2020 Copa America?
[A] Saudi Arabia
[B] China
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[C] India
[D] Qatar

Correct Answer: D [Qatar ]
Notes:
The South American Football Confederation (SAFC) has invited Australia and Qatar as guests at 2020
Copa America. Both the nations will join 10 South American nations in the 2020 tournament, which for
the first time will be held jointly in two countries — Colombia and Argentina. Qatar, which is the
current champion of 2019 AFC Asian Cup and also host of the 2022 FIFA World Cup, is making its debut
at the 2019 edition of Copa America.

12. What is the India’s rank at the 2019 Global Peace Index (GPI) of Institute for Economics and
Peace (IEP)?
[A] 152nd
[B] 141st
[C] 136th
[D] 155th

Correct Answer: B [141st ]
Notes:
As per a report released by the Australian think tank Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP), India’s
ranking in 2019 Global Peace Index (GPI) has slipped five places to 141st among 163 countries. In 2018,
India ranked at 136th among 163 countries. IEP ranks countries according to their level of peacefulness
based on three thematic domains — the level of societal safety and security, the extent of ongoing
domestic and international conflict and the degree of militarization. The report covers 99.7 per cent of
the world’s population and uses 23 qualitative and quantitative indicators from highly respected sources
to compile the index. As per index, Iceland remains the most peaceful country and Afghanistan the least
peaceful nation. In South Asian countries, Bhutan topped the index with 15th rank, followed by Sri Lanka
72nd, Nepal 76th and Bangladesh 101st. Terror-ridden Pakistan has been ranked 153rd on the index. The
GPI was founded by Steve Killelea, an Australian technology entrepreneur and philanthropist.

13. Which Indian NGO has been awarded the 2019 BBC World Service Global Champion ?
[A] Arth India
[B] Chetna
[C] Save Life Foundation
[D] Akshaya Patra

Correct Answer: D [Akshaya Patra]
Notes:
Bengaluru-based NGO Akshaya Patra has been awarded the 2019 BBC World Service Global Champion
Award for its school meal project programme at the BBC Food and Farming Awards in Bristol, United
Kingdom. The award recognizes a person or project that is changing the way the world produces,
processes, consumes or thinks about food for the better. NGO Akshay Patra is a non-profit organisation
running one of the world’s largest school meals project in India.

14. On which date, the 2019 edition of World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (WEAAD) is observed?
[A] June 15
[B] June 14
[C] June 16
[D] June 13

Correct Answer: A [June 15]
Notes:
The World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (WEAAD) is observed on the 15th of June every year to voice
opposition to the abuse and suffering inflicted on elderly people. According to the United Nations (UN),
around 1 in 6 older people experience some form of abuse. It is predicted to rise as population’s age
worldwide. Elder abuse can lead to serious physical injuries and long-term psychological consequences.
It is a global social issue which affects the health and human rights of millions of older persons around
the world. It is predicted to increase as many countries are experiencing rapidly ageing populations. The
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global population of people aged 60 years and older will more than double, from 900 million in 2015 to
about 2 billion in 2050.

15. The Carmichael coal mine project is associated to which of the following countries?
[A] Indonesia
[B] New Zealand
[C] Australia
[D] Malaysia

Correct Answer: C [Australia]
Notes:
Ahmedabad-based Adani group has recently got final approval for controversy-hit Carmichael coal mine
project in Australia, after Queensland State authorities approved its groundwater management plan.
The final approval for the Adani group’s long-delayed billion-dollar mega coal mine project came only
weeks after a surprise election win of Australia’s pro-coal ruling coalition led by Prime Minister Scott
Morrison. The approval potentially paves the way for half a dozen new thermal coal mines to come on
line in Australia by opening up Queensland’s remote Galilee basin with rail infrastructure to the coast
320 km away at Abbot Point. Earlier, the Gautam Adani-led Adani Group got the first approval from the
Queensland state government to protect the endangered black-throated finch bird population as part of
its crucial environmental plan at the site of its mine project. It is set to become the largest coal mine in
Australia, with approval to produce up to 60 million tonnes of coal annually, and 2.3 billion tonnes over
the life of the mine.

16. The 10th Regional GRIHA Summit 2019 was held in which of the following cities?
[A] Bangaluru
[B] Nagpur
[C] Pune
[D] New Delhi

Correct Answer: B [Nagpur]
Notes:
On June 15, the 10th edition of Regional GRIHA Summit 2019 was held in Nagpur, Maharashtra with
theme ‘Transformation strategies for built environment’. This theme is adapted to focus on the impact
of incorporating sustainability initiatives into functioning public buildings. The one day summit served
as a  platform for knowledge sharing among different domains of  the green building industry and
facilitates  networking  opportunities  among  individuals  representing  government,  academia,  civil
society organizations,  architecture,  engineering, and construction management sector.  GRIHA is an
independent, non-profit society jointly set up by the Ministry of New and renewable energy and the
energy and resources institute.

17. Which of the following defence PSUs has signed a pact to supply heavy weight torpedoes to the
Indian Navy?
[A] Bharat Electronics Ltd
[B] Bharat Dynamics Ltd
[C] Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
[D] Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers Ltd

Correct Answer: B [Bharat Dynamics Ltd]
Notes:
The Hyderabad-based defence  public  sector  undertaking,  Bharat  Dynamics  Ltd  (BDL)  has  recently
signed a contract worth Rs 1,187.82 crores for supply of heavy weight torpedoes – Varunastra – to the
Indian  Navy.  The  execution  of  the  contract  will  be  in  the  next  42  months.  The  weapon  will  be
manufactured at BDL Visakhapatnam Unit under collaboration with DRDO. The Heavy Weight Torpedo
(or the Varunastra) is a ship launched, electrically propelled underwater weapon equipped with one of
the most advanced automatic and remote-controlled guidance systems. The weapon system uses its own
intelligence in tracing the target. The BDL is the main producer of the country’s range of missiles and
missile defence systems.

18.  Which  of  the  following  Indian  movies  is/are  selected  to  be  screened  at  2019  Bucheon
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International Fantastic Film Festival (BiFAN)?
[A] Manikarnika
[B] Gully Boy
[C] Andhadhun
[D] All of the above

Correct Answer: D [All of the above]
Notes:
Four Indian movies have been selected to be screened at the prestigious 23rd Bucheon International
Fantastic Film Festival (BiFAN-2019). Out of them, three of them happen to be Bollywood movies namely
Gully Boy, Andhadhun and Manikarnika: The Queen of Jhansi while the fourth is a Tamil movie, Super
Deluxe starring Vijay Sethupati and Samantha Akkineni. The festival will take place from June 27 to July
7 in South Korea. The South Korean film festival is known for screening some of the best movies in the
world.

19. Which international organisation has released the World Investment Report 2019?
[A] IMF
[B] ADB
[C] World Bank
[D] UNCTAD

Correct Answer: D [UNCTAD]
Notes:
According to UNCTAD’s World Investment Report 2019, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) into India
increased by 6% to $42 billion in 2018 with strong inflows in manufacturing, communication, financial
services and cross-border merger and acquisition activities making it the sub-region’s largest recipient.
As per report, India has been ranked 10th amongst the top recipients of FDI in 2018. The report added
that India has historically accounted for 70 to 80% of inflows to the sub-region. Further, the growth in
cross-border  Merger  &  Acquisitions  for  India  to  33  billion  dollars  in  2018  was  primarily  due  to
transactions worth 16 billion dollars in retail trade, which includes e-commerce, and telecommunication.

20.  The  world’s  highest  operating  weather  stations  has  installed  on  which  of  the  following
mountains?
[A] Mt Kanchenjunga
[B] Mt Everest
[C] Mt Makalu
[D] Mt K2

Correct Answer: B [Mt Everest]
Notes:
The National  Geographic  Society  has  announced the  successful  installation  of  the  world’s  highest
operating weather stations on Mount Everest to provide researchers, climbers, and the public with near
real-time information about mountain conditions. The multi-disciplinary team installed the world’s two
highest operating automated weather stations at Balcony area (8,430 m) and South Col (7,945 m), as well
as three other weather stations on Mount Everest. The other stations were placed at Phortse (3,810 m),
Everest  Base  Camp  (5,315  m)  and  Camp  II  (6,464  m).  Each  weather  station  will  record  data  on
temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed, and wind direction.

21. Who won the 2019 Pacific International Billiards Championship?
[A] Pankaj Advani
[B] Semih Saygıner
[C] Sourav Kothari
[D] Peter Gilchrist

Correct Answer: D [Peter Gilchrist]
Notes:
Peter Gilchrist from Singapore has won the 2019 Pacific International Billiards Championship at the
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Yarraville Club. In the final, he defeated India’s Sourav Kothari.

22. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought
(WDCDD)?
[A] Combating land degradation for sustainable agriculture
[B] The Beauty of Deserts – The Challenge of Desertification
[C] Let’s Grow the Future Together
[D] Social Dimensions of Desertification: Migration and Poverty

Correct Answer: C [Let’s Grow the Future Together]
Notes:
The World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought (WDCDD) is observed every year on 17th of June
to promote public awareness of international efforts to combat desertification. The day is a unique
moment to remind everyone that land degradation neutrality is achievable through problem-solving,
strong community involvement and co-operation at all levels. The 2019 theme is “Let’s Grow the Future
Together”.

23. Suman Rao, who has been crowned Femina Miss India World 2019, is from which state?
[A] Maharashtra
[B] Rajasthan
[C] Gujarat
[D] Uttar Pradesh

Correct Answer: B [Rajasthan ]
Notes:
Suman Rao from Rajasthan has won the Femina Miss India World 2019 beauty pageant during a star-
studded ceremony at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Indoor Stadium in Mumbai. While Shivani Jadhav from
Chhattisgarh clinched Femina Miss Grand India 2019 title and Shreya Shanker from Bihar won Miss
India United Continents 2019 title during the grand finale of the beauty pageant. Now, Suman will
represent India at Miss World 2019 in Thailand. The show was hosted by Bollywood filmmaker Karan
Johar and actor-anchor Maniesh Paul along with Miss World 2017 Manushi Chhillar.

24. Which social activist has won the HridayMitra Foundation’s ‘Save Water Hero Award’?
[A] Shaheen Mistri
[B] Sandeep Pandey
[C] Makarand Tilloo
[D] Sanal Edamaruku

Correct Answer: C [Makarand Tilloo]
Notes:
In Pune, Social activist Makarand Tilloo has won the ‘Save Water Hero Award’ by the HridayMitra
Foundation for his efforts to raise awareness about water conservation in the city. Tilloo is a Laughter
Yoga trainer and motivational speaker by profession. He started a campaign to save water by replacing
leaking taps with new ones.  The HridayMitra Foundation is an organisation which aims to spread
awareness about diseases as well as the surgeries required to remedy them. It also runs a free helpline,
offering people financial guidance and other such services.

25. Who has been sworn-in as the first female President of Slovakia?
[A] Zuzana Caputova
[B] Adriana Karembeu
[C] Jana Kolesarova
[D] Suzie Kronerova

Correct Answer: A [Zuzana Caputova]
Notes:
Zuzana Caputova, a liberal environmental activist and a political newcomer, has been sworn-in as the
first female President of Slovakia in Bratislava on 15th June 2019. She is also the youngest president in
the history of Slovakia, at the of age 45. She first became known by prevailing in a decade-long struggle
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against the situating of a toxic landfill in her hometown of Pezinok. For this, Caputova was awarded the
2016 Goldman Environmental Prize. Caputova succeeded Slovak President Andrej Kiska.

26. Who is the first woman Project Director in an ISRO mission of Chandrayaan-2?
[A] Ritu Karidhal
[B] Rohini Godbole
[C] Muthayya Vanitha
[D] Gagandeep Kang

Correct Answer: C [Muthayya Vanitha]
Notes:
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has recently announced that India’s second mission to
the moon – Chandrayaan-2 – will be launched on July 15 at 2.15 AM from Sriharikota. This particular
mission is an advancement of Chandrayaan-1, which was launched a decade ago. Chandrayaan-2 will
scale the lunar surface and gather intel on minerals, rock formations and water. For the first time in the
history of ISRO, the Project Director and the Mission Director will be women. Muthayya Vanitha will be
the Project Director for the orbiter, the lander and the rover, and Ritu Karidhal will be the Mission
Director in charge of the GSLV-Mk III launch vehicle. In fact, 30% of the team in charge of the mission is
composed of women. The cost of the entire Chandrayaan-2 mission is about Rs.1,000 crore.

27. Inger Andersen, who is new Executive Director of the UNEP, is from which country?
[A] Norway
[B] Denmark
[C] Finland
[D] Sweden

Correct Answer: B [Denmark]
Notes:
Danish economist and environmentalist, Inger Andersen has recently taken charge as the new Executive
Director (ED) of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) for a four-year term. She succeeded
Erik Solheim of Norway. Prior to her appointment at UNEP, Andersen was Director General of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Vice President for Sustainable Development at
the World Bank and Head of the CGIAR Fund Council. She has also served as the World Bank vice-
president for the Middle East and North Africa and worked at  the UN for 15 years on water and
environment issues.

28. Which of the following companies will soon roll out TechBee programme to hire and train
students for IT jobs?
[A] Wipro
[B] Infosys
[C] HCL
[D] Reliance

Correct Answer: C [HCL ]
Notes:
HCL Technologies will soon roll out “TechBee” programme to hire and train students for IT jobs. The
purpose of the HCL’s early career programme is to provide students an opportunity to start early &
become financially independent and trendsetters. Under the initiative, the company will conduct an
entrance test for those completed Plus 2 or Intermediate course and gives them a year’s training to
make them employable. Students who have completed Intermediate in 2018 or 2019 with more than 60%
marks are eligible for the programme. However, the students will have to a pay fee of Rs. 2 lakhs to join
the programme. The firm would facilitate a bank loan, which can be repaid in EMIs after they are
absorbed into the company. While working at HCL, students can enrol in higher education programmes
offered  by  reputed  universities  such  as  BITS  Pilani  and  SASTRA  University.  The  students  after
completion of  required training will  be  recruited with salary range of  Rs two lakh to Rs 2.5  lakh
depending on what work stream they are taken into.

29. Feni Bridge, which is in news recently, is located in which of the following states?
[A] West Bengal
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[B] Odisha
[C] Tripura
[D] Andhra Pradesh

Correct Answer: C [Tripura ]
Notes:
The Feni  Bridge,  which is  also  known as  Maitree  Setu,  is  developing as  a  corridor  for  trade  and
commerce between India’s North-East and Bangladesh over river Feni and will connect Tripura with
Chittagong port of Bangladesh. It  will  provide direct road connectivity between South Tripura and
Chittagong allowing India to use Chittagong as a “port of call” and promoting trade, tourism and people-
to-people  ties.  The  bridge  will  facilitate  carrying  of  heavy  machines  and  goods  to  and  from  the
northeastern states and the rest of India via Bangladesh through Chattogram. The bridge is being
constructed by the National Highways Infrastructure Development Corporation Ltd of Ministry of Road
and Transport highways, govt. of India at a cost of over Rs 82 crores. The project is scheduled to be
completed by April 2020.

30. Who has been sworn-in as the pro-tem speaker of Lok Sabha?
[A] Pawan Kumar Goyal
[B] Kartar Singh Bhadana
[C] Virendra Kumar
[D] Randhir Singh Ruhal

Correct Answer: C [Virendra Kumar]
Notes:
Dr. Virendra Kumar, the 7-time Lok Sabha MP from Tikamgarh in Madhya Pradesh, has been sworn-in
as the pro-tem speaker of Lok Sabha. President Ram Nath Kovind administered oath to Dr Kumar at
Rashtrapati Bhavan. As pro-tem speaker, Kumar will preside over the first sitting of the Lok Sabha and
administer the oath to the newly elected MPs. He will also oversee the election of the 17th Lok Sabha
speaker. The first session of the newly constituted Lok Sabha will be held from June 17 to July 26.

31. Operation Sunrise 2, which is in news recently, is a coordinated operation of India and which
neighboring country?
[A] Myanmar
[B] Bangladesh
[C] Nepal
[D] Bhutan

Correct Answer: A [Myanmar ]
Notes:
The armies of India and Myanmar carried out a 3-week-long coordinated operation, named ‘Operation
Sunrise 2’, from May 16 in their respective border areas & targeted several militant groups operating in
Manipur, Nagaland and Assam. As part of the operation, the armies coordinated with each other to bust
camps of militant outfits, including the Kamtapur Liberation Organisation (KLO), the NSCN (Khaplang),
the United Liberation Front of Assam (I) and the National Democratic Front of Boroland (NDFB). As per
sources, at least six dozen militants belonging to these groups were nabbed and several of their camps
destroyed during the operation. Myanmar is one of the strategic neighbours of India and shares a 1,640-
km border with a number of north-eastern states, including the militancy-hit Nagaland and Manipur
The  first  phase  of  this  operation  was  launched in  February  2019  in  which  Indian  Army targeted
members of the Arakan Army (an insurgent group in Myanmar), who were opposed to the Kaladan
multi-modal transit transport project. The Kaladan multi-modal transit transport project is viewed as
India’s gateway to Southeast Asia.

32.  On  which  date,  the  2019  edition  of  International  Day  of  Family  Remittances  (IDFR)  is
observed?
[A] June 17
[B] June 16
[C] June 18
[D] June 19
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Correct Answer: B [June 16]
Notes:
The International Day of Family Remittances (IDFR) is observed every year on 16th of June to recognize
the contribution of over 200 million migrants to improve the lives of their 800 million family members
back home, and to create a future of hope for their children.  Through this observance,  the United
Nations aim at bringing greater awareness on the impact that these contributions have on millions of
households,  but  also  on  communities,  countries,  and  entire  regions.  The  Day  also  calls  upon
governments, private sector entities, and the civil society to find ways that can maximize the impact of
remittances through individual, and/or collective actions.

33. On which date, the 2019 edition of Autistic Pride Day (APD) is observed?
[A] June 19
[B] June 18
[C] June 17
[D] June 16

Correct Answer: B [June 18]
Notes:
The Autistic Pride Day (APD) is observed every year on 18th of June to recognise the importance of pride
for autistics  and understands it  not  as  a  disease but as  a  difference.  Autism or Autism Spectrum
Disability  is  a  range of  complex neurodevelopment disorders  characterized by social  impairments,
communication difficulties,  restrictive and repetitive pattern of behaviour.  It  is a lifelong condition
which usually occurs in the first three years of life. The exact cause of autism is not known but it is
known to be associated with genetic and environmental factors. Autistic Pride Day was initiated by
Aspies For Freedom, a group that raises public awareness about autism rights.

34. The World Food India (WFI- 2019) event will be held in which of the following cities?
[A] Indore
[B] Jaipur
[C] New Delhi
[D] Lucknow

Correct Answer: C [New Delhi]
Notes:
The World Food India (WFI- 2019) event will be held in New Delhi from November 1-4 as part of the
government’s effort to boost investment into this growing sector. The event aims to promote food
processing sector and to position India as food processing destination of the World. The tagline of the
event will be “Forging Partnerships for Growth”. This will be the 2nd edition of World Food India (WFI),
with first one held in 2017 that saw the participation of 61 countries and signing of MoUs worth $14
billion.

35. The bathing festival ‘Snana Yatra’ is recently celebrated in which of the following states?
[A] Odisha
[B] Jharkhand
[C] Bihar
[D] West Bengal

Correct Answer: A [Odisha]
Notes:
The ‘Snana Yatra’ is a bathing festival celebrated on the full moon day (Purnima) of the Hindu month of
‘Jyestha’ & considered to be the birthday of Lord Jagannath. It is a significant ritual in the run-up to the
annual  ‘Rath  Jatra’  festival.  In  Puri,  the  annual  ceremonial  bathing  ritual  of  the  deities  at  Shree
Jagannath temple has recently celebrated on 17th June 2019 in the presence of thousands of devotees.
The ceremony is known as ‘Snana Jatra’ of Lord Jagannath, Lord Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra. It was
performed on a bathing altar known as the ‘Snana Mandap’ in which priests poured 108 pitchers of
aromatic sacred water on the deities.The Skanda Purana mentions that King Indradyumna arranged this
ceremony for the first time when the idols of the deities were first installed.

36. Who has been named new chief of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)?
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[A] Ahmad Shuja Pasha
[B] Zaheerul Islam
[C] Asim Munir
[D] Faiz Hameed

Correct Answer: D [Faiz Hameed ]
Notes:
Lieutenant General Faiz Hameed has been appointed as the new Director-General of Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI), the powerful spy agency of Pakistan. He succeeded Lt Gen Asim Munir. Hameed has
previously served as the head of the Counter Intelligence wing of the ISI. The ISI was formed in 1948 as
an independent unit to strengthen the country’s intelligence network. The ISI was formerly a part of the
Intelligence Bureau (IB), which handled intelligence-sharing between different branches of the military,
as well as external intelligence gathering. Its headquarters were initially located in Rawalpindi, but were
later moved to Islamabad. In 1950, the ISI was officially given the task of safeguarding Pakistani interests
and national security, inside and outside the country.

37. India will host the UNCCD COP 14 in which of the following cities?
[A] New Delhi
[B] Shimla
[C] Chandigarh
[D] Hyderabad

Correct Answer: A [New Delhi]
Notes:
For the first time, India will host the 14th session of the Conference of Parties (COP-14) of the United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) in New Delhi between September 2 -14, 2019. It
will see participation from at least 5,000 delegates from nearly 197 countries. Ahead of the COP-14,
Union  Environment  Minister  Prakash  Javadekar  launched  a  flagship  project  (a  part  of  a  larger
international initiative called the Bonn Challenge) to enhance India’s capacity for Forest Landscape
Restoration (FLR). It will be implemented during a pilot phase of three-and-a-half years in Haryana,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Nagaland and Karnataka. The project will aim to develop and adapt the
best practices and monitoring protocols for the country, and build capacity within the five pilot States.
The Bonn Challenge is  a  global  effort  to  bring 150 million hectares of  the world’s  deforested and
degraded land under restoration by 2020, and 350 million hectares by 2030. The United Nations has
three  major  Conventions:  UNFCCC,  UNCCD  and  the  Convention  on  Biological  Diversity  (CBD).
Established in 1994, the UNCCD is the only legally binding international agreement linking environment
and development issues to the land agenda.

38. Who has been appointed as the new Executive Director (ED) of Reserve Bank of India (RBI)?
[A] Rabi Mishra
[B] N S Vishwanathan
[C] Preet Sinha
[D] Usha Das

Correct Answer: A [Rabi Mishra ]
Notes:
Dr. Rabi N. Mishra has been appointed as the new Executive Director (ED) of Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
after the position fell vacant on Rosemary Sebastian’s retirement. As ED, Mishra’s portfolio includes
non-banking and Co-op bank supervision as well as the College of Supervisors. Mishra has been serving
RBI for about 30 years now. He has been associated with many research papers. He has also authored a
book on banking, which is likely to be launched soon.

39. Who clinched the 119th US Open Golf Championship?
[A] Brooks Koepka
[B] Tiger Woods
[C] Gary Woodland
[D] Graeme McDowell
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Correct Answer: C [Gary Woodland]
Notes:
Gary Woodland of the United States has clinched the 2019 US Open Golf Championship by three strokes
at Pebble Beach Golf Links in California. It is his first major championship and sixth professional victory.
He is known as one of the longest hitters on tour.

40. Mohamed Morsi, who passed away recently, was the former president of which country?
[A] Egypt
[B] Iran
[C] Israel
[D] Turkey

Correct Answer: A [Egypt]
Notes:
Mohamed Morsi (67), the former President of Egypt, has passed away in Cairo on June 17 after collapsing
during  his  court  trial  that  charged  him  of  espionage  and  inciting  violence.  He  was  the  first
democratically-elected President of Egypt. His death has raised doubts over the ‘torturous’ condition
under which he was kept in prison. Voices of several human right groups and individuals have called for
an impartial investigation into his death. Morsi was democratically elected in 2012, a year after the
uprising that ended the rule of longtime leader Hosni Mubarak.  The military toppled Morsi in the
following year after massive protests and crushed the Brotherhood in a major crackdown.

41. Who has been elected as Speaker of 17th Lok Sabha?
[A] Ramcharan Bohara
[B] Rahul Kaswan
[C] Om Birla
[D] Manoj Rajoria

Correct Answer: C [Om Birla]
Notes:
NDA nominee Om Birla from Kota has been unanimously elected as the Speaker of 17th Lok Sabha. All
major  political  parties  including  Congress,  DMK,  TMC,  BJD,  YSR  Congress,  JD(U)  and  Shiv  Sena
supported the motion moved by Prime Minister and Leader of the House, Narendra Modi to choose Mr.
Birla as the Speaker. Later, Pro-tem speaker Dr. Virendra Kumar declared Mr. Birla as the Speaker. Prime
minister along with other leaders of different political parties escorted Om Birla to the Speaker’s chair.
An agriculturalist and social worker, Om Birla started his political journey as a student leader. Later, he
elected as MLA for three consecutive terms for Rajasthan Assembly in 2003, 2008 and 2013. He won his
first Lok Sabha election in 2014 and was again elected from Rajasthan’s Kota Lok Sabha seat in 2019.

42.  The first  iron ore mine of  Bangladesh has recently discovered in which of  the following
districts?
[A] Pabna
[B] Dinajpur
[C] Dhaka
[D] Sirajganj

Correct Answer: B [Dinajpur]
Notes:
For the first time in Bangladesh, iron ore mine has been discovered at Isabpur village in Dinajpur.
According to the Geological Survey of Bangladesh, a 400-foot thick iron layer was found 1,750 feet
beneath the surface stretched over an area of 6-10 square kilometre. The percentage of iron in the mine
was 65 which indicate the high quality of the ore. In most other countries like Canada, China, Brazil
Sweden and Australia the percentage is below 50. Other minerals such as gold, there were copper, nickel
and chromium were also found at various levels of the mining. The discovery of the iron mine has
opened up economic prospects for the country. The discovery of high-quality iron ore mine in Dinajpur
district of Bangladesh is a significant achievement. Since the iron concentration in the magnetite ore is
65%, mining would be economically feasible.

43. Which of the following institutes has become the India’s best institute in QS World University
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ranking 2020?
[A] IIT Bombay
[B] IIT Delhi
[C] IISc Bangalore
[D] IIT Indore

Correct Answer: A [IIT Bombay ]
Notes:
Twenty-three Indian Institutions have been ranked among the best global universities in the latest 2020
QS World University ranking. In it, IIT Bombay has become India’s best institute & secured 152nd rank
globally. IIT Delhi and Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore have also been figured in the top 200.
Other Indian universities included in the top 500 list are IIT-Madras (271), IIT-Kharagpur (281), IIT-
Kanpur  (291),  IIT-Roorkee  (383),  University  of  Delhi  (474)and  IIT-Guwahati  (491).  World-class  MIT
(Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology)  has  made  a  history  by  topping  the  QS  World  University
Rankings for the 8th consecutive year. According to QS, no other university has managed such a long
run at the top. Stanford University, Harvard University and California Institute of Technology (Caltech)
— all retain their positions at second, third and fourth in the world, respectively.

44. Which Indian armed force is co-hosting 12th ReCAAP ISC capacity building workshop?
[A] Indian Navy
[B] Indian Army
[C] Indian Coast Guard
[D] Indian Air Force

Correct Answer: C [Indian Coast Guard]
Notes:
Indian Coast Guard (ICG) is co-hosting 12th international Capacity Building workshop in New Delhi to
deepen knowledge on issues related to  piracy and armed robbery on June 19-20,  2019.  The 2-day
workshop is being organized in cooperation with the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating
Piracy  and  Armed  Robbery  against  Ships  in  Asia  (ReCAAP).  The  ReCAAP  is  the  first  regional
Government-to-Government agreement to deal with piracy and armed robbery at sea in Asia. Presently,
20 countries are members of the ReCAAP. A total of 31 International delegates from 19 countries are
participating in the workshop. In addition, officials from national stakeholders like major ports, state
maritime boards, state marine police, Directorate General of Shipping and Indian National Ship-Owners
Association are also participating in this workshop.

45. Which state government has decided to launch the Chief Minister’s Employment Generation
Programme for MSMEs?
[A] Punjab
[B] Maharashtra
[C] Rajasthan
[D] Madhya Pradesh

Correct Answer: B [Maharashtra ]
Notes:
The Maharashtra  government  has  decided to  launch the  Chief  Minister’s  Employment  Generation
Programme for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), which will create 10 lakh jobs in the
next five years. The flagship programme of the Industries Department will have 30% reservation for
women  entrepreneurs.  The  scheme  will  be  implemented  on  the  lines  of  the  Prime  Minister’s
Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)  with online applications and other  procedures.  This
scheme  is  for  promoting  entrepreneurship  and  address  unemployment  issues.  It  will  cover
manufacturing,  service and agro-based activities,  including those in retail.  The nodal  bank for  the
programme will be Corporation Bank and beneficiaries will be financed by nationalised and private
Sector banks like Yes Bank,  ICICI  Bank and HDFC Bank.  To supplement this  programme,  50 new
industrial parks will be developed at taluka level by the government.

46. The researchers of which country has develop new type of cooling vest for sports athletes?
[A] Japan
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[B] Indonesia
[C] China
[D] India

Correct Answer: A [Japan ]
Notes:
The researchers from Hiroshima University in Japan have developed a new type of cooling vest for
sports athletes that may help them compete safely in sweltering summer conditions. The cooling vest is
filled with ice packs and features a collar that can also cool the neck. The aim is to cool the athletes’
upper-body skin which can decrease heart rate and temperature of their neck and skin. The research is
not just applicable to athletes but to people that exercise in hot conditions. The 2020 Tokyo Olympics
will be held in the hot and muggy Japanese summer where the ambient temperature is expected to be
above 33 degrees Celsius. Athletes have to worry about performing under pressure of the high-stakes
competition  and  deal  with  a  very  hot  and  humid  climate.  To  help  combat  this,  the  researchers
collaborated with a Japanese sportswear company Mizuno to test a new type of cooling vest.

47. Which state government has decided to launch a project “Chullah” for smokeless kitchens?
[A] Karnataka
[B] Tamil Nadu
[C] West Bengal
[D] Maharashtra

Correct Answer: D [Maharashtra ]
Notes:
The Maharashtra government has decided to launch a pilot project providing smoke-free environment
in  the  kitchen  for  women.  The  project,  named  “Chullah  (wood-fired  stove)-free  and  smoke-free
Maharashtra”,  will  target the women who have not benefited under the Ujjwala or any other LPG
distribution scheme.  The pilot  project  will  be implemented in Naxal-  affected areas as well  as  the
districts where farmer suicide rate is high.

48.  Which  of  the  following  is  the  India’s  most  attractive  employer  brand,  as  per  Randstad
Employer Brand Research (REBR) 2019 report?
[A] Nestle
[B] Sony India
[C] Microsoft India
[D] Amazon India

Correct Answer: D [Amazon India]
Notes:
According to the Randstad Employer Brand Research (REBR) 2019, E-commerce giant Amazon India is
the most attractive employer brand in India followed by Microsoft India and Sony India. Others in the
top 10 most-attractive employer brands in India for 2019 include Mercedes-Benz at 4th position, IBM
(5th), Larsen & Toubro (6th), Nestle (7th), Infosys (8th), Samsung (9th) and Dell (10th). As per report,
Amazon has scored high on financial health, utilisation of latest technologies and a strong reputation.
The survey further noted that a vast majority (55%) of Indians prefer to work for a large multi-national
corporation, while a negligible 9% preferred start-ups. The preference for Multi-National Companies
(MNCs) can be strongly attributed to job security, financial health and career progression opportunities,
which these organisations offer to their employees. The survey also noted that the Indian workforce
prefers to work for companies operating in sectors like IT, ITeS and telecom (67%), retail, FMCG and e-
commerce (67%), followed by automotive (66%) and BFSI (65%).

49. Who is the head of the RBI committee to study current framework for MSMEs?
[A] Sharad Sharma
[B] Anup Bagchi
[C] UK Sinha
[D] Bindu Ananth

Correct Answer: C [UK Sinha]
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Notes:
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has set up an 8-member expert committee on Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) to suggest long-term solutions for the economic and financial sustainability of the
MSMEs. This committee is set up under the leadership of former SEBI Chairman UK Sinha to review the
current framework for the MSME Sector. The committee will examine the factors affecting the timely
and adequate availability of finance to the MSME sector. It will  review the existing MSME focused
policies  and their  impact and will  propose measures for  leveraging technology in accelerating the
growth of the sector apart from recommending the global best practices.

50. On which date, the 2019 edition of World Sustainable Gastronomy Day (WSGD) is observed
recently?
[A] June 19
[B] June 20
[C] June 18
[D] June 21

Correct Answer: C [June 18]
Notes:
The World Sustainable Gastronomy Day (WSGS) is observed every year on 18th of June to focus the
world’s attention on the role that sustainable gastronomy can play. It also reaffirms that all cultures and
civilizations are contributors and crucial enablers of sustainable development.

51. Which Indian engineer has won the 2019 Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Innovation for
Sustainable Development Award in London?
[A] Anukriti Gusain
[B] Ritu Karidhal
[C] Akshaya Jain
[D] Nitesh Jangir

Correct Answer: D [Nitesh Jangir]
Notes:
The Bangalore-based electronics  engineer,  Nitesh Kumar Jangir  has won the 2019 Commonwealth
Secretary-General’s Innovation for Sustainable Development Award in London, United Kingdom (UK).
He received his award in the ‘People’ category alongside 14 other innovators from across the 53 member-
countries of the Commonwealth. Jangir created Saans as a breathing support device to tackle avoidable
deaths of premature babies from respiratory distress syndrome due to a lack of immediate access to
complex medical equipment. His low-cost neonatal breathing device has saved the lives of new-born
babies across small towns of India. Jangir is the co-founder of Coeo Labs, a medical device company with
a vision to prevent preventable deaths in the field of emergency and critical care. Each of the 15 winners
of the inaugural Commonwealth Innovation Awards receive a trophy, a certificate and 2,000 pounds in
prize money.

52. India has recently extended $15 million grant assistance to which country for organizing
African Union Summit?
[A] Tunisia
[B] Niger
[C] Morocco
[D] Ghana

Correct Answer: B [Niger ]
Notes:
India has extended US$ 15 million grant assistance to Niger in support of organizing of the African
Union (AU) summit scheduled from 7-8 July, 2019 in Niamey, the capital of Niger. The support of grant
assistance was in response to a specific request made by Government of Niger. Niger is hosting the AU
Summit for the first time. The AU Summit in Niamey is also expected to launch the historic African
Continental  Free  Trade  Area  (AfCFTA).  India  is  also  establishing  in  Niamey,  Mahatma  Gandhi
International Convention Centre (MGICC) under grant assistance. The MGICC honours the memory of
Mahatma Gandhi whose 150th birth anniversary is being observed in 2019. The Centre is likely to host
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some meetings associated with the forthcoming AU Summit. India’s grant assistance for organizing the
AU Summit will further contribute towards enhancing of bilateral ties. The grant assistance is also
reiteration of India’s firm commitment towards Africa.

53. Which Indian sports player has won gold in women’s 1500m at Folksam Grand Prix 2019?
[A] PU Chitra
[B] Dutee Chand
[C] Jyotirmoyee Sikdar
[D] Soma Biswas

Correct Answer: A [PU Chitra]
Notes:
India’s PU Chitra has won gold in women’s 1500m at Folksam Grand Prix 2019 held in Sollentuna,
Sweden. Beside her, Asian Games gold medallist Jinson Johnson won the silver in the men’s 1500m
clocking 3:39.69s as he finished behind Sweden’s Andreas Almgren (3:39.68s).

54.  Where  is  the  headquarters  of  Internet  Corporation  for  Assigned  Names  and  Numbers
(ICANN)?
[A] Los Angeles
[B] Paris
[C] New York
[D] Berlin

Correct Answer: A [Los Angeles]
Notes:
Global internet body Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and Indian IT
industry body Nasscom has collaborated to develop identifier technology that can be used for managing
devices  and  infrastructure  using  internet.  Under  the  collaboration,  both  the  bodies  will  focus  on
updating Internet of Things (IoT) devices using Domain Name System (DNS) even in situation when the
manufacturer  or  supplier  has  closed  down  the  business.  The  ICANN  is  a  nonprofit  organization
responsible  for  coordinating  the  maintenance  and  procedures  of  several  databases  related  to  the
namespaces and numerical spaces of the Internet, ensuring the network’s stable and secure operation.
Its’ headquarters is located at Los Angeles in California, United States.

55. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of World Refugee Day (WRD)?
[A] Step with Refugees
[B] With courage let us all combine
[C] Migrants and Refugees: Towards a Better World
[D] We stand together with refugees

Correct Answer: A [Step with Refugees]
Notes:
The World Refugee Day (WRD) is observed every year on 20th of June to celebrate the stories and
contributions of refugees. The 2019 theme is “#Step with Refugees – Take a Step on World Refugee Day”.
According to the latest annual study released by the office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), 70.8 million children, women and men were forcibly displaced at the end of last year. This is
the highest number in the organization’s almost 70-year history. The study said wars, violence and
persecution have driven record numbers of people from their homes worldwide. Almost two thirds of
those uprooted from their homes are internally displaced people who have not left their homelands.
About 80% of these refugees live in countries neighbouring their country of origin. On an average, one
person is forcibly displaced every two seconds as a result of conflict or persecution and refugees are
among the most vulnerable people in the world.

56.  Guthi  Bill,  which  is  in  news  recently,  is  associated  to  which  of  the  following  India’s
neighbouring countries?
[A] Bhutan
[B] Nepal
[C] Bangladesh
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[D] Pakistan

Correct Answer: B [Nepal]
Notes:
In Nepal, thousands of people came onto roads in capital Kathmandu against controversial “Guthi Bill”
on  19th  June  2019.  The  local  residents  of  Kathmandu  valley,  especially  ethnic  Newar  community
members are protesting against the controversial bill, claiming that the bill had provisions in favour of
land mafias and could be a threat to the centuries-old culture and traditions of Nepal. Guthis are socio-
economic institutions (trusts), both public and private, that fund their obligations from incomes from
cultivated or leased land assets. Depending on their obligations, Guthis fulfil religious, public service or
social roles and could either involve members from a common lineage, or several. The Government of
Nepal had tabled the Guthi Bill in National Assembly, the Upper House of Parliament in April to amend
Guthi Act and nationalise both public and private Guthis or trusts and regulate all religious sites under a
powerful commission. Though the Guthi Bill  was withdrawn by the Ministry of Land Management,
Cooperatives  and  Poverty  Alleviation  but  protesters  are  demanding  that  it  should  be  completely
scrapped.

57. Who has been appointed as India’s representative in the council of International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO)?
[A] Alok Shekhar
[B] Shefali Juneja
[C] Jitendra Singh
[D] Nikil Kumar

Correct Answer: B [Shefali Juneja]
Notes:
Shefali Juneja, a 1992 batch officer of Indian Revenue Service (Income Tax cadre), has been appointed to
the post of Representative of India in the council of International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in
Montreal, Canada for a period of 3 years. She will replace senior IAS officer Alok Shekhar.

58. Who has become the most expensive bowler in ICC World Cup history?
[A] Rashid Khan
[B] Adil Rashid
[C] Kagiso Rabada
[D] Lasith Malinga

Correct Answer: A [Rashid Khan]
Notes:
The world’s No.3 ODI bowler, Afghanistan leg-spinner Rashid Khan has become the most expensive
bowler  in  ICC  World  Cup  history  during  their  match  against  hosts  England  at  Old  Trafford  in
Manchester on June 18. He leaked 110 runs off 9 overs as England racked up a gigantic 397 for six after
electing to bat. The record earlier belonged to New Zealand’s Martin Snedden, who had conceded 105
runs for two wickets against England in the 1983 World Cup.

59. Which of the following states has topped the USGBC list of India’s top 10 states for LEED?
[A] Tamil Nadu
[B] Maharashtra
[C] Karnataka
[D] Kerala

Correct Answer: B [Maharashtra ]
Notes:
Maharashtra bagged the top slot in the second edition of the US Green Building Council’s (USGBC) list of
India’s top ten states that have maximum number of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) certified green buildings. LEED is a widely used green building rating system. Maharashtra has
334 LEED-certified  green buildings,  while  Karnataka  and Tamil  Nadu have  232  and 157  buildings,
respectively. The top 10 states for LEED are home to more than 840 million Indians and together include
more than 475 million gross square feet of LEED-certified space. LEED is an international symbol of
sustainability excellence which signifies a building is lowering carbon emissions, conserving resources
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and cutting down cost, while prioritizing sustainable practices and creating a healthier environment.

60. India’s first water clinic for elephants has opened in which of the following cities?
[A] Mysuru
[B] Mathura
[C] Bangaluru
[D] Raipur

Correct Answer: B [Mathura]
Notes:
India  has  opened  its  first  specialised  hydrotherapy  treatment  center  (water  clinic)  for  elephants
suffering from arthritis, joint pain and foot ailments on the banks of the Yamuna in Mathura. It is
opened near the Wildlife SOS’ Elephant Conservation and Care Centre (ECCC), which currently houses
20 rescued elephants. The new hydrotherapy jumbo pool is 11-foot-deep and has 21 high pressure jet
sprays that create water pressure that massage the elephants’ feet and body and help in increasing blood
circulation. The center is a joint collaboration of Uttar Pradesh Forest Department and the NGO Wildlife
SOS.

61. On which date, the 2019 edition of World Sickle Cell Day (WSCD) is observed?
[A] June 21
[B] June 18
[C] June 22
[D] June 19

Correct Answer: D [June 19]
Notes:
The World Sickle Cell Day (WSCD) is observed every year on 19th of June to raise public awareness about
the sickle cell disease and its treatment methods. Sickle cell disease is an inherited form of anaemia in
which red blood cells are not able to carry adequate oxygen throughout the body. Government has
organised several campaigns for the proper treatment and cure of those suffering from the disease.

62. DD India channel will be made available to which of the following neighbouring countries?
[A] Myanmar
[B] Sri Lanka
[C] Bhutan
[D] Bangladesh

Correct Answer: D [Bangladesh]
Notes:
In a bid to boost India’s relations with its neighbours, the Union Ministry of Information & Broadcasting
(I&B) has signed agreements with Bangladesh and South Korea to make DD India available to viewers in
the two countries respectively. Under this agreement, Bangaldesh’s BTV World and South Korea’s KBS
World will also be made available on DD Free Dish, which has nearly 35 million subscribers across the
country. The move is in line with India’s strategy to strengthen its relationships with neighbouring
countries and other Asian nations and will help promote robust cultural exchange.

63. Which of the following states have recently get GI tag for Namma Kolhapuri chappal?
[A] Chhattisgarh & Maharashtra
[B] Karnataka & Andhra Pradesh
[C] Maharashtra & Karnataka
[D] Karnataka & Gujarat

Correct Answer: C [Maharashtra & Karnataka]
Notes:
Karnataka and Maharashtra have jointly got the Geographical Indication (GI) tag for Namma Kolhapuri
chappal. These leather chappals are hand-crafted and tanned using vegetable dyes. The art of making
them is passed down one generation to another. The traditional chappal making will get a modern touch.
LIDKAR has in-house fashion designers who will design the footwear. According to LIDKAR officials,
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there  are  5,000  people  from  villages  in  Belagavi,  Bagalkote  and  even  Dharwad  making  Kolhapuri
chappals at their houses. Their market is restricted to nearest towns. The GI tag approvals implies that
the artisans producing Kolhapuris in these districts will now be able to make and market their product
in domestic and international markets. This also means the artisans can tie up with leading e-commerce
players for higher profits. More importantly, it also prohibit the usage of the term “Kolhapuris” for
similar products made in other parts of the country.

64. Who is the author of book “Yoga and Diet for Weight Loss”?
[A] Bijoylaxmi Hota
[B] Baba Ramdev
[C] Jaggi Vasudev
[D] Dinesh Singh

Correct Answer: A [Bijoylaxmi Hota]
Notes:
The book titled “Yoga and Diet for Weight Loss” has been authored by noted integrated yoga therapist
Bijoylaxmi Hota.  The book seeks to break slimming and weight loss myths and prescribes certain
postures of yoga, along with the diet one should take in order to achieve better and faster results.
According to author, slimming is not just about what one eats, how much one eats, how much one
exercises or what form of exercise one does but more importantly, how fast one’s body utilises food. The
key question is how efficient is one’s metabolism. The target should be to hasten the process and make it
so fast that without being a clinical problem, it can burn all your calories quickly. The book also has
recipes like steamed mustard fish, fish with tomato and celery, baked salmon, chicken teriyaki and beans
with fennel.

65. India’s first solar-powered cruise boat to be rolled out in which of the following states?
[A] Karnataka
[B] Kerala
[C] Andhra Pradesh
[D] Tamil Nadu

Correct Answer: B [Kerala]
Notes:
India’s first solar-powered cruise boat to be rolled out in Alappuzha, Kerala in December 2019. A Rs 3-
crore cruise boat that can carry 100 passengers is under construction at a boatyard in Aroor. This is part
of an initiative of  the State Water Transport Department (SWTD),  whose solar ferry Aditya in the
Vaikom-Thavanakadavu route has proved to be a success. The hybrid vessel will be powered by a motor
that can source energy from solar panels, battery, and generator. Its battery will have 80 KWh (kilowatt
hour) power backup as compared to 50 KWh backup in Aditya.

66.  Which  operation  has  been  launched  by  Indian  Navy  in  Persian  Gulf  for  Indian  vessels’
security?
[A] Operation Parakram
[B] Operation Sankalp
[C] Operation Trishul
[D] Operation Calm Down

Correct Answer: B [Operation Sankalp]
Notes:
Indian Navy has recently launched Operation Sankalp in the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman to
reassure Indian flagged vessels transiting through the area. The development has come in the wake of
the suspected attacks on two merchant ships in the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman region. Both the
attacks took place at Strait of Hormuz, which is a major conduit for global oil supplies. The US has
blamed Iran for the attack. The Navy has deployed stealth guided missile destroyers INS Chennai and
patrol vessel INS Sunayna in the region for maritime security operations. In addition, aerial surveillance
in the area is also being done by IN aircraft. The Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region of the
Indian Navy is also keeping a close watch on the movement of ships in the Gulf region. Both the attacks
took place at Strait of Hormuz, which is a major conduit for global oil supplies.
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67. The scientists of which CSIR institute has developed a Cancer cell detection ‘dots’ from coal?
[A] NISTAD
[B] CCMB
[C] NBRI
[D] NEIST

Correct Answer: D [NEIST]
Notes:
A team of scientists from CSIR-NEIST Assam has developed a chemical process that turns ‘dirty’ coal
into a biomedical ‘dot’ to help detect cancer cells. The team, led by Binoy Kumar Saikia and Tonkeswar
Das, has applied for a patent for their chemical method of producing Carbon Quantum Dots (CQDs) from
cheap, abundant, low-quality and high-sulphur coals. CQDs are carbon-based nanomaterials whose size
is less than 10 nm (or nanometer). The CQDs that the CSIR-NEIST team developed emit a bluish colour
with  high-stability,  good-conductivity,  low-toxicity,  environmental  friendliness,  and  good  optical
properties.  CQDs are futuristic materials  whose demand in India has been increasing leading to a
considerable volume of import. The CSIR-NEIST technology can produce approximately 1 litre of CQDs
per day at a low cost to become an import substitute. The acronym ‘CSIR-NEIST’ stands for “Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research-North East Institute of Science and Technology”.

68. Which of the following logistics companies has launched the National Freight Index (NFI)?
[A] StoreKing
[B] Rivigo
[C] VRL Group
[D] Future Supply Chains

Correct Answer: B [Rivigo]
Notes:
The National Freight Index (NFI) has been launched by a technology-enabled logistics company Rivigo,
which owns a fleet of over 3,000 trucks. The index aims to bring transparency and boost efficiency in the
market.  The NFI is the barometer of the road freight market in India and is based on Rivigo rate
exchange, which gives a live spot rate on over 7 million lane and vehicle type combinations in the
country. The move is aimed at bringing transparency to the road freight market place and transforming
the logistics sector. The NFI offers an aggregated picture of both live rates and historical trends of spot
price movements in the road freight industry. The index is represented in two main forms: in terms of
actual freight rates condensed to Rupees per tonne-km and in terms of relative movement with respect
to a base month.

69. The first-ever Bangladesh International Theatre Festival (BITF) has started in which of the
following cities?
[A] Tangail
[B] Dhaka
[C] Pabna
[D] Dinajpur

Correct Answer: B [Dhaka]
Notes:
On June 20,  the first-ever International  Theatre Festival  of  Bangladesh inaugurated at  Bangladesh
Shilpakala Academy (BSA) in Dhaka by the Bangladesh State Minister for Cultural Affairs KM Khalid. The
week-long  festival  will  feature  theatre  and  puppet  shows  by  eight  troupes  from  seven  countries.
Rabindranath Tagore’s dance-drama ‘Mayar Khela’ was performed as the inaugural presentation of the
festival on Thursday evening. The festival is being organised at the initiative of the Culture Affairs
Ministry of Bangladesh. Theatre troupes from India, Bangladesh, Russia, China, France, Vietnam and
Nepal are participating in the festival.  The festival will  also have a dance drama and a seminar on
theatre. The Cultural Affairs Ministry has announced that this festival will be organized every other
year.

70.  The  book  “My Life,  My Mission”  is  the  autobiography of  which  of  the  following Indian
personalities?
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[A] Naseeruddin Shah
[B] Geeta Phogat
[C] Baba Ramdev
[D] Salman Khan

Correct Answer: C [Baba Ramdev]
Notes:
The book titled “My Life,  My Mission” is the autobiography of Yoga guru Baba Ramdev and is co-
authored with senior journalist Uday Mahurkar. The book, which is expected to hit stands in August
2019, addresses the major controversies, turning points and achievements of Ramdev’s life. In the book,
Baba Ramdev chronicles his journey from a small village in Haryana to the international stage, and
writes about his passion for yoga and good health, his friends and foes, and the Swadeshi campaign he
spearheaded. It also highlights the journey of Ramdev’s venture, Patanjali Group of Institutions, with a
turnover of about Rs 12,000 crores.

71. Who is the India’s Sherpa at the 14th G20 Summit in Osaka?
[A] Pramod Kumar Misra
[B] Suresh Prabhu
[C] Arun Goyal
[D] A.K. Dhasmana

Correct Answer: B [Suresh Prabhu]
Notes:
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will attend the 14th G20 Summit in Osaka, Japan on 28th and 29th of
June 2019. Former Union Minister Suresh Prabhu will be India’s sherpa at the summit. More than 20
countries will be participating in the G20 Summit. Informal meeting of the BRICS leaders and bilateral
meetings with other leaders would also take place on the sidelines of the summit. The theme of the
summit is “Human-centred future society”. India has participated in all the G20 Summits held so far. It
will host the G20 summit in 2022 for the first time.

72. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of International Yoga Day (IYD)?
[A] Yoga for Health
[B] Yoga for Peace
[C] Yoga for Climate Action
[D] Yoga for Harmony and Peace

Correct Answer: C [Yoga for Climate Action]
Notes:
The fifth edition of International Yoga day (IYD-2019) is celebrated across the country and abroad on
21st June with theme ‘Yoga for Climate Action’. The aim of the IYD is to raise awareness worldwide of
the many benefits of practicing yoga. Yoga is an ancient physical, mental and spiritual practice that
originated in India. The word ‘yoga’ derives from Sanskrit and means to join or to unite, symbolizing the
union of body and consciousness.

73. Thanjavoor Ramamoorthy, who passed away recently, was the noted mridangam exponent of
which state?
[A] Kerala
[B] Tamil Nadu
[C] Karnataka
[D] Andhra Pradesh

Correct Answer: B [Tamil Nadu]
Notes:
Thanjavoor Ramamoorthy (90), the noted mridangam exponent and former top grade staff artist of All
India Radio (AIR), has passed away in Trichy, Tamil Nadu on June 22, 2019. He had the unique distinction
of having accompanied four generations of Carnatic stalwarts starting from violin genius Muringapuri
Gopalakrishna Iyer, right up to renowned vocalist ML Vasanthakumari. He was the recipient of the
Kalaimamani award of the Government of Tamil Nadu.
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74. Who has been sworn-in as new Chief Justice of Telangana High Court?
[A] V Ramasubramanian
[B] A A Kureshi
[C] Thottathil B Radhakrishnan
[D] Raghvendra Singh Chauhan

Correct Answer: D [Raghvendra Singh Chauhan]
Notes:
Justice Raghvendra Singh Chauhan has been sworn-in as new Chief Justice of Telangana High Court in
Hyderabad. Governor ESL Narasimhan administered the oath of office to Justice Chauhan at Raj Bhavan.
Justice Chauhan is the 2nd Chief Justice of the Telangana High Court after the bifurcation of the
erstwhile Andhra Pradesh High Court in 2018.

75. Who clinched the 2019 men’s Asian Snooker Championship?
[A] Pankaj Advani
[B] Aditya Mehta
[C] Manan Chandra
[D] Lucky Vatnani

Correct Answer: A [Pankaj Advani]
Notes:
On  21st  June  2019,  India’s  ace  cueist  Pankaj  Advani  clinched  the  35th  men’s  Asian  Snooker
Championship in Doha to complete a career grand slam in cue sports. In the final, he defeated Thanawat
Tirapongpaiboon 6-3 to become the only one to win the Asian and World championships in all formats.
He is also the only one to do so in two sports, both Billiards and Snooker. He conquered the ACBS Asian
Snooker  events  –  6-red  (short  format)  and  15-red  (long  format)  –  along  with  the  IBSF  World
Championships in both formats too. Pankaj will now take part in IBSF World Cup next week in Doha.

76. Pranati Nayak is associated to which sports?
[A] Gymnastics
[B] Wrestling
[C] Boxing
[D] Sprint

Correct Answer: A [Gymnastics]
Notes:
In Gymnastics, India’s Pranati Nayak from West Bengal clinched a bronze in vault event at the 8th
Senior Asian Artistic Championships in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia on June 22, 2019. In the final, she scored a
total of 13.384 points to claim the bronze medal. China’s Yu Linmin and Japan’s Ayaka Sakaguchi won
the gold and silver medal at the event.

77. Gray seals are commonly found in which of the following oceans?
[A] Antarctica Ocean
[B] Atlantic Ocean
[C] Arctic Ocean
[D] Pacific Ocean

Correct Answer: B [Atlantic Ocean]
Notes:
The researchers at the University of St Andrews in Scotland have found that gray seals can copy the
sounds of human words and songs including “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”. The study showed that 3
trained seals were able to imitate parts of  popular tunes.  The study gave the researchers a better
understanding of the evolution of vocal learning and human language development. It also suggested
that gray seals could be a new model to study speech disorders since they use their vocal tracts the same
way as humans. The grey seal is found on both shores of the North Atlantic Ocean. It is a large seal of the
family Phocidae which are commonly referred to as “true seals” or “earless seals”. It is the only species
classified in the genus Halichoerus.
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78. Which working group is head of the SEBI panel to review margins on derivatives?
[A] BSE
[B] NSE Clearing Ltd
[C] NPCI
[D] FSDC

Correct Answer: B [NSE Clearing Ltd]
Notes:
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has constituted a working group, headed by NSE
Clearing Ltd., to review the current framework of margins in the futures and options segment. The
group will  look into the issue and submit its recommendations to the Secondary Market Advisory
Committee.  This  assumes  significance  as  lower  cost  of  trading  was  primarily  the  reason  why
institutional investors preferred to trade in Nifty contracts on SGX at Singapore rather than on the
highly liquid derivatives segment of the National Stock Exchange (NSE). Incidentally, a recent study
jointly conducted by Association of National Exchanges Members of India (ANMI) and consultancy firm
Ernst & Young (EY) highlighted the fact that trading in derivatives in India costs much more when
compared with most of the other leading markets due to a variety of margins that are imposed on the
traders.

79. Which state government has decided to launch Sarbat Sehat Bima Yojana (SSBY)?
[A] Haryana
[B] Himachal Pradesh
[C] Punjab
[D] Uttarakhand

Correct Answer: C [Punjab]
Notes:
The Punjab government has decided to launch its flagship universal health insurance scheme -Sarbat
Sehat Bima Yojana’ (SSBY) – from July 2019. The scheme will provide an annual health cover of Rs 5 lakh
per family.  Around 43.18 lakh families  in  Punjab will  be  covered under it.  Besides all  government
hospitals, 364 private hospitals in Punjab had been empanelled, where the beneficiaries would get the
secondary  and  tertiary  care.  The  beneficiaries  included  the  14.86  lakh  families  covered  under  the
Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) in the state. The cost of the premium for the families
covered under the PMJAY would be borne by the Centre and the state government in the 60:40 ratio
while for the rest of the beneficiaries, it would borne by the state government.

80. Which Indian author has been appointed the new director of Nehru Centre in London?
[A] Kiran Desai
[B] Vikram Seth
[C] Amitav Ghosh
[D] Amish Tripathi

Correct Answer: D [Amish Tripathi]
Notes:
Author Amish Tripathi has been appointed the new director of Nehru Centre in London, which is under
the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). He will replace diplomat Srinivas Gotru. Tripathi is the
author of best-selling books such as the Secret of the Nagas and Sita – Warrior of Mithila. The Nehru
Centre was founded in 1992 with Gopalkrishna Gandhi as its founder director. Playwright-actor Girish
Karnad was among the prominent people to have helmed the centre.

81.  Which state has topped the NITI Aayog’s 2nd edition of  Healthy States,Progressive India
report?
[A] Kerala
[B] Andhra Pradesh
[C] Maharashtra
[D] Uttar Pradesh

Correct Answer: A [Kerala ]
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Notes:
The second edition of the “Healthy States, Progressive India” report has been released by NITI Aayog
Vice Chairman Dr Rajiv Kumar. Kerala has topped among large states on overall health performance in
NITI Aayog’s Health Index followed by Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. Though, Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh have emerged as the worst performing states. However, in terms of incremental performance
Haryana, Rajasthan and Jharkhand are the top three states who performed well in comparison to the last
health  index.  The  report  ranks  states  and  Union  territories  innovatively  on  their  year-on-year
incremental change in health outcomes, as well as, their overall performance with respect to each other.
The  report  focuses  on  measuring  and  highlighting  the  overall  performance  and  incremental
improvement  over  a  two-year  period,  2016-17  and  2017-18  in  the  States  and  UTs.  It  takes  a
comprehensive look at health in terms of Health Outcomes, Governance and Processes and impact of
policy interventions. The report has been prepared in collaboration with the Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare (MoHFW) and with technical assistance from the World Bank.

82. Who will be the new Chief of the Indian Coast Guard (ICG)?
[A] Rajiv Jain
[B] Arvind Kumar
[C] Samant Kumar Goel
[D] Krishnaswamy Natarajan

Correct Answer: D [Krishnaswamy Natarajan]
Notes:
Krishnaswamy Natarajan has beenappointed as the new Director General (DG) of the Indian Coast Guard
(ICG).  He will  take over the charge after incumbent Rajendra Singh retires on 30th June 2019.  An
alumnus of  the Defence Services Staff  College,  Wellington,  Natarajan is  now serving as Additional
Director General and Coast Guard Commander (West) at Mumbai. He was instrumental in giving a fillip
to the overall growth of the Coast Guard, post 26/11, in terms of assets and infrastructure development
including a dedicated academy.

83. Which country’s junior women’s boxing team adjudged best team in Black Forest Cup?
[A] Poland
[B] India
[C] South Korea
[D] Ukraine

Correct Answer: B [India]
Notes:
In Boxing, Indian team has been adjudged the best team of the tournament in the Black Forest Cup in
Villingen, Schwenningen, Germany. In the tournament, the Indian junior women pugilists clinched 7
medals,  including  five  gold.  Haryana’s  Neha  (54kg)  and  Karnataka’s  Anju  Devi  (50kg)  claimed the
honours of best boxer and promising player of the tournament. Ten countries including India, Ukraine,
Germany,  Kazakhstan,  Latvia,  Hungary,  Lithuania,  Mongolia,  Greece,  and  Poland  took  part  in  this
tournament. India’s powerful performances helped the contingent win the best team trophy.

84. Which of the following countries will jointly bid to host 2034 Football World Cup?
[A] Myanmar & Philippines
[B] Malaysia & Indonesia
[C] Cambodia & Thailand
[D] All of the above

Correct Answer: D [All of the above]
Notes:
The South-East Asian countries will  jointly bid to host the 2034 Football  World Cup. For this,  the
meeting of  ASEAN countries was held in Bangkok.  Prime Minister of  Thailand Prayuth Chan-ocha
invited  the  people  of  ASEAN  to  support  the  football  associations  in  their  countries  to  host  the
tournament. The FIFA World Cup has held only once in the continent when Japan and South Korea were
joint hosts in 2002.  Qatar will  bring it  back to Asia in 2022.  The ASEAN countries are Cambodia,
Indonesia,  Laos,  Malaysia,  Myanmar,  Philippines,  Singapore,  Thailand,  Vietnam and Brunei.  ASEAN
region is home to more than 640 million people many of whom follow football avidly.
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85. Where is the new headquarters of International Olympic Committee (IOC) located?
[A] Paris
[B] Lausanne
[C] Berlin
[D] Rome

Correct Answer: B [Lausanne]
Notes:
On June 23, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) has formally opened its new headquarters in
Lausanne, Switzerland, exactly 125 years after the Olympic Games were revived. The new headquarters
costs 145 million Swiss francs ($145 million). The Olympic House has been built on the site of the former
headquarters, and 95% of the old materials were reused and recycled. The signature feature is a central
staircase linking together the five Olympic rings. Designed by architecture firm 3XN of Denmark, the
energy-efficient building has won international awards for sustainability. Renewable energy is provided
using solar panels on the roof and pumps taking water from Lake Geneva. It also brings around 500 IOC
employees under one roof.

86. Which country has been chosen to host the 2026 Olympic Winter Games?
[A] France
[B] Austria
[C] Italy
[D] Poland

Correct Answer: C [Italy]
Notes:
Italy’s  Milan  and  Cortina  d’Ampezzo  have  been  chosen  to  host  the  2026  Winter  Olympics  and
Paralympics  during  the  134th  session  of  the  International  Olympic  Committee  (IOC)  in  Lausanne,
Switzerland. Skating sports and ice hockey will be held in Milan, while most alpine skiing events will
take place in the resort of Cortina. Other snow sports will be held in other venues in the Italian Alps,
including Bormio and Livigno. The 2026 Winter Olympics will take place from 6 to 22 February and the
2026 Winter Paralympics will be held from 6 to 15 March.

87. Who of the following journalists has been bestowed with the 2019 RedInk Award for ‘Journalist
of the Year’?
[A] Prannoy Roy
[B] Siddharth Varadarajan
[C] Dinu Ranadive
[D] Rachna Khaira

Correct Answer: D [Rachna Khaira]
Notes:
Rachna Khaira of The Tribune has bagged the prestigious RedInk Award for ‘Journalist of the Year’ for
her expose during 2018 on the functioning of the UIDAI and its Aadhaar data cache. The Mumbai Press
Club, which has instituted the RedInk Awards for Excellence in Journalism, has bestowed the coveted
Lifetime Achievement Award 2019 jointly to two retired senior journalists Dinu Ranadive (94),  who
retired as the chief reporter of Maharashtra Times, and photojournalist Sebastian D’Souza, who had
served as photo editor of Mumbai Mirror.  Ranadive started his career as the founder-editor of the
“Samyukta Maharashtra Patrika”in the 1950s,  which had a lasting impact in the movement for the
unification of Maharashtra as a state based on language. He had also covered the Goa freedom struggle
in 1961,  the Bangladesh war in 1970-71  and broke stories on cement scandal  of  1982.  D’Souza had
achieved acclaim for his photographs that captured the Lashkar-e-Taiba terror attack on Mumbai on
November 26, 2008.

88. Which DRDO scientist has developed a herbal drug to treat leucoderma?
[A] Hemant Pandey
[B] Vidhi Sethi
[C] Akhilesh Mishra
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[D] Navjeet Singh Rawat

Correct Answer: A [Hemant Pandey]
Notes:
Hemant Pandey, a senior DRDO scientist, has developed a herbal drug – Lukoskin – to treat leucoderma,
a condition in which white patches develop on the skin. The auto-immune condition, also called ‘vitiligo’,
can be life-altering.  Vitiligo is  neither contagious nor life-threatening.  Worldwide,  the incidence of
leucoderma is 1-2% of the population. In India, its incidence is around 4-5% in some parts of Rajasthan. In
Gujarat, it is very high at more than 5-8%. This skin disorder is considered a social stigma in India where
people  confuse  it  with  leprosy.  Recently,  the  Modi  government  also  conferred  Pandey  with  the
prestigious  ‘Science  Award’  for  developing  ‘Lukoskin’  to  treat  the  skin  condition.  Lukoskin  is
manufactured and marketed by Delhi-based AIMIL Pharma Ltd. It is available as an ointment and oral
liquid. A more developed version is likely to hit the market soon.

89. Mohan Ranade, who passed away recently, was the veteran freedom fighter from which state?
[A] West Bengal
[B] Goa
[C] Bihar
[D] Maharashtra

Correct Answer: B [Goa]
Notes:
Mohan Ranade (89), the veteran freedom fighter from Goa and Padmashri Mohan Ranade, has passed
away in Pune on June 25, 2019. Born in 1929 at Sangli in Western Maharashtra, Ranade was inspired by
freedom fighters like Vinayak Damodar Savarkar and his brother Ganesh Damodar Savarkar. He was a
member of the Azad Gomantak Dal, a group of revolutionaries who believed in the doctrine of armed
attacks against the Portuguese colonial rule. During Goa’s liberation movement, Ranade was active in
attacking police stations at Betim, Banastarim and other outposts. He was arrested by Portuguese police
in 1955 and was imprisoned at the Fort of Caxias near Lisbon in Portugal.  He was kept in solitary
confinement for six years. Ranade was released from prison in January 1969, after the liberation of Goa
in 1961, having served 14 years. He received the Goa Puraskar in 1986 for social work. He authored books
on the Goa liberation movement.

90. Which state government has launched flood hazard Atlas for effective management of flood?
[A] Andhra Pradesh
[B] Kerala
[C] Tamil Nadu
[D] Odisha

Correct Answer: D [Odisha ]
Notes:
Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has launched a unique flood hazard atlas on the basis of historic
flood inundation captured through satellite imagery over the period from 2001 to 2018. It is expected to
help the State manage floods more efficiently. The atlas will help the authorities to systematically plan
flood control measures, to carry out relief operations, to plan relief shelters & health centres and to
control  development  activities  on  flood  plains.  The  atlas  is  prepared  by  Odisha  State  Disaster
Management Authority (OSDMA) and National  Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) of  the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO), Hyderabad. Around 14 lakh hectare of agriculture land is being affected
by floods every year in Odisha.

91. RBI has launched CMS system to lodge complaint against which of the following entities?
[A] Urban co-operative banks
[B] NBFCs
[C] Commercial banks
[D] All of the above

Correct Answer: D [All of the above]
Notes:
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has launched a new “Complaint Management System (CMS)” website
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where  anyone  can  complain  against  any  of  the  entities  regulated  by  RBI.  Through  this  website,
complaints can be lodged against RBI regulated entities with public interface such as commercial banks,
urban co-operative banks, non-banking financial companies (NBFCs), etc. All complaints lodged on the
CMS would be directed to the appropriate office of the ombudsman/regional office of the RBI.  The
application also improves transparency by keeping the complainants informed through auto-generated
acknowledgements and enabling them to track the status of their complaints and file appeals online
against the decisions of the ombudsmen, where applicable.

92. Who has been conferred Innovative Research Excellence Award 2019 at Asian Leadership
Summit (ALS)?
[A] Mihir Chawla
[B] Pankaj Upadhyaya
[C] Gaurav Nigam
[D] Anand Gupta

Correct Answer: C [Gaurav Nigam ]
Notes:
A well-known educationist, paediatrician & the author, Dr Gaurav Nigam has been conferred ‘Innovative
Research Excellence Award 2019’ at Asian Leadership Summit (ALS) in Thimphu, Bhutan. Dr. Nigam is
the  founder  of  iCare  –  an  organization  working  in  the  area  of  new-age  child  health  care;  and
Intelligentsia, a research-based play school. Intelligentsia is all about scientific research and delivering
early education through STEM approach. He has also authored a book titled ‘Devil Inside My Mind’.

93. Which country has gifted Manipur a Museum of Peace built on the memories of Battle of
Imphal?
[A] Germany
[B] Japan
[C] France
[D] Poland

Correct Answer: B [Japan ]
Notes:
The Imphal  Peace Museum (IPM) has been gifted by Japan to Manipur to commemorate the 75th
anniversary of the Battle of Imphal, which was one of the fiercest battles of the Second World War. The
museum  was  inaugurated  at  Maibam  Lokpa  Ching  popularly  known  as  Red  Hill.  Around  70,000
Japanese soldiers, alongside those of Subhash Chandra Bose’s Indian National Army (INA), died in battles
with the British-led Allied forces in areas around Imphal and Kohima from March to June 1944. The last
of these battles was fought at Red Hill, where the Japanese War Memorial was built in 1944 to mark the
50th anniversary of the battle. The museum symbolizes the reconciliation between Japan & Britain and
Japan & India. It is to reinforce the message that history changes and makes us learn from the past.

94. Which of the following countries has become the first Arab country to get FATF membership?
[A] Saudi Arabia
[B] Morocco
[C] Tunisia
[D] Oman

Correct Answer: A [Saudi Arabia]
Notes:
Saudi Arabia has become the first Arab country to be granted full membership of Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) following its Annual General Meeting at Orlando in Florida, USA. Since November 2004,
Saudi Arabia has been a founding member of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) arm of the FATF
group. Its full FATF membership comes after it was reported the Kingdom had made “tangible progress”
for its efforts in implementing the FATF’s guidelines.  FATF is responsible for issuing international
standards, policies and best practices to combat money laundering, terrorist financing and proliferation.
The FATF Secretariat is housed at the OECD headquarters in Paris.  As of June 2019,  there are 39
Member countries of FATF and policies drafted by FATF are highly regarded and treated as law.

95. The world-class Central Air Traffic Flow Management (C-ATFM) has inaugurated in which of
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the following cities?
[A] Chennai
[B] Kochi
[C] Bangaluru
[D] New Delhi

Correct Answer: D [New Delhi]
Notes:
Union Civil Aviation Minister Hardeep Singh Puri inaugurated the Central Command Centre for Air
Traffic Flow Management (C-ATFM) at Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. The C-ATFM system is primarily meant
to address the balancing of capacity against the demand to achieve optimum utilization of the major
resources viz., airport, airspace and aircraft at every Indian airport where there is a capacity constraint.
It integrates flight data from various subsystems like ATC Automation System, flight updates and flight
update messages. The system also displays weather information along with static information about
airports,  airspaces and air routes.  The system processes the demand and capacity information and
provides decision-making tools to the ATFM Flow Manager for collaborative decision making and to
ensure regulated flow of traffic at each airport in India. After successfully implementing the AFTM, India
has become the 7th country after the US, Europe, Australia, South Africa, Japan, Brazil.

96. The Indian Air Force (IAF) has marked the 20th anniversary of Kargil War at which air base?
[A] Agra
[B] Bikaner
[C] Gwalior
[D] Jhansi

Correct Answer: C [Gwalior ]
Notes:
To commemorate 20 years of Kargil War, the Indian Air Force (IAF) has turned the Gwalior air base
virtually into a conflict theatre with dramatic reenactment of some of the milestones of the operation in
1999. In a symbolic ‘recreation’ of the Tiger Hill attack in Jammu and Kashmir’s Drass-Kargil area, the
air force used the Mirage 2000 aircraft and explosives were blown up on a ‘model hill’ to recreate the
crucial events of the war. The chief guest for the event is Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa. It is observed in
the remembrance of recapturing the towering hills in Kargil district in Ladakh division subsequent the
occupancy of Pakistani troops.  The objective of these celebrations is to evoke feeling of patriotism
through nationwide campaigns especially amongst youth and to pay homage to the valiant soldiers.

97. Madan Lal Saini, who passed away recently, was the Rajya Sabha MP from which state?
[A] Uttar Pradesh
[B] Rajasthan
[C] Chhattisgarh
[D] Punjab

Correct Answer: B [Rajasthan]
Notes:
Madan Lal Saini (75), a Member of Parliament (MP) of Rajya Sabha for Rajasthan, has passed away in
Jaipur on June 24, 2019. Hailed from Sikar district, he was serving as President of Rajasthan State BJP
until his death.

98. The 32nd Congress of the International Seed Testing Association (ISTA) has started in which
of the following cities?
[A] New Delhi
[B] Dehradun
[C] Hyderabad
[D] Udaipur

Correct Answer: C [Hyderabad]
Notes:
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On June 26, the 32nd Congress of the International Seed Testing Association (ISTA) has kick-started in
Hyderabad, Telangana. The Seed Congress is being held for the first time in South Asia.  Over 600
delegates  including  seed  experts,  officials,  policy  makers  and  representatives  of  national  and
international companies from nearly 70 countries like the UK, South Africa, Argentina, New Zealand,
Canada, Austria are taking part in the Congress. The deliberations will be mainly focusing on various
technologies for increasing quality seed production and seed export-import policies. Several pre and
post-event  workshops,  conferences  and  exhibitions  are  also  being  held  as  part  of  the  8-day  long
Congress.

99. Which state government has recently gave nod to implementation of 10% EWS quota?
[A] Madhya Pradesh
[B] Karnataka
[C] Maharashtra
[D] Tamil Nadu

Correct Answer: A [Madhya Pradesh]
Notes:
The  Congress  government  in  Madhya  Pradesh  has  recently  approved  a  proposal  to  provide  10%
reservation for the Economically Weaker Section (EWS) of the general category in jobs and education.
The family should not own more than 5 acres of agricultural land or a house measuring more than 1,200
square feet in municipal corporation limits. The size limit for the house would be 1,500 square feet in
municipality areas and 1,800 square feet in Nagar Panchayat areas. In rural areas, size of the house won’t
matter. The state cabinet also approved a proposal to enter into a tripartite agreement with the Union
government and Madhya Pradesh Metro Rail Company for metro rail projects in Bhopal and Indore.

100. The first-ever Centre for Inland & Coastal Maritime Technology (CICMT) will come up in
which of the following IITs?
[A] IIT Delhi
[B] IIT Bombay
[C] IIT Kharagpur
[D] IIT Kanpur

Correct Answer: C [IIT Kharagpur]
Notes:
Under  the  flagship  Sagarmala  Programme,  the  Union  Ministry  of  Shipping  has  recently  signed  a
Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) with IIT Kharagpur for setting up the Centre for Inland and Coastal
Maritime Technology (CICMT) at IIT Kharagpur. The first-of-its-kind Centre will focus on ship design
for  coastal/inland  waterways,  shipbuilding  technology  and  structural  design,  transport  systems  &
logistics, cryogenic cargo handling, green/renewable energy harvesting from coastal and inland waters
and automation and artificial intelligence (AI) for maritime operations. It will  provide technological
support, research, testing and experimentation facility to agencies involved in inland water transport,
shipbuilding,  ports.  etc.  Presently,  only Germany, the Netherlands,  Russia and Belgium have model
testing facilities for ships.

101. Which Indian sportsperson has been bestowed an honorary doctorate by IIT Kanpur?
[A] Milkha Singh
[B] Prakash Padukone
[C] Pullela Gopichand
[D] Sachin Tendulkar

Correct Answer: C [Pullela Gopichand]
Notes:
India’s chief national badminton coach Pullela Gopichand has been bestowed an honorary doctorate by
IIT Kanpur on the occasion of their 52nd convocation on June 28, 2019. He received the honour from
former ISRO chairman and Chairman of the board of Governors of IIT Kanpur, Prof K Radhakrishnan.
The past recipients of  the honour are Former President Prof.  APJ Abdul Kalam and former Prime
Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh. Gopichand, as a player, won the 2001 All England Open Badminton
Championship.  He  became  the  second  Indian  after  Prakash  Padukone  to  achieve  this  feat.  Post
retirement,  the  Hyderabad-based  shuttler  started  his  own  badminton  academy  —  Gopichand
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Badminton Academy — in 2008. Many top Indian players including the likes of Saina Nehwal,  PV
Sindhu, Srikanth Kidambi, Parupalli Kashyap etc. have been trained at Pullela Gopichand’s academy in
Hyderabad.

102. Who is the head of the working group to revise current series of Wholesale Price Index (WPI)?
[A] Ramesh Chand
[B] Vinod Paul
[C] Amitabh Kant
[D] Rajiv Kumar

Correct Answer: A [Ramesh Chand]
Notes:
The Union Government has constituted an 18-member working group for the revision of the current
series of Wholesale Price Index (WPI) under Chairmanship of Prof. Ramesh Chand, Member of NITI
Aayog. The revision of the base year would help in presenting a more realistic picture of the price
situation and its  impact on people.  The Office of  Economic Adviser,  Department for Promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade will be the nodal office for the Working Group and will process the report
and recommendation of the Group for further necessary action. The current series of WPI with 2011-12
as the base year was introduced in May 2017. Since 2011-12, significant structural changes have taken
place in the economy. Therefore, it has become necessary to examine the coverage of commodities,
weighting diagram and related issues pertaining to the existing series of index numbers of Wholesale
Price Index.  The Terms of Reference of the Working Group include deciding on the computational
methodology to be adopted for monthly WPI and Producer Price Index (PPI) and reviewing the existing
system  of  price  collection  in  particular  for  the  manufacturing  sector  and  suggest  changes  for
improvement.

103. Which state government has decided to set up Vedic education board?
[A] Himachal Pradesh
[B] Uttar Pradesh
[C] Rajasthan
[D] Jharkhand

Correct Answer: C [Rajasthan ]
Notes:
The Rajasthan government has decided to set up Vedic education board and culture board in the state. It
was announced by Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot at the 25th ‘Bhamashah Sammelan’ at Birla Auditorium
in Jaipur. The board will help future generations take inspiration from Vedic culture.

104. Vijaya Nirmala, who passed away recently, was the veteran personality of which field?
[A] Poetry
[B] Film Industry
[C] Photography
[D] Journalism

Correct Answer: B [Film Industry]
Notes:
Vijaya Nirmala (75), the veteran actress and filmmaker , has passed away in Hyderabad on June 27, 2019.
Born on 20th February 1946, Nirmala made her acting debut in 1950 as a child artiste in the Tamil movie
‘Machcha Rekhai’. She holds a record in the Guinness Book of World Records for being the first woman
to direct as many as 47 films in different languages. She was also feted with the Raghupathi Venkaiah
Award in 2008 for her contributions to Telugu cinema. She featured in over 200 films in Telugu, Tamil
and Malayalam.

105. The 2019 Singhey Khababs Sindhu Festival was held in which of the following states?
[A] Sikkim
[B] Himachal Pradesh
[C] Uttarakhand
[D] J&K
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Correct Answer: D [J&K]
Notes:
In Ladakh region of Jammu and Kashmir,  tourist’s promotional festival – Ladakh Singhey Khababs
Sindhu Festival celebrated on the bank of Indus River at Leh. The festival presents the Indus River as a
symbol of the multi-dimensional cultural identity of India that got its name from the Indus River. Folk
songs and dances are performed and local handicrafts and ethnic foods are being exhibited before the
tourists during the festival.

106. Who is the current chief of the Research & Analysis Wing (RAW)?
[A] Sanjeev Tripathi
[B] Samant Kumar Goel
[C] AS Dulat
[D] Vikram Sood

Correct Answer: B [Samant Kumar Goel]
Notes:
Samant Kumar Goel, a 1984 batch IPS officer from Punjab cadre, has been appointed as the new of the
Research & Analysis Wing (RAW). He succeeded Anil Dhasmana. He is said to have been involved in the
planning of the Balakot air strike and played an important role in checking militancy in Punjab. Mr. Goel,
a recipient of the Police Medals for Gallantry and Meritorious Service, joined the RAW in 2001. The
Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) is the foreign intelligence agency of India. It was established in 1968
following the intelligence failures of the Sino-Indian War, which persuaded the Government of India
(GoI) to create a specialised, independent agency dedicated to foreign intelligence gathering. The head of
RAW is designated Secretary (R) in the Cabinet Secretariat, and is under the direct command of the
Prime Minister, and reports on an administrative basis to the Cabinet Secretary of India, who reports to
the Prime Minister. It is headquartered in New Delhi.

107. Who is the new President of the Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO)?
[A] Yatindra Maralkar
[B] Sharda Sharma
[C] Sharad Kumar Saraf
[D] Ganesh Kumar Gupta

Correct Answer: C [Sharad Kumar Saraf]
Notes:
Sharad Kumar Saraf  has been appointed as  the new President of  the Federation of  Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO). He succeeded renowned exporter Ganesh Kumar Gupta. Saraf is the chairman and
founder of Technocraft Industries (India) Ltd. The FIEO is a trade promotion organisation in India, which
is responsible for representing and assisting Indian entrepreneurs and exporters in foreign markets.

108.  India  has signed $400 million loan agreement with which international  organisation to
eliminate TB?
[A] World Bank
[B] ADB
[C] AIIB
[D] New Development Bank

Correct Answer: A [World Bank]
Notes:
India has signed a loan agreement worth $400 million with the World Bank (WB) to help treat and
eliminate Tuberculosis  from the country.  In India,  around five lakh people died every year due to
Tuberculosis. According to Finance Ministry, the World Bank supported program will cover 9 States and
it will support the government’s National Strategic Plan to end TB in India by 2025. The Program will
provide financial incentives to private sector care providers for reporting cases of TB and ensuring that
their patients complete the treatment regimen. It will also provide Direct Benefit Transfers to patients
for acquiring the critical nutrition needed during treatment.  The Program will  also strengthen the
detection,  treatment and monitoring of Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis and will  track progress in the
detection of additional drug resistance.
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109. Go Tribal Campaign is associated to which of the following issues?
[A] To promote women empowerment
[B] To promote use of tribal handicrafts
[C] To promote child education
[D] All of the above

Correct Answer: B [To promote use of tribal handicrafts]
Notes:
On July 28, the Union government has launched the Go Tribal Campaign in New Delhi to promote the
use of  tribal  handicrafts and natural  products.  TRIFED has organized this event to institutionalize
collaborations and partnerships with different organizations to promote tribal products. During the
event, Tribes India and Amazon Global Marketing (AGM) have launched TRIBES India products globally
through Amazon platform. With this collaboration, tribal products will be available in the US and will
help establish an export market with tribal products. The collection of Madua, Jowaer, Bazra, Red Rice,
Honey, Lac products, Spices, Coffee, Tea and Handmade Soaps produced by Tribals in various parts of
the country will also be showcased.

110. What is the theme of the 2019 edition of International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking?
[A] Value yourself
[B] Lets Develop
[C] Health for Justice, Justice for Health
[D] Listen First

Correct Answer: C [Health for Justice, Justice for Health]
Notes:
The International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking is observed every year on 26th June to
raise awareness about the major problem that illicit drugs represent to society. The 2019 theme – Health
for Justice, Justice for Health – highlights that justice and health are two sides of the same coin when it
comes to addressing drug problems.

111. Who is the new Managing Director of National Housing Bank (NHB)?
[A] Sriram Kalyanaraman
[B] Ashwani Kumar Tripathi
[C] R S Garg
[D] Sarada Kumar Hota

Correct Answer: D [Sarada Kumar Hota]
Notes:
Sarada Kumar Hota has been appointed as the new Managing Director of National Housing Bank (NHB)
for a period of three years. Prior to this appointment, Hota was Managing Director and Chief Executive
Officer of Can Fin Homes. NHB, which is now 100% owned by the government, is the nodal agency for
supervision, refinance and development of the housing finance segment.
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